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Kast LAnsine, MICHIGAN, 

January 1, 1922. 

To Hon. ALEXANDER J. GROESBECK, Governor of Michigan: 

In accordance with the legal requirements, I have the honor to submit 
to you for your inspection and approval, the Fifty-First Annual Report, 
with supplementary papers of the Michigan State Horticultural Society. 

Your esteemed consideration and approval of this volume will be 
gratefully appreciated. 

Most respectfully submitted, 

T. A. FARRAND, 
Secretary, Michigan State Horticultural Society. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The program for the midwinter meeting was arranged for and held 
during Farmers’ Week at M. A. C. Assistance was given in every pos- 
sible way by the Faculty and Horticultural Department staff to make 
this meeting a success. 

The program was arranged to discuss topics not taken up at the annual 
meeting, yet interesting to the growers. 

While the attendance was not as large as at some previous meetings, 
yet it proved a very important and interesting one, as at this meeting, 
a new policy was established in appointing a horticultural committee 
representing the different fruit interests, to co-operate with the Horti- 
cultural Department in working out experiments to projects which would 
meet the needs of the greatly increased and growing interest along their 
lines, a report of which has been given. 

The secretary has arranged for calling and attended all of the meetings 
of this committee. Following the invitation to have the summer tour 
through Oceana and Mason Counties, this was arranged for, making 
the general starting point from the Graham Experimental Station at 
Grand Rapids, when a large number of the members and their families 
enjoyed an opportunity of observing the experimental projects which 
are being carried on. 

There were 25 machines filled with enthusiastic Horticulturists start- 
ing from the station and this number grew to 60 in Oceana and Mason 
Counties. The splendid fruit crops demonstrating the results in the 
applications of good cultural practices and the splendid hospitality shown 
by the citizens of these counties will long be remembered by those making 
this trip. 

In behalf of the society and the Horticultural committee, an invitation 
was extended to the State Board of Agriculture to meet with your com- 
mittee and some growers at the Graham Experiment Station. The 
invitation was accepted and an informal meeting was held, which gave 
an opportunity for the members of the State Board and your committee 
and other growers present to get acquainted. 

The committee very briefly presented an outlining of the problems 
and needs of the growers present and future, and the necessity of support 
in working out these problems with a greatly increased growing interest 
along horticultural lines throughout the state. 

The work being carried on was heartily endorsed by the members of 
the Board and assistance was assured in enlarging the scope of the work 
to meet the demands. 

The secretary assisted in making out a program for the Huron Fruit 
Belt Horticultural Society held at Almont November 8, which was well 
attended, considering the day, about 50 being present. Prof. Marshall 
and Prof. Dutton and Treasurer Munson addressing the meeting. _ 

Other meetings were held where the extension work in fruit growing 
was carried on and the interest of the society looked after as well. 

(8) 
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THE FIFTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MICHIGAN 
STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY WAS HELD IN THE 

PRESS HALL, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHI- 
GAN, ON DECEMBER 6, 7, 8, 1921. 

OPENING SESSION. 
ADDRESS OF WELCOME, EDMUND W. BOOTH, PRES. GRAND RAPIDS PRESS. 

It is perhaps fitting that a newspaper man should welcome you, for 
[ find that it was a newspaper man, Henry 8. Chubb, of Grand Haven, 
who sent out the call for the first organization meeting of this society, 
and a Grand Rapids newspaper man, Jonathan P. Thompson, was elected 
President at the Society’s first annual meeting. 

In coming to Grand Rapids you do not come among strangers. On 
the contrary, it is a homecoming for you—a return to the Society’s place 
of nativity—a visit among old friends and to places that are historic 
in the development of Michigan’s fruit growing industry. It was here 
that the Michigan Horticultural Society was organized fifty-one years 
ago and it was here that western Michigan’s first nursery was started 
by Abel Page in 1836. Page collected such wild fruits and berries as he 
could find, improved them by cultivation for the gardens of the pioneers, 
and planted the seed of the apple, the cherry, the plum, the pear, and 
brought scions from the East to graft upon the seedlings. 

The first fruit marketing association in Michigan, and perhaps in the 
country, was organized in Grand Rapids. That was more than forty 
years ago when peach was king and Grand Rapids its capitol. The 
work of this association brought buyers from all parts of the country 
and gave Western Michigan its first fame as a fruit producing district. 
It established Grand Rapids as the greatest primary wholesale market 
in the country, a rank which Grand Rapids still holds. 

Grand Rapids is also the home of citizens eminent in horticulture 
and first among those I name Charles W. Garfield, for years your secre- 
tary and for a number of years secretary of the American Society, who 
all through life has been an apostle of the beautiful in trees, in shrubs 
and flowers, a lover of nature and of children and of his fellow-men, and 
whose influence is continually felt in our midst to make Grand Rapids 
a better and still better city. This is the home, too, of Robert Graham, 
for twelve years Chairman of the State Board of Agriculture, and who 
gave to Michigan the experimental and demonstration farm, which bears 
his name and which must influence greatly the future of Michigan fruit 
growing. This is the home also of Oscar Braman, Henry Smith, Charles 
Wilde and J. P. Munson, who have done so much to point the way to 
success in fruit growing by scientific methods. Mr. Munson’s father, 
William K. Munson, was a leader in viniculture in western Michigan 
and the originator of the Kind and other varieties of market grapes. 
[I must not forget, too, that W. R. Roach, world famous as a canner of 
fruits and vegetables, is a citizen of Grand Rapids, as is also W. S. Thomas 
of the Thomas Canning Company both to be counted among the good 
friends of the fruit industry. Among our financial men are practical 
farmers like Dudley A. Waters and William H. Anderson, and there is 

(7) 
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not a bank in town but that has on its directorate members who are 
either actual farm owners or who are in very close touch with farming 
interests and know the language of the farmer and the fruit grower and 
understand the fruit growers’ needs. 

Grand Rapids is happy to weleome you because you are a body of 
representative substantial citizens and prominent among those who are 
working to build a greater and more successful Michigan. You are 
producers adding to the wealth of the country and contributing by 
your enterprise to the needs and demands of the people broadly. Not 
many of our citizens, I fear, appreciate as they should the vast wealth 
you are bringing to our state and the strategic position occupied by the 
agriculturist and horticulturist in all that makes for our prosperity and 
business success. If I were to look for a barometer to foretell business 
and world conditions, I would turn not to Wall Street with its great 
banks and its great millionaires, but rather to the men of the soil and 
men engaged in agriculture. Each one of us benefits through your 
prosperity or suffers by the lack of it. When you prosper, we prosper 
likewise. When you have trouble making both ends meet, we do also. 
The farmers represent half of the country’s buying power and the sooner 
America makes it easier for the farmer and horticulturist to prosper, 
the sooner will the country reach normal conditions. 

In looking up the word horticulture I find that Webster defines it 
as “the science and art of growing fruits, vegetables and flowers and 
ornamental plants,’’ and so I am impressed with the fact that in addition 
to being counted among the substantial business people of our state, 
you are also to be classed with the scientist and artist. And when I 
consider the tremendous obstacles that you must regularly confront in 
fighting plagues of insects and of fungus diseases, I feel that all of you 
must be made of heroic stuff and be men and women of stalwart, cour- 
ageous character. Therefore, in welcoming you most sincerely, do we 
feel that you are among the very finest and best of our citizens. 
We are citizens together of a great state, great in population and 

steadily growing. Michigan now stands seventh, whereas, in 1900 it was 
ninth. In the last ten years Michigan increased 30% while the United 
States as a whole had a growth of 14%. We have a population in excess 
of 3,360,000. This alone is a very considerable market and you may 
very well ask whether you are meeting to the full the opportunity in 
Michigan as a market for your products. 

The value of the farm products in Michigan last year amounted to 
over half a billion of dollars, which means that the 196,647 farms aver- 
aged $2,903 per farm. This sounds good, but it is not as good as Oregon, 
which last year with its Hood River Valley apples as its greatest asset, 
averaged $4,042 per farm and California, practically all fruit and with a 
scientific marketing system, yielded $5,566 per farm. Michigan with 
its natural fruit belt soil and its climate has a chance to be first not only 
in small fruits, where it now leads, but in apples also, where it is behind 
other states like Oregon. 

I look out from my window into the attractive windows of a grocery 
store and of late boxes of beautiful apples that have been on exhibition 
in the windows of that store, but they have not been Michigan apples. 
They were shipped two thousand miles to compete with the apples of 
our own state. This hurts the Michigan pride and the Michigan pocket- 
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book. I should like to suggest as a slogan for you, ‘‘Sell Michigan Apples 
in Michigan,” and your organization developed with an end in view. 
Now let me, in closing, weleome you to this hall and to this building. 

The Grand Rapids Press has for years sought to be a booster of your 
Society, and I wish to assure you that whenever you want a meeting 
place that this hall and building are at your disposal. If you will come 
again next year, we will do everything in our power to cooperate with 
you and this hall may be used for your convenience and without expense. 

RESPONSE, GEO. A. HAWLEY, PRES. MICHIGAN STATE HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY, HART, MICH. 

Knowing as I did the reputation of Mr. Booth and his love of always 
telling things just as they were—never deviating from the truth—I am 
satisfied that he would say some mighty nice things about us. I only 
wish that I had time to say all the things I wished to about Grand 
Rapids and what it means to us in western Michigan. It is sufficient 
to say that Grand Rapids is ‘our City.’’ When I am away from the 
state and anyone asks me where I come from I say, ‘Hart,’ but I always 
add, “Hart is just a little way from Grand Rapids.”’ 

This meeting today is a homecoming as the speaker has said. Fifty- 
one years ago we were born in this city in a small back room of a bank 
building, where a few enthusiastic pioneers realized the horticultural 
possibilities of Michigan and formed this Society and dedicated it to 
horticultural interests of this State. They dedicated it to the building 
of beautiful homes and surrounding them with shrubbery and flowers. 
We have gone through all phases of growth. We have had all the infan- 
tile diseases since that time. At times it seemed that we might cease 
to exist, and yet today we come a sturdy, worth-while society with a 
long, long life to live and a great deal to do. 

I used to think, when I was.thirty or forty years younger and a great 
deal wiser than I am today,—I presume the same thing has come into 
all your minds—that the work of the Horticultural Society would cease 
because we would run out of material to talk about. About the same 
time in my life I figured that if I could spend four or five years with the 
Society, I would have everything done and would not have to ask a 
question about horticulture because I would be pretty well decided 
that everything was settled. I now find that we have many more 
questions to consider and that there is a great deal more for this Society 
to do than ever before. When this Society was formed, the apple scab 
was hardly thought of. We knew nothing of lime or sulphate and if 
we had mentioned a spraying machine gun people would not have known 
what we were talking about. 

Probably no meeting of this Society has passed without warning the 
grower that the best policy in packing fruit is to pack the same quality 
in the bottom as in the top, and yet today we have the same trouble 
that was discussed at that time. But we had made progress and by 
the continual operation of societies of this kind and the continual vigilance 
of the men who are interested in the fruit industry, the time will come 
when the package of fruit from Michigan can be guaranteed and the 
purchaser can be assured that the same quality is at the bottom as at the 
top. You wonder that it takes so long to fix such a simple proposition 
in the minds of people. It is simply a business proposition. You must 
please people and treat them right in the end of the deal. 
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We as horticulturists are interested principally in our farms. We are 
interested in the growing of our products, but we are just as much inter- 
ested in Grand Rapids and all of the cities of the State. Their industry 
is absolutely necessary to our prosperity. We sell our products in the 
city and expect to get top price. Did you ever stop to think what hap- 
pens when there is extra prosperity in any community? You will find 
about four men on every corner trying to sell stock. These men bring 
the money back to Grand Rapids. 

I wish to mention at this time the new policy that has been instituted 
by the Horticultural Society during the past year for the purpose of 
working more closely with the Agricultural College of our State. We 
want to make Michigan the foremost agricultural state in the Union 
and our Horticultural Department should be the greatest. It needs 
the support of every fruit grower in order to bring it to that perfection. 
The Legislature usually favors those who are most active in asking 
favors, and it is necessary that we work together for the best interests of 
the Agricultural College and particularly the Horticultural Department. 

In concluding this meeting from now on, in order that no one at any 
time should feel that he is not treated fairly, I wish to say that there 
will be many discussions and our time may be very short, so I shall con- 
sider it my duty when anyone strays from the topic at hand to call them 
to order. You all know how easy it is to pass from one topic to another 
and the first thing we know we haven’t time to consider the important 
subject before us. Will appreciate the cooperation of all by being 
brief and concise. Thank you. 

REPORT OF EXPERIMENTAL COMMITTEE, C. E. BUSKIRK, CHAIRMAN, 
PAW PAW, MICH. 

The Horticultural Committee on Experiment Station Work held their 
first meeting in Grand Rapids, in March, 1921. The Horticultural De- 
partment of the College was represented by Messrs. Halligan, Farrand, 
Dutton, Partridge and Marshall. The various members of the Horticul- 
tural Department had outlined the work they hoped to carry on this 
coming year and this was presented to the Committee and carefully gone 
over, item by item, and suggestions made. Some parts were eliminated 
and some were added to. A few of the projects presented were: 

AppLes—Fertilization; different kinds; methods of applying, ete. 
Sod vs. clean culture, Alfalfa vs. rye, vetch, etc. Spraying. Pruning 
vs. unpruned, also light pruning. 

Prars—Spraying. Method of starting non-productive orchards into 
productive orchards. 

Pracues—Fertilizer. Varieties. Borer control. 
: caaiiaaapa te Pruning, Spraying, Leaf hopper and moth con- 

trol. 

Cuerries—Fertilizer. Spraying. Better facilities to market. 
SmMaLL Frvuirs—Fertilizer. 
Fertilizing was the one item common to all projects. 
The next day the Committee visited the Graham Experiment Farm, 

and the different projects there were explained to us and the Committee 
were asked for suggestions. The experiments there are along different 
varieties, pruning vs. non-pruning, heavy vs. light pruning, sod vs. 
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clean culture and a record of costs, alfalfa vs. rye, vetch and other cover 
crops. 

The Committee held a second meeting at Grand Rapids in September 
at which time they met with the State Board of Agriculture. The 
various projects at the Experiment Farm were gone over and explained 
in order that they might get a better idea of the work carried on there; 
also the importance of it. Each member of the Committee was called 
upon to explain his particular line and the things he thought were needed. 
The State Board also told of some of the things that were troubling 
them. Among other facts we received was that the Horticultural De- 
partment had not received all that was coming to them for the reason 
that the money was generally expended in the direction of the most 
pressure. Mr. Farrand informed them that the pressure was coming 
from the Horticultural interests from now on. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTS, C. P. HALLIGAN, PROFESSOR OF HORTICULTURE, 

MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

There are some very encouraging facts presented in the 1920 census 
reports that show very promising prospects for Michigan fruits. This 
is particularly true of apples. In 1909 we had 151,000,000 bearing 
apple trees, while in 1919 the reports show that the presence of 115,000,- 
000 or a decrease of 23.8% during the past decade. 1910 also saw 
about 60,000,000 young apple trees not yet in bearing, while in 1920 
the census shows just a few more than 36,000,000 non-bearing trees. This 
great decrease in number is particularly characteristic of the Middle 
West although there are fewer trees in practically all of the states, except 
in the Northwest, than in 1909. Iowa, for instance has lost nearly one- 
half of her bearing trees; while in Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska and Mis- 
souri there has also been a startling decrease. Michigan shows a de- 
crease of about 2,000,000 bearing apple trees, most of which were prob- 
ably bearing apple trees on the general farms of southern Michigan. 

These census reports indicate that there should be an increasingly 
better market for Michigan apples, and that the demand for apples in 
the future will be in the small towns and farming communities of the 
Middle West as well as in the larger cities. This general proportion of 
decrease of bearing trees in the case of apples is quite similar to the 
present status of other tree fruits and the decrease in bearing trees is 
particularly marked in the case of peaches. In the opinion of the speaker 
there was never a time in the history of fruit culture when the prospects 

. for increasingly better markets were more favorable than at the present 
time, and that the fruit orchards now in bearing were never more worthy 
of proper care and good culture than at the present time. 

The experimental projects of the Horticultural Department are based 
largely upon the basic problem of producing more and better fruit on 
our present acreage in Michigan and all problems that are related to this 
main theme are of interest and importance to us. We are extremely 
pleased with the services that your Experimental Committee are render- 
ing us in the work we are undertaking, and we hope that each year you 
will be informed of the work that we are trying to do and of the results 
of any experiments that are worth reporting at the annual meetings. 
We have at present for experimental purposes 100 acres of land at 

the Graham Horticultural Experiment Station, fifteen acres at South 
Haven Experiment Station, and five acres of vineyard that we have 
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rented on a five-year lease on the Buskirk farm at Paw Paw. In addition 
to this, we have imposed upon the kindness of many of the fruit growers 
throughout the state for the use of their orchards and vineyards for 
experimental work. We wish to express our appreciation at this time 
for their generosity and their spirit of cooperation that has been exempli- 
fied in 
outline 

Project 

No. 1 

No. 2 

No. 3 

No. 4 

No. 5 

No. 6 

No. 7 

No. 8 

No. 9 

No. 10 

No. 11 

all our projects upon commercial farms. The following is an 
of the experiment projects in horticulture in 1920 and 1921: 

PRUNING EXPERIMENTS. 

J. P. Munson farm, Grand Rapids, 1921. To determine the 
most economical kinds and degrees of pruning in a_ five-year 
old Jonathan apple orchard. 

Graham Experiment Station, 1919. To ascertain the effect 
of different degrees and kinds of pruning of apple trees from 
the time of setting through a period of years on growth and 
production. 
Graham Experiment Station, 1920. A demonstration of re- 

sults in the permanent form of trees when pruned on the stand- 
ard open-head system; the modified leader system, and un- 
pruned leader system. 

ORCHARD CULTURAL EXPERIMENTS. 

Graham Experiment Station, April 1921. To ascertain the 
practicability of growing Montmorency cherries in alfalfa sod 
supplemented by mulching and fertilizing. 
Graham Experiment Station, April, 1920. A test of the 

several kinds of cover crops and their relative effect on tree 
growth and fruit production. 
Graham Experiment Station, April 1920. To compare the 

effect of different systems of culture on young apple trees 
including alfalfa, clover and clean cultural plots. 

ORCHARD FERTILIZATION EXPERIMENTS. 

Quinlan Orchard, Grand Rapids, April 1920. To study the 
effects of different amounts of nitrogenous fertilizers applied at 
different times, on growth and fruit production, and a study 
of the physiological changes resulting. 

Farrand Orchard, Eaton Rapids, April 1920. Demonstra- 
tional experiment on the value of the several kinds of fertilizers 
in a soil depleted orchard. 

Graham Experiment Station, 1920. ‘To determine the rela-" 
tive nitrogenous requirements of trees growing in grass sod, 
alfalfa sod, and under clean culture with cover crops. 
Graham Experiment Station, 1921. To ascertain the effects 

of nitrogenous fertilizers on peaches applied at different times 
of the growing season. 

POLLINATION EXPERIMENTS. 

College Orchard, April 1921. To determine to what extent 
Northern Spy, Oldenburg and Hyslop are self-sterile; and if 
self-sterile, to determine which of the standard varieties of 
Michigan may best be used as pollinizers. 
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South Haven Experiment Station, 1921. To determine to 
what extent common varieties of plums are self-sterile and to 
what extent interspecies pollination may take place. 

South Haven Experiment Station, 1921. To determine if the 
kind of stock has any effect upon the degree of receptiveness 
between two species of plums not commonly receptive in cross- 
pollination. 

GRAPE EXPERIMENTS. 

Carl Buskirk farm, Paw Paw; J. P. Munson farm, Grand 
Rapids; and Waters vineyard, Paw Paw. (1) to determine the 
number of buds to be left on vines with different degrees of 
vigor on the yield and quality of the grapes produced; (2) The 
fruiting habits of the grape in Michigan. 

Carl Buskirk farm, Paw Paw, 1921. A study of the ferti- 
lizer requirements on the grape and the relationship of quantity 
production to the amount supplied. 

TREE FRUIT BREEDING 

South Haven Experiment Station, 1918. Tree fruit breed- 
ing with pears for fire blight resistance; with peaches to obtain 
a peach hardier in bud and of good commercial character; with 
apples a study of the inherent characters of the standard varie- 
ties In crosses. 

VEGETABLE EXPERIMENTS. 

East Lansing, 1916. Crossing and selection of strains for a 
better early tomato that will ripen up its crop most uniformly 
early. 

Graham Experiment Station, 1919. To test relative pro- 
duction of the different strains of the Late Petoskey Potato. 

Potato seed certification work. To promote the culture and 
distribution of disease-free seed stock. 
Graham Experiment Station, 1921. To ascertain the effect 

of sulphur as a fertilizer for potatoes, on yield and on develop- 
ment of potato scab; also the increased production resulting 
from the use of the several kinds of commercial fertilizers. 

Fremont Canning Company, Fremont, 1921. To test the 
comparative yields of eight leading varieties of canning peas and 
resistance of strains to root rot. 

Ionia, Sanilac and Oceana Counties, 1921. To ascertain the 
relative effects of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash and sulphur 
on yields of crops of canning peas. 
Graham Experiment Station, 1920. Variety and strain test 

of strawberries. 
Kast Lansing, 1916. Testing new varieties of sweet corn, 

beans and other standard vegetables. 
East Lansing, 1921. Testing of vegetables and small fruits 

with overhead irrigation as compared with non-irrigation. 

SMALL FRUIT FERTILIZATION EXPERIMENTS. 

Daley’s farm, Riverside; Friday Bros., Coloma. To ascertain 
the response with dewberries; red raspberries and black rasp- 
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berries to commercial fertilizer and the possibility of increasing 
yields by their use. 

CULTURAL PROJECT WITH YOUNG APPLE TREES. 

Object: To compare the effect of various systems of culture for 
growing young apple trees in regard to growth and earliness of bearing. 

The orchard used in this experiment is known as Blocks X and XI on 
the Graham Horticultural Experiment Station. The trees are of six 
varieties planted in groups of four rows each. The rows run East and 
West across both blocks. 

Rows from South. Varieties. 
1-4 Duchess 
5-8 Grimes 
9-12 Baldwin 
13-16 aoe man 
17—20 

21-24 Heads Island Greening 

The location of the different plots is shown on the accompanying dia- 
gram of the Blocks X and XI. 

A cover crop of rye was planted in each of the five plots in this experi- 
ment during July 1919, the year that the orchard was set. In the spring 
of 1920 it was plowed under about blossoming time and kept dragged 
every two or three weeks during the growing season. 

About the middle of July a cover crop of clover was sown in Plots 1 
and 2, and alfalfa in Plots 3, 4, and 5. <A very good stand of alfalfa was 
obtained, but the catch of clover was poor. Plot 2 was re-seeded to 
clover on a late snow in the spring of 1921, with a good stand as a result. 
However, there was not sufficient growth made to justify removing it 
when the clover was mowed in June. 

In March 1921 a straw mulch was placed around each tree in Plots 
2 and 3. The straw was applied in a circle six to eight feet in diameter 
and about six inches deep. Plot 1 was plowed May 18, 1921 and dragged 
five times during the growing season. July 29th a cover cree of rye and 
vetch was sown. 

The alfalfa in Plots 3, 4, and 5 was clipped three times pee the year. 
All three clippings were removed from Plot 3. The first clippings from 
Plots 4 and 5 were placed around the trees as a muleh. The second and 
third clippings were removed as a hay crop. 

An application of one-half pound of nitrate of soda per tree was applied 
to each tree in Plot 5. 

The following is the cost of each individual plot, beginning in March 
1921. Labor costs are calculated at $0.30 per hour for man labor and 
$0.60 per hour for man and team. 
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PLOT 1 (120 TREES): CLEAN CULTURE WITH COVER CROP. 

Date Labor 
5-18-21 Plowed...... 8 hrs. time, team and one man.......... 
heze-21- Rolled. ......1 br. time, team and one man......... 
5-27-21 Dragged.....1 hr. time, team and one man......... 
6- 8-21 Dragged.....1 hr. time, team and one man..... eis 
6-24-21 Dragged.....1 hr. time, team and one man......... 
7- 7-21 area hr) time; team? and one man. ....... -- 
7-27-21 Dragged.....1 hr. time, team and one man. 
7-29-21 Drilling cover crop, 1 hr. time, team and one man. a 
7-29-21 Cost of rye and vetch. . 

MOG COSt RO Oui keen oe. ss RISEN as eh ata Ove ait ee 2 
Cost: per mdividualltree=: 2)... 2: 4. a./tcesi:' 

PLOT 2 (120 TREES): CLOVER WITH STRAW MULCH. 

3-30-21 30 150-lb. bales straw at $0.60.. 
4- 5-21 Spreading straw 5 hrs. time at $0. 30 per ‘hr.. 
4-11-21 Re-seeding with clover 14 hr. at $0.30 per hr.. = Oe, Fae 
4-11-21 Three quarts clover seed at $0.20. . 
6-16-21 Mowing 1 hr. time, team and man. 

11- 4-21 Straw one load at TOO Ale Sees ed x ee 
11-20-21 Spreading straw 5 hrs. at $0.30... .. 
11-22-21 Wire screens placed around trees....... 

Total cost of Plot... 
Cost per individual tree............. ee os tek hae 

PLOT 3 (96 TREES): ALFALFA WITH STRAW MULCH 

Date Labor 
3-24-21 24 150-lb. bales straw at $0.60. 
4- 4-21 Spreading straw—4 hrs. time at $0. 30 per hr.. 
6-16-21 Mowing and raking, | hr. time, team and man. 

Cocking alfalfa 2 hrs. time, one man at $0.30..... oat 
6-18-21 Loading and hauling alfalfa to barn, 2 hrs. time, two men 

and team.. ae 
7-25-21 Mowing and raking 1 hr. time team and man. 

Cocking alfalfa 1 hr. time, man 
7-27-21 Loading and hauling alfalfa to barn... .... ve - ; eae 

9-20-21 Mowing and raking, 1 hr. time team ‘and man... 
Cocking alfalfa 2 hrs. time, 1 man at $0.30. 

9-23-21 Turning alfalfa cock over 1 hr. time $0.30. 
Loading and hauling alfalfa to barn 2 hrs. time 2 ee 

team. . 
11- 4-21 Straw Mulch 1 load ‘at $5. 50. . 
11-23-21 Wire screens placed around trees. 

Total cost of Plot.... 
Cost per ie cucidmaletree ey aa brie ic aces Ab Meee 

15 

Cost 
$4,80 

.60 

.60 
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Date Labor Cost 
6-19-21 Value of alfalfa removed 2500 lbs. at $25 per ton.... . . $31.25 
7-27-21 Value of alfalfa removed 500 lbs. at $25 per ton...... 6.25 
9-24-21 Value of alfalfa removed 2000 lbs. at $25 per ton...... 25.00 

Total value of alfalfa removed. . . . $62.50 
Total cost of Plot.. . 32.98 

INGEAP TORT 5, wc ces Cees Eb en ee eee oe ee 

pPLoT 4 (96 TREES): ALFALFA WITH ALFALFA MULCH, THE SECOND 
THIRD CLIPPINGS BEING REMOVED FROM THE PLOT 

AND 

Date Labor Cost 
6-16-21 Mowing and raking, 1 hr. time, team and man........$ .60 
6-17-21 Spreading alfalfa around trees 2 hrs. time, man....... .60 
7-25-21 Mowing and raking, 1 hr. aes team and man....... .60 
7-21-21 Cocking alfalfa 1 hr. time man. 30 
7-27-21 Loading and hauling to barn.. : .60 
9-20-21 Mowing and raking 1 hr. time, ‘team ‘and man. .60 

Cocking alfalfa 2 hrs. time man at $0.30.. ; .60 
9-93-91 <"Furning alfalfa cocksiover Ihr time. ..5. 2. ase7e oes .30 
9-24-21 Loading and hauling alfalfa to barn............... 1.80 

11-23-21 Wire screen placed around trees......... 2.88 

Total cost of Plot.. PARES eae pre eRe seme eh 
Cost per individual tree. . . 2 ip O0e 

7-27-21 Value of alfalfa removed "500-Ibs. at $25 per bon ee .$ 6.25 
9-24-21 Value of alfalfa removed 1500 lbs. at $25 per ton . 18.75 

Total value of alfalfa removed...) <4. 2. 26.204.e ee 
‘otal cost. of: Plote ic Senet oe eee ee eee eee ee oe 

INGE PONG 6 od so Pc ns oe Sag Oe Sees ee a ee ee ee 

PLoT 5 (72 TREES): WITH ALFALFA MULCH—NITRATE OF SODA APPLIED 
UPON THE MULCH—THE SECOND AND THIRD CLIPPINGS 

BEING REMOVED FROM THE PLOT. 

Labor 
V4 lb. Nitrate of Soda applied per tree at 41% ets. lb... .$ 
16 hr, time toapply samies tc). tid Men eo EN ee 
4 lb. Nitrate of Soda applied per tree............... 
Y hr. time to apply SAME..---.. 22 wee 
Mowing and raking %4 hr. time, team, man........... 
Spreading alfalfa around trees 1% DTS: 2%: 28 ae eer 
Mowing and raking %4 hr. time, team, man........... 
Cocking alfalfa 1 hr. fae ANS Ch SCREEN TR Lg Le 
Loading ‘andshanline to barn «, <2... ee Ad) oe 
Mowing and raking 1 hr. time, team, man............ 
Cocking alfalfa; 135. br., man. .i02) )ou eae Gate 
Turnme altaits.cock over 1 hr. (time: .24-2:.4.260 oe 
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Date Ihabor Cost 
9-24-21 Loading and hauling alfalfa to barn.................. 1.35 

11-23-21 Wire Screen placed around trees..................... 2.16 

TELL AE Craysh Rarer 4067s aR a ae ae See se a $ 8.88 
@ashmerimehimnciaieineess <3.) 65... BYRNE tens - op oh) 0 lL 2B 

7-27-21 Value of alfalfa removed 500 lbs. at $25 per ton......$ 6.25 
9-29-21 Value of alfalfa removed 1000 lbs. at $25 per ton...... 12.50 

arabawalwe.of alfalfiairemo ved: a) cuvk wii dieeii ale ees wal deo $18.75 
POT ACOSTLON Elon meet rye 2c) Sead eid 2 PRE Aes ola 8.88 

INGE MERON eee ce oeh SEG. SIE LAE EM. Phoebe ai $ 9.87 

RESULTS OF FERTILIZATION IN OHIO ORCHARDS. 

PROF. R. B. CRUICKSHANK, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 

I have often wanted to attend a Michigan State Horticultural Society 
meeting and therefore, I am glad to be here. It is a pleasure also for 
me to bring to your greetings from the Ohio State Horticultural Society 
and from the American Pomological Society. The latter will begin its 
meetings tomorrow in Toledo, Ohio. You are all invited to attend after 
your convention closes. Dr. L. H. Bailey, one of your former Michigan 
men is president of the Society and will be in Toledo at that meeting. 
There are many members of that Society in Michigan at the present 
time, and we hope that in the coming years that there will be many more 
in it. We know there are good fruit growers in this State and we want 
a good representation from your group. 

The subject to which I have been assigned is ‘Results of Fertilization 
in Ohio Orchards.” I shall discuss the topic entirely from the practical 
side with little of the technical factors involved. In order to bring the 
situation a little more clearly to your minds I am going to tell you a little 
about the pomological geography of the Buckeye State. We have two 
fruit sections in Ohio that are important. Lake Erie washes the northern 
shore of the state and due to its moderating effects we have there a 
considerable fruit section similar to yours along Lake Michigan. There 
are grown there apples, pears, peaches, plums, cherries, grapes and berries. 
In the southeastern and southern parts of the state, practically all along 
the Ohio river, we have a rough, hilly country. Many places in that 
section have developed largely into fruit producing areas. This is due 
perhaps to two things: the elevation gives good air drainage and much 
of the land is not well adapted to general farming. Fertilization work 
began in the southern part of the state in that hilly section. 

The land, except in the valleys, never was very rich and much of it 
had been farmed for a long time without having returned to it anything 
in the way of fertilizer. The soil was run down. ‘The trees were becom- 
ing less and less productive, showing less growth, less vigor, and less 
color of leaf. The trees would bloom irregularly and there would be 
small fruit production following. The condition in many instances was 
extremely discouraging. The trouble was laid to late frosts, lack of 
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cross pollination, running out of varieties, change of climate and many 
other causes. About ten or twelve years ago, the Department of Horti- 
culture of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station began work in 
that section in an effort to improve the situation. It began to test 
fertilizing materials, and what I have to say is a report of what was 
learned in those experiments and of how the practice has spread into 
other parts of the state. The work began with field experiments. Var- 
ious rows in the orchards were fertilized with different materials and 
different combinations of materials. One row would have nitrate of 
soda, another acid phosphate, another muriate of potash, another nitrate 
of soda, and acid phosphate combined, another nitrate of soda, muriate 
of potash combined, another acid phosphate and muriate of potash 
combined, another all three materials and others were left as checks to 
which nothing was applied. In some of the orchards certain of the 
rows were mulched with straw; in other instances the trees were given 
double amounts of fertilizers and in others the amounts were cut in half. 
Some rows were given applications of manure. In this way, it is pos- 
sible to test the various materials which might be expected to give bene- 
ficial results. 

Perhaps we can get to the heart of the matter most quickly and defi- 
nitely by saying first of all that those rows or plats that were fertilized 
with nitrate of soda alone or in combination with other materials re- 
sponded immediately to the application. The first year the application 
was made after the bloom and results began to appear in about two 
weeks. The trees making a better start and the leaves were a darker 
green. They looked much more vigorous than those not fertilized. 
In every orchard in which this work was carried on the same general 
improvement was shown. The same thing is true in the general orchard 
practice in the state. 

Acid Phosphate was used alone and in combination with other ma- 
terials. Alone it seemed to have practically no effect in producing 
greater fruitfulness or vigor. When used with nitrate of soda the results 
were sometimes a little better than with the nitrate alone. This was 
especially true in the Pennsylvania experiments on orchard fertilization. 

In the Ohio experiments potash has failed to give any beneficial re- 
sults; in some other states it has shown itself to be profitable. Whether 
you would get any benefit from using it on your sandier ground I do 
not know. 

A word or two concerning other materials carrying nitrogen may be 
of interest. On those soils in which the experimental work was carried 
on manure gave rather indifferent and inconsistent results. It is prob- 
able that in some of these cases the soils were too much run together to 
utilize the manure in full value immediately when used only as a top 
dressing. Its continued use, however, in other sections of the state has 
operated to maintain and increase satisfactorily the fertility of orchards. 
Bone and tankage were used in some orchards and again with these 
materials beneficial action was slow. For the first five years at least, 
results were too inconsequential to be considered of value when com- 
pared with those accruing from the use of nitrate of soda. However, 
beginning about the sixth year those plats treated with bone and tank- 
age have begun to improve more conspicuously. The grass in the orch- 
ards is beginning to be of better quality, thicker and higher than that in 
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the nitrate and acid phosphate plats. It may be found out later then 
that these materials combined with acid phosphate and nitrate of soda 
or sulphate of ammonia would be an excellent application. The bone 
and tankage would tend to carry over from year to year and to accumu- 
late more in the soil and thus give more reserve of plant food materials. 
There are as yet no experimental results in connection with the com- 
parison of the values of nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia as 
earriers of quickly available nitrogen. However, both materials have 
been used in general practice in all sections of the state. There appears 
to be no essential difference as to their beneficial effects in improving 
the vigor of trees and their production. The factor that has governed 
the choice by Ohio growers during the past few years has been the price. 
As sulphate of ammonia has been a little cheaper, large amounts of it 
have been used. Anything which I may say in general regarding the 
use of quickly available nitrogenous fertilizers applies equally to sul- 
phate of ammonia and nitrate of soda. 

It has been, therefore, the fertilizers containing nitrogen in a quickly 
available form which have given us such remarkably good results in 
Ohio. The first year that nitrate of soda was used experimentally it 
was applied after the trees had bloomed. This resulted in a general 
toning up of the trees but gave little advantage in the way of increased 
production except that the apples were of better size. Since then the 
practice has been to make the application from two to three weeks 
previous to blossoming. This has operated to increase materially the set 
of fruit and has enabled the trees to carry this increased set to maturity, 
thus providing much larger crops. 

It is quite generally agreed that our fruit trees at time of blossoming 
need considerable food materials in the spurs for satisfactory setting. 
At this season of the year there is little nitrification taking place in the 
soil and what is used is only that which may have been stored in the 
trees from the previous season’s work. Unless, therefore, the soils have 
been strong and the growing conditions of the trees favorable there may 
be an insufficiency of stored-up food. This will mean a lack of full 
capacity on the part of the tree for fruit setting and there will be a lack 
of it in proportion to the lack of materials stored. Quickly available 
nitrogenous fertilizers applied somewhat previous to the blossoming 
period will be taken up by the tree and carried to the spurs in time to 
afford them more of this food in case it is needed. This has doubtless 
been the reason why the application of nitrate of soda or sulphate of 
ammonia has produced such remarkable results the same year that it 
was applied. In addition to a better set of fruit, it should be remem- 
bered that most of the spur growth for the next year’s crop is made 
early in the season and a sufficiency of plant food while these spurs are 
developing should tend to better fruit bud development for the subse- 
quent crop. These appear to be sufficient reasons for applying nitro- 
genous fertilizers in advance of bloom. 

The practice in Ohio has been to use about five pounds of nitrate of 
soda or about three and three-fourths pounds of sulphate of ammonia 
per tree per year. These figures apply to trees about twenty to twenty 
five feet high. These amounts should, of course, be modified in propor- 
tion to the size of the tree and general fertility conditions in the soil. 
Many of our growers are using as high as ten pounds per tree. The 
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young trees not in bearing would need lesser amounts, probably not 
over a pound each and, perhaps, on quite small trees no more than a hand- 
ful or two. In cases where severe pruning is done, fertilization should 
be reduced. 

It appears to be necessary to fertilize every year. In those instances 
where a year or two have been skipped, there have been serious reduc- 
tions in crops. There is little effect from nitrate of soda or sulphate of 
ammonia carried over to the following spring. The conditions which 
are related to the need for these nitrogenous materials are apparently 
recurrent. 

Different methods of applying the fertilizing materials have been tried. 
Where the tree roots are practically filling all the space between trees, 
the practice should be to spread the fertilizer over the entire orchard 
floor except close to the tree trunks, where it would have no value. 
Where the trees are small and the roots are not occupying the whole 
space, the application may be in hollow bands, extending from a point 
about half way between the trunk and the outer drip of the branches 
to about the same distance or a little more beyond the tips of the branches. 
Whether it is to be put on cultivated ground or on sod or in a heavy muleb, 
it is simply broadcasted. The trees will get it in if applied two or three 
weeks previous to bloom. The results can be seen on the grass or cover- 
crop within four or five days. 

In as much as it is often advisable to stimulate the growth of clovers 
and grasses, it would be of value some times to use the nitrogenous 
material over the roots of the trees and the acid phosphate farther out 
where it will be useful for the grasses alone. 

Most of our orchards are sod orchards. They are not plowed or 
cultivated. Some of these orchards are mulched in addition, so the 
problem of getting enough mulching material into those orchards to 
conserve the soil moisture confronts the growers. This matter in our 
hilly sections is considerable of a proposition. Straw is hard to get 
and is too high in price. Some of the orchards are far from shipping 
stations and the long haul is costly. On the other hand a heavy mulch 
is of much advantage in crop production. 

Those who are using the cover crop system are finding that some ferti- 
lization will help those crops. The best cover crop is usually the one 
that will give the most bulk to turn under in the Spring—-leguminous 
or non-leguminous—and any additional growth which can be induced 
by fertilization is therefore of value. 

The fertilization of the trees brought attention immediately to the 
fact that the grasses in the fertilized plats were also being stimulated 
to vigorous development. With each succeeding year, the ground cover 
became more dense and of better quality. Experiments were begun 
using double amounts of nitrate of soda and acid phosphate, namely 
ten pounds of each to a tree. It was found that it was possible to grow 
as much grass right in the orchard to be used for mulching purposes 
following the June mowing as could be furnished by applying a bale of 
straw to the tree. When nitrate of soda was used the cover developed 
was chiefly blue grass (timothy, red top and orchard grass). When acid 
phosphate was used ¥ed and white clover became predominant.  Ferti- 
lization with a combination of these materials through a number of 
years brought in a luxuriant mixture of all of the plants mentioned above. 
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As much as 3500 pounds of sun-dried material to the acre have been 
grown right in the orchard under this system of fertilization. This 
mulch is gathered up around the trees or allowed to lie where it falls. 
This helps to conserve the soil moisture and gradually it becomes incor- 
porated in the soil as organic matter. The problem of mulching, there- 
fore, at least in orchards where the trees are not too large is rather well 
solved with the same materials used at the same time as for tree ferti- 
lization. 

The work of fertilization, both experimentally and in practice began 
in the southern part of the state where the soil was obviously poor. 
It was there that results showed so quickly, and for a long time it was the 
only part of the state where commercial fertilizers were used. The 
northern part of Ohio has in general better land and the growers thought 
that with the application of manure now and then they were keeping 
their orchards in prime condition and were getting all the fruit they 
could expect. Gradually, however, these men began to try out com- 
mercial materials and now the practice or orchard fertilization is carried 
on practically all over the state. The growth of the practice is indi- 
cated by the following figures. In 1919, 466 tons of nitrate of soda 
were used for orchard purposes. This increased in 1920 to 1,029 tons 
and in 1921 dropped to 768 tons. During the same period sulphate of 
ammonia showed.a growth of from 42 to 755 tons. These two materials 
totaled 508 tons in 1919, 1,115 tons in 1920 and 1,523 tons in 1921. 
In 1919, 22 counties were practicing orchard fertilization to a noticeable 
extent. In 1920 there were 38 counties and in 1921, 59 counties. 
We have eighty-eight counties in the state. About three-quarters of 

them are, therefore, using nitrogenous fertilizers in their orchards. Not 
only are the poorer farms in the hilly sections getting these fertilizers, 
but also those located in better sections. The amount of nitrogenous 
material used this year in Ohio was enough to fertilize over one million 
fruit trees. We have not noticed any big results from the use of acid 
phosphate, but because we get a better grass we recommend that acid 
phosphate be used with an ammonia carrier 

I know you men will be interested in the results of one experiment 
where the sod mulch system was compared with the cultivation-cover- 
crop system, and where cultivation with fertilizers was compared with 
cultivation with no fertilizer. At the end of five years it was found that 
on the average there was practically no difference in the amount of 
fruit or the condition of the trees in the fertilized sections of the culti- 
vated and sod-mulched rows. The sod-mulched system was, of course. 
cheaper. The fertilized rows under cultivation gave about forty per 
cent more fruit than the unfertilized rows under cultivation. This indi- 
cates clearly that where the nitrogen content of the soil is low the intro- 
duction of the nitrogenous fertilizers will be a benefit even in cultivated 
orchards. 

A few years ago Ohio growers, particularly those in the northern part 
of the state where the conditions are much the same as in many sections 
of Michigan, did not think that they needed to fertilize orchards on 
good soil but results are now showing them that they do. If the trees 
are in sod, the grower cannot afford not to use nitrogenous material 
of some kind. Iam positive, and I shall probably remain so until some- 
one shows me where I am wrong, that an orchard growing in sod will, 
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without exception, respond profitably to the application of a fertilizer 
carrying ammonia. A cultivated orchard is a different problem. Whether 
fertilizing the cultivated orchard will pay or not will depend upon the 
condition of the soil. If it is strong, it is probable that there would be 
no result; if the trees are getting old or the land is run down, it is prob- 
able that it would be. I do not think one would get such wide compari- 
sons as on sod or that the differences would be noticeable so soon but I 
would recommend that these materials be used through several years 
or until one assures himself one way or the other. Some experiments 
show that fertilization in cultivated orchards does pay, others that it 
does not. 

At present prices, the cost of five, six or seven pounds of nitrate of soda 
or sulphate of ammonia would be from about fifteen to twenty-five cents. 
This charge per tree is so small that a very few apples in addition would 
pay the price. No one, therefore, can afford not to make a fair trial. 

It may be worth while to say something about the fertilization of 
young orchards. I believe that the advisable plan is to push them as 
hard as possible within reason in order to have as large a tree as one can 
at the time it should come into bearing. I believe that the use of quickly 
acting nitrogenous fertilizers.will enable young trees to make a rapid 
growth earlier in the season with plenty of time left to mature their 
wood before cold weather sets in. This should enable one to put a little 
more growth upon the trees even under cultivation without undue 
danger from winter injury. About the time the trees should come into 
bearing, it may be advisable to discontinue the fertilization for a year 
or two. 
By way of summary, | offer the following points. 
1. Nitrogenous fertilization appears to be consistently necessary 

and profitable in a sod orchard wherever it may be. 
2. Cultivated orchards may or may not need fertilization. Only a 

trial of several years’ duration may determine the answer. 
3 Nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia are the advisable ma- 

terials to use. 
4. Manure is, of course, valuable when it can be secured although 

even with its use it may be profitable to use in addition nitrate of soda 
or sulphate of ammonia. 

5. Bone and tankage are too slow in action to warrant their use where 
immediate results are wanted. 

6. In view of the facts that our soils are generally deficient in phos- 
phorous and that both cover crops and sod are benefited by its use, acid 
phosphate is recommended to be used in conjunction with the nitro- 
genous material. 

7. A considerable mulch may be grown within the orchard by the use, 
in somewhat larger amounts, of the same materials advised for the 
fertilization of the trees. 

8. For early and best results nitrogenous fertilizers must be applied 
two or three weeks previous to blossoming. 

9. In order to stimulate regular bearing, there must be annual ferti- 
lization. 

10. The amounts to be used will vary from a handful to ten or twelve 
pounds per tree in proportion to the size of the tree. 
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11. Materials may be spread in}hollow circlesfover the tree roots 
or over the full tree square, depending upon the size of the tree and the 
amount of ground cover it is desired to invigorate. 

12. Because fertilization has invigorated trees, produced more healthy 
foliage, increased crops, induced more regular bearing, and stimulated 
better growth in cover crops and sod, the practice has become as im- 
portant and as regular in many sections as spraying and pruning. 

The following questions were asked Professor Cruickshank after his 
talk: 

Greening: In your northern Ohio orchards does the use of commer- 
cial fertilizers delay the peach crop? 

Cruickshank: There has not been much done with peaches. How 
much the peach crop is delayed, I do not know because I have not fol- 
lowed this particular work up, but those growers are using these ferti- 
lizers in lesser amounts on account of severer pruning. A reasonable 
application would not delay the maturity more than three or four days. 
If too much is used it would delay the crop more and it might be inclined 
to bring them on all at once. 

Perkins: How does the application of these materials affect pears? 
Cruickshank: We do not grow many pears, but the men who are 

growing them are getting results similar to those on apples from the 
application of these fertilizers. 

Member: Is there any difference in the length of time in getting 
results using nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia? 

Cruickshank: We have noticed no particular difference. 
Dow: Do you know whether the nitrate of soda acts as a direct 

fertilizer or in an indirect way in neutralizing the toxic effect of the June 
grass? We all know that when we plow up a June grass sod the foliage 
changes from a yellow to a deep green. The Rothamstead Experiment 
Station in England has conclusively proven that there is a toxic effect 
from June grass. 

I do not believe that we know as yet enough of the effects of toxicity 
to warrant the statement that it is an important factor in the lesser 
crops found in sod orchards in comparison with those in cultivated 
orchards. 

For my own part, I am able to consider the subject better from other 
angles. We find that sulphate of ammonia will give us equally bene- 
ficial results as does nitrate of soda which I think would get around the 
factor of oxidation. Further, an experiment in southern Ohio reported 
in Ohio Bulletin No. 339 shows through a five year period that fertilized 
cultivated trees produced about forty per cent more fruit than unfertilized 
cultivated trees. The report of the Hood River Branch of the Oregon 
Agricultural Experiment Station for 1914-1915 says, “In every experi- 
ment in which nitrate of soda was applied to apple orchards in Hood 
River the plots to which this element was applied show a marked increase 
in vigor of growth of the trees, a decided improvement in color of the 
foliage, and in most instances a noticeable increase in production of fruit. 
The most pronounced results were derived from its application to ma- 
tured trees of low vitality in orchards that have been kept continwously 
under clean cultivation and without irrigation, since planting.”’ 
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I have been able to double the growth on two year old trees in culti- 
vation by the use of a handful of nitrate of soda per tree. I have in 
mind two orchards in sod which have been brought up from a state of 
low production to one of high production by the use of manure rather 
than nitrate of soda, although it took a much longer time. These in- 
stances lead me-to believe that the increase in vigor and production is 
due to available nitrogen rather than counteraction of toxicity. 

Gourley while in New Hampshire showed that under sod nitrofication 
proceeded very slowly, but that under a system of good tillage nitrates 
were usually present in excess of the needs of the trees. I believe that 
this, therefore, is the heart of the explanation. In other words, there is 
greater need in practically all cases for the application of a nitrogenous 
material to a sod orchard than to one in cultivation, but that it is possible 
for cultivated soils to become sufficiently deficient in their power of 
supplying nitrates to warrant the application of a nitrogen carrier. 

I believe with you that there is still much to clear up concerning the 
fundamental problems in connection with orchard fertilization and I 
trust that the various experiment stations will continue their good work 
until these problems are answered. 

Very truly yours, 
Rr Beis 

Professor. 

MEMORANDUM. 

The New York Agricultural Experiment Station, at Geneva, has 
positively proven that nitrate of soda on their soils at the Station does 
not benefit apple trees that are in clean cultivation for a part of each 
season, and they have confirmed these results in a number of other 
orchards also under clean cultivation. 

The Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station has proven conclusively 
that a number of orchards in Ohio in sod are very emphatically bene- 
fited by nitrate of soda, and the Michigan Agricultural College is piling 
up evidence in confirmation of the Ohio work. 

The Woburn Experiment Station in England, in a series of very unique 
experiments, has proven that the roots of grasses give off a substance 
that is poisonous to apple trees, at least to the extent that it makes the 
foliage yellow and retards growth. But this toxic material is oxidized 
if it comes in contact with the air and is then no longer detrimental to 
apple trees. 

Chemists know that nitrate of soda is a very powerful oxidizing agent 
and without doubt would destroy any organic material in June grass sod 
that the oxygen of the air would destroy. 

The above four facts do not contradict each other. On the other 
hand, they make clear what would otherwise appear to be a contra- 
diction. In England they oxidize the toxic material from June grass 
by letting the water leaching from the sod rain through air before com- 
ing in contact with the apple roots, and thereby oxidize the detrimental 
material. In Ohio and Michigan they oxidize it with nitrate of soda, 
converting it into nitrate of soda, which does not detract from its ferti- 
lizing value. This nitrate produces a heavy growth of grasses that add 
to the organic matter in the soil, which is an undoubted advantage on 
poor soils. 
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We know of no experiments that show that nitrate of soda is bene- 
ficial when no grasses are in the orchard, and there are many experiments 
in New York that show that it is not beneficial. The above explanation 
would therefore appear to harmonize what has usually been considered 
contradictory evidence, and no one will question the very great need 
that exists for co-ordinating and harmonizing the’ results of the immense 
amount of labor and expense that has already been incurred and that is 
causing still further waste of dollars by fruit growers who are governing 
their actions by one set of experiments or another without a full knowl- 
edge of the facts entering into the case. 

Be. BD, 

Member: Have you ever tried growing young trees in sod in connec- 
tion with nitrate? 

Cruickshank: We are able to grow young trees in sod if nitrated. 
Ballard: In regard to June grass I want to say that we have had a 

Duchess orchard in sod for thirty-five years and they have been yielding 
good. Has the application of sulphate a tendency to sour the soil? 

Cruickshank: We have not been using sulphate of ammonia very 
long in orchards. Experiment with field crops show an accumulation 
of acidity. If used year after year, enough lime to counteract the acidity 
will probably have to be used. This would require perhaps a thousand 
pounds to the acre every five years. 

RESULTS OF ORCHARD FERTILIZATION IN W. F. FARRAND 
ORCHARDS, EATON RAPIDS. 

PROF. ROY E. MARSHALL, M. A. C. 

In the Spring of 1920 a fertilizer experiment consisting of five plots 
of eighteen trees each was initiated in the Ben Davis orchard of W. F. 
Farrand about one-half mile east of Eaton Rapids. This orchard is 
about thirty-five years old and is growing on a piece of practically level 
land. The soil is very light in character and was in a very low state of 
fertility. The orchard is growing in a sparse blue-grass sod. It had 
been neglected so far as pruning and cultural practices are concerned 
for several years; consequently the trees were in a very poor state of 
vigor, had many dead and weak branches and twig growth and the 
vields were low. 

The five plots were treated as follows: 

Plot 1. Sulphate of ammonia, 4 Ibs. per tree 
Plot 2. Nitrate of soda, 5 lbs. per tree 
Plot 3. Check, no fertilizer 
Plot 4. Acid Phosphate 10 lbs. per tree 

Sulphate of Ammonia, 4 lbs. per tree 
Plot 5. ; Acid Phosphate, 5 lbs. per tree 

Muriate of potash, 3 lbs. per tree. 

These fertilizers were broadcasted under the spread of the branches 
some two or three weeks after the blossoms fell—too late to accomplish 
the best results for that year. The orchard received early sprays in 1920 
but the later ones were omitted because the orchard failed to set sufficient 
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fruit to warrant further expense. The yields for 1920 were negligible. 
There were no apparent differences between plots in any respect during 
that season, except in the grass growths which was better in the plots 
receiving nitrogen. 

Unfortunately, a plot with a combination of nitrogen and acid phos- 
phate (a combination that has frequently proven the most profitable 
in orchards of other sections) was not included in the original project. 
Realizing the need for testing such a combination, these materials were 
applied to the balance of the orchard in the spring of 1921 at the rate 
of 4 lbs. of sulphate and 10 lbs. of acid phosphate per tree. 

The other plots received the same treatment in 1921 as in 1920, except 
the fertilizers were applied about a week before blossoming. Since an 
earlier attempt had not been made to prune the trees, a very light prun- 
ing was given them shortly after the blossoms fell. This pruning con- 
sisted in the removal of dead, broken and much weakened branches 
and twigs and a very light thinning of some of the smaller branches about 
outer parts of the trees. 

The orchard was dusted four times, the duster being driven crosswise 
of the plots. 

Before launching into a discussion of the results perhaps we should 
make a study of moisture conditions. Residents of Eaton Rapids and 
vicinity complained throughout the past season of the low amount of 
precipitation for that immediate section compared with the rainfall for 
adjacent sections. It was an exceedingly dry period during the earlier 
part of the summer and crops suffered considerably. Unfortunately for 
our purposes, the closest weather bureau station is at Charlotte, about 
ten miles distant. The rainfall at Charlotte is thought to have been 
heavier than at Eaton Rapids. For comparison the rainfall at East 
Lansing, where there was plenty of moisture except for late spring or 
very early summer, and Charlotte are given for five months: 

Month Charlotte East Lansing Deficiency 
April 3.0 3.8 5 
May 13 1.33 .03 
June 1.49 3.24 1.75 
July 95 2.61 1.66 
August 4.12 5.18 1.06 

The big differences occur for June, July and August, but the rainfall 
for both stations was very low for May, thus giving Charlotte four dry 
months. Charlotte had five inches less rainfall than East Lansing during 
the five months. It is thus evident that Eaton Rapids had a low rain- 
fall for the growing season. 

Mr. T. A. Farrand reports no noticeable differences in the number of 
blossoms produced by trees of the several tree plots. The trees blos- 
somed heavily but the late frost considerably reduced the set of fruit for 
the orchard as a whole. 

In making observations during the early portion of the season, it 
appeared that all plots receiving fertilizer had set heavier crops than 
the check, but there were not apparent differences between the fertilizer 
plots. However, in checking up the yield results at the end of the season, 
there appeared to be three distinct percentages of set, although an actual 
count of apples borne by the trees was not made. Plots receiving nitro- 
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gen alone set very much heavier crops than the check, but apparently 
not quite as heavy as phosphate plots. I think these statements will be 
borne out later when yield data is presented. If phosphorus has been 
responsible for increasing the set this will be the first recorded case that 
I know of. 
Throughout the past season there were distinct differences between 

the foliage of the various plots. The leaves of all plots receiving nitro- 
gen alone or in combination, or of all plots except the check and acid 
phosphate ones, were more numerous, larger and decidedly darker green 
in color. The trees of the complete fertilizer, the sulphate of ammonia 
and nitrate of soda plots were dense and one could not easily see through 
them while the acid phosphate and check plot trees were open and had 
sparse, light green foliage. 

Differences in growth were recognized early in the season and became 
more marked as the season advanced. During the last week in August, 
twigs representative of the longer growths of each plot were collected 
and mounted to show differences of growth. These may be seen in the 
room adjacent to this one. The average length of these twigs are as 
follows: 

Sulphate or AmmMonigee! . oe: 402052 Af ks. ee se we... O28 Inches 
Nien TCO COdaARMH. Amini een. San he ot lk Ta ne oe Oe mMehes 
Check. . aa ie Wen, GaN eee OMG HES 
Acid phosphate. . ee Oe ae Oh ean alee aie Ne 2 Onn Chess 
Complete fertilizer... .. ..9.8 inches 
Acid phosphate and ‘sulphate of ammonia a (A yr.).. .5.1 inches 

It is noted that all plots receiving nitrogen gave sealiedll increased 
twig growth. Phosphorus may have been responsible for some of the 
increased growth in combination plots. Its failure to produce increased 
growth where used singly may be due to its inability to give such response 
or to the fact that the heavier setting of fruit taxed the trees to their 
capacity and that yield was at the expense of twig growth. 

Dust failed to hold the scab in check in this orchard for some unknown 
reason and this affords an excellent opportunity to compare plots for 
disease resistance. Fortunately the duster was driven cross-wise of the 
plots at each application and there appears no reason why one plot 
should not have produced as clean fruit as another, barring the effects 
of fertilizers. 

During early summer it was noticed that the fruit in the complete 
fertilizer plot had less scab than the orchard as a whole. Closer observa- 
tion throughout the season and during harvest showed marked differ- 
ences between the complete fertilizer plot on the one hand and the check 
and acid phosphate plots on the other. It would seem then that in 
this orchard stimulation by fertilization has aided in controlling scab 
or has made the fruit more resistant to disease attacks. 

The fruit was handpicked, run over a Gifford Sizer to get an idea as 
to the effect of fertilizers in influencing size of fruits and then weighed. 
The fruit was sized into four grades: less than two inches, two to two 
and one-fourth inches, two and one-fourth to two and one-half inches, 
and larger than two and one-half inches. For our purposes we will 
combine the first two sizes. The average yield of handpicked apples 
in pounds per tree is given below. 
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Less 244" 244-24" Over2\%” Total 
Sulphate of ammonia......... 5.5 43.4 184.7 233.6 
INitratevor. coda’. /..0 0: 2 ee: 5.3 43.4 152.5 201.2 
(HEC ee eich a NS se ee 3.9 25.1 aa 60.1 
AGid WHOSPUALE. . cs os aceon 35.4 91.2 82.8 209.4 
Complete fertilizer........... 1 ea 103.7 288.2 403.0 
Nitrogen and phosphorus (1 yr.) 3.8 90. 191.5 299.2 

The yields from the two nitrogen plots and the acid phosphate plot may 
be considered practically the same as the differences are not greater 
than one might naturally expect had these three plots been given the 
same treatment. They have yielded about three and one-half times 
as much as the check; while the nitrate-phosphate plot, receiving fertilizer 
only one year has produced about five times as much as the check and 
the complete fertilizer plot has produced about seven times as much. 

Evidently nitrogen and phosphorus are of about equal value in pro- 
ducing yields in this orchard but should be combined to produce the 
most satisfactory results. We have no way of knowing whether the 
potash in the complete fertilizer plot was responsible for any gains in 
that’ plot. It would seem though if the nitrate-phosphate plot had been 
fertilized two years that a larger yield might have been expected and 
that this would leave little differences between the yields of this plot 
and the complete fertilizer one. 

This is the first time (in observations covering seven or eight years) 
that i have been in intimate touch with an experiment or even a demon- 
stration where acid phosphate has been responsible for decided increases 
in yield when used alone. Quite commonly, a nitrate-phosphate com- 
bination will greatly outyield nitrogen alone, but seldom has phosphorus 
been definitely known to give such results as are here recorded. 

The percentage of fruit of each grade for each of the plots more clearly 
shows differences between plots and is here presented. 

Less 214” 214 to 214” Over 24%” 
Sulphate of ammonia........... 2.3% 18.6% 79.1% 
Nitrate of sodas... 22.22.4002. 2.6 21.5 75.8 
CECI Rs aa AG tee Be Sak 6.5 41.7 51.8 
Aeid: phosphatews 6 2 c5 was dae 16.9 43.6 39.5 
Complete fertilizer: ....:........ zB | 25.6 71.6 
Nitrogen and phosphorus(1 yr.).. 5.9 30.1 64.0 

71% to 79% of the fruit in the plots receiving nitrogen for two years 
grew to sizes two and one-half inches or larger and less than 3% of the 
fruit from any of these plots was too small for a No. 2 or B grade, in 
spite of the low rainfall. Slightly over one-half of the fruit from the 
check plot was large enough for a No. 1 or A grade. The acid phosphate 
plot produced smaller fruit than any other plot. Less than 40% of it was 
large enough for A grade, and 17% or more than one-sixth of it was too 
small for a No. 2 or B grade. 

This again shows that phosphorus plot set a good crop of fruit, but 
the acid phosphate evidently did not supply the necessary stimulus to 
grow as many fruits to full size. I feel certain that the addition of 
nitrogen to this plot would have stimulated growth of these fruits result- 
ing in much larger total yields and especially larger yields of apples 
above two and one-half inches in size. 
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The fruits from the several plots were not graded for color, but the 

almost solid red Ben Davis apples of the acid phosphate plot were in 

strong contrast to the fruit of other plots between which there was no 

noticeable differences. You will readily note the differences when you. 

see the fruits in the adjacent room. Whether this increased color is 

due directly to acid phosphate or indirectly because acid phosphate 

failed to produce satisfactory foliage is questionable. 
The average weight of windfalls and ‘‘drop’”’ apples per tree from each 

plot and the percentage of “drops” is expressed for each plot in the 

following tabulation: 
Lbs. Drops Per cent of Total Fruit 

Sulphate of ammonia............. 59.6 20.3% 
MuEater Ol SOGI.. 25.02 ce ee wets 44.3 18 
VEE CIE cela ane ne aie Roti eae ea 25.8 30 
PMETRODOSPNALC.L.o2) hie. bets ve ok 72.5 25.5 
@omplete fertilizer... 05.0... . 6.0. 64.6 13.8 
Nitrogen and phosphorus (1 yr.).... 64.8 ist 

The percentage of drops for the check plot is more than two times 

that for the complete fertilizer plot. The acid phosphate plot ranks 

second highest in percentage of drops and the two nitrogen plots ran 

about the same. 
The costs and profits for the several elements and combinations of 

fertilizers, above those of the check plot, are shown in the following 
tabulation. Fertilizer for both 1920 and 1921 is charged against the 
crop because of the crop failure in 1920. ; 

8 8 

ectia. eee OS Sas iam 
eog 88 oS ¢ £ bSa se 
> OD Dis apa ~~ 49 O° (a 6 2 >) 

- Ure Sai Shy = ee Ss Taste 

Fertili Mixtur tr 235 Sai oe SES is Be o& ertilizer Mixture per tree 72k og Oil ee Se ey So Sa ote 

——4 fb Sulphate of ammonia.. 173.5 $3.90 28e $3.62 $173 4.6 16.1e 
-5 Ib Nitrate of soda....... 141.1 3.17 30e 2.87 138 f.1 2hese 
10 » aN is Papel ghrp \ TA9e3) 3235 PH | Bale) 149 18.4 16:8¢ 

a ulphate of ammonia. . S ; 4 10 tb Acid phosphate....... t 342.9 42 Tie -7-OL 336 9.9 20.6¢ 

3 tb Muriate potash....... | 
4 tb Sulphate of Ammonia..} 239.1 5.37 2ic., 5.10 245 5.9 Lie2e 

10 tb Acid phosphate....... J 

The following prices were used in computing above: 

AAPlES, (OM LEGS, POL CWh. sho 22s. eae es ee oe ee ee eO 
Sulphaterotiamammonian, bo. asad ssa oat tes tN 70.00 
INtrate OL SOC RePEc ue rae eee sie, |e ee 60.00 
INEUTISLS Of PObReh meres Sok noe 6 acre ecters ola viene Sane 3 60.00 
IAGIg PNOSPM ALO t te. fs ches ier Sessa) so oho avs on ae 25.00 

The complete fertilizer plot produced almost two times as much profit 
per tree as the sulphate of ammonia plot (which slightly excelled the 
nitrate of soda and acid phosphate plots) but the increase in yield due 
to fertilization was produced about 20% cheaper in the sulphate of 
ammonia plot. The very low cost of increased production for the sul- 
phate of ammonia-acid phosphate combination is largely because ferti- 
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lizer has been applied to these trees one season while the other plots had 
two applications. 

One-half of each plot received ground limestone at the rate of two 
tons per acre in the spring of 1920 but it has failed to produce increased 
yields over the unlimed plots. Furthermore, there have been no indi- 
cations so far that the lime has produced any beneficial results. 

It must be borne in mind that the soils of Michigan are very variable 
and I would not like you to infer that these results can be duplicated 
in your orchards. Furthermore, these results are based upon one year’s 
crop and I anticipate that further crops will give us fully as interesting 
but somewhat different results. For instance, I am inclined to think 
that the acid phosphate plot is in such a devitalized condition after 
trying to mature a heavy setting of apples that little can be expected of 
it next year. 

The Horticultural Department is carrying on fertilizer tests, on a 
less extensive scale, in all parts of Michigan and some of these tests 
are to be reported upon here this afternoon. It is only through a thor- 
ough study of all these tests and especially those carried on in orchards 
grown under conditions similar to yours, that you can determine what is 
best for your orchards. I would encourage you to make tests of these 
fertilizers on small plots of trees in your orchards to more definitely 
determine their needs. 
We do feel safe, however, basing our judgment on results of this and 

other experiments in Michigan and other states, in recommending a com- 
bination of nitrogen and acid phosphate. The amounts to apply will 
depend upon whether the orchard is in sod or under cultivation, the 
condition of the soil, the age of the trees, the vigor of the trees as indi- 
cated by twig growth, the activity of the fruit spurs, the set of fruit, the 
color, size and amount of foliage, and the yield of fruit. 

Chairman Hawley then gave the members of the Society an oppor- 
tunity to ask questions and they were answered by Professor Marshall as 

follows: 
Mr. Cowen: Has the application of nitrogenous materials on winter 

apples any effect on the keeping qualities? 
Mr. Marshall: I know of apples that have kept just as well as apples 

that have not received the applications of fertilizing materials. Have 

known of them being kept as long as June, which is plenty long enough 
when you consider the cost of storage. 

Mr. Rogers: I would like information regarding my new orchard of 
Baldwins, Jonathans, and Hubbardsons. The Baldwins’ growth is very 
slow; some seem to be standing still. 

Mr. Marshall: The application of nitrate of soda will make them 
grow if anything will. Perhaps some local grower could help you more 
with problem, however. 

Question: Will nitrate of soda make any difference in the color of 

the fruit? 
Mr. Marshall: The application of this material will lighten the color 

somewhat. It produces more foliage and this keeps some of the sun- 
light away from the fruit, and the color will not be as good as in an 
unfertilized orchard. That is one of the prices we expect to have to pay. 

Mr. Hutchins: Would the variety make any difference in the size? 

Mr. Marshall: These apples were all one variety. 
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RESULTS OF ORCHARD FERTILIZATION DEMONSTRATIONS 
OF HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT IN 

BERRIEN COUNTY. 

F. L. SIMANTON, COUNTY AGENT, ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN. 

The fertilizing work in Berrien County that I wish to speak of was 
started in 1920 and 1921. In order to consider the results I think I 
should say something of the weather conditions we had during those two 
years. In 1920 our weather was peculiar. The moisture film in our 
soil broke very early and so we had very little feeding of the roots of 
trees and small fruits after the early part of the season. The experiment 
work was started in co-operation with the Extension Service Department 
and various citizens of Berrien County. For some reason the Extension 
Service people had difficulty in getting the materials on the ground, 
and it was June before we had them to use. This was entirely too late 
to produce any great effect on the 1920 crop. At that time the moisture 
was so far out of the ground that there was no possibility of the roots 
feeding upon it. We conducted experiments, in cooperation with other 
parties, using sulphate of ammonia on fruits and other crops and secured 
data to cross check with. 

Almost without exception we received no response from fertilizers 
in 1920 until the fall rains set in. Potato growers got in trouble on 
account of the delayed action. We did, however, get good results the 
following year. The first experiment was with blackcap raspberries. 
We had four plats on rather poor, sandy loam soil. The first plat re- 
ceived nitrate of soda; the second, nitrate of soda, acid phosphate and 
potash; the third, nitrate of soda and phosphate; the fourth being a 
check. Under conditions the first year no results appeared. I may say 
with reference to raspberries, both black and red, that we have three 
or four projects started this year, which to date tally the same. We can 
see very little effect from the fertilizers applied this year. 

In the Spring of 1921 we had weather conditions that were moist 
in the early part of the season, suitable for growth, and then came on, 
about the time the fruits ripen, the intensely dry weather. The plants 
soon began to show very decided distress. The unfertilized plats were 
yellow and sickly in color. The others were a healthy green. One man, 
using nitrogen, phosphorus and potash, thought he had the best field 
of blackeaps in the country. The data was collected by the owner and 
I will give it to you just as he gave it to me. 

Complete fertilizer—67 quarts. 
Nitrogen and phosphorus—67 quarts. 
Nitrate alone—76% quarts. 
Check—471% quarts. 

It is hard to explain why the nitrate alone should get more than the 
chemical combinations. However, I have known of cases where chem- 
icals were applied but not needed, and they acted as poisons. 
We treated an old orchard of Kings and Baldwins, probably thirty- 

five years old, where the ground was very dry and the roots were feeding 
very deep. The result was not great the first year, but the orchard is in 
condition to produce results in another year. 
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Another experiment was in Mr. Ballard’s orchard, at Niles, where the 
inner space is filled with alfalfa. Can see very little progress as yet. 

Referring to our dewberry experiments. Near Riverside, we have an 
experiment using sulphate of ammonia with acid phosphate. The vines 
in response to this treatment grew from six to twelve feet long and very 
thick. The foliage was exceptionally large and green. We have very 
good prospects for another year. There was a plat that received no 
treatment and the vines in this instance grew from two to five feet long 
and the yield was about half as great. The vines were fourteen years 
old and were on a sandy soil where the food elements had been exhausted. 
They are using nitrogenous material to very good advantage; also acid 
phosphate. 
We used these materials on grapes. The first year the material was 

received too late for us to get any benefit. Last year there was not 
enough soil moisture in the ground to dissolve the chemicals to a working 
point but later on the vines were able to take advantage of the applica- 
tions. The response has been rather discouraging this year, but the 
vines are in good condition, for another year. One set of the plats re- 
ceived a cover crop as a part of the fertilizing phenomena. 
We applied it to other crops, but some of the work had to be abandoned 

on account of the farmer being unable to use his tractor, but the results 
on fruit that I have seen are reliable cases. 

RESULTS OF ORCHARD FERTILIZATION DEMONSTRATIONS 
OF THE HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 

IN BENZIE COUNTY. 

J. L. KRAKER, COUNTY AGENT, BEULAH. 

In May, 1920, arrangements were made for the demonstrations of the 
use of fertilizers in Benzie County, tests being outlined on cherries on 
the farm of Ward Reynolds, near Benzonia; apples on the farm of W. 
R. Thomas, Crystal Lake township; peaches on the farm of A. J. Rogers, 
Lake township. In April, 1921, the same trees which had received 
fertilizer in 1920 were again fertilized, and additional tests started on 
pears on the farm of Wallace Putney, Blaine township, and on blackberries 
on the farm of H. L. Keller, Gilmore township. In addition to these 
controlled tests, several farmers of the county purchased small amounts 
of ammonium sulphate for testing out on their own farms around fruit 
trees. The writer has not talked with one of these men but who is 
entirely satisfied with the use of fertilizer on trees—they all expect to 
use more next year and there are many of their neighbors who have 
already spoken for ammonium sulphate to be used on fruit trees in 1922. 
In this connection it is to be noted that the results given below are 
merely indicative of what may be expected from the use of fertilizer, 
and we expect to continue this work in co-operation with the Horti- 
cultural Department of the Michigan Agricultural College for several 
years, and applications will again be put on these trees in 1922. 

The block of cherry trees fertilized is situated in Benzonia, west of 
Spence’s blacksmith shop. This is a uniform block of Montmorency 
cherry trees seven years old. Ten trees were fertilized in each of three 
rows, leaving another row along side without fertilizer as a check. Row 
No. 1 had 3 lbs. of nitrate of soda per tree; row 2, 3 Ibs. nitrate of soda 
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and 5 Ibs. of acid phosphate; row 3, 3 lbs. of nitrate of soda and 5 lbs. 
of acid phosphate and 1% lbs. of muriate of potash. Row 4 was the 
check row and was unfertilized. This orchard was hit by a frost while 
in blossom, and therefore the yield is not as high as it should be. How- 
ever, the value of the fertilizer was very clearly shown, for the ten trees 
that were fertilized with nitrogen alone on row 1 yielded an average 
of 141% lbs. per tree; row 2, fertilized with nitrogen and acid phosphate 
averaged 1914 lbs. per tree; on row 3, with all three fertilizing ingredients, 
the average was 11 lbs. per tree. The check row averaged 81% lbs. of 
cherries per tree. These results gave such a tremendous difference in 
the favor of fertilizer that 10 other trees were selected in another part 
of the orchard which had received no fertilizer, and the difference of 
71% lbs. of cherries in favor of those trees fertilized with 3 lbs. of nitrate 
of soda and 5 lbs. of acid phosphate. From these results it will be 
seen that both the nitrogen and the acid phosphate seem to help the 
yield of cherries, but when a complete balanced fertilizer was applied 
around the trees, they do not respond as they do when the potash is 
omitted. This indicates that there is an abundance of potash in the 
soil, but that nitrogen and phosphoric aid has both helped the yield 
of cherry trees in this particular orchard. The soil of this orchard 
is typically sandy loam on which most of our cherries are planted in 
Benzie County and it had also been fertilized, and it appears from these 
results that nitrogen and possibly acid phosphate are needed for efficient 
cherry production. 

Carrying these results into dollars and cent figures we find that the 
nitrogen and acid phosphate applied cost 17c per tree. With trees 
planted 20x20 feet apart, there are 108 per acre making a total cost of 
$18.36 for the fertilizer per acre. Allowing $3.00 for labor in application 
of the material, the total cost is about $22.00 per acre for this fertilizer. 
Multiplying 71% lbs. average gain per tree by 108 trees we have a gain 
of 810 lbs. of cherries. The cherries from this orchard were sold through 
the cherry pool of the Benzie County Farm Bureau this year and netted 
10c per lb.—that is they sold for $81.00. Subtract $22.00 the cost of 
the fertilizer from this $81.00 per acre we have a net profit of $59.00 on 
Montmorency cherry trees under the conditions as we found them in 
the Reynold’s orchard. 

The results obtained on apple trees are even more striking than those 
obtained from the cherries. The trees treated were twenty-six year old 
Wealthy and Pewaukee trees. Where 5 lbs. of nitrate of soda was 
applied, the average yield was 51% bushels of apples. Where 5 lbs. 
nitrate of soda and 10 lbs. of acid phosphate were applied 1014 bushels of 
apples were obtained, and where 5 lbs. of nitrate of soda, 10 lbs. of acid 
phosphate and 2 lbs. of potash were applied 10 bushels of apples were 
harvested per tree. On the check trees, to which no fertilizer had been 
applied, an average of 31% bushels of apples were obtained. This makes 
a clear gain of 614 bushels of apples on the trees where nitrate of soda 
and acid phosphate and the complete fertilizer were applied. Here 
again we do not seem to have any results from the potash, but do have 
results from the nitrate of soda and acid phosphate. 

Figuring our apple gain, we find that the cost of nitrate of soda and 
acid CRDEE Os to be 3le per tree. The trees were planted 40x40 feet 
apart, 27 trees to the acre, making the total cost of the fertilizing ma- 
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terials $8.37 per acre. Again allowing $3.00 for the cost of applying 
the fertilizer, we have a cost of say $11.50 per acre. Our figures show 
that we have a gain of 6% bushels per tree, which when multiplied by 
the number of trees per acre or 27 gives 175 bushels as the gain per acre. 
$1.00 per bushel conservative figure at which to place the selling price 
of apples this year, and a gross gain of $175.00 per acre results. Deduct- 
ing the cost of the fertilizer, a net gain of $163.50 is shown this year. 

On the Pewaukee trees, a very important fact was noted. Pewaukees 
are notoriously off-year bearers, that is, they bear one year and rest 
the next unless some climatic conditions force them into bearing two 
years in succession. This has evidently happened in the Thomas orchard 
at one time, for some of these trees had a crop in 1920, while others were 
practically bare. One would naturally expect those trees which bore 
heavily in 1920 to be vacant this year. However, it was these trees on 
which fertilizer had been applied. We find from the use of 5 lbs. of 
nitrate of soda and 10 lbs. of acid phosphate that these trees which 
should not have borne any apples this year had an average of 10 bushels 
of apples, whereas, the trees along side, with which 1921 was an onbearing 
year, produced 19 bushels per tree. There seems no other factor to 
attribute the fact that the off year trees gave 10 bushels each of apples 
this year except that they had received a stimulus last year by the appli- 
cation of fertilizer to set fruit buds which functioned this year. This 
is another very important reason why trees need fertilizer. 

The Elberta peach orchard on the Rogers’ farm is on light sandy soil 
and is a uniform stand of peaches planted in 1911, but because of having 
lost two years of their life due to the freeze in 1919, we figure these trees 
as being eight years old. In this test ten trees were taken to which 
fertilizer was applied in each series, and a guard row on which no ferti- 
lizer was applied, and from which no results were taken were left be- 
tween each row. Therefore, there could be no chance of the fertilizer 
from the adjoining row being used by trees under test alongside of it 
and making the results of the test unreliable. The average yield of the 10 
trees where 21% lbs. of nitrate of soda was applied per tree was 114 bushels 
of peaches per tree; on the row that had 2% lbs. of nitrate of soda and 
5 lbs. of acid phosphate per tree, an average of 1.4 bushels was obtained 
per tree; and where 2% lbs. of nitrate of soda, 5 lbs. of phosphate and 
| lb. of muriate of potash was applied, slightly more than 114 bushels 
of peaches were obtained. As in the cherry and apple test, the check 
peach trees which received no fertilizer did not produce as much fruit 
as was obtained where fertilizer was used, only 34 of a bushel of peaches 
being the average of this row of trees. From these results it was seen 
that the nitrogen seems to be the determining factor, and it is recom- 
mended that nitrogen alone, either in the form of nitrate of soda or 
ammonium sulphate be used on peaches. 

The cost of the nitrogen per tree is 9c. Figuring 108 trees per acre 
gives a cost of $9.72 for the fertilizer, and allowing $3.00 labor cost 
for the application of material gives the total cost of application of 
$12.72 per acre for this fertilizer. Three-fourths of a bushel is the gain 
per tree with the use of fertilizer and when multiplied by 108 trees per 
acre gives a gain of 81 bushels per acre. $1.50 per bushel is a conserva- 
tive selling price for peaches in 1921, making a total of $121.40 gross gain, 
or deducting the cost of fertilizer, making a net gain of about $108.68 
per acre. 
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The figures given above are the actual results that we obtained from 
the use of fertilizer in Benzie county the past year. We need more 
figures such as these before we can definitely adopt the use of fertilizers 
in our orchard practice of growing fruit, but these results are so striking 
that it would seem that every farmer in Benzie County should use nitro- 
gen and perhaps acid phosphates on every fruit tree which he is grow- 
ing, and if the results are any where near like these recorded, here, it 
will be a paying proposition. In addition to the increased production 
of fruit, the trees on which the fertilizer was applied are more vigorous, 
retain a more healthy green color, hold their leaves longer and grow 
better than the check trees. Those trees on which the fertilizer had 
been applied have set a large number of fruit buds for another year, 
and with their increased vigor bid fair to mature more of these buds 
than the unfertilized check trees. 

RESULTS OF FERTILIZATION DEMONSTRATIONS OF HORTI- 
CULTURAL DEPARTMENT IN ALLEGAN COUNTY. : 

ALFRED BENTALL, COUNTY AGENT, ALLEGAN. 

I am going to be very brief because there isn’t much to be said. I 
want to speak, however, of some of the experiments we are carrying on 
in Allegan County, both with the growers and with the Horticultural 
Department of the College. I will speak first of one on the Abbott farm 
where we have Wealthy trees being fertilized with five pounds each of 
nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, and acid phosphate, and some with 
two pounds of potash. We are unable to see any benefit from the addi- 
tion of the potash. We also used these materials on two or three kinds 
of plums and cherries and cannot credit the potash with anything. 
Neither can we see anything that can be credited to the acid phosphate. 
If there is any difference in the rows of trees where the phosphate was 
used we are unable to see it. We could, however, see a difference where 
the nitrates were used. The foliage was much denser. In fact, the 
trees were ten days late in bearing and the fruit did not have nearly so 
good a color. The trees had a large crop and had many fruit buds for 
next year. There are not nearly so many on the unfertilized trees. 
We found the cherry and peach trees in the same condition, with denser 
foliage and with larger and firmer fruit and more fruit buds for next 
year. 

The difference is very marked in Mr. Wadsworth’s orchard. We 
applied the second application to part of his orchard this year and he 
wants it on all of his trees another year. We had a demonstration on 
a crabapple orchard, twenty or more years old, which hasn’t looked 
right for several years. The trees were doing fairly well, but they looked 
yellow. The land was good—the adjoining field had a’good growth of clover 
and alfalfa. This field was given an application of acid phosphate and in 
addition each tree was given an application of sulphate of ammonia. 
The difference was remarkable. The bark of the unfertilized trees 
was very much lighter. This is most conclusive evidence to me because 
this orchard has been a conundrum to use for some time. There are 
pores of growers in Allegan County who can tell you much more than 

can. 
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We have heard some about manure this afternoon. There is no such 
thing as running a farm without commercial fertilizers. A general farm 
cannot produce enough manure to take care of all the land. Two years 
ago we had two large Spy trees that looked half dead. We used manure 
on these trees trenching it in. Mr. Pickford suggested that he plow 
two furrows each side, put the manure in, and then plow the ground 
back over it. The difference is readily seen today. They are full of 
fruit buds for next year, although they have not borne for twelve years. 

I believe the next five years is going to show an increase in the growing 
of alfalfa in the orchard. Mr. Hawley states this topic is coming up 
for consideration at a later session so I will leave the matter until that 
time. 

RESULTS OF ORCHARD FERTILIZATION DEMONSTRATIONS 
OF HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS IN 

VAN BUREN COUNTY. 

W. C. ECKARD, COUNTY AGENT, PAW PAW. 

Notes on Fertilizer Demonstration on Apples at farm of M. 8. Russell’ 
Bangor, 1920-1921. 

CROP OF 1921 IS GIVEN. 

Comparing the average yield per tree of check rows 1 and 4 with the 
average yield per tree of rows 2 and 3 which received for two years, five 
pounds of nitrate of soda per tree per year or 38 cents worth during the 
two years, with nitrate of soda at $76.00 per ton, we find $6.10 worth of 
apples per tree more from the fertilized trees than from the unfertilized, 
when the apples are valued at $1.00 per bushel, at the cost of 38 cents 
per tree. In other words, 38 cents expended on nitrate of soda returned 
$5.72 per tree above the cost of the material. 

Comparing the average yield of check rows 4 and 7 with yield of rows 
5 and 6 which received during the two years, 10 pounds of nitrate of 
soda and 20 pounds of acid phosphate per tree at a cost of 63 cents, we 
find that the increase in yield at $1.00 per bushel brought $3.20 per tree 
or $2.57 per tree less the cost of the fertilizer. 

Comparing check row 7 with rows 8 and 9 which, during the two years, 
received 77 cents worth of nitrate of soda, acid phosphate and muriate 
of potash per tree, we find the increase in yield when sold at $1.00 per 
bushel returned $3.60 per tree or $2.83 per tree less the cost of the ferti- 
lizer. 
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Data on Fertilizer Demonstrations on Old Apple Trees at the Farm of 
Mr. M.S. Russell, Bangor, Michigan, 1920-1921. 

CROP OF 1921 IS GIVEN. 
| 
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Nitrate of soda at $76 00 per ton. 
Acid phosphate at $25 00 per ton. 
Muriate of potash at $70 00 per ton. 
All fertilizer was applied on April 23rd in 1920 and 

on April 12th in 1921. 

Notes on Fertilizer Demonstration on Peaches at Edward Skinner’s at 
Hartford, 1920-1921. 

CROP OF 1921 IS GIVEN. 

Comparing the average yield per tree of guard rows No. 1 and 4 with 
the average yield of trees on rows 2 and 3 which received during the 
two years, six pounds of nitrate of soda per tree at a cost of 15 cents, we 
find the increase in yield when sold at $3.00 per bushel returned $2.62 
per tree or $2.47 per tree less the cost of the fertilizer. 

Comparing the average yield of all trees in all guard rows and in the 
check row with the average yield per tree of trees in rows 2 and 3 we 
find the increase in yield, at $3.00 per bushel, returned $2.21 per tree or 
$2.06 per tree less the cost of the fertilizer. 

Comparing the trees on rows 5 and 6 with the average of guard rows 
4 and 7 we find the increase yield per tree returned $2.17 or $2.02 per 
tree less the cost of the fertilizer. 
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Data on Fertilizer Demonstrations with peaches at Edward Skinner’s, 
Hartford, 1920-1921. 

YIELD OF FRUIT FOR THE YEAR 1921 IS GIVEN. 
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Nitrate of soda at $76.00 per ton. 
Acid phosphate at $25.00 per ton. 
Muriate of potash at $70.00 per ton. 
All fertilizer was applied on June 25th in 1920 and on April 12th in 1921. 
In conclusion I would like to state that in my opinion there are a great 

many problems in connection with the matter of fertilizers on fruit trees 
and plants which need solving. 

There is a fertile field for the Experiment Station of the Michigan 
Agricultural College along this line. 

In the meantime, I feel like saying, as I said at the mid-winter meeting 
of the State Horticultural Society held in South Haven, in 1918, that a 
larger per cent of the fruit trees in Vam Buren County are actually 
slowly starving to death and nearly all are but poorly nourished. Also, 
that I still believe that the first and most important step in working out 
a practical system of properly feeding our starving trees is to lime the 
soil heavily to be able to grow legumes in the orchard and this, whether the 
fruit grower be a cultivation cover crop man or a mulch advocate. 

I believe that we will find that not only will it pay big to feed our 
trees with fertilizers but that it will also pay to feed the cover or mulch 
crop well. 

If legumes are used as a cover crop or mulch crop it will be advisable 
to use only acid phosphate and muriate of potash separately or in combi- 
nation directly on the cover crop but if non-legume plants, such as rye 
or June grass are used, by all means nitrate of soda or sulphate of am- 
monia should be used. 

One point which I consider especially important in using soluble nitro- 
gen, such as nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia, is to apply it only 
at such times as the trees or plants can quickly take it up, there may 
be danger of losing considerable of the fertilizer if there are not growing 
plants or trees ready to take it up as soon as it dissolves in the soil water. 
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DECEMBER 7, 1921. 

FORENOON. 

After a judging contest in which some twelve or fifteen Juniors and 
Seniors of the Michigan Agricultural College participated, the meeting 
in charge of Mr. Rogers opened with the Speakers’ Contest. 

Mr. J. D. Wilson of Lansing was the first speaker. 

BRAMBLE DISEASES OF MICHIGAN AND THEIR CONTROL. 

J. D. WILSON, LANSING, MICH. 

The term brambles includes several small fruits. In this discussion 
it will be confined to raspberries and blackberries. 

The principal diseases of brambles in Michigan are,—anthracnose, 
cane blight, crown gall, orange rust and yellows. Anthracnose and 
cane blight cause their greatest damage to the black raspberry. Yel- 
lows is a disease of red raspberries and orange rust attacks the black- 
berry. Crown gall (a bacterial disease) infects many fruits. 

Most of the diseases of brambles live over winter in the old canes and 
rubbish about the berry patch. This fact suggests an important pos- 
sibility. Why not cut out the old canes and burn them with the rub- 
bish in the fall? As it happens, this is the best means of keeping most 
of the diseases down to a minimum of infection. There is one exception 
to this, anthracnose can be very well controlled by the use of lime sulphur. 
With the other bramble diseases mentioned, spraying is strangely in- 
efficient. 

Raspberry anthracnose, caused by Pectodisela veneta, occurs almost 
universally where raspberries are grown. It is most serious on the 
black cap. In dry seasons an almost complete loss of the crop may be 
experienced. It often makes the renewal of the plantation necessary 
every three or four years. 

The vegetative portion of the fungus lives over the winter in the old 
canes. Spores are produced in the spring which cause re-infection of 
the young canes when they are from six to eight inches high. Purple 
spots appear on the shoots, later these spots enlarge and the center be- 
comes grey and shrunken. The midribs of the leaves and the fruit 
are often infected. 
By spraying with lime sulphur before the infection occurs, many 

of the spores may be killed when they germinate. A dormant applica- 
tion (1-20) gave commercial control in experiments this year. By 
putting on a second and third spray of 1-50, complete control may be 
obtained. The second spray should go on when the new shoots are 
from six to ten inches high, the third about two weeks before the canes 
bloom. If, for any reason, it is suspected that control is not complete, 
the canes should be carefully gone over after the fruit has been har- 
vested and all of the infected material removed and burned. 

Cane blight, caused by Letoshaeria coniothyrium, is another serious 
disease of black caps. It occurs over most of the Eastern U. 8. It is 
peculiar in that it causes the greatest loss in dry seasons when one-half 
to one-third of the crop may be lost. Very often the first sign of this 
disease, which the grower notices, is a sudden wilting of the canes. The 
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fungus lives over the winter in the old canes. Spores are produced 
in the early spring. These cause infection at any point of injury on the 
cane. Wounds caused by the cutting back of canes and those of the tree 
cricket are open avenues of entrance for the spores. The diseased area 
gradually enlarges until it encircles the cane. When this girdling is 
complete the water supply is shut off and the cane wilts quickly above 
the place of attack. The bark becomes light colored and the wood dead 
and brittle in the diseased area. The berries are often affected with 
dry rot. 

The fungus has been known to live for four years in the old canes and 
trash about the berry patch. The old canes should be removed soon 
after fruiting and destroyed. Secure healthy plants for starting new 

' plantations. Be careful to avoid excessive wounding of the canes in 
the operations about them. 

Crown gall is caused by bacteria and is very common on fruit plants. 
It causes great loss when considered in the aggregate. It may be identi- 
fied on the brambles by an enlargement near the junction of the cane and 
root. 

Use healthy plants for new plantations and set them on soil which 
has not had any infection for a period of several years. Remove any 
diseased plants that may be found at any time and destroy them. 

Orange rust is primarily a disease of the blackberry. Early in May 
small spots appear on the leaves, somewhat later these spots enlarge 
and burst. Great quantities of orange colored spores are freed, their 
color giving the disease its name. The leaves remain small and appear 
blistered. The new shoots are dwarfed. If the infection is heavy, the 
leaves are of little use to the plant and it is seriously weakened. The 
life cycle of the fungus corresponds very closely to that of our common 
perennials. This makes it very hard to control and it is practically 
impossible to eradicate it from a field of plants. The diseased plants 
should be removed and destroyed and all of the wild blackberries in the 
neighborhood should be gotten rid of. The planting of the resistant 
Snyder is recommended. 

Yellows i§ a disease of red raspberries. Its exact cause is unknown. 
It usually occurs during the second year after the plants are set. It 
then occurs annually thereafter and may become very serious, due to the 
gradual weakening of the plants. The plants become stunted and are of 
a sickly yellow color. A bushy habit takes possession of the plants. 
The leaves are small and crinkled with the margins curling downward. 
The leaves take on a peculiar purplish hue in the early fall. The berries 
on the diseased plants are small and worthless, their flavor being bitter. 

Destroy the diseased plants in the established plantations. Use 
only healthy plants for starting new fields. Place the plants on well 
drained soil, since the fact has been repeatedly observed that the red 
raspberry cannot stand wet feet. 

Spur blight and blue stem, two other serious bramble diseases, are 
not of much consequence in Michigan at present. Their early appear- 
ance here is possible and probable, unless we establish a strict quarantine 
against shipments of plants from other states and remove all diseased 
plants in Michigan plantations by thorough inspection of the same. 

Several general rules may be stated in regard to bramble disease 
control. Set only healthy plants; set them on well drained soil which 
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is thought to be free from any of the diseases of brambles; keep the 
patch as free of trash and rubbish as possible and practice clean cultiva- 
tion. If disease appears after the plants come into bearing, cut all 
diseased canes each year and after the fruit has been harvested. Do 
not forget, however, that raspberry anthracnose can be controlled by 
spraying. The dormant application of lime sulphur, of one to twenty 
strength is the most important one in the control of this disease. It 
often gives such control that further applications are unnecessary. 

In spite of these various diseases, and the seeming impossibility of 
their efficient control, the future of the bramble fruits in Michigan is 
as bright, or brighter, than it is in most of the neighboring states. — 

OPPORTUNITIES OF WOMEN IN THE HORTICULTURAL 
WORLD. 

RUBY MIRIAM LEE, LIMA, NEW YORK. 

Suffrage has placed women politically, on an equal footing with her 
brothers and the same opportunities are now offered to them, with the 
same hardships, responsibilities and risks. 

What are some of the opportunities that Horticulture offers women? 
I have only to relate to the seed concerns engaging trained women and 
to the women seed analists. 

' The fields dealing with floriculture, with nursery growing with small 
fruits and general fruit growing, are now being operated by the women 
who have the heart and hand to work with good old Mother Nature. 

One of the most alluring of these occupations, and one that women 
by their finely developed senses, should be eminently fitted for, is land- 
scape gardening. It is a field almost untrod by them with opportuni- 
ties undreamed of, for pleasure and for profit. 

The women workers and teachers of nature study classes, of gardening 
supervision and consultation lead the esthetic nature of their students 
into the realm of appreciation and realization of their dreams. 

Plant pathology and hybridization are parts of the many branches of 
laboratory work. Have you ever stopped to think whence comes the 
perfume, what makes the violet blue, what causes the doubleness of 
certain flowers? Do you know that you might be the one to find out 
if you cared enuf about it? 

To-day many extension specialists are women, and they are taking 
to the rural parents, and to their boys and girls, the fruits of their studies 
in Horticulture. This may be thru the farm bureau work, boys and 
girls clubs or rural organizations. 

Another field now taken up by women is the teaching of horticulture 
in the secondary schools and in some of the colleges. In Michigan, this 
holds forth much pleasure and profit in giving to humanity. 
When we stop to think of all the marvelous and beautiful cultivated 

plants, we wonder if there can possibly be room for improvement but 
here is where imagination soars and if your soul is receptive, Nature will 
whisper in your ear, and out of the Infinite flower forms will float before 
you, an ideal which will be fixed upon your mind with determination to 
realize this ideal, for in the floral kingdom ideals may be realized. 

Before a woman can succeed she must learn to depend upon herself. 
In going into any branch of Horticulture, a woman should know her 
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own capabilities, the needs of her locality, and not try to make people 
who want cabbages buy roses, even tho the roses do please her esthetic 
taste and cabbages offend it. 

The opportunity for women in Horticulture is as an uncultivated 
fertile field awaiting a sower. The harvest is certain and will be in 
accordance with their efforts. 

PRECOOLING OF SMALL FRUITS. 

J. S. BAILEY, LAKEWOOD, OHIO. 

There are two very important factors in preparing small fruits such 
as strawberries, raspberries, and cherries for shipment. These are 
(1) precooling and (2) careful handling. I shall discuss very briefly the 
precooling of small fruits for Michigan. 
Up to the present time the Michigan grower of small fruits has been 

at the complete mercy of the Chicago and Milwaukee markets and local 
canners for the simple reason that he has been unable to successfully 
ship his fruit to greater distances. It not infrequently happens that 
with only a few hundred miles added to his shipping radius he could 
realize two or three times his actual profits. 

Serious as this situation may seem at first, it is by no means as bad 
as it looks. A solution has been worked out and proved successful, 
and all that is necessary is the adoption of the solution by the Michigan 
grower. ‘This solution lies in precooling before packing for shipment. 

The small fruit growers of the Pacific coast have been able to ship 
fruit by the precooling method to points edst of the Rocky Mountains, 
a distance of not infrequently 2,000 miles. If this can be done in the 
West, there is no good reason why our growers should not be able to 
ship their fruit to St. Louis, Omaha, St. Paul, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, and 
other cities. What we want is a greater shipping radius and precooling 
put that within our reach. 

The precooling plant may be put to another very good use during the 
peach shipping season. No grower likes to send his peaches to an al- 
ready glutted market. By placing the peaches in the precooling rooms 
they can be. quickly cooled down and held for one or even two weeks 
until the market is in better condition. 

Let me warn you, however, not to expect too much from precooling 
unless it is properly done. Careful handling is a very necessary pre- 
requisite to precooling. Two or three bad berries in a crate may cause 
the whole crate to appear from storage in bad condition. 

Precooling must be done promptly in order to check the ripening 
processes and the growth of molds as soon as possible. It must be done 
thoroughly also for half a job is no better than no job. Unless the fruit 
is quickly brought down to a temperature of about 35° Fahrenheit the 
work is practically wasted. 

It has been found that plants used for precooling only have not been 
successful because they can be operated only a small part of the year 
which makes the overhead too high. In fact precooling has come into 
ill repute in some sections of the West for this reason and from the fact 
that plants of too small capacity have been constructed. To be highly 
successful a precooling plant should be operated in connection with a 
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cold storage plant. Special rooms with extra piping are best suited 
for the purpose of precooling. When properly carried on, precooling 
has proven to be highly successful and there is no reason w hy it should 
not prove to be a big success in Michigan. 

I am informed that some of the growers of Berrien County have 
formed a company to erect and put into operation a precooling and cold 
storage plant. As pioneers in this project in Michigan let me wish you 
speedy success in your enterprise. 

PLANTING THE.RURAL HIGHWAYS. 

J. K. COSGROVE, TRAVERSE CITY, MICH. 

The farmers and townsmen of the counties of Kent and Wayne may 
well congratulate themselves. I speak in high praise for these counties 
beeause they have been first to put into practice the development and 
beautification of their county roadsides. 

Nothing goes farther to give a city, village, or countryside the air 
of peace, prosperity, and happiness than an abundance of well kept 
trees. 

We as the inquiring public are asking these two counties how the 
work of planting trees along their rural highways was accomplished and 
we are told that its success may be credited to but one predominating 
condition and that was the cooperation of the state, county and private 
individuals. 

As farmers especially we may appreciate what cooperation has ac- 
complished for us in the past in way of marketing our fruit, storing our 
grain, and manufacturing our dairy products. The same _ practice 
governs whatever success we may attain thru tree planting, along our 
highways. 

It has been a question in the minds of many conscientious farmers 
and owners of county land as to whether the planting of trees along 
the highways by individuals or communities would be tolerated by the 
state highway commission. I may say that the practice is very much 
encouraged providing the planter of said ornamental trees will abide 
by the laws of cooperation. In some localities communities have organ- 
ized tree planting clubs and such trees as the common pear and apple 
have met with suecess as roadside trees while in other sections orna- 
mental trees have been selected. It is of little significance as to which 
kind are planted so long as the plantings are sanctioned by the High- 
way Commission of the State and County. 

The State Highway Commission has laid down the following laws in 
regard to Highway plantings (Section 3) ‘“The owner of any real estate 
bordering the highways may plant approved ornamental or fruit bearing 
trees along s said highway and shall receive an annual credit of five cents 
per tree upon his highway repair tax. Trees must be six feet in height 
at time of planting and not less than twenty feet apart. All said trees 
and their products shall belong to the property owner under the pro- 
vision that he maintain said trees in way of trimming and protection.” 

In closing I may say that the practice of roadside plantings has been 
very successful throughout the state of Ohio as well as other states 
and we are informed that the long rows of stately trees not only raise 
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the value of the property upon which they border but that they greatly 
reduce the upkeep of the highways in preventing the erosional or wash- 
ing out effect so common with out Michigan highways. The washing 
away of soil from the road bed is said to be checked by the masses of 
deep tap roots sent out by the tree. 

Let us stand for better rural highways in Michigan, better not simply 
by improved road-beds, but better to the sense of sight, by being most 
pleasing and satisfying to the eyes because of the plantings of beautiful 
trees that characterize their boundaries. It is the hope of those persons 
interested in rural improvement to see every county in this state take 
up the tree planting slogan so that in half a century from now the high- 
ways of the state will be bounded by long rows of beautiful trees. 

ORCHARDS IN ALFALFA SOD. 

F. M. HAZEL, SOUTH HAVEN, MICH. 

Altho alfalfa has been grown for hundreds of years as a field crop, we 
have no record of it being used as an inter crop or companion crop in 
orchards. Therefore, we have no definite data in the history of Horti- 
culture which can be quoted for evidence. 

Since alfalfa has come into prominence in Michigan and other states 
as a field crop, and has given such good results, both from the stand- 
point of a cash crop and as a soil fertilizer, it is not strange that experi- 
ments should be started with alfalfa in orchards. 

Clean cultivation had been practised in the orchards of the Winachee 
and Yakima valleys of the West so long that the supply of humus in the 
soil was depleted or “burned out”? to such an extent that the trees were 
not doing well. Some way had to be found to increase the humus con- 
tent. It was then that some growers turned their attention to alfalfa, 
and as far as we are able to judge, their efforts have been a decided suc- 
cess. They remove two crops for hay and leave the other two [for a 
mulch, and it pays better than clover. 

In Michigan experiments were started along the same line, but more 
particularly to find a crop that would answer the following requisites: 
(1) a crop which would pay well while the trees were growing or before 
they reached the bearing age, (2) a crop which would increase the supply 
of plant food in the soil and not interfere too much with the growth of 
the trees, (3) a crop which could be easily harvested. Alfalfa seems to 
be the ideal crop. 

Ballard Bros. of Niles, Michigan, took a bold step and planted an 
orchard in alfalfa sod. The young trees were well fertilized the first 
three years with nitrate of soda and made as good a growth as trees 
grown under ordinary field conditions. ‘The trees have been standing 
in this sod for seven years and are fully as large and healthy as trees of 
of the same age grown under ordinary methods of culture. Three 
and four crops of hay have been cut each year and harvested. Very 
little mulching has been done in this orchard, so the hay crop has been 
almost clear profit. At the same time the trees are coming to an age 
avhen they will bear fruit at a profit. The soil in Ballard’s orchards is 
a heavy loam and this partly accounts for their success. 

On the lighter soils of the state it would be advisable to vary their 
method of culture to a certain extent. In the first place the soil must 
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have proper preparation, liming, etc., to grow alfalfa. Practically all 
of the failures to grow alfalfa in Michigan have been due to this lack of 
preparation. Probably the best results will be secured by growing the 
trees under clean cultivation for a year or two, fertilizing well with 
nitrate of soda. Seed to alfalfa and when the first crop is ready to cut, 
use a part of it for a mulch supplemented by commercial fertilizers. 
Harvest the entire next crops, but use a part of the last crop for a mulch. 
While the trees are very small very little mulching material will be 
necessary, but as the trees grow older and larger this amount must be 
increased. 

Some growers say that alfalfa takes too much moisture from the 
bearing orchard and will not grow it for that reason, but there are no 
facts to back up those statements. There are no bearing orchards in 
alfalfa sod in Michigan which have been grown there. If the practise | 
have suggested is followed, that is, mulching supplemented by commer- 
cial fertilizers, there is no reason to believe that the bearing orchard will 
suffer from lack of moisture. Alfalfa is deep rooted and after it is well 
established it will not compete with the trees for moisture to any extent. 

There is one objection to the system which must not be overlooked. 
Alfalfa produced a succulent growth late in the fall which furnishes an 
ideal place for the buffalo tree hopper. This insect feeds on the alfalfa and 
late in the fall goes to the trees and lays eggs in the branches and twigs, 
the result being that young trees are sometimes severely injured or 
killed. After the tree is four or five years old the damage is very slight. 
This pest will be met with in many orchards where alfalfa is not grown 
so it is not considered a reason for not adopting the practise. The bene- 
fits more than balance any harm that may be done. A large number of 
orchards are being sowed to alfalfa and we expect that within a very 
few years it will be common practise among the growers of the state. 

ADVERTISING FRUITS. 

A. D. SMITH, DETROIT, MICH. 

Everyone knows that advertising plays an extremely important part 
in any business of to-day. It is equally as important in the business 
of horticulture as it is in any other business. Yet compared with groups 
in other enterprises, the orchard men have done practically nothing in 
this line! Take for example the tobacco industry—each year sees new 
brands of cigars and cigarettes crowded into the market and finding a 
ready sale. There never seems to be a slump in the tobacco trade, 
useless merchandise that it is! This is purely a result of successful 
advertising. On the other hand nearly every year sees a slump and low 
prices in fruits, useful and healthy merchandise. Why is this so? 
Largely, if not totally, because of inadequate advertising. Something 
must be done! 

Aside from the usual exhibits at fairs and horticultural shows, I believe 
that the greatest opportunity for advertising fruits is thru the use of 
window displays. These window displays are practical to both, the 
large grower or co-operative association operating in cities, and also 
the small grower selling thru the country store. 
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As an example of the former, I have in mind the case of one of the 
largest apple growers in a certain eastern state. This man went to a 
large city of the state and arranged to put an exhibit of his fruit in one 
of the windows of a large downtown store. In the center of his exhibit 
two barrels were tipped over with the apples pouring out in a graceful 
pile. On either side of the barrels were boxes and baskets of various 
sizes filled with the delicious looking fruit. -In the background were 
photographs of orchard scenes together with advertising placards. It 
was a simple but very effective display, and as a result of it the grower 
received over five hundred inquiries about the price of his fruit. Of 
course the renting of the window space was expensive but the results 
more than repaid him for the cost. 

To show you what can be accomplished by the small grower thru 
advertising I will mention the case of an orchardist near a small western 
town who had several hundred barrels of Jonathan apples for sale. The 
general market was dull but it occurred to him that there might be a 
demand for his apples if he could only get them before the people in an 
attractive manner. He talked the matter over with the local grocer 
and secured permission to put an exhibit in his window. He then filled 
small uniform baskets with his apples and arranged them attractively 
in the window. The apples looked so inviting that anyone who liked 
apples could not get by without going inside and buying a basket. The 
result was that the grower sold his crop at a much better price than he 
ordinarily would have received—simply because of advertising. 

Now, lest you think that this advertising is applicable to apples alone, 
I will endeavor to prove to you that any fruit can be successfully and 
profitably advertised. 

As you may or may not know, previous to this year no attempt had 
ever been made to advertise deciduous fruits. Skeptics had always said 
that any attempt at advertising these fruits was useless as the season 
is too short. 

Nevertheless this season a live and enterprising association in the 
west, The California Pear Growers’ Association, threw precedent to the 
winds and tried it. They chose two eastern cities for their experiment !— 
Philadelphia and Boston. In these two cities they secured the use of 
four thousand store windows. In their advertising displays they used 
banners, pictures, placards, and an abundance of delicious looking 
Bartlett pears. 
What were the results? Did it pay? Judge for yourself. Here is the 

data. Of all of the pear markets in the United States Philadelphia and 
Boston were the only two to show any gain in sales over the previous 
year. These two not only showed mere gains but they showed very 
substantial gains as the figures show that Philadelphia gained 102%, 
and Boston 130%! This advertising campaign sold 24,000,000 addi- 
tional pears in one month! These two cities absorbed 204 additional 
cars over the previous season’s record. These figures certainly prove 
that advertising can be effectively used in the sale of deciduous fruits. 

As a result of this successful venture, the plum growers, the cherry 
growers, and the peach growers of California are awakened to the possi- 
bilities of good advertising. This is shown by the fact that the Pear 
Growers’ Association has received many inquiries about their campaign, 
and I believe the time will soon come when every eastern city will be 
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thoroughly covered by yearly advertising campaigns of not only Cali- 
fornia pears, but also California cherries, California plums, and Cali- 
fornia peaches. 

To my mind the first step forward has been taken by the California 
growers and it is very commendable indeed. What does this mean to the 
Michigan growers? It means just this, that unless they too take a step 
forward in advertising, Michigan will lose her rank as one of the most 
foremost states in commercial horticulture. For this reason I want to 
impress upon you the necessity for more systematic and effective adver- 
tising. We must advertise if we are to safeguard the future of our 
orchard industry. 

WHY IT PAYS TO PURCHASE GOOD NURSERY STOCK. 

G. W. R. BALDWIN, BRIDGMAN, MICHIGAN. 

As fruit growers each one of you will at sometime be buying nursery 
stock. Whether you buy fruit trees, small fruit plants or grape vines, 
or whether you buy for a home garden or for a commercial planting, 
you will want to be sure that what you do buy are first class plants 
and that they will give satisfaction. 

To secure this class of plants you will have to pay more than for a 
lower grade of plants. There are several things that go to make up 
a good nursery plant and they are, briefly,—trueness to name, without 
which a plant is worthless to the grower; healthiness and vigor, which 
are necessary for good growth and production; freedom from disease and 
insects, without which no plant can be healthy and vigorous; and lastly 
your plants should be carefully handled, packed and shipped so that 
they will reach you in good growing condition. 

None of these desirable features of good stock can be had by hap- 
hazard growing methods. The production of good plants requires an 
expert knowledge of nursery practice and it also means the use of much 
labor and money to give the constant proper and efficient care which is 
necessary. Plants will not come true to name if left to propagate them- 
selves, neither will they be vigorous and healthy, or free from disease. 
You can readily see that in the growing alone, of good plants there is 
considerably more expense than would be necessary to grow low grade 
stock. 

Further than this there are one or two other important reasons why 
good nursery stock costs more money. In regard to fruit trees, the best 
stocks for their propagation are grown chiefly in Europe—mainly in 
France. Due to the war, the cost of these stocks has more than doubled. 
Attempst are being made to produce good stocks in quantity in the 
United States, but up to the present time the results have not been 
entirely satisfactory, and the number grown is too small for the demand. 

Considering small fruits, the best plants of any kind are those pro- 
duced in fields where plants are grown for plants only. As an example, 
some fruit growers reset their strawberry beds with plants dug from 
between fruiting rows of their bearing beds. Such plants are small, 
end-runner plants—a by-product of low vitality. The nurseryman 
growing his stock for plants only, throws out these plants dug from be- 
tween the rows. This method means that the nurseryman can use his 
land for plant production only. He must spend more labor in its care 
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and must use more fertilizer than is necessary for fruit production alone. 
Good plants are produced only by specialized and intensive means, 
which makes their production more expensive. 

These are, briefly, some of the reasons why it pays to purchase good 
nursery stock and thereby be sure of getting plants that are true to 
name, vigorous, free from disease, and carefully grown, handled and 
packed. They will give you satisfaction. 

PARADICHLOROBENZINE FOR PEACH TREE BORERS. 

G. E. WILSON, ST. JOHNS, MICHIGAN. 

For several years experiments with soil fumigants have been under 
way. Sodium cyanide was among the first that were used, but this 
is dangerous to the tree and it is also very dangerous to man. In 1919-20 
the first use of paradichlorobenzine was made by the U. 8. Department 
of Agriculture and the New Jersey experiment station. The work was 
first started in Michigan in 1920. This year, 1921, saw its use in six 
counties. 

Paradichlorobenzine is a white, crystaline substance, insoluble in 
water, and the evaporating gas is heavier than air. It is not dangerous 
to man, but it causes death to the peach borers. 

It will be necessary for clearness to discuss the subject under six 
points, first of which is that it can be used safely on trees six years old or 
older, and though no definite recommendations are made for younger 
trees, it is probable that a way will be found to use it on trees as young as 
three years. 

The second point to be observed in the treatment is the amount of 
the substance applied. This varies from 34 to 1 ounce on the older 
trees and 144 to 1 ounce on the younger trees, with a short exposure of 
10 to 14 days. In the work done to date, none of the varieties of peaches 
seem to be injured by the treatment. The crytals should be finely 
powdered, passing through a ten mesh screen or finer, for, the finer the 
crystals, the more surface area, and consequently a greater rate of evap- 
oration. When injury occurs, the growing portion of the tree, or cam- 
bium layer, is dotted with fine brown spots which eventually converge 
the bark shrivels, and the tree dies. ; : 

A third point to be remembered, and one that is very important, is the 
preparation of the tree prior to the application. All of the refuse around 
the base of the tree should be removed to the bare ground, being careful 
not to disturb the top soil thereby creating air pockets in which the 
gas will collect, making the results unsatisfactory. If there is a large 
quantity of gum exuding from the tree a few inches above the ground 
level, it is advisable to build the ground level up to this point, and to 
remove the gum before making the application. In ease this is done 
the ground should be well packed. ; 

The fourth point to be kept in mind is that the paradichlorobenzine 
crystals should be distributed in a continuous circle, one inch wide 
and the center of which is two inches from the trunk of the tree. In 
covering the crystals, the first soil should be sifted on so that the crystals 
will not be disturbed. The rest of the soil can be shoveled on and mound- 
ed up around the tree. This mound should be well packed with the 
back of the shovel or any other implement for tamping soil. 
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The next point of importance to be observed is the condition of the soil» 
namely the soil temperature and the soil moisture. The temperature 
of the soil should be 55 to 60°F to a depth of 4 inches. This condition 
exists in Michigan between the last of May and the last of September. 
If lower temperatufes are had, the gas does not evaporate as quickly 
and the oxygen requirement of the borers is less, consequently a longer 
exposure to kill them is necessary, and this may be injurious to the 
tree. 

The amount of moisture in the soil at the time of making the appli- 
cation should be very slight, in fact, a dry or semi-dry soil is desired. 
If the soil is wet, the air spaces between the soil particles are filled with 
water, consequently the gas cannot penetrate the soil, and the gas is 
highly insoluble in water. A wet soil tends to be cold and this slows up 
the evaporation, so that a longer exposure is necessary. 

The time of application is another essential point and it should be 
from August 25th to September 10th. The temperature then ranges 
from 55 to 60°F and even higher. An application at this time of the 
year gives ample time for the crystals and gas to get out of the soil before 
freezing weather. This treatment also prevents further infestation in 
the fall and keeps the trees from borers during the winter, the following 
spring, and the early summer months. One application seems to be 
sufficient, although in very bad cases, it may be advisable to make two 
treatments with short exposures,—one in June and the other in August. 
Early spring treatment is not advised, since the soil is too cold and 
wet. 

Paradichlorobenzine may be obtained from the following companies: 
The Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Michigan; Niagara Sprayer Co., 
Middleport, N. Y.; and the Hooker Electro-Chemical Co., 25 Pine St., 
New York City. The price ranges from 15¢ to 30c per pound, and the 
cost of making the application, including labor, ranges between 3c and 
Ac per tree. 

In six counties,—Calhoun, Berrien, Kalamazoo, Van Buren, McComb, 
and Cass,—940 trees were treated and the treatment was highly success- 
ful. That should be sufficient evidence for the most skeptical grower, 
but for those that are still in doubt, it is recommended that they try 
the treatment on a small block of trees. When you stop to think of the 
ease with which this treatment is. given, in comparison with the digging 
out of the bores by hand, there should not be a doubt as to which of 
the two methods is the best, the least injurious to the trees, and the 
more pleasant. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR PEACHES IN MICHIGAN. 

G. G. GEISLER, HARTFORD, MICHIGAN. 

Peach growing is an important industry in Michigan, especially in 
the western part and centering around the southwestern section. The 
peach industry of recent years reached its climax about 1916, the crop 
of 1917 being almost a total failure. Many of the orchards were killed 
in the winter of 1917-18. About 50% of the trees were killed outright 
and the remaining 50% were damaged to such an extent that the pro- 
ducing power was decreased to about 25 or 30% of what it was before the 
freeze. 
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In considering the future of the peach industry in Michigan we must 
remember that many of the best orchard sites have grown two or three 
orchards and the soil has been depleted of much of its natural fertility. 
A careful system of soil renewal must be taken into consideration before 
replanting many locations to peaches. The same is true of many of 
the peach growing sections adjacent to Michigan. 

In 1906 the peach orchards of Michigan were again almost entirely 
frozen out. This resulted in many new orchards being planted to apples, 
using peaches as fillers. Today most of these trees are gone, and it 
will be only a year or so until they are all gone. Since the winter of 
1917-18 there has been very few new orchards planted to peaches. Every 
section east of the Mississippi is situated the same way with the excep- 
tion of the Georgia and New Jersey sections. These sections cannot 
be considered as competitors to Michigan because Georgia peaches come 
onto the market Jong before Michigan peaches, and New Jersey peaches 
are all marketed in nearby cities. These two sections are the only 
ones that will increase in production in the next few years—all the rest 
will decrease. 

You will find that those growers who are planting peach orchards 
today are those that are more far sighted, and businesslike men. I 
firmly believe that now is the time to plant peaches, because of the 
decline in the number of trees and the lack of planting of new orchards. 
There is also a disinterest in the peach business due to several reasons. 
The peach orchards that are out now are getting pretty old, and they 
will soon be gone. When the other fellow gets out it is usually a good 
time to get in. The man who gets into the peach business now I believe 
will be the man who will make good at it. 

There are several reasons why peaches have not been planted in the 
last few years. 

l. Scarcity of trees and consequent high prices. Trees have been 
selling from 40c to 60c each. At the present time they are getting 
back to normal, and it will be easier for a grower to get an orchard started. 

2. High price of labor and uncertainty of harvest help. If a grower 
had a crop it was uncertain whether he could get help to harvest it, 
and if he did it came very high. 

3. Many of the best orchard sites have been planted several times 
to peaches or are now occupied by apple orchards, so that some of the 
best orchard sites are not available at the present time. 

4. Many of the growers have hesitated about going into the busi- 
ness on account of its uncertainty as shown by the prices of the last 
few years. 

5. At present grapes are being grown in the same sections and the 
growers attention is. being attracted to them because of the compara- 
tive certainty of crop and the recent high prices. 

For these reasons peach plantings have been very scattering the past 
few seasons. We can expect to pass thru several generations of peach 
trees before similar conditions return. 

At the present time I think that the conditions are favorable for re- 
planting of peach orchards, paying particular attention to selecting 
would be unwise to plant indiscriminately on sites that are just fair 
or even poor. Peach orchards should be planted on good sites or they 
should not be planted at all. 
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Then followed the Election of Officers for the ensuing term. 
Mr. Friday: I nominate the present President, Mr. George Hawley 

as President for another term. This motion was duly seconded. 
Mr. Daley: I move you that the rules be suspended and the Secre- 

tary be instructed to cast the ballot of the entire organization in favor of 
Mr. Hawley. Motion was carried. Mr. Hawley is elected President 
by the vote of the Secretary. 

Mr. Hawley then took charge of the meeting and spoke as follows: 
It is no small honor to act in any capacity in a body of this kind. 

It means a great deal more to the people of Michigan then we can imagine. 
It is the greatest factor in the different horticultural interests, which 
are very large. The next in order will be the election of the Secretary for 
the year. 

Mr. Rogers: I nominate our present Secretary, Mr. Farrand. Mo- 
tion was duly seconded. 

Mr. Myan: I move you that the rules be suspended and the Secre- 
tary be instructed to cast the vote of the entire organization for Mr. 
Farrand. The motion was carried. Mr. Farrand is elected Secretary 
for the ensuing year. 

Member: I nominate Mr. J. P. Munson for treasurer. Motion duly 
supported. 

Member: I move you that the rules be suspended and the Secretary 
be instructed to cast a vote of the entire organization. Motion carried. 
Mr. Munson is elected as Treasurer for the ensuing year. 

Mr. Hawley: There being two members on the board whose terms 
expire, the election of these members will be taken up. Mr. Rogers 
and Mr. Friday who are both eligible for reelection. 
Member: I nominate Mr. Rogers and Mr. Friday to succeed them- 

selves on the Board. Motion was duly supported. 
Member: I move you that the rules be suspended and that the 

Secretary be instructed to cast the ballots for the entire organization 
for Mr. Rogers and Mr. Friday as members on the board. Motion 
seconded. Motion carried. 

Mr. Friday and Mr. Rogers were elected for the ensuing three years. 
Mr. Hawley then asked if-there was any further business to be taken 

up at this time—there being none it was announced that if anyone has 
any resolution to come before the Society to please take same up. 

Treasurer’s and Secretary’s reports were postponed until the session 
on December 8th. 

Mr. Satterlee was then called upon to read the report of committee 
in charge of the Lyon Memorial fund. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF JAMES SATTERLEE. 

SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE LYON MEMORIAL FUND. 

To the members of the Michigan State Horticultural Society: 
An informal meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Lyon Memorial 

Fund was held at East Lansing in June at the time of the annual com- 
mencement exercises and alumni meeting at the Michigan Agricultural 
College. All the members of the board were present. No other meet- 
ing of the board has been held until this morning here in Grand Rapids 
at which all the members of the board were present. President Monroe 
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examined the list of investment securities presented by Treasurer Gar- 
field. There have been some changes made in the list and the market 
value has fluctuated but the interest has been paid promptly. A full 
report of these securities and the income received therefrom is appended 
herewith in the report of Treasurer Garfield. 

The arrangement for the use of the South Haven land, by the State 
Board of Agriculture, has been continued but the rent received there- 
from has nearly all been used in the payment of a special tax levy made 
by the Village of South Haven for a sewer passing through or near the 
property. 

The following is Treasurer Garfield’s report to me which was made on 
December 2, 1921. 

Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

Dee. 2nd, 1921. 

Mr. James Satterlee, 

Secretary Board of Trustees, Lyon Memorial Fund, 

Lansing, Mich. 

My dear sir:— 
The year for closing up the account of our trusteeship has arrived, 

and I am enclosing the following statement which in your discretion 
you can use for your annual report as Secretary. The investments have 
changed somewhat, because some of the securities were maturing, and 
it seemed to me that now was a good time to make a shift, and I think 
in every case improvement has been made. The following is a list of 
the permanent investments: 

United States Government Bonds.............$ 150.00 
Swiss Federation Bond.. Oe ents ciara BE. MESOUOLOO 
Savannah Electric Co. Bond.. ‘Nad se orrct OOOO 
Commonwealth Power Co. Bond. age tote DOO OO 
Consumers Power Co. Preferred Stock. Sc 100000 
Worden Grocer Co. Preferred Stock . “aie re, 2000500 
Dykema Note. .)...0..<:- hae eae qacolUe 
Brazil 4’s. Hicatas daucadee ke tin deen 9c 4000 
Cities Service Debentures................--- 100.00 
Montcalm Co. Bond... Sr aa eee Mane Ws 410 0) 
EOI OTeTIO, BONGiA 4 Hen ceeou ae aden aos ~, 2 00000 

Metab ee act cheek oe Aaa et Aree on ee salma eg ate 

The funds entrusted to our care are— 
Lyon; Memorial Hund -s)..... f:5 5454, 5... «++« »$0,600-00 
Life Membership: und? 4..).i.-: tiie.-ros ssi. ~ epehOs0o 

dbo | Se a AR art F< SMR Cede S'S 

This makes an over investment of seventy-five ($75.00) dollars, but 
stocks nowadays vary so much in price from week to week that this 
margin probably had better be maintained. 

There has been no report made of additions to the Life Membership 
Fund, from the Secretary of the State Society, during the year. 
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For ready reference and to give permanency to this annual record, 
I will supplement the above report by a transcript from our savings 
book of the items of income and disbursement during the year:— 

Balance on hand November me jC F210 Wiley tartare Aaa $24.57 
Dec. 1, 1920, Bank interest. . BAe ae ER has ar oe 5.97 
Dec. 2, 1920, Worden interest. . PP cwean 70.00 
Jan. 4, 1921, Consumers Power, interest......... 22.50 
Jan. 10, 1921, Savannah interest. . a Mane hk PR aller ah 12.50 
Jan. 31, 1921, Rent South Haven ance 275.00 
Feb. 28, 1921, paid Taxes. of beh esi ame YE RS 03 
Mar. 9, 1921, paid -Vaxes::. Sis 7: etieans Tor05 
April 4, 1921, Consumers Power interest... .... .. 22.50 
June 2, 1921, Worden intersest. Ae. 143 70.00 
June 2, 1921, Bank interest. . RP ees De co; 1.99 
July 6, 1921, Consumers Power interest... .... . 22.50 
tulys Ei: 1921, Coupons. . me ane ae eee 3.16 
July. Wi, 1921, Swiss interest. . Bea eerb iid 95.00 
lye EL, 1921, Great Britain interest. BS ety: 13.75 
July 11, 1921, Detroit Gas interest. GFE 25.00 
uly; ed, 1921, Commonwealth interest......... .. 35.00 
iy 6.1921 Savannahemberest. 21 acs 42.<<-seap) 12.50 
Oct. 5, 1921, Consumers Power interest......... 22.50 
Oct-se 7, .1921 Great: Britain interest)... 442-5 13.75 
Oct. 7, 1921, Swiss interest. . ies nt alee 55.00 
Oct. 25, 1921, Bond premium... eS A ay ge 9.66 
Nov. 1, 1921, Detroit Gas interest. eat aye: 25.00 
Nov. 2, 1921, Coupons. . See Sebi Mes: 3.19 
Nov. 4, 1921, Cities Service interest. he opts ee: 08 
Dee.) <1, 1921, Bank interest. . yy AS eee 5.73 
Dec. 2, 1921, Worden interest................. 70.00 
Deew. 2; 19215 Paid State Society. . oi. .a-..205.9 625.00 

ec. 2 192 | sbalance, om Wand s.c08 4s Akai hw Gk Bob ee eee 

Trusting this accounting may meet with your approval, and that it 
ean be embodied in your annual statement, I am 

Yours faithfully, 
Chas. W. Garfield, 

Treasurer. 

Read as a part of the report of the Secretary of the Board of Trustees 
of the Lyon Memorial Fund at the Annual Meeting of the State Horti- 
cultural Society at Grand Rapids, Mich., Dec. 7, 1921. 

; James Satterlee, 
Secretary of the Board of Trustees of the Lyon Memorial Fund. 

(Memorandum) On motion the report was accepted and adopted, 
and ordered printed as a part of the report of the annual meeting of the 
State Society for the year 1921. 

Motion was made and supported that this report be accepted and 
adopted as read. Motion carried. 

Mr. Garfield was then called upon to make a few remarks which he 
did as follows: 
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“T am always glad to be at this meeting. It is a satisfaction to me 
to look into the faces of such a large number of young men that have 
come into this field and are taking hold of its problems and carrying 
on its work. I am proud of the Society, proud of the progress in the 
State of Michigan that can be laid almost directly to this Society. Horti- 
culture has more to do than any other science or art in the attractions 
of our state.” ; 

After a few more appropriate remarks by Mr. Garfield, Mr. Nichols 
of the Michigan State Farm Bureau was called upon to tell about the 
meeting he attended in Atalanta, Georgia. 

REPORT OF ATLANTA MEETING OF FRUIT COMMITTEE OF 
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION. 

JAMES NICHOL, PRESIDENT, MICHIGAN ‘STATE FARM BUREAU. 

Ladies and gentlemen: You notice that I am on the program to 
report the Atlanta meeting of the Fruit Committee of twenty-one. There 
was nobody admitted but accredited delegates, not because they wanted 
to keep things secret, but they did not know what they were up against. 
This was the first meeting where the Fruit Growers of the South met 
with the Fruit Growers of the Northern Country. 

Most every fruit district of the United States was represented, in- 
eluding Florida, Washington, California, all of the Eastern States. One 
or two of the minor fruit growing states were not represented and Wis- 

_consin, and strange to say Georgia was not represented. Different 
delegates voiced the opinion that the market situation could not be 
changed at the present time, but there is nothing that cannot be im- 
proved. Some of the men that have been marketing fruit are improving 
the system we now use. It was very interesting to listen to the different 
methods employed. 

No differences between the different sections of the United States 
could not be reconciled. The marketing of fruit is a universal problem. 
That does not mean that we are going to entirely do away with competi- 
tive marketing. 

One gentleman was representing a large fruit interest and told what 
they had done in the way of advertising. They had heard some dis- 
cussion in regard to vitamines. He did not know what it was—but he 
started advertising that the fruit that he was selling contained vita- 
mines. He soon received many letters asking how they knew that they 
contained these vitamines and asking for testimonials. Of course they 
could not then—but today he stated they could give one hundred or 
more testimonials from people who say they have been benefited by 
eating their fruit. But when he started they knew nothing about it. 

Another fruit distributing agency is to have women abroad in the 
United States today, and they will go to any society that will listen 
to them—a ladies club or church society. This lady will address them 
and explain the value of the fruit. She will talk in a general way and 
states that she will be glad to take a committee from this society down 
to the local grocery and show them how to buy fruit efficiently. Then 
the question—what grocery will she take them to? Of course this is all 
settled in advance. What effect does this have on the mind of the 
grocers? Take a committee of three means perhaps a hundred or a 
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thousand consumers who have heard of the value of the fruit, and where 
they can get it. This lady explains that it is not necessarily the smooth- 
est, the highest colored fruit that is the best to buy. For instance 
oranges—Never mind whether there is a speck on the skin or a little 
rust, perhaps they are the best oranges. Weigh them to see how much 
juice is in them. Can we afford to have one organization going abroad 
in the land doing that? If we join them we can have ten or a hundred 
advertising our product and selling it. When they can get an audience 
that are interested, they do not know how to buy our goods, but they 
are going to be taught how to buy them. 

People in this section are particularly interested in apples at this 
time of year. A canner will tell you that an apple that has a decayed 
or bruised spot in it is not worth bothering with. If this is true for the 
canner, it is also true for the housewife. She is not getting as good value 
as when she is buying No. 1 stock. This is part of the work of this 
organization to explain that to them. As long as you are telling them 
the truth it is of great value to them. Truth is mighty and must prevail. 

Another proposition that was discussed, but has not been put into 
effect as yet, was to have a man appear ‘before such organizations as 
the Kiwanis, Rotary Club, ete. and tell them the value of fruit products. 
Those local clubs are always glad to have a speaker come and talk on 
any subject. We have the business men that will listen to fifteen minute 
talks, if we can provide the speaker. 

There has been a great decline in the use of patent medicines by the 
public. There have been great fortunes made in selling patent medicine 
to the American Public. Since we commenced advertising fruit the 
way it has been done, the consumption of fruit has been hurting the con- 
sumption of patent medicines. When you tell them there is nothing 
the p:tent medicines will cure that fruit won’t cure better, they will 
gladly take interest. 
Why not get together on a great campaign of that kind? 
There are times when fruit sells cheaper than the cost of production. 

You were told at the opening of this session of the wonderful possibili- 
ties of the fruit business. In my capacity as President of the Michigan 
State Farm Bureau, I have been over a large portion of this state and 
in my judgment 95% a the farms in Michigan are not earning the cost 
of production this yea I think outside of the fruit district some es- 
pecially favored imeatitios the farmer has made fairly good. It is pretty 
hard to tell them in the next few years how they are going to get the 
cost of production. But you people are in a business that no one can 
compete with you inside of ten or fifteen years. Nurserymen will tell 
you that trees will bear in three to five years, but you know better. 

Your business is absolutely safe if your market is safe. Over on the 
Pacific Coast those men are seriously thinking and have already laid 
plans to own their own steamship line to market their fruit to distant 
ports. Of course we are producers of fruit and when it comes to market- 
ing fruit men who understand that part of it should be the ones to do it. 

Every once in a while, every five or six years, we have a bumper apple 
crop. You know what that means. What do we do with our surplus? 
We can find a market for our surplus. For two thousand barrels more 
can be profitably marketed in the United States—find a market for them. 
As an individual we cannot do that—collectively we can. Some of the 
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eastern states have been talking about opening oriental or European 
markets to take care of our surplus. It is risky, but not half as risky 
as losing the entire crop. They suggested taking some of the surplus 
over to China and making them eat them. If we have to give away 
our produce in this country, we might as well give it away somewhere 
else and the next year they will come after it. We cannot do this indi- 
vidually, or as a state, but we can collectively. This was discussed 
very thoroughly. 

Of course standardization was a thing agreed upon. We cannot get 
anywhere in marketing fruit without standardization. 

“T am my Brother’s Keeper!’ You certainly are your brother’s 
keeper. If you do not keep your brother, you won’t be able to keep 
yourself. If you know a grower who does not know how to pack his 
fruit you should help him. What is the use of raising good fruit and 
putting it on the market when a person does not pack it carefully? Very 
often it is not because he wants to do it but because he does not know 
anything different. You must put that fruit grower on the right track. 
You must handle him through organization—local, state or National. 
You must market his fruit as well as your own. You must not let his 
fruit give your fruit a bad name. They take care of this in Idaho and 
some other states in that section. A man said once that they wouldn’t 
let him ship his No. 2 apples out of the State of Idaho and he wanted 
the American Farm Bureau to rectify that. Of course, we could do 
nothing. They would not let them out of the state because they did 
not want anybody to know that Idaho ever raised a poor apple. Today 
the Middle Western apple will bring a higher price than any Western 
apple growing. One man made a remark that he could not see any 
Michigan Apples—of course not, they are sold and gone into consumption. 

We left the meeting with a feeling that the fruit interests of the United 
States were going to get together, not to scrap, but to adjust the sale of 
fruit. Make people see the fruit situation as we see it. Work together 
with the organization. 

There are from 600 to 650 elevators, everyone of which-is a sales 
agent for fruit in the Middle West, if you want to use them. They can 
take any fruits in season and sell them with a minimum expense. That 
field is open to the East and whenever they want to use it. California 
and Florida have their own method. 

There was a proposition offered in regard to a method of handling a 
certain per cent of our products through the canneries. The canning 
interests in California will be very extensive. There will be equally 
large cooperative canning factories. There will be no room for a small 
canning factory in California. The situation there is very different 
than in the Middle West. They can see reason why the fruit growers 
should not own their own canning factories. I can see a good many rea- 
sons why we should not own them. We are not all canners. I think 
when a man is a fruit grower, he has business enough. The marketing 
of fruit should be left to people who thoroughly understand that busi- 
ness. Perhaps on a salary basis. Now the proposition was advanced 
that a certain time of year the fruit growers and canners should get 
together and decide on the amount of fruit that was going to be canned 
that year and after the amount was agreed upon the fruit growing people 
agreed to supply it and the canners agreed to accept. That does not 
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mean that if the market goes up the canners are not going to get the 
fruit. We know the faults of the canner and we know the faults of the 
fruit growers, and it is about 50-50. We are business men and when we 
make a contract we must live up to it. And a man who does not live 
up to it is going to eliminate himself before long. 

In case anything should happen so they could not can the fruit it 
would have to be returned and sold by organizations through the ordi- 
nary channels of trade. The interests of the canner and fruit growers 
are identical and that is the buyer and seller. If fruit growing is not 
profitable you quit it and then what happens? If canning is not profit- 
able then you don’t have that channel to get rid of your fruit. The 
price this fruit is going to be taken at can be arranged at the time the 
trade is made or it can be arranged on a 50-50 basis that you will take 
the selling price, less the cost and a fair overhead. That broadens your 
field in a good many ways. You must realize that canning is not done 
like it used to be and never will be again. The housewife can buy fruit 
already canned cheaper than she can can it herself and it is as good and 
sometimes better. You have not got as large a market in proportion 
as you used to have in the large cities but the market for canning goes 
on unlimited. 

A campaign for advertising should be maintained for canned goods 
and pushed to the limit. In figuring in the cost of selling that fruit it 
will be legitimate to figure in the cost of advertising, in case you should 
dissolve partnership on this proposition with the canner. If we adver- 
tise and push the sale of canned goods the way a patent medicine concern 
would push, we haven’t enough canners to put out fruit to meet the 
demand. 

All restaurants offer you canned fruit and it is very attractive. 
Why shouldn’t we as fruit growing people follow our fruit from the 

time we raise it until the ultimate consumer pays for it. We want that 
consumer to be satisfied because when he is satisfied he is a buyer of our 
products every year. 

This committee of twenty-one is going to try and solve some of these 
problems. The problem is so big that we do not know when it is going 
to be solved. 

I have tried to tell you in a very rambling way of what we talked of 
and what we saw the future might bring to us. 
We want you people in Michigan especially to consider the following: 

That is the trucking proposition. It may be a great benefit to you and 
it may be a great danger. Where a man is hauling his own fruit in 
truck and expects to do so year after year he is careful to give good goods 
and only good goods to the customers he expects to sell to today, to- 
morrow and next year. But the average truck buys fruit in an old 
orchard. That man is giving the fruit of your neighborhood a black eye. 
When the person who buys the fruit finds that he has a package that 
looked good but was not good he does not want any more Michigan fruit. 
We cannot control these truckmen unless we control them through 
organizations. If he buys a lot of stuff that is poor and takes it to 
Kalamazoo and sells it they ask him where he got it. If he says South 
Haven—next time they see South Haven fruit they are prejudiced 
against that fruit. 
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Whether you want to cooperate or not, you must cooperate. You 
must work with those fellows in New York and Virginia and the West. 
If you do not you are helpless as individuals in marketing your fruit. 
We talked about opening up a market in order to take care of the sur- 

plus. New York has a large surplus of apples—they say there is the 
Middle West—we will take a million barrels and sell them in the Middle 
West for what they will bring. The same thing happens on the Pacifie 
Coast,—they say all right Chicago is the dumping ground of the world 
take a thousand cars to Chicago and sell them for what they will bring. 

The only man that that will not affect is the man who is raising North- 
ern Spies, because they are raised in Michigan better than anywhere 
else. 

California has an advantage that we have not always had. The 
orchards are owned by men who have been in business. They were 
started as playthings. With their money and influence they are getting 
successful marketing organizations such as we do not dream of in this 
country. We cannot afford to let New York and Virginia or the North- 
east take our market away from us. My friend, Mr. Garfield, made the 
statement that the financial end of the business was not all that was in 
horticulture. That is all very true but I know that 75% of the men in 
front of me could not be here today if they had not sold their fruit at a 
fairly profitable price. 

You’re going to get a little cheaper labor, you are going to get a little 
cheaper packing, you are going to get a little reduction in freight rates, 
but you are going to get some reduction on the price you get from others. 
We want to have something to say about the profit that is taken on 

our fruit after it leaves our warehouse. It must not be sold at a price 
that curtails the consumption. If we advertise to the people that we have 
the most healthful food on the market and then put the price out of their 
reach it will be very small benefit. It is our business to see that these 
prices are not charged. The price must be in the reach of the consumer 
or we cannot expect to market our fruit successfully. 

If a man makes a contract, whether he is a farmer or a canner, he 
must live up to it. We must run our business on a fair and proper 
business manner and when we sell a man a line of goods deliver them 
when and where he wants them in the proper and satisfactory condi- 
tion. 
When this stage is reached, we will then be in the most profitable 

line of farming in the United States. 
Mr. Hawley then expressed the opinion that there were probably 

many questions that we would like to have taken up at this time, but 
on account of the lack of time, we will have to turn to the next subject. 

The winners of the contests were then announced as follows! 
Speaking Contest—First place—Miss Ruby Lee, Lima, New York; 

Second place—F. M. Hazel, South Haven, Mich.; Third place—A. D. 
Smith, Detroit, Mich.; Fourth place—K. J. Cosgrove, Traverse City, 
Mich. 

Judging Contest—First place—J. D. Wilson, Lansing, Mich., F. M. 
Hazel, South Haven, Mich., tied; Third place—G. W. R. Baldwin, 
Bridgman, Mich.; Fourth place—G. G. Geisler, Hartford, Mich. 

Secretary Farrand was called upon to discuss work with fertilizers 
on different kinds of fruits. He stated that after the results of one 
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season’s work and with but few instances where records were obtained 
from observation the results were so marked that it showed the great 
possibilities for increasing the yield and size of the fruits both in orchards 
in grass mulched and those under cultivation and practically all kinds 
of fruits. 

Up to the present time I feel safe in recommending the use of nitrates 
on a large per cent of the orchards in Michigan, especially those mulched 
and in sod and especially in the cultivated orchard on the cover crop to 
increase the growth as well as to feed the trees. 

I would hesitate to make general recommendations on the use of 
Phosphorus and Potash until we have more data and the use of those 
fertilizers have shown more marked results than up to the present time. 
The results from the use of nitrates does not always show the first year 
but usually does the second season. Observations show marked results 
on all types of soils from the light sand to heavy clay loam. 

The hundreds of demonstrations and the results from definite experi- 
menst would indicate that nitrates and possibly phosphate and potash 
will come into general use on all kinds of fruit as the most economic 
method of feeding the trees. 

DECEMBER 7, 1921. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

ORCHARD MANAGEMENT AT MOUNTAIN GROVE 
FRUIT FARM. 

PERRY C. GRIGGS, ROMEO, MICH. 

Mount View Orchards consist of 185 acres of apple trees with peach 
tree fillers, the apple trees being 36 ft. apart, leaving the peach trees 18 ft. 
apart. 

The essential item in choice of an orchard site, is land adapted to 
fruit growing. I believe we have an ideal location in that we have per- 
fect air and water drainage, the highest point in our orchard being only 
a few rods from the center, the ground sloping in every direction from 
that point. 

Our soil for the most part, is heavy clay loam, while the trees may 
not grow as rapidly as in lighter soil, they are more hardy and last longer. 
We intercropped and practiced clean cultivation the first two years. 
After that, we used tractors and dise harrows and still cultivate clean 
with the exception of a space about 5 ft. square around each tree. This 
cultivation is started early in the spring as possible and continued until 
about the middle of July, depending on weather conditions as any time 
after July Ist, when moisture condition is ideal we broadcast the entire 
orchard to buckwheat, but allowed to stay on all winter as a cover crop 
and disced in the ground the following spring. 

Our orchards have been fertilized with ammonium sulphate for the 
past two years. We apply it to the surface of the ground early in the 
spring at the rate of 12 ounces per tree, which amount will be increased 
as the trees grow older, the trees now being five and six years old. We 
used a team and six men, in fertilizing the orchards, each man having 
a 12 quart pail and tin cup holding amount applied to each tree. The 
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driver opened the bags and kept the pails filled. We fertilized our 
entire orchard in one and one-half days in this manner. 

Our pruning system is decidedly at variance with the method used 
in the orchards of the fruit belt. When we set our trees, they were 
headed very low and have never been touched since they were two years 
old. In fact they were headed so low that most of the peaches are 
picked without the use of step-ladders. We will not deviate from this 
practice as long as the trees show a good growth and produce fruit spurs. 
Our apple trees receive but very little pruning as we do not believe that 
heavy pruning is conducive to early bearing. We picked a fair crop 
of apples last year and from all appearances they will be on good pro- 
duction before the peach trees are gone. 

For our spraying, we use the standard sprays for apples, dormant 
spray, followed by various arsenic sprays. Our peaches receive only 
the dormant spray for curl leaf with the exception of two varieties, 
the J. H. Hale and Admiral Dewey, which are sprayed just as the blos- 
soms drop with a solution of two lbs. dry Arsenic Lead and one gal. Lime 
Sulphur to 50 gal. water. The Admiral Dewey peach receives a sulphur 
dust application just before picking. This is used to prevent rot. 

Being near Detroit, we have varieties of apples ripening in succession 
during the entire season. The apples begin with the Yellow Trans- 
parent, followed by the Wealthy, Snow, Jonathan, Wagner, Rhode 
Island Greening, Northern Spy and Steels Red, also a few Pound Sweets 
and Delicious. Of peaches, we have Admiral Dewey, Yellow St. John, 
Fitzgerald, New Prolific, Elberta, Reeves Favorite, Engels Mammoth, 
J. H. Hale, Kilken’s Smock and Banner with only one white variety of 
the Champion. 

Our fruit is advertised as the Mt. View Brand. We run ads in at 
least 25 papers in the surrounding towns. We have a small folder 
advertising our fruit and containing a good roads map on the inside 
showing the trunk line roads leading to our orchards from Detroit, Mt. 
Clemens, Ann Arbor, Port Huron, Pontiac, and Flint. We aim to give 
high quality and good measure thus creating a demand for our fruit. 

In regard to harvesting our crop, we are well located as there is no 
difficulty in obtaining pickers, being within one-half mile of Romeo, 
with a population of about 2,500. We employ women as well as men; 
finding that some of our best pickers are women. Our fruit is allowed 
to thoroughly ripen on the trees, as it is sold directly to the consumer as 
soon as it is picked for the most part. We picked 2,000 bushels a day 
during the height of the season this year, sending the surplus fruit to 
Detroit by motor trucks. In allowing the fruit to ripen on the tree, 
we get some wind-falls but there is always a demand for them at a fair 
price. However, we figure in so doing, we get more bushels and a better 
price than in picking them when green. There are hundreds of machines 
here daily buying from a bushel to a truck load, many of them being 
repeat orders from the year before. We also received many calls from 
outside of the state for our fancy varieties. These latter demands come 
from parties who had visited the State Fair at Detroit where we had an 
exhibit which won several prizes. We make ample provision for pack- 
ages, buying them in ecar-load lots and prefer carrying some baskets 
over, than risking any shortage during the harvesting season. 
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In conclusion, wish to say that through our satisfied customers, we 
aim to create a demand for Mountain View Brand Fruit, which will 
absorb our entire production in the future. 

A REPORT OF DUSTING AND SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS AND 
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF SPRAYING PROBLEMS. 

BY ,Wi.. C. DUTTON. 

The dusting and spraying experiments carried on by the Horticultural 
Department in 1921 have been along the lines here indicated: 

(1) Control of brown rot on peaches and plums with particular 
attention to the holding and shipping quality of the fruit. 

(2) Testing and comparing dusts and spraying materials for the 
control of leaf spot on cherries and plums. 

(3) Further testing of dusts for the general treatment of apples, 
pears and peaches. 

(4) The control of pear psylla. 
(5) Spraying and dusting grapes for rot and leaf hopper control. 
(6) Anthracnose control on black raspberries with special attention 

to reducing the number of applications now recommended. 
(7) Developing and testing new and cheaper forms of dusting ma- 

terials and the testing of ‘‘spreaders”’ in spraying materials. 
(8) Determining if a pre-pink application for the control of scab on 

apples is necessary or desirable. 
(9) Control of peach tree borer with paradichlorobenzine. 
(10) Testing dusting materials on potatoes for the control of blight, 

bugs and hoppers. 
(11) Testing dry lime-sulphurs and similar materials for scab and 

seale control and for the control of peach leaf curl. 
(12) Bud selection work with apples and grapes. 
I shall not attempt to discuss all the lines of work just mentioned but 

will take up those in which you will probably be most interested. 

PEAR PSYLLA CONTROL. 

Pear psylla has caused serious trouble during the last two seasons 
and is one of the most difficult of insects to control. The grower has 
the choice of two methods of control. The first method has been the 

- one generally used here in Michigan and is familiar to most pear growers. 
It consists of a dormant application either in the fall or spring to kill 
the hibernating adults. This should be made on clear, bright days in 
the late fall or early winter after the leaves have dropped and there 
has been a sharp freeze which will make the insects less active, or it 
may be done in early spring before the insects become too active. The 
temperature should be 45° or more so that the insects will be out of 
their hibernating quarters, but should not be done on days that are too 
warm as the psylla will be so active that many of them will get away. 
If this application is made in the fall, use nicotine sulphate (40%) at 
the rate of 34 pint to 100 gallons water and add about four pounds of 
soap to this. If the work is done in the spring, use the nicotine sulphate 
as above or a good miscible oil. The bark on the trunks and main 
limbs should be thoroughly scraped so as to afford as little protection 
as possible. This should be done in the fall before the spraying is done. 
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The dormant application should be followed after the blossoms fall by 
another application of nicotine sulphate in order to get any that escaped 
the first application. The nymphs of the first summer brood will be 
on the trees at this time. 

Another schedule treatment has been used in some districts and was 
recommended in this state last spring by the Entomological and Horti- 
cultural Departments. This schedule consists of an application of 
strong lime-sulphur when the blossom buds are ready to separate in 
the cluster and is directed at the eggs which are mostly laid at this time. 
In order to determine just what strength of material was necessary and 
safe to use, I secured from Fennville during the winter a large number 
of hibernating psylla and took them to Professor Pettit who put them in 
cages with pear twigs in the insectary. He made conditions as much 
like spring as possible and the psylla laid great numbers of eggs on the 
pear twigs. These twigs were separated into several groups and each 
group was dipped in a different material. Some of the materials used 
were lime-sulphur at different strengths, lime-sulphur and lime, lime- 
sulphur and starch, lime-sulphur and Black Leaf 40, Scalacide, and 
dry lime-sulphur. 

Lime-sulphur at the rate of 614 gallons in 50 or at a slightly weaker 
strength with hydrated lime added, gave the best results. Dry lme- 
sulphur, Sealecide and lime-sulphur with Black Leaf 40 were not so 
successful. I may say now that Professor Pettit and I expect to con- 
tinue this work this winter and get all the information possible. 

The exact time to make this application might vary under differ- 
ent conditions; but considering the entire spraying schedule for pears, it 
seems that the best time is when the blossom buds are in what we may 
call the ‘“‘pre-pink’” stage. This is specially true where pear scab is 
serious as I have been recommending a prepink application for scab 
control and the strong lime-sulphur put on at this time is an excellent 
scab preventive. It is also an excellent time to spray for scale insects 
and pear leaf blister mite should be reduced by it also. This applica- 
tion would, if made a little later when the buds have separated in the 
cluster be effective against more eggs as they are not all laid at the earlier 
stage and in fact they may not all be laid before full bloom and it is 
because of this that the application after the blossoms fall is necessary. 

Some growers have asked if the strong lime-sulphur at this time will 
injure the buds. It will burn the small first leaves which come out 
around the blossom cluster but the loss of these has never been serious 
and the trees will not show any permanent injury. With normal weather 
conditions it is not probable that it would injure the buds even in full 
pink but with frequent frosts as we had last spring, there seemed to be 
a combination of spray and frost injury. This was particularly true with 
Kieffer. They open earlier and seem to be more.tender than other 
varieties and if the application were timed for an average of all varie- 
ties the Kieffer would be too far out. The best practice then, is to 
spray each variety according to its bud development. 

There should then be another application after the blossoms fall with 
nicotine sulphate and soap or it may be used in combination with lime- 
sulphur and lead arsenate without the soap. When used in combina- 
tion with lime-sulphur and lead arsenate the addition of ten pounds of 
hydrated lime to each one hundred gallons has been helpful in some 
instances. 
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The one thing which must be kept in mind, regardless of the method 
used, is that all spraying for pear psylla must be very thoroughly done. 
No ordinarily good job of spraying will get results as every adult, egg 
or nymph must be well covered to be killed. I have watched this closely 
this spring and the men who really sprayed got results. Growers who 
did not get results have told me that they were sure the fault was the 
application and not the method. 

No definite rule can be laid down as to how the spraying shall be 
done, but on trees of much height I think there should be one man on 
top of the sprayer and one on the ground. 

GRAPE DUSTING. 

The grape dusting work has again failed to give any definite results 
concerning rot control as there was so little rot developed on the checks 
that no definite conclusions could be drawn from the work. Particular 
attention was given to leaf hopper control and applications were made 
as recommended by Professor Pettit but satisfactory results were not 
secured from every application because of a batch of poor material. 
However, with a satisfactory nicotine sulphate dust which is now avail- 
able, I am confident that better results will be gotten. This dust is 
made up of nicotine sulphate and hydrated lime, the lime, of course 
being used as the carrier. The material was tested in a small way late 
in the season and was very effective against the leaf hopper nymphs. 
Its successful use will probably depend upon a satisfactory duster and 
I hope to have for next season a duster which will give much better 
distribution of the material than anything that has been available in 
the past. 

RASPBERRY SPRAYING. 

The schedule now recommended for anthracnose control on rasp- 
berries calls for three applications: one when the plants are dormant, 
second when new shoots are six to eight inches high, and again just 
before blossoming. This number of applications gives satisfactory con- 
trol but of course it would be very desirable to reduce the number of 
applications if it can be safely done. I have felt that if a planting has 
once been cleaned up, it may be possible to get good commercial control 
with less than three applications so carried through an experiment this 
season to determine the point in question. 

The field was divided into four plots. One was left unsprayed as a 
check, one was sprayed once when dormant, another sprayed when 
dormant and when growth was about 8 inches high, and the fourth was 
sprayed the regular schedule of three applications. This work was 
done near South Haven by Mr. Johnston. It is not safe to make recom- 
mendations from one season’s work but the results are very promising 
and indicate that the number of applications may be reduced. The 
unsprayed plot was badly diseased. The one sprayed three times was 
practically free from anthracnose. The plot sprayed at the first and 
second application showed some anthracnose but nothing at all serious 
and the part which received the dormant only was decidedly better 
than where no spraying was done. I do not care to make any recom- 
mendations regarding this now but simply give these results as a report 
of progress, 
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LEAF SPOT CONTROL ON CHERRIES AND PLUMS. 

A dusting experiment on plums was carried through the season at 
Hart on the farm of our president, Mr. George Hawley. Work was 
done in three separate orchards which included five varieties, namely, 
Monarch, Grand Duke, Arch Duke, Bradshaw and Lombard. Three 
applications of dust were made and Mr. Hawley sprayed the other 
parts of each orchard with lime-sulphur. A check plot was left for 
each variety. The season however, was so dry until late in the summer 
that only a very little leaf spot developed even on the checks. The 
only exception to this was with the Monarch and Arch Duke. The 
foliage of Monarch seems to react very quickly to any unfavorable con- 
dition. About August Ist the foliage of the check trees of this variety 
were quite yellow but the trouble apparently was not due to leaf spot. 
On adjacent dusted and sprayed trees, the foliage was in excellent condi- 
tion. The contrast was shown more distinctly on the last check tree 
which received some dust. One-half the tree was yellow and the other 
half green. Later, leaf spot developed on the check but all the trees 
lost their foliage sooner than other varieties, probably because of their 
being so susceptible to any unfavorable condition such as dry weather. 
The Arch Duke check trees showed some leaf spot by September Ist 
but it could not be called serious. The dusted and sprayed trees were 
in equally good condition. This work, also, will have to be continued 
before any definite statement can be made. 

Experiments for the control of leaf-spot on cherries were continued 
this year at Traverse City on the Titus Brothers farm and the work was 
done by Mr. Johnston. Two varieties, English Morello and Mont- 
morency, were included in the work and the blocks of each were divided 
into five plots as follows: 

1. Check 
2. Lime-sulphur, 14% in 50 
3. Bordeaux 4—7—50 
4. Copper sulphate dust (20% dehydrated copper sulphate) 

Sulphur dust (80-10-10) 
Arsenate of lead was used whenever desirable. Five applications 

were made on the Morellos as here indicated: 
1. Just before blossoms opened 
2. Just before blossoms had dropped 
3. Two weeks after the second 
4, ulyid 
5. August 16, about two weeks after harvest. 
The Montmorencies were not given the first and last applications. 

All dusting was done when weather conditions were ideal. The season 
as a whole was unfavorable to leaf spot development and on the Mont- 
morency trees there was never enough leaf spot to give any conclusive 
results. Only very little developed on the Morello checks until early in 
August but from then until September Ist it came on rapidly so that the 
check trees were defoliated before the middle of September. There was 
no leaf spot on any of the treated trees but the foliage on both dusted 
plots was in better condition than where sprayed and the foliage in the 
Bordeaux plot was better than where sprayed with lime sulphur. The 
Bordeaux, however, had a very undesirable effect upon the fruit. The 
cherries were stunted and smaller than on other-trees. This, of course, 

GX 
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reduced the yield and lowered the quality of the fruit. I have recently 
found one report of similar trouble on sweet cherries where it was found 
that strongly alkaline sprays reduced the size of the fruit by causing 
in some way a serious loss of water from the fruit, with the resulting 
decrease in size. This trouble seems worthy of further study as it may 
be of considerable importance under some conditions. 

It may be well to compare this years results with those gotten last 
year in the same orchard. In 1920 the weather was more favorable to 
leaf spot development and much of it developed by July Ist. Bordeaux 
gave best control, lime-sulphur second, and the dusts ranked somewhat 
lower but the Bordeaux trees lost much foliage in midsummer as the 
result of Bordeaux injury. The results, then, for the two seasons show 
that the liquid sprays gave best control of leaf spot the first year but 
with considerable Bordeaux injury to the foliage and the second year 
all materials gave equally good control of leaf spot; but the physical 
condition of the dusted foliage was better and there was the added 
trouble of stunted fruit on the Bordeaux trees. One factor which may 
have had some influence on the better results with dust this year was 
that all dusting was done under very favorable conditions and further, 
it must be stated that weather conditions were much less severe than 
in 1920. 

PRE-PINK SPRAYING OF APPLES. 

The control of apple scab has not been as successful in many instances 
as was desired. It was not known whether the trouble was that the 
spraying schedule was wrong or whether it was simply faulty application. 
Those of you who are familiar with the life history of apple scab know that it 
is carried through the winter on the leaves on the ground. It goes 
through certain changes and after it has reached a certain stage further 
development is dependent upon proper conditions of temperature and 
moisture. When the right conditions prevail, the scab spores are dis- 
charged and carried to the trees. It has always been thought in Michi- 
gan that the regular pink or cluster application is early enough to pre- 
vent the first or primary scab infection but the results in several of my 
spraying experiments have indicated very strongly to me that if weather 
conditions are right, this infection occurs earlier than the pink stage of 
our earliest blooming varieties. I discussed this matter with Dr. Coons 
who became interested in the problem and with the result that Mr. 
Bennett of the Botanical Department made studies to determine just 
how early the first infection might occur. Leaves were collected daily 
from the Duchess orchard of Mr. J. C. Maynard, near the Graham Ex- 
periment Station, by Mr. Hootman and were sent to the college for 
examination by Mr. Bennett. I do not care to discuss in detail the 
results of these studies but will say that they showed the scab spores 
were mature and ready to discharge this year long before the Duchess 
blossoms were in the pink or cluster stage. This work will be continued 
next year. 

In this same orchard I arranged a spraying experiment so as to get 
accurate information in this way. The orchard was divided into three 
plots and treated as follows: 

1. Check plot. No treatment. 
2. Regular schedule beginning with the pink or cluster application. 
3. Special schedule with a pre-pink application. 
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Lime sulphur at the rate of 114 gallons in 50 was used for all spraying. 
It was impossible to get as complete counts as desirable at harvest 

because of the crop having been practically ruined by a late frost. There 
were only a few bushels of apples in the whole orchard but they were 
carefully sorted and counted with the results given in the following 
table. 

Pre-pink Spraying—Duchess Apples—1921. 

Treatment Application Scabby 

Check 0 100% 
Regular 5 47%, 
Prepink 4 16% 

The figures show a difference of 31% of scabby fruit between the 
plot receiving the prepink application and the one not receiving it. 
All the scab on fruit from trees receiving the prepink application was 
in a very inconspicuous form and was not easily recognized as scab, 
while on the trees receiving only three applications the scab was in 
much larger spots and easily seen. 

I did not have any other definite experiments along this line but made 
many observations whenever possible and found that in practically 
every orchard of varieties such as Duchess, Wealthy, Transparent, 
McIntosh, Snow, etc. there was a bad early infection of scab which I 
am very sure would have been prevented by a prepink application made 
when the end of each bud could be seen in the compact cluster but before 
they had begun to separate. 

CHEAPER DUSTING MIXTURES AND SPREADERS IN SPRAYING MATERIALS. 

There has been a demand by growers who have dusted extensively 
for dusting materials which do not cost so much as those generally used. 
This may be accomplished in several ways. 

Ist. By developing new mixtures which are made up of cheaper 
ingredients. 

2nd. By reducing the proportion of the most expensive ingredient 
which is the poison. 

3rd. By adding some material, such as hydrated lime, which will 
improve the spreading quality of the dust and consequently make an 
equal quantity cover more trees. 

The final test for any such mixture is this: ‘Is it efficient?” With 
these ideas in mind work was begun this year to develop and test certain 
mixtures which it was thought might do the work. 

Another angle of the spraying problem which has been given consider- 
able attention recently by insecticide manufacturers and by some investi- 
gators, is the use of “spreaders” in spraying materials. Some call these 
materials ‘“‘extenders,’’ ‘“‘stickers,’”’ ‘“defloculating agents,’’ ete. Several 
manufacturers are incorporating some such agent in their arsenates of 
lead which is supposed to make the arsenate of lead mix more easily, 
stay in suspension longer, spread upon the fruit and foliage in a thin 
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even coating and to make it stick there longer. My experience wit 
a few brands of lead arsenate containing a spreader shows that the 
mix very easily and probably when used alone with only water will show 
the qualities just mentioned but when they are mixed with lime-sulphu 
they are little if any better than an ordinary lead arsenate. I have con 
ducted extensive orchard trials of several spreaders used in combination 
with lime-sulphur and lead arsenate. This work, as well as the experi- 
ments with the cheaper forms of dusts just mentioned was done at 
Belding in the B. F. Hall orchard. These spreaders were used in quanti- 
ties large enough to give the desired properties to the entire mixture. 

The crop in this orchard was badly cut by a late frost so that the 
results are not worth so much as if there had been a full crop, but the 
figures are worth consideration. 

SPREADERS ON APPLES—1921 

Seab Codling Moth 

Appli- 
Material ca- MelIntosh Baldwin MelIntosh Baldwin 

GiOn a | sae ee ee ee een 

Early |} Late | Early | Late |Wormy| Sting |Wormy| Sting 

Glue—6 oz....... 
L-S.—1 gal.. 4 — a 18 2 — — 10 15 
Ld. Ars.— % lb. | 

Gelatine—1 1% oz.. 
L-S.—1 gal....... 4 a 14 17 9 5 4 5 10 
Lead—% lb...... 

Casein, 1 oz. in 50. 
L-S.—1 gal....... 4 26, 9 10 5 9 ila 8 11 
Lead—% lb...... 

Spon oz... 
L-S.—1 gal....... 4 23 5 2 0.3 4 6 10 12 
eaten Ne bo cures 

No Spreader..... .| 
L-S.—1\4% in 50...| 4 18 6 4 One of 8 8 20 
Lead—1 in 50....| 
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DUSTING BALDWINS—1921 

Seab Codling Moth 
Material ed eee a : ‘ 

Karly Late Wormy Stings 

SO—Sulphur aes eee) cate ee 
10—Lead ‘Arsenate? 2... 2 Sn. | 11% 3 15% 14% 

95— Sulphur. ef dee tie oy ccae high oeycgue ke | 
5—Lead Arsenate................. | 7 3 16 13 

Dry Lime-Sulphur Mixture......... 2.5 4 16 10 

Ths 12 ga elt eee, Oe Pia | 2.2 2.7 17 13 

SDIayOd teak Soet ek epee. eee ary Aer 10 Ibs 9 14 

Chiecle et GAt & aanehei ghee at | 16 42 AT 1 

I do not consider that these figures show an accurate comparison of 
the various materials of scab control because of the uneven crop. In 
several plots much of the fruit was set from late blossoms. The point 
to which I wish to call particular attention is the uniform amount of 
early scab on all plots, except those with very light crops. The McIn- 
tosh trees all had two pre-pink applications of dust but it did not seem 
to hold the early infections. 

All spraying combinations controlled coddling moth pretty uniformly 
but there were more wormy. apples on the dusted trees than on the 
sprayed. ; 

I am giving these figures for what they are worth and not as conelu- 
sive evidence one way or the other as much more work will have to be 
done in order to know just where we stand in regard to cheaper dust or 
the use of spreaders in spraying materials. In regard to spreaders I 
may add that there seem to be pretty good arguments both ways and 
I am studying the problem without any prejudices either way. There 
are several points which must be considered, some of which are: 

Ch)” Cost 
(2) Ease of preparation 
(3) Compatibility 
(4) Efficiency 

. 

GENERAL COMPARATIVE TESTS OF DUSTS ON APPLES AND PEARS. 

Comparative tests of dusts and sprays on apples and pears were not 
made on a very large scale this year but there were two or three of interest. 
One was at Traverse City on the Stickney farm. The orchard is a young 
one and is made up of several varieties. There was no spraying done, 
the orchard being dusted except for the check trees. Seven applica- 
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tions were made but weather conditions were not always favorable. 
I shall not give detailed results of this experiment but only a general 
statement. The results were not uniform on all varieties but averaged 
good. The unfavorable atmospheric conditions probably had some- 
thing to do with the results and the prevalence of such conditions in any 
given location should be a deciding factor when considering dusting. 

At Fennville on the Broe farm a comparison was made on pears be- 
tween sulphur dust and Bordeaux. Both plots were sprayed in the 
prepink stage with strong lime-sulphur for scab and psylla and there were 
no check trees left because of the prevalence of pear psylla. There were 
several varieties in the orchard but only Bartlett was used for making 
counts at harvest and the control of scab was uniformly good on both 
plots there being only about 2% scab on either. It must be remembered 
in considering these results that the dust plot had the pre-pink applica- 
tion of strong lime-sulphur which I consider to be a critical application 
for scab control. The foliage in the dusted plot was in excellent condi- 
tion and the dusted fruit had what we may call a better ‘‘finish” than 
the sprayed fruit which showed considerable russetting. 

Another test was made on the Broe farm with Wealthy apples. The 
orchard was divided into three plots as follows: 

1. Check. 
2. Sulphur dust—six applications. 
3. Sprayed—4 applications lime-sulphur and 1 of bordeaux. 
A pre-pink application was planned but could not be put on because 

of a shortage at that time of dusting material. The results are given in 
the following table: 

III—SCAB AND CODLING MOTH CONTROL—WEALTHY APPLES—1921 
wautr nyAg z sea es : : 

Scab | 
Treatment Applications Wormy 

Karly Late 

Re liewieentts «yrs iNet, An. oe a 0 20% 79% 34% 

Sp eee | 5 17% 8% 5% 
WDUSUOU Re soe es ce ee Bike cares 6 19% 9% 13% 

The figures show that the control of scab on both plots was about the 
same but spraying gave considerably better results than dusting in 
codling moth control. I want again to call particular attention to the 
amount of early scab which is about uniform in all plots. 

A similar experiment was made in the same orchard with Jonathans 
but the check plot showed so little injury that the results will not be 
given. 

PARADICHLOROBENZENE FOR PEACH BORER CONTROL. 

There has been considerable work done in the state during the last 
two seasons with paradichlorobenzene for peach borer control. The 
Horticultural Department has had several extensive trials and Professor 
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Pettit has also done work along this line. I will give here the results 
gotten. this fall in the Wadsworth Bros. orchard at Fennville.. Para- 
dichlorobenzene was applied on September 2 to about 250 trees and part 
of them were examined during the first week of October. The lots of 
trees were selected in different parts of the orchard so as to get a good 
average as to soil, age and condition of trees, ete. 

PEACH BORER CONTROL—1921 

No. trees Borers Average 
examined Alive per tree 

| 0°) ryl BR gee ote ae mea han se | Check...... 18 66 a 7/ 

| Treated. . IS 3 | 0.1 

Cheek...... 14 63 45 
Lot 2 

| | 

Treated... . 11 0 0) 

Check...... | 17 48 | 2.8 
Lot 3 | 

Treated .... 14 0 0) 

Cheek...... | 19 | 17 0.9 
Lot 4 

Treated... .| 17 | 0) 0) 

No. counts were made of the borers above ground but the trees of 
Lot 4 are older than the others and have many dead places in the bark 
on the trunks and it was here and around the crotches that most of the 
borers were found. This condition was shown very clearly in the Chese- 
bro orchard at South Haven where Mr. Johnston did some work this 
season. In this orchard nearly all the borers were so high on the tree 
that they were not subject to the paradichlorobenzene. 

Another point of interest was brought out in a demonstration made 
at Manistee by Mr. Farrand. A treatment was made on several trees 
from which heavy exudations of gum were not removed. When the 
trees were examined later several live borers were found under the gum 
as the gas would not penetrate through it to the borers. 

We cannot make very definite recommendations for the use of para- 
dichlorobenzene now as it is still in the experimental stage, but the 
results which we have gotten here in Michigan and others have gotten 
in other states show that it is very valuable to the peach grower when 
properly used. It must be remembered, however, that its use must be 
limited to trees not younger than six years old and that it will not be 
a cure-all for it will not kill borers which are above ground very far 
and on some trees most of them are above ground. 

The best recommendation we can make at this time is to use it on 
trees six years old or older and at the rate of 34 to one ounce per tree. 
The. most effective results can be gotten by applying from September 
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Ist to 10th. The greater part of the eggs will have been laid and hatched 
by this time. The application at this time will keep the trees free from 
borers until the next July when the new brood begins. If a fall applica- 
tion is not made, it will probably be advisable to make one about June 
Ist, but allow it to remain about the trees for not more than two weeks. 
Open up the soil by pulling the mound away with a hoe or other con- 
venient tool. When treated early in summer, another treatment’ will 
have to be made in the fall. The soil should not be kept high around the 
trees during the summer as this will force the borers to enter the trees 
at a higher point and consequently make them harder to kill. One 
point which must be remembered is that the soil temperature must be 
close to 60°F. and it is at this temperature or above from the latter part 
of May until about October Ist. These of course are average dates. 

The method of application is about as follows. Pull away any grass 
or rubbish from about the base of the tree. If low, raise the soil level 
to normal, or if there are indications of borers four or five inches above 
ground, raise the soil level to that point. Have the soil reasonably 
smooth and firm. Remove any heavy exudations of gum. Next apply 
the paradichlorobenzene in a ring about one inch wide and about two 
inches from the tree, and cover with a mound of dirt four or five inches 
high and extending about a foot from the tree. This should be firmed 
with the shovel or spade. 
We know now that paradichlorobenzene will kill nearly all borers 

with which it comes in contact but we do need a lot of information 
about using it on young trees and I hope to get some of this information 
next season but the College does not have available any orchard which 
can be used for such work. I would be very glad to hear from any 
grower owning peach trees from three to six years old who would be 
willing to take a little risk on a few trees for the sake of finding out more 
about the use of this material on such trees. 

CONTROL OF BROWN ROT ON PEACHES AND PLUMS. 

A common complaint from growers of peaches and plums has been 
that their fruit will not stand up after harvest so as to get it onto the 
market in good condition. This trouble is usually due to brown rot. 
During the last two seasons work to find a practicable remedy has been 
under way and very promising results have been gotten. The treat- 
ment has consisted of one or two applications of sulphur dust a short 
time before harvest. If one application is used it has been made one 
week to ten days before harvest and if two, the first one was made about 
one month before harvest. The usual early summer spraying of course 
was made regardless of the late treatment. The first work along this 
line was done in 1920 on Lombard plums on the farm of Mr. H. E. Hawley 
at South Haven. Very good results were secured there and they were 
given to this society last winter. This year the work was continued 
at Hart on Mr. George Hawley’s farm with peaches and plums and at 
Fennville on Mr. P. H. Broe’s farm with peaches. I shall give here in 
tabular form the results of the experiments. The general method fol- 
lowed was to select average samples from dusted and check plots which 
were entirely free from rot, pack and ship to East Lansing where the 
fruit was examined at the intervals given, 
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BROWN ROT CONTROL—GRAND DUKE PLUMS—1921 

Treatment Application | Picked Brown Rot 

CHeee ce es Ce 0 | August 22 44%, 
| 

Be tH races bess. tad ares August 17 | August 22 6% 

BROWN ROT CONTROL—MONARCH PLUMS—1921 

Brown Rot 
Treatment | Applications Picked 

Sept. 7 Sept. 10 Sept. 12 

Cheek? 42605 0 Aug. 30 1% 133 % 78% 

Dusted.......| August 17 Aug. 30 0 2% 7% 

The results with one lot of Lombard plums was not satisfactory. 
They were soft ripe when the dust was applied, which may have affected 
the results. 

BROWN ROT CONTROL—WARK PEACHES—1921 

Treatment | Applications Picked Aug. 10 Aug. 12 Aug. 13 

Cheek 0 Aug. 9 5% 38% 82% 

Dusted....... July 28 Aug. 9 0) 12% -—-- 

Dusted....... July 5 & 28 Aug. 9 0 0 10% 

I consider the results with the Wark peaches very good as Mr. Haw- 
ley tells me that frequently they are unable even to get these peaches 
shipped before they rot. 

BROWN ROT CONTROL—CHILI AND GOLD DROP PEACHES—1921 

Variety | Treatment | Application Picked Brown Rot 
| Sept. 13 

Chili I Check tac: 0 Sept. 9 86% 
(Young) 

Dusted.....| Aug. 31 Sept. 9 28% 

Chili IT Check?...3? 0 Sept. 9 64% 
(Old) 

Dusted..... Aug. 31 Sept. 9 35% 

Gold! Drop Chéeck” / 7" 0) Sept. 9 30% 

Dusted..... Aug. 31 | Sept. 9 9% 
| 
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Weather conditions at the time the Gold Drops and Chili peaches 
ripened were very favorable to rot development. We do not think 
of a Gold Drop being susceptible to Rot but it went down badly this 
year. With the Chili peaches there was a decided difference in rot de- 
velopment before picking. No counts were made but on trees not 
dusted the fruit dropped badly while on dusted trees fruit remained 
on the trees for some time. ‘The fruit for the holding tests was picked 
on September 9th and Mr. Hawley told me on September 21st that 
there was still considerable fruit on the dusted trees but none on the 
check trees. 

The experiment with Salway peaches at Fennville ran through the 
entire season so as to get any information possible with regard to peach 
scab and this is the first time in several years of peach dusting that 
any scab has developed on the check plots and of course is the first in- 
formation available in this state. 

BROWN ROT AND SCAB CONTROL—SALWAY PEACHES—1921 
| a + a — 

Treatment Applications Picked Seab Brown Rot 

Checker Aish Potccaocuaes 0 Sept. 24 18% 13% 
May 30 

WUStEURE res Aare a ers Aug. 16 Sept. 24 0.7% 3% 

Holding Test 

| 

Brown Rot 

Pieked 
Sept. 26 Sept. 27 Sept. 28 

@heckspo wen! ee es Sept. 24 15% 60% 100% 

Dusted ad ee os ok 0 2% 10% 

The figures show that dusting gave very satisfactory control of both 
scab and rot previous to harvest and that the holding quality of the 
fruit was much better where dusted. Mr. Broe, who owns the orchard 
was quite sure that the dusted fruit was of higher color than that from 
the checks. 

I feel very sure that continued good results will come from the treat- 
ment used this year but in order to be certain the work will be continued 
and enlarged next year so as to be tested in as many places and under as 
many conditions as possible. I have used only sulphur dust this year 
and dusting has several advantages for this particular use over spraying 
but I hope to find some old spray or develop a new one which will do 
the same work. This is specially desirable as there are many growers 
who do not have dusters now and do not care to add one to their equip- 
ment. I hope to include cherries, both sweet and sour, in the work next 
season and can see no reason why the same beneficial results cannot be 
secured with them. I have seen many sweet cherries rot soon after 
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harvest and this past summer it was not uncommon for whole cars of 
sour cherries to go down before reaching their destination and some 
treatment such as here described might have helped. 

SUMMARY. 

This report may be briefly summarized in this way: 
-ist. The pear grower has the choice of two methods of control for 

pear psylla, one of which is a dormant application for the hibernating 
adults and the other an application directed at the eggs just before 
blossoming. Either of these applications should be followed by one of 
nicotine sulphate after blossoming and one essential point to be kept in 
mind is that all spraying for pear psylla should be done very thoroughly. 

2nd. Grape dusting has not given conclusive results regarding rot 
control because of the lack of an epidemic of rot. Nictoine dusts give 
promise of being successful against grape leaf hoppers but no recom- 
mendation is made at this time. 

3rd. The work with anthracnose control indicates that the number 
of applications may be safely reduced but again definite recommenda- 
tions are postponed. 

4th. Further work will be necessary before any definite statement 
can be made concerning leaf spot control on plums. With cherries we 
have had one year of success with dust and one not so successful but 
with indications that if properly applied, it may be satisfactory. 

5th. There is little doubt that a pre-pink application on apples will 
be very desirable for the control of scab, particularly with susceptible 
varieties. 

6th. The work with cheaper forms of dust and with spreaders in 
spraying materials must be continued before any conclusive statements 
can be made. 

7th. General comparative tests of dust and standard sprays this 
year on apples and pears have shown about equal control of scab but 
spraying usually gave better control of codling moth. 

8th. The use of paradichlorobenzene must still be considered in the 
experimental stage but it may well be used with certain restrictions. 

9th. The holding and shipping quality of peaches and plums was 
greatly improved by a late application of sulphur dust. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

In conclusion I wish to say that I do not care to advise any grower 
that he should dust rather than spray or vice versa, but am giving the 
results of our experiments and observations so that he may use them for 
what they are worth in making his own decisions. I may say that I 
think dusting is here to stay and has a definite place in orchard practice 
but just how much and for what it shall be used as a general practice 
is for each grower to decide according to his own conditions and needs 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Hutchins: Would it make any difference in the season of condi- 
tions in applying pre-pink spray? 

Mr. Dutton: When pre-pink condition comes along you must know 
how long it is going to be before the blossoms would be in the pink, 
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Question: Would a certain application at this time, of strong sub- 
stance damage the trees? 

Answer: I could not tell you without first seeing what the trouble 
is. I really do not think, however, that an ordinary spray would hurt 
at this time. 

Question: Is the affliction of the trees something in the soil? 
Answer: Could not tell without seeing the trees. 
Mr. Hawley: Were there apple orchards in Michigan that had perfect 

control of the codling moth? 
Mr. Dutton: Yes, there were many of them, but they were all thor- 

oughly sprayed. 
Mr. Brooks: Would the dormant spray answer for the pre-pink spray! 7? 
Mr. Dutton: I will not recommend it at this time. 

OFF-YEAR BEARING OF APPLE TREES. 

PROF. E. J. KRAUS, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

It is a fairly common idea among fruit-growers that the habit of 
alternate bearing is a fixed one and that little or nothing can be done 
to prevent it or to overcome it, when once established. ‘True it certainly 
is that some varieties of apples and other tree fruits are very likely to 
assume this habit early in life, and continue in it for long periods of 
years, although there are many varieties which are notorious for annual 
production. Many varieties which are indifferent in quality and many 
other respects are grown commercially, largely because they. possess 
this valuable trait, while other excellent sorts are discarded because of 
the fact that they strongly tend to alternate bearing. It is a matter of 
interest to recall that some varieties tend toward annual bearing in 
certain sections, whereas in others they bear alternately, though as a 
rule, any given variety is likely to behave in much the same way in 
widely separated regions; any differences in behavior being due to varia- 
tions in cultural practices, in large measure. Even in the case of: those 
varieties having pronounced tendencies toward alternation in bearing, 
such alternation is not likely to be shown in the first few crops produced; 
the tendency becomes intensified as the trees grow older and is most 
pronounced in the cases of those trees which are not under the -highest 
state of culture, or are suffering from neglect. Furthermore, even 
though the alternating habit is pronounced, it is possible for one year 
of heavy bloom to be followed by another, in case there is a severe freeze, 
or some other climatic condition prevails which causes the death of: a 
large proportion of the blossoms or buds to fall, during such a year of 
heavy bloom. 

These facts last mentioned, and the fact that certain varieties which 
tend toward alternate bearing may be made to bear annually, lead one 
to suspect that the cause of alternate bearing is largely tied up with the 
state of nutrition of the trees, and that if this is the ease, it should be 
possible, by learning something of the inter-relations of nutrition, growth 
and fruitfulness, to arrive at some knowledge as to the means of regu- 
lating them, so that there would be an annual production of flowers and 
fruit. This view is strengthened by the fact that when flowers or. buds 
are removed from trees at a very early stage (certainly before the young 
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fruits have well set or have attained any size), another crop of buds is 
formed for the next year, whereas, if these flowers or young fruits are 
allowed to remain, far fewer, or in many cases no blossom buds, are 
formed during that season. The idea seems more probable also from 
the additional fact that alternate bearing has been experimentally elimi- 
nated by means of the application of fertilizers, proper pruning, and 
adequate water supply. 

A number of years ago this matter of the relation of pruning and 
fertilizers to fruit-bud formation and crop production was discussed 
before this Society. The principles laid down then need but be re- 
affirmed at this time, to aid in an understanding of some of the causes 
of alternate bearing and some possible remedies for the condition. It 
was stated that the most outstanding facts relating to fruit production 
are: (1), that a tree should possess not the greatest number of fruit buds, 
but a moderate number of such buds of excellent quality; (2), that vege- 
tativeness and fruitfulness are not antagonistic functions of a tree but 
are intimately associated and tied up with each other; and (3), that 
the production of the quantity and quality of fruit buds is associated 
neither with the greatest nor least possible degree of vegetativeness of 
the tree, but with a sort of midway condition. Before entering into a 
detailed discussion of these points, it is well to recall the fruiting habits 
of some trees. 

There is no one thing more essential to a comprehensive understanding 
of the practices which can be applied to trees to induce or maintain 
annual bearing, than a knowledge of the fruiting habits of the trees 
themselves. Not only do the different kinds of fruits vary widely in 
this regard, but the different varieties of any given kind have their indi- 
vidual characteristics. It is not possible to go into detail here, except 
in the case of the apple. This fruit bears what are termed mixed fruit 
buds; that is to say, each fruit bud contains not only the young flowers, 
but also a young, laterally placed, vegetative bud which continues the 
growth of the spur in somewhat of a zig-zag line, from year to year. 
In this respect it differs from the cherry, whose fruit buds contain blos- 
soms alone. During the year of blooming out of the fruit bud of the 
apple, this vegetative bud may (1), remain as a tiny pointed vegetative 
bud; (2), grow out into a twig of varying length; or (3), develop into 
another fruit bud. In this last case there would be annual blooming of 
the spur. As many as fifteen per cent of the spurs of Jonathan may 
bloom two or more years in succession, in this way. In most instances, 
however, a shoot with a vegetative bud at its tip is produced, and it is 
not until during the following year that this shoot forms a fruit bud at 
its tip; thus the spur blooms only every other year under these condi- 
tions. But, fortunately, fruit buds are not borne only on spurs; they 
are borne quite as frequently as terminals on long shoots varying from 
three to ten or more inches in length, and in many varieties, as lateral or 
side buds, as well, on such long shoots. Varieties vary a great deal in 
the proportions of the buds which they bear in one or more of these posi- 
tions, some rarely produce any lateral fruit buds at all, others such as 
the Wagener, Transparent, and the like, may produce as much as ninety 
per cent of the first few crops from such buds, though later in life they 
may bear almost exclusively on spurs. Ben Davis is likely to bear many 
of its fruit buds terminally on rather long shoots, Some other yarieties 
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bear almost exclusively on spurs. Many varieties which are well known 
as annual bearers produce numbers of lateral fruit buds, or many of the 
spurs bloom two or more years in succession. Of course, it would not 
be necessary that every spur should bloom every year in order to secure 
annual bearing of the tree. It would be quite possible, and in fact 
very desirable, to have part of the spurs bloom one year, and part the 
next, so that by an alternation of the blooming of spurs, the tree as a 
whole would bloom annually. This last condition would be particularly 
desirable if the blooms on established spurs were further supplemented 
by blooms from fruit buds borne as laterals, or as terminals on the growths 
of the previous season, and from new spurs developing on older wood. 

Fortunately there are now available definite figures, which demon- 
strate the fact previously mentioned, that there is a direct association 
between short growth and fruit bud formation, and that the most abun- 
dant development of high quality buds is associated neither with the 
most rapid growth nor the poorest growth. These measurements have 
been made in Wisconsin, Ontario, Missouri, Iowa, and other localities. 
All tell the same story, and furnish the grower one means of judging what 
his trees are doing, or should be doing to insure fruit buds of good quality. 
These measurements show (1), that short growths, less than one eighth 
of an inch in length, are likely to have vegetative buds at the tips; (2), 
that long growths more than ten or twelve inches in length are also 
likely to have vegetative buds as their terminals, though in many varie- 
ties they may have lateral fruit buds developed on them; and (3), that 
growths of from half an inch in length to three inches in length are very 
likely to end in strong, vigorous fruit buds. Shoot diameter is as im- 
portant as shoot length; sturdy, stocky growths being much more likely 
to develop better buds than thin spindling shoots of the same length, 
whatever that may be. It should be pointed out further that the longer 
growths, which bear terminal vegetative buds, are exceedingly valuable 
in bringing about annual bearing, for upon them within two or three 
years sturdy, vigorous fruit buds are almost certain to be developed. 
In many varieties they produce lateral fruit buds in the axils of the 
leaf during their first year, and they may bear fruits the second year. 
Thus they form an important part in the machinery of annual bearing, 
so important in fact, that in practice the attempt should be to cause 
some branches to grow so vigorously that they will not remain as spurs, 
nor produce an abundance of fruit buds during the year of their greatest 
growth, but will delay such production until the year following, when 
other shoots will be caused to grow vigorously, and so on. Varieties 
differ in regard to the exact amount of growth that is associated with 
the various types of buds that it is possible for them to produce, but 
the general proposition holds as given above. 

Valuable as these figures are, they would be of little significance, 
however, if it were not possible to relate them to conditions of nutrition 
and the materials concerned in it, so that there would be some knowledge 
available as to the means by which the type and lengths of growth de- 
sired could be produced at the will of the fruit-grower. Fortunately, 
such information is available, and though it has been presented to you 
several years ago, it may be repeated. As will be shown, although the 
very short shoots and the very long shoots both end in vegetative buds, 
such buds are quite different in quality in the two cases, and are associ- 

-~] -I 
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ated with very different relative quantities of the several kinds of food 
substances in the shoots which bear them. A still different relation of 
these foods results in the intermediate shoot and fruit bud. A knowl- 
edge of these facts aids in simplifying the problem, even though it is 
by no means finally settled and much further work is required on it 
before all the suggestions made here can be proven with scientific exact- 
ness. The only excuse for presenting them at this time is because they 
have proven helpful toward an understanding of the results of orchard 
practices, and have aided in eliminating several which were expensive 
and wasteful, without securing the desired results. 

For growth and development trees require many substances; some 
from the soil, some from the air. Of the soil materials nitrogen is the 
element which is most quickly exhausted in most regions, though there 
are localities in which potash, phosphorus, lime, or even other elements 
such as iron, must be applied to make up the deficit of the soil. The 
air elements are present in the same quantities everywhere, but the 
ability of the plant to secure them depends very largely upon its leaf 
surface. What later use is made of the foods made from the materials 
of the air depends upon the water and mineral materials of the soil 
(particularly nitrogen). It will be obvious at once that pruning becomes 
a means by which the intake of these food materials, the storage of such 
foods, and the utilization of them may be profoundly modified. 

But first to consider the form or condition a plant assumes when some 
of these materials are available in different proportions. The effects 
of variations in the amounts of carbohydrates (substances such as starch, 
sugar, and the like which are built up by the leaves from some of the 
constituents of the air) in relation to the available nitrogen supply will 
be pointed out. It must be assumed that water and other needful 
materials are available; if they are not, of course the behavior of the 
plants and the conditions obtaining within them would be entirely 
different from those indicated here. But to suggest the classes of growth 
and behavior possible when the carbohydrate and nitrogen supply, or 
reserves, are related to each other: 

1. A strict limitation of carbohydrates, through shading (inside of 
dense trees) or excessively heavy pruning, though there may be an 
abundant supply of nitrogen in the soil, results in (a), weak, stunted 
growth; (b), no fruit buds. 

2. An abundant supply of carbohydrates, and an abundant supply 
of nitrates and water (as in moist, rich soils), heavy fertilization, and a 
moderate amount of pruning or none at all), results in very vigorous 
growth, no fruit buds, or a few scattering ones which are likely to fall 
without setting, or if they do set, the fruit is oversize, punky, and poorly 
colored. Young trees on good soil belong here. 

3. An abundant supply of carbohydrates, with a restriction of the 
nitrogen supply, more than in Class 2, so that carbohydrates tend to 
accumulate, results in some sturdy vegetative extension, strong, high 
quality fruit-buds, fruits of good size and well colored. Young trees 
bearing their first crops, more mature trees carefully pruned and ferti- 
lized, belong here. This is the desirable commercial condition. 

4. When there is a marked restriction of the available nitrogen, 
carbohydrates accumulate in excess. This condition results in weak 
buds and very short growths. If not extreme, many flower buds are 
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produced but they are weak, and exceedingly high percentage of them 
fail to set fruit. The leaves are yellowish, the shoots of small diameter, 
yellowish brown, and brittle in texture. At first glance the condition of 
small weak buds resembles that of Class 1 above, but it is actually due 
to the reverse relation of materials, and hence it must be corrected 
through different practices. Trees are very likely to go into this class 
4, as they grow old and exhaust the soil about them. Here also belong 
most of the trees in old neglected orchards. 

Naturally these classes grade into one another, amd it is entirely 
possible for any tree to be forced through all of these classes during 
its life time, depending upon the orchard practices followed by any 
particular grower. In fact as a tree grows older it would naturally drift 
through the last three, at least, and parts of it would be subjected to the 
conditions in Class 1, especially if very heavy pruning were given. And 
yet, if these classes are accepted even in a broad, general way, it is pos- 
sible to suggest cultural practices to correct difficulties or to maintain 
desirable conditions, after any particular situation has been classi- 
fied. But before giving these means of practical regulation of tree form 
and productivity it is well to relate the classes of growths and the buds 
they bear, to the classes above enumerated. The short growths bearing 
vegetative buds could fall either in Class 1 or Class 4. Usually they are 
of the Class 4 type if the trees are old, but of the former if the trees are 
younger, and have been much overpruned, The long, vegetative shoots, 
bearing vegetative buds, are obviously Class 2, while the shorter sturdy 
growths bearing fruit buds are Class 3, which ranges from Class 2 to 
Class 4 on either side. 

If these types of growth and of materials can actually be related in 
this way, and it seems very likely that such a relation does exist, then 
the next consideration is, how can these types be produced or main- 
tained in practice? ‘Two obvious means present themselves: (1), the 
application of fertilizers, and (2), pruning. A study of the classes indi- 
cates how these two practices should be used. Neither can be dis- 
pensed with, if the soil is of such character that nitrogen exhaustion is 
possible. It would be perfectly possible to force trees from Class 4 to 
Class 3 through pruning alone, balancing off the carbohydrates against 
such nitrogen as might be available. But such a system is wholly one 
of substraction; one of addition of some form of nitrogen to the soil 
would be far wiser—for in that way the materials available in the tree 
are utilized in crop production instead of thrown away, and furthermore, 
the possible bearing area remaining is much greater. Would then, 
fertilizing alone, without pruning, be advisable? Again no, since atten- 
tion must be given to the form of a tree, and the additional very im- 
portant fact, that many trees tend to grow most vigorously only at the 
tips of the branches if unpruned, so that the fruiting region under such 
circumstances migrates further and further away from the center of 
the tree, towards the outside. The most valuable, strong scaffolding 
comes to be bare of fruiting wood. Varieties differ greatly as to the 
speed at which this migration of the fruiting wood to the outside of the 
tree takes place, and the readiness with which younger or renewal 
growths naturally form near the center of the tree, or in the open spaces 
on the larger branches. In any case, however, with most of the fruit at 
the outside of a tree, even a small crop is capable of causing breaking. 
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Pruning is one of the most important means for bringing about a dis- 
tributed condition of growth and productiveness. In fact a rule of 
pruning is that ‘‘the greatest influence of a pruning cut is manifested in 
the vicinity of that cut, though some influence is exerted throughout 
the tree as a whole.” This should certainly indicate to every wise 
fruit grower, that a pruning which consists of many small, distributed 
cuts, is better than one which consists of a few very large cuts, the mak- 
ing of which may seem to require less time. 

In like manner trees can be changed from one class to another. Class 
2 trees, with light pruning, will go into Class 3, as a larger top accumu- 
lates, unless at the same time larger quantities of nitrogen become avyail- 
able, or are applied. Or on the other hand Class 3 trees could be made 
to correspond to Class 2 with heavier pruning, or through very heavy 
fertilization with materials themselves high in nitrogen or promoting 
the accumulation of nitrogen. So too over-pruned trees in Class 1, on 
good soils, could soon be brought into the other classes by less cutting. 
Individual branches or shoots could be made to grow more vigorously 
or less vigorously than their neighbors, by adjusting the amount of 
pruning given them, balancing one off against another. 

But to apply all this more directly to the matter of alternate and 
annual bearing. If the trees are in a condition similar to those of Class 4 
it would be well to apply some fertilizer carrying nitrogen. This may 
be stable manure, leguminous cover crops, or commercial fertilizers. 
Often the application of nitrate of soda, or of sulfate of ammonia at the 
rate of from 2 to 5 pounds per tree, depending upon its size, when the 
fruit buds show green between the bud scales, will produce excellent 
results in inereased set and yield, (if any fruit buds are present), as well 
as greater vegetativeness, during the year of such application. Along 
with these applications of nitrogen should go a moderate, distributed 
pruning, one consisting of the removal of a few branches where the 
growths have become very dense, and a thinning out at other places, 
to encourage considerable growth among the older clusters of spurs, 
and to bring about the growth of some branches sufficient to throw 
them into the class of long branches which produce mainly vegetative 
buds during the year of their greatest growth. Many such long branches 
will produce fruit buds the following year, or they may produce lateral 
fruit buds during the first season of growth. The amount of pruning to 
be done naturally will depend upon the size of the tree, the crop it is 
likely to produce, and the amount of fertilizer which has been, or is 
to be applied. All these factors work together, and it is not best to 
try to secure results through one method, alone. 

Theoretically this treatment could begin either in an ‘‘on” or an 
“off” year, but both the pruning and fertilization would vary in amount 
or degree, in the two cases. It should be remembered that the object 
striven for is not the production of the greatest possible number of buds, 
but rather about half or two thirds of the possible number, whereas 
the remaining spurs and growing shoots will carry over in a vegetative 
condition. So then, if the treatment is to begin in an “on” year, the 

fertilization should be heavier than in an “‘off’’ year because not only 
must there be a production of much greater vegetativeness of the shoots 
but also a further development of many fruit buds already present. 
Likewise also, fruits themselves must be developed, and they require 
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much the same materials for their growth that the branches demand. 
Especial care must be exercised in the pruning, to see that the cuts are 
made in many places throughout the tree so as to encourage a stimulation 
toward shoot development at many points. If the tree is a very large one, 
the pruning may be fairly heavy, but in no case should anything even 
approaching a ‘‘dehorning”’ be given. If the tree is smaller, the pruning 
should be rather light, except for such cuts as may be needed to correct 
bad form. Remember that the pruning is to supplement fertilizers 
and cultivation, that it can not profitably replace them, and that it is 
mainly to aid in distributing the responses which come from those prac- 
tices. Pruning of any kind is generally, though perhaps not always, a 
subtractive process. But it is none the less an exceedinlgly valuable 
means of directing tree growth and production, and is very nearly an 
indispensible one in modern fruit growing. 

If the treatments of alternate bearing trees are begun in the ‘‘off”’ 
year, the same general practices are available as before. In the “off” 
year the alternating trees usually form very large numbers of fruit buds, 
in some cases an exceedingly large percentage of all the buds on the tree 
are developed as fruit buds. This is a bad condition, since it results 
in a very heavy bloom the following spring, which is usually followed 
by a heavy fall of flowers which fail to set, and a large crop of fruit. All 
these occurrences lead to a depletion of the reserves of the tree to the 
extent that few or no fruit buds are formed during the year of bloom. 
Instead then, of allowing the tree to produce the maximum number of 
fruit buds during the off year, the tree should be stimulated to greater 
growth, a growth sufficient to force a fairly large percentage of the shoots 
into the longer, more sturdy class which remain vegetative. But this 
can be done with less nitrogenous fertilizers during the “off year’ than 
during the “on” year, since there is no crop of fruit buds or of fruit 
on the trees, which would take up a part of the nitrogen. The dis- 
tributed character of the pruning and its degree of severity should be 
much the same as if done during the ‘‘on” year. Even a light pruning 
during the “off” year, accompanied by fertilizer applications, will pro- 
duce marked vegetative responses. 

The discussion in the two paragraphs just preceding has related to 
trees growing in a soil deficient in nitrogen. If nitrogen is not deficient, 
then bearing can be regulated almost entirely by pruning alone providing 
the moisture supply is adequate. There are plenty of orchards the 
country over, which are annual bearers. The owners of some of them 
have not even troubled themselves to fertilize, prune, or cultivate them, 
and yet they are successful commercially. The factors of the environ- 
ment are so nicely combined that year after year these trees grow well 
and produce well. Unfortunately however this is a rare condition, 
and many orchards which in their younger days appeared to be in this 
class, now require much closer attention. The number of older orchards, 
however, which up to the present time, have not required commercial, 
or organic fertilizers, is fairly large. Most of these require pruning to 
maintain good form and profitable bearing, but in general such pruning 
has been more severe than necessary. In addition this pruning has 
often been confined to a few large cuts on the tree, resulting thus in the 
uncut parts of the tree remaining much as they were before the pruning 
was done, while other parts have actually been pruned so severely that 
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they are impoverished in food reserves, and have been thrown below 
the desired, balanced condition of good growth and abundant fruiting, 

After the conditions prevailing in alternating bearing have been 
broken up, the problem of keeping the trees in the state of annual pro- 
duction still remains. It has been found in Oregon and elsewhere that 
the effects of a heavy application of nitrate of soda, or of sulfate of am- 
monia are shown by the tree not only during the year of its application, 
but during one or more years thereafter. The prolonged effects of a 
single application of organic fertilizer through a period of years is also 
well known. The fertilizer materials, or products formed from them, 
are carried over both in the soil, and in the trees. Naturally this means 
that applications of fertilizers during succeeding years, after the first 
one, must be gauged by the extent of these ‘‘carry over’ or hold over 
effects. It is pertectly possible to cause a tree to go from Class 4 to 
Class 2 within two years by over fertilization, and even to Class 1, by 
Over pruning. It is quite impossible, however, for anyone to make any 
general recommendations on the amount of pruning to be done, or the 
amounts of fertilizers to be applied each season, without carefully noting 
the condition of the trees, and the amount of the crop previously pro- 
duced, or likely to be produced. ‘This the fruit grower himself is in the 
best position to do. 

It remains to say that length alone is not the safest guide for judging 
the conditions of the trees. To note the diameter of the growths pro- 
duced is quite as essential, for there are many of the longer, twiggy 
growths, which are of very little value as future fruiting wood. But the 
sturdier shoots do furnish a rather helpful index to growth and fruiting 
conditions. By becoming familiar with them, by knowing the fruiting 
habits of the varieties grown, by trying to recall the classes of growth, 
and the probable substances to which such growth and fruiting behavior 
are related, and then remembering the means by which these substances 
can be increased or decreased in commercial orchard practice, the fruit 
grower becomes his own best counselor and has a surer and safer guide 
toward profitable fruit growing than without such information at hand. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Brooks: Would it be all right to apply Nitrogen to crop two 
or three weeks before blossoming, and another after blossoming? 

Dr. Kraus: If you should put on one application and it should be 
followed by a heavy rain, the material would be washed out by the rain 
and part of it would be lost. But the great trouble is generally found 
that the application has been made too late, and I doubt very much if you 
could get the same good results with the second application that you 
could with the first. If you could get Nitrogen in early, when these buds 
are just developing, you get a much greater value for the money put 
in them. In the second application it is held over and will show in the 
succeeding crop. This reserve is carried over inside of the tree and is 
used in the crop the succeeding year. 

Question: How early would you advise putting on the Nitrogen? 
Dr. Kraus: Our best results have come from applying the nitrogen 

when the fruit buds show green between the bud scales. 
Question: How long would you say it was advisable to apply one 

fertilizer year after year? 
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Dr. Kraus: If it is a factor that is being constantly used up, doubtless 
it should be continued more or less indefinitely as long as it goes into 
the tree. It means that at least after a year or two the trees are growing 
ahead of themselves and you will need to supply a supplement to the 
Nitrogen. In order to get the full value of the Nitrogen we have to 
begin adding these other materials to it. If we put on too much Nitrogen 
it will make the trees ‘‘overgrow” themselves. 

Question: Does this discussion apply to cherry trees? 
Dr. Kraus: Yes. If cherry twigs are very short, the tendency is to 

produce a leaf bud at the tip. The cherry buds are all blossoms. When 
fruit is taken off it leaves a bare shoot. To go on for ten or fifteen years 
the twig will be walking out continually and will be a long line. Buds 
produce cherries and are vacant second year, then the twig will walk 
out a little farther and produce a leaf on the end. 

Question: How may we eliminate bare spaces—what do you con- 
sider good growth on twelve year old trees? 

Dr. Kraus: 9 to 10 would be better. The only thing would be to 
prune. Prune from the top. 

Question: Have you ever known leaves or fruit spurs on bare twigs 
where the leaves have been lost, by shothole fungus? 

Dr. Kraus: No. 
Question: Would you recommend applying stable manure to it? 
Dr? Kraus: Yes. 
Question: Would this time of the year be the proper time to apply it? 
Dr. Kraus: No, you would lose too much by leaching. 
Question: Would the same thing as far as time of application is 

concerned apply to commercial fertilizers? 
Dr. Kraus: No because commercial forms go into solution so quickly. 
Question: In developing annual bearers would you prune on the 

“‘on-year”’ or the “‘off-year’’? 
Dr. Kraus: On the “off year’’. 
Question: What would be the best way to prune peaches—to high 

top or low tops? 
Dr. Kraus: Does not make any difference. 
Question: Will trimming have any effect upon the bearing of fruit 

the following year? . 
Dr. Kraus: No—because the trimming is done too late. 
Question: I have a Spy orchard too close together and it affects the 

growth. What would be the results of trimming the ends of those 
longer limbs? 

Dr. Kraus: If you cut off limbs, it allows the others to have more 
light. The buds would grow stronger. If the branches are tending to be 
too thick, you would disappoint that effect by cutting. The buds would 
be stimulated. The tendency would be to grow back into vegetating 
shoots. You can use pruning shears. 

Question: Do you find any difference in June and Spring pruning? 
Dr. Kraus: Yes—in case of spring pruning you will tend to remove 

reservations that are held over winter. If you begin in June you will 
remove that material which you would remove in winter time and you 
tend to starve the thing out. June pruning is weakening to the trees. 

Question: Will the pruning of young orchards tend to keep them 
from coming into bearing so early? 
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Dr. Kraus: First it divides itself into the question—are these perma- 
nent trees or filler trees? If they are filler trees, unless I can get them 
to bearing something within six years, I better not have them. If they 
are permanent trees, I can allow them to go eight years or so before I 
should get fruit. 

Question: What do you think about pruning cherry or apple trees 
after the crop is picked? 

Dr. Kraus: It is too early. Branches are still storing their food 
material in the spurs and twigs. 

DECEMBER 8, 1921. 

FORENOON SESSION. 

ADDRESS. 

R: CC», BUPNER: 

SUPERVISING INSPECTOR FOOD PRODUCTS INSPECTION SERVICE, U. S. D. A. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

The Food Products Inspection Service was first established by an 
act of Congress, approved August 10th, 1917, as a war emergency measure. 
At that time it was believed that if some protection would be offered to 
shippers by providing an inspection service in the markets for their bene- 
fit it would result in stimulating agriculture. The law authorized in- 
spectors to certify to shippers the condition as to soundness of fruits and 
vegetables when received in important central markets designated by 
the Secretary of Agriculture. Under this law we had no authority to 
make inspections at the request of the receivers, although during the war 
a large number of applications for inspection were made by the Food 
Administration and many of the applicants were indirectly at the request 
of the receiver. The work was limited to certifying condition as to 
soundness and the certificates issued were of little value in settling dis- 
putes or claims for allowances in which the question of grade or quality was 
a factor. The Agricultural Appropriation Bill, approved Oct. Ist, 1918, 
carried an item for the continuance of the Food Products Inspection 
Service and this law authorized inspectors to certify to shippers and 
other interested parties the quality and condition of fruits and vegetables 
when received in Interstate Commerce at the important central markets. 
In the beginning the work was performed free of charge but since Oct. 
Ist, 1918, fees have been charged for the service. Congress has con- 
tinued to make appropriations for this work from year to year and it 
now seems destined to become a permanent feature of the activities of 
the Department of Agriculture. 

The present law authorizes inspections of fruits, vegetables, and other 
perishable farm products when received in interstate commerce at such 
important central markets as the Secretary of Agriculture may from 
time to time designate, under such rules and regulations as he may pre- 
scribe, including the payment of such fees as will be reasonable and as 
nearly as may be to cover the cost for the service rendered: Provided, 
“That certificates issued by the authorized agents of the Department shall 
be received in all courts of the United States as prima facie evidence 
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of the truth of the statements therein contained.”’” We have no authority 
to make shipping point inspections of interstate shipments, nor can we 
make inspections at markets other than those which are designated by 
the Secretary of Agriculture. Shipments which are in the course of 
interstate movement may be inspected at a point in transit which is 
designated as an important central market. Concretely expressed the 
Long Island potato grower cannot have his shipments inspected in New 
York City and the Michigan Potato Grower is not entitled to receive U. 8. 
inspection for his potatoes shipped to Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids or 
Detroit, unless they are billed to a point outside the state. This re- 
striction in the law has hampered the work to a considerable extent in 
several of the larger markets and if we had the authority to inspect intra- 
state as well as interstate shipments the service would be of greater 
value to both shippers and receivers. 

Perhaps it may be well to mention the fees and the rules and regula- 
tions regarding the issuance of certificates. The original or ribbon copy 
of the certificate goes to the applicant who pays the fee for the inspection. 
One copy of the certificate is mailed to the shipper if he is not the appli- 
eant. For additional copies of certificates requested by other financially 
interested parties the fee shall be $1.00. The applicant may secure two 
copies of the certificate free when specifically requested before the issu- 
ance of the original certificate. For each lot of food products inspected 
the fee shall be as follows: $4.00 when the quantity involved is more 
than one-half of a carload, but not more than a full carload; and $2.50 
when the quantity involved is not more than one-half of a carload. 
Prior to July Ist, 1920, the fees were $2.50 for carlots and $1.50 for 
small lots. The increase in fees was necessary in order to more nearly 
cover the cost of the service, and in this connection, so far as we are able 
to judge the amount of work performed has not decreased on account of 
the increase in fees. The fees which are charged, however, only partially 
cover the cost of the service, and besides, they do not come back to the 
Inspection Service. The receipts go into the miscellaneous funds of the 
U.S. Treasury and are not converted into a revolving fund from which 
we could draw to extend the service as the needs justified. 

Probably most of you are familiar with the general nature of our work, 
our certificate form and the way we are reporting our findings. The 
purpose of the certificate is to furnish a fair and impartial report which 
can be used as a basis for the settlement of disputes. In most cases our 
certificates cover inspection of cars which have been rejected or else 
were accepted with the understanding that an allowance would be made, 
provided the report showed that the shipper did not deliver the grade 
or quality specified in the terms of sale. The certificate will at least 
be proof whether the stock was graded as he marked and billed it and 
serve as evidence of its condition on arrival. The advantage of this 
up-to-date knowledge of the condition of the shipment is so evident that 
many shippers and receivers ask for inspection as a matter of precaution. 
The small fee charged is inconsiderable if it tends to prevent any mis- 
understanding or suspicion of unfairness on either side. 

Another feature of our work has been brought about by a number of 
earlot distributors who have availed themselves of the opportunity to 
use our certificates for sales purposes. In the language of a prominent 
official.of the Interstate Commerce Commission our inspection certifi- 
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cate presents ‘‘a visual picture of the exact condition of the shipment at 
time of inspection.”’ With the shipment officially inspected the inter- 
ested parties have learned all that it is practicable to know about its 
condition and grade and many causes of later disputes are removed. 
It removes much of the worry and uncertainty and narrows the market 
question down chiefly to a matter of salesmanship. When the exact 
quality and condition of the product is known the buyer and seller can 
get together regardless of distance. The same certificate which is used 
for sales purposes is often used as a basis for settlement in case of dis- 
pute between the original shipper and receiver. These certificates serve 
a double purpose and are very useful to all parties concerned. The 
quantity of work performed in inspecting cars in transit for sales pur- 
poses has shown a steady growth during the past year and has become an 
important feature of our service in a number of markets. 

Our certificates have been criticised because we named the disease 
and did not simply call it a rot. I have heard men argue that it did 
not make any difference what kind of a rot it was, one is as bad as another 
if it destroys the product for commercial purposes. Perhaps that is true 
but if we name the disease, we may help to locate the cause of the trouble, 
whether the disease originated in the field or developed in transit. We 
feel that it is of the utmost importance to give the name of the disease 
and by so doing the shipper may be in better position to understand why 
his shipment arrived in poor condition. If it was due to careless hand- 
ling, he would no doubt improve his methods by having this matter 
called to his attention. If it was an orchard disease he could take con- 
trol measures to prevent its recurrence during the next season. We sel- 
dom know the purpose for which a certificate is to be used and for this 
reason we have adopted the policy of stating all the facts which are 
necessary to furnish a complete description of quality and condition. 
Our certificates should recite all the facts so that they will go back to the 
producer and by so doing assist in improving the methods of handling 
perishable products which is one of the things for which we are working. 
Railroads are now using the service to a large extent in order to obtain 
all the information necessary to arrive at a fair settlement in the event 
of a claim for damages. Therefore, we must examine the product and 
state all the facts relating to quality and condition, without considering 
whether it is to the advantage of any particular interest. The certificate 
can be useful in so far as it recites the exact truth as nearly as it can be 
stated and in the end this is the type of service that will be helpful to 
everybody. 

The inauguration of the Food Products Inspection Service has de- 
veloped a phase of plant pathology which hitherto has been touched only 
casually by pathologists. This is the field of market pathology as con- 
trasted with that of production or field pathology. Those who were in 
charge of the work in the beginning saw the desirability and necessity of 
cooperative work between the Bureau of Markets Inspection Service and 
the pathologists of the Bureau of Plant Industry. This cooperative 
work provided the opportunity for pathologists to survey conditions in 
all of the larger markets of the country and to study diseases economically 
important in fruits and vegetables, after the harvest, whether in the 
field, in the packing house, in transit and in storage. One of the out- 
standing developments of this cooperative investigation is a surprising 
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revelation of the enormous annual loss of fruits and vegetables due to 
disease during transit. The certificates sent in by inspectors covering 
the inspection of 56 cars of pineapples during the past season show an 
average loss of 27% from Black Rot. In one week as many as 2,500 
hampers of Louisiana head lettuce had been rejected as a total loss at 
the car door in Chicago. In the year 1920 out of 1,298 cars of peaches 
inspected 1,065 showed Brown Rot and the average loss in those cars 
was about 20%. It is estimated that 25% of all tomatoes shipped from 
California, Florida and Mexico into distant markets are discarded because 
of decay. Inspection of 750 cars of barreled apples and 816 cars of 
boxed apples of the 1920 crop shows an average loss of 12% due prin- 
cipally to Blue Mold Rot and scald. Some of these losses could have 
been prevented, especially the loss from Blue Mold Rot, which is usually 
the result of careless handling methods. Up to a short time ago the 
majority of those who deal in fruits and vegetables accepted these losses 
as a part of the game. The business or rather the industry as a whole 
and ultimately the consumer absorbs the loss which amounts to millions 
of dollars annually. 

Dr. G. K. K. Link one of our pathologists has summed up the situa- 
tion as follows: ‘From an economic point of view it is a hopeful sign 
for all concerned and augurs well for the future, that the contact estab- 
lished with shippers, receivers and the railroads are bringing to them 
the realization that such losses are due mainly to plant diseases, many of 
which are controllable, and not to ‘inherent weakness.’”? When the 
buyer and distributor once realize that their losses are mainly due 
to diseases, they will insist that a sound, disease-free product be delivered 
to them. This will lead to improvements in production methods such as 
the use of disease-free seed, seed disinfection, spraying and field sanita- 
tion, since the grower must grow what he can sell. So long as he can 
sell inferior, unsound diseased products there is no incentive to produce 
high-grade, disease-free stock.” 

Equally important is the marked improvement in market conditions 
which has prevailed since the inspection service was established. In the 
past it was not uncommon for cars of produce to stand on track for 
several days and often a week or more, while the shipper and receiver 
wrangled over the settlement. One of the results obtained by official 
inspections is the prompt settlement of disputes and unloading of cars. 
Not only have enormous sums been saved in car demurrage but the 
prompt unloading of cars at destination has aided the railroads in furnish- 
ing cars at times when their failure to provide the necessary equipment 
would have resulted in heavy losses to shippers of perishable products. 
The rejection of shipments by unscrupulous dealers on some trifling 
excuse has often thrown cars of produce on the market at such prices as 
to demoralize it and prevent other dealers from making the profit to 
which they were justly entitled. This does not happen so frequently 
now as it did in years gone by and conditions seem to have changed for 
the better. The inspection service alone is not responsible for all of the 
improvements but it has contributed a large measure towards eliminating 
conditions that tend to cause waste and injury to the producer, buyer 
and consumer. It has assisted in overcoming many of the difficulties 
arising between seller and buyer, making the negotiations more pleasant 
and profitable to them both. 
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Grades have been established for the more important products and 
this has had a direct influence on the betterment of market conditions. 
In the early days of the inspection service it was evident that grades 
were needed. Not only was there a need for grades to be used as a basis 
for making the inspection but there was a nation wide demand on the part 
of growers, shippers and dealers for definite grades—a common language 
to provide the basis for more intelligent marketing and a better under- 
standing as to the meaning of terms used in trading. Unjustifiable re- 
jections of shipments on account of a decline in the market is the ship- 
per’s nightmare just as enforced acceptance of poorly graded products 
is the bugbear of the receiver. The answer to the whole problem is 
definite practical grades. When shippers furnish products of standard 
quality and receivers are willing to enter into contracts on that basis the 
business of marketing farm products will have reached the goal towards 
which it is marching. 

In 1915 the Bureau of Markets inaugurated a telegraphic market news 
service on fruits and vegetables. It was soon realized that it was very 
difficult to report market prices unless they are based on definite stand- 
ards of quality. Potatoes may be $3.00 a hundred in N. Y., $2.00 in 
Chicago and $2.50 in Pittsburgh but unless the grade of these potatoes 
is known there is no means of determining which is the better market. 
Thus potatoes received the first consideration by the investigators of the 
Department in the matter of marketing potatoes by grade and by the 
time the U. 8. entered the world war the Department was in position 
to make recommendations as to what the grades should be. Shortly 
thereafter the Department of Agriculture and the Food administration 
jointly recommended the U.S. Grades, the use of which, on Jan. 31st, 1918, 
became compulsory as far as the licensees of the latter organization was con- 
cerned. It was about this time that the Food Products Inspection 
Service was organized. The potatoe grades soon became prominent 
and enabled the inspectors to determine accurately what shipment con- 
formed to the prescribed standards and what did not. The reports 
furnished a basis for settlement of disputes between shippers and re- 
ceivers and enabled the U. S. Food Administration to make proper 
adjustments in cases of disputes over quality or condition. 

The U. 8. Potato Grades became so well established during the war 
that they were used voluntarily by the Trade thereafter. Today the 
grades are the official standard in nine states which represent 25% of 
the total production of the country and in addition are being generally 
used in practically every other important producing section. 

Grades have also been recommended for Bermuda Onions, Northern 
Grown Onions and Sweet Potatoes. Tentative grades have been pre- 
pared for tomatoes, asparagus, strawberries, cabbage, head lettuce, 
celery, cucumbers, peaches and barreled apples. When one considers 
the chaotic condition which prevailed prior to the inauguration of the 
Inspection Service there is certainly room for encouragement in review- 
ing the work of the past four years. It would not have been possible 
to develop the inspection service to a high degree of efficiency without 
definite grades—and on the other hand the inspection service has helped 
to determine the practicability of grades. Grades and inspection are 
oad the two go hand in hand and each is dependent upon the 
other. 
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Federal inspection began in Novy. 1917 and the work has gradually in- 
creased from year to year in response to increasing demands. The 
steady growth of the work is apparently limited only by the facilities 
available. Total inspections for the last Fiscal year were approximately 
24,000. For this year our appropriation is 175,000 and with this amount 
you can readily understand that there is a limitation on the number of 
markets to which the service can be extended. Inspection offices are 
established in about 30 of the largest markets. We receive a great many 
requests to extend the service to additional markets and we believe that 
there is sufficient demand for the service to warrant the opening of a num- 
ber of new offices. We should like very much to extend the service to 
some of these markets but this cannot be done with the funds available 
for this year’s work. At the present time we have about 50 inspectors and 
during the past year we could have well used at least 70 to 75. It has been 
necessary to decline a large number of applications for inspection both 
in the smaller markets which are served by the larger markets and in 
some of the markets where a force of 5 or 6 inspectors has been unable 
to supply the demand for the service. 

You may be interested in knowing the proportion of inspections made 
at the request of shippers, receivers and the railroads. Figures for last 
year’s work are not available but as a general rule about one-fourth of 
the inspections have been made for the railroads. Nearly the same pro- 
portion were made at the request of shippers and the rest were asked by for 
receivers, although many of the applications were indirectly at the re- 
quest of shippers. 

The value of the inspection work can be better realized when you 
keep in mind the fact that in the case of most of the 24,000 shipments 
inspected last year there was some dispute about the sale and a basis 
for adjustment was needed. The certificates issued by giving a statement 
of facts which described the quality and condition of the products, made 
possible in most instances a just settlement of the difficulty. We have 
not pleased both sides in all cases, and it has worked both ways as will 
appear from the following statement made by the sales manager of a large 
organization, “‘The buyer can always find fault with the shipment and 
the shipper is never willing to agree that his shipment is of poor quality; 
your reports are fair and impartial, and since they come from a disinter- 
ested source both sides are beginning to realize that they are more de- 
pendable than reports from any other source.” 

You as shippers should also remember the fact that a government 
inspector serves you even though no inspections are made. Undoubtedly 
many unjust rejections and claims for allowances have been prevented 
simply because it was realized that the shipper had the right to ask for 
government inspection which would show an impartial and accurate 
report of the quality and condition of a shipment. 

I wish to emphasize the fact that no matter who asks for the inspec- 
tion we have only one kind of certificate to issue—that is based on a 
statement of facts, without considering the particular interests of any- 
one. We do not have one kind of certificate for the railroads, another 
for shippers, and still a different kind for receivers. There is no axe 
to grind and we are not working for any particular interest but we are 
trying to serve the best interests of all and our efforts are devoted to 
piecing: the produce trade in general upon a sounder and better working 
asis, 
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ORCHARD MANAGEMENT. 

THOMAS SMITH, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Some people think that if a man can grow fruit or is a successful busi- 
ness man he ought to be a successful speaker or most anything else. 
That is not true in my case. I think I would be considered a successful 
fruit grower. 

I have largely learned from the contact with you men and have taken 
a cue from the way you have succeeded and tried to put in practice in my 
own orchard the practical things I have learned. I have also learned 
from the failures. 

If there is any one business that needs to follow out the scriptural text— 
“Whatsoever you see to do with your hands do it” it is the Fruit Grow- 
ing Business. You have to put your whole heart into it—be slow and 
careful and hurry up. I do not know of anything that is as interesting 
as is the growing of fruit and no man can succeed unless he did love it. 
If I get a man that does not love what he is doing, I can’t get very far 
with him. Don’t try to get a talker or a fellow that is over-wise, but a 
good, conscientious fellow. 

There are two orchards about 26 miles apart.—They have nothing to 
do with each other and the two orchards are on a par as far as perfection 
is concerned in the growing of fruit—in fact I believe the men have 
somewhat of competition between themselves. They are 90%—one 
place we have 1,900 barrels and only 40 crates of culls which were mostly 
undersized, or had the skin broken. 
No one has a monopoly on the Fruit Growing Business. I think there 

are some things in the spraying we have learned by experience and fail- 
ures. We think a good deal of Bordeaux. After the blossom falls we 
use about three pounds of vitrol and about six of lime to fifty gallons 
of water. One orchard where I knew there was a little scab, and I was 
afraid the spray wouldn’t help, we furnished the Bordeaux and poison 
and we got the worm just the right time. That convinced me that the 
Bordeaux in the summer mixes better with the poison. Another orchard 
that we continued to spray with the lime sulphur, we found quite a few 
worms there. 

I believe we are just beginning to understand how to fertilize and 
its value. I do not care much about the gun—I like the old bamboo 
pole with a couple of nozzles. One orchard we sprayed six times and 
we had a little over 8,000 barrels of apples this year. 

I am no great hand to trim trees closely. I like to take out the water 
sprouts. I do not cut the tops out, for I believe that takes out just that 
much of the good bearing surface. 

There is one orchard in New York that is 65 years old and it produced 
60,000 barrels this fall. 

I believe it is a good thing to get nitrate of soda and put on the trees 
before they blossom out. The apples are large and foliage fine. 

Phosphate helps to make buds, and I believe that the Bordeaux helps 
to preserve the fruit. We think that it sometimes helps to keep the 
color in storage. 

Mr. Smith then asked the people if there were any questions they 
would like to ask. I believe we can grow apples in Michigan with the 
finest flavor in the world, We should mark our barrels in some way. 
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Question: What do you do for rust—are you ever troubled with it? 
Answer: Use five pounds of Vitrol to 50 gallons of water and six or 

seven of lime at the same time. 
Question: Do you use hydrated lime? 
Answer: No, barrel lime. 
Question: Where should we buy our nursery stock? 
Answer: I have bought from Michigan successfully and Iowa and 

Illinois. 
Question: Should you get nursery stock from Michigan for Michigan 

locality? 
Answer: Not necessarily—just so you do not go too far South. 
Question: Can you grow the Greening in Michigan as well as in 

New York? 
Answer: You get a little better color in Michigan. 
Question: How about cultivating and fertilizing? 
Answer: It is a good thing to cultivate and turn under clover or rye. 

Be careful in plowing—should be plowed very shallow. I always disc in 
clover and never plow if I can help it. Never plow more than three or 
four inches. 

Question: What kind of clover do you use and when do you seed it? 
eet: Generally medium red clover and seed about the first of 

July. 
Question: Tell us about that Walkerville Orchard. 
Answer: We keep four or five men. There are fifty-two acres in 

the piece. Some young trees and around forty-two acres of older trees. 
Two years ago I bought a balanced fertilizer containing potash and all 
the other good stuffs we could get init. It aided the crop that year and 
made buds this last year; 6,000 barrels in 1920 and 8,000 barrels in 1921. 
We believe there was a good deal in the fertilizing in the spring. We put 
on potash and phosphate 10-10. We think that aided in making a good 
color. 

Question: Do you think we need any iron in the soil? 
Answer: You will find better color on the apples in iron soil. There 

is a sulphate of iron, but I have never tried that. I know potash and 
phosphate will give color and will ripen your fruit a lot earlier. 

Question: Have you used any bone meal? 
Answer: No. 
Question: Have you used the dust for a spray? 
Answer: No. 
Question: Do you fall plow? 
Answer: I think it is all right but I would rather plow in the spring. 

Would rather dise than plow. 
Question: How about the use of props? 
Answer: We use props on some overloaded trees. 
Question: Does it help to hold them up where they will color better? 
Answer: No, I would not use props unless I had to. 
Question: You spoke of using advertising matter in the barrels. 
Answer: Yes. I think we are away behind the times and some young 

fellow will come along and back us off the map. We should tell the peo- 
ple the facts about Michigan fruit by putting some kind of literature in 
the barrels. The grocers will hand them out. We should advertise. 

Question: Do you thin the apples? 
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Answer: Sometimes, when we can. One tree had thirty-two hundred 
underneath it and we still had a plenty left. These were Wealthys. 

Question: Would you plant Tolmans? 
Answer: There is a certain trade that like an early sweet apple. 

I would not try to grow novelties, but you can’t go wrong on some stand- 
ard grade of apple. 

Question: What do you think of the Bailey Sweet? 
Answer: It is not a real commercial apple. If you want a sweet 

apple you ought to plant something that comes earlier. 
Question: What varieties do you have in the 65 year old orchard in 

New York? 
Answer: We have the 20-ounce Pippin, the Red Baldwins and Green- 

ings. 
Question: Does the 20-ounce Pippin bear in Michigan as well as in 

New York? 
Answer: Not quite as well in Michigan, but I would not hesitate to 

plant some. Don’t go too far North with them. 
Question: What about the Russet? 
Answer: The Russet is a very good apple, but does not commence to 

bear very early. 
Question: What about the Wolf River? 
Answer. They are a good apple and something that is on the market 

quickly. 
Question: What would be your advice about setting an apple orchard 

and sweet cherries for fillers? 
Answer: I would not advise that. 
Question: Do you know any cure for the spot on the Jonathan? 
Answer: It is a great problem—you will find the apple looking fine 

on the outside but it has a dark spot or spots on the inside. It is a very 
ticklish apple to deal with. I think the Bordeaux helps along that line. 

Question: What about the Ontario? 
Answer: I would not plant that apple. 
Question: How are apples keeping generally this year in cold storage? 
Answer: We shipped all of our stuff in refrigerator cars. The ones 

not shipped that way will not keep well. Apples need more spraying. 
There were a lot of seabby and wormy apples this year. ita 

Question: What about the Delicious? 
Answer: They are better Southern apple. 

MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION. 

F. L. GRANGER, BENTON HARBOR. 

If I am to do justice to my subject here, I should resolve this assembly 
into the study of the text on the back of the program. Solomon said 
“Comfort me with apples for I am sick of love.” Mr. Kelder, who wrote 
this article goes on to say that the greatest manifestation of man’s weak- 
ness for the apple since that demonstration in the Garden of Eden is evi- 
denced in the development of the apple industry in North America. 
This continent, and particularly the United States is the greatest apple 
producing country, by far than any other in the world. 

This proposition of merchandising is an extensive one, and the fellow 
who has imagination and commercializes it jumps ahead of his competi- 
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tor. I want to thank Mr. Kelder for bringing this to our attention the 
way he has. 

Organization, standardization, advertise and merchandise. If I do 
anything or say anything, it is bound to be surrounding these four heads. 

No merchandise campaign of any size or any efficiency can be put 
over without advertising, the consumer should be educated to the ne- 
cessity for the use of this product. In my opinion we are a long way 
from getting value from advertising in Michigan. Of course, when you 
haven’t got the goods to back up your publicity, your advertising falls 
to the ground. In order to advertise Michigan apples we, must stand- 
ardize. We have no fair standard in Michigan. 

If you will look at your Bureau of Markets report for 1921 you will 
find 4,894 carloads of apples shipped out the state this year. 

There is the fact that we have 17 or 18 packing houses and every asso- 
ciation manager has a different idea of what a standard A. Grade apple is. 

If a man got a barrel from one house and another from the other later, 
he would not be satisfied with one or the other. 

In the Northwest they tell the people what they should buy to be 
satisfied with his product. If a man wants eating apples in October 
and November, they tell him to buy Jonathan. If he wants apples in 
January, February or March, they recommend Winesap. They get him 
started on Jonathans and hold his trade throughout the season. 

One place we fall down is that our varieties are not such as will carry 
a customer through until the marketing period is over. We have special- 
ized in Baldwins and Spies and those varieties are winter keeping stock. 
As a matter of fact, I sat at my desk in Benton Harbor this year and 
tried to sell Indiana, Illinois, lowa Baldwin apples. In September 
and October they told me that ‘‘we don’t want Michigan stuff now, these 
Jonathans coming in from the Northwest are beautiful.” The Jona- 
thans are moving, the Baldwins are not moving. 

One fellow in Fort Wayne, whom I have been after several times said 
this: ‘‘Why in hell do I want Michigan apples when I can buy Jona- 
thans?” The advertising from the Northwest has been effective. There 
is a great demand and they are supplying that demand. People are 
satisfied and they are gradually taking our market. 

We have been content to sell our fruit to Mr. Smith and some of the 
other people in Chicago who store it and we have not made any attempt 
to tell the people what we have. I do believe we have done well this 
year, but the effect to that campaign in the Northwest is going to be felt 
soon. I do not believe our organizations are in condition at the present 
time to advertise and advertise effectively. There are other things we 
can do just now that would be more effective with less money. 

It all goes back to the standardizing of our fruit. The best way would 
be to have a rigid grading law. We can not get the rigid grading law 
from the statutes. 
We do not have so much to fear from New York and the East. It 

is in the Northwest and Southwest where we must meet the competition. 
The consumer sets the standard. When he shows a preference for a 

product that is superior. When he shows that preference he has es- 
tablished your standard for you. Better standardize by supplying the 
consumer with what he wants when he wants it. 
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If we can bring our organization up to 50% we have some control of the 
situation and we can go ahead and advertise and standardize. As it 
is there is but 20% with 80% offsetting it. You can’t expect to sweep 
off-the ocean with a broom. 

Either we must organize so we control 50% of our produce or this 
distribution game is going into the hands of a man with large finances. 
This merchandizing proposition has gotten beyond the horse-trading 

stage. The time when we could put anything on the buyer and get 

away with it is past. Now we must follow our product to the consumer 

and satisfy him. 
I am going to suggest something that I do not know will be agreed 

with. If we are to put money that the other fellows are putting in adver- 
tising into the cold storage plants in Michigan we will do more than that 
other fellow who puts it into advertising. 

If we are going to grow late keeping varieties, it is up to us to deliver 
that fruit to the buyer and assure him that it is going to keep until Feb- 
ruary or March. j 

We have been selling Chicago and other markets Baldwins and Spies 

and with the expectation that they would keep until February or March 
and they have had to repack them in December. Often the shrinkage 
is so heavy that sawdust has to be placed on the floor to enable the work- 
men to make conditions satisfactory. The men who buy that fruit 
have lost money and they should not. Buyers who take the fruit from 
our hands should profit by it. 

Reducing the temperature to a point where the ripening process is 
stopped is going to do more than any other thing we can do just now. 

That cold storage proposition is an organization, which requires some 
little capital. It is a proposition I think we can with justice ask our 
canner friends to share, as they are going to be benefited as well as the 
growers. 

If we consider the loss that we have had over a period of five years 
on. peaches, plums, pears and berries, we won’t hesitate a moment, if we 
have to go to the bank, to erect those coolers. I believe in addition 
we need more cooperation between the canner and grower. The wrong 
conception of the canner has been prevalent in Michigan today. The 
grower thought the last dollar he could take out of the canner was good 
business and the canner thought that the last dollar he could take out of 
the grower was good business. Anything that hurts the canner, hurts 
the grower, because the canning industry is thrown flat on its back from 
loss which they sustained. They ought to get together on a fair basis 
before hand. The canner, as a matter of fact, is a marketing agent of 
the growers, and should be protected. They should get together and 
have it definitely understood what they are going to do. 

There is a canning concern in St. Louis with the following slogan: 
‘We cannot succeed unless you prosper.”’ The whole situation calls for 
greater organization and growers’ cooperation. Some pooh-pooh the 
idea of organization. They think organization will fail. There is no 
question but what organization has advanced the fruit agency more than 
all others. 
_ The fact that Wall Street has its eye on the growing farming interests 
is something to consider. When those fellows wake up and are inter- 
sti in what is going on, you can make up your mind it means some- 
thing. 
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Mr. Granger then read from a Wall Street publication. 
“When Wall Street thinks it worth while to cater to the cooperative 

organizations.” 
I think for one that organization will really solve most of the problems 

we have. 
Following Mr. Granger’s talk the resolutions committee presented 

the following resolutions: 
RESOLVED that a hearty vote of thanks be given the newspapers of 

our State for the generous publicity they have given our activities, es- 
pecially this meeting. . 
RESOLVED: that we congratulate the Grand Rapids Press on the 

ownership of such a fine building and splendid assembly hall and give 
them a united vote of thanks for their generous hospitality in providing 
us such commodious quarters to hold this meeting. 
RESOLVED: That we stand firmly on the proposition that no 

legitimate distributors of food products be debarred from handling 
canned goods or produce and that a copy of this resolution be sent to the 
Attornev General of the United States. 
RESOLVED: Realizing that any tariff on fertilizer is a tax on agri- 

culture, that we earnestly protest against any duty being placed on the 
importation of fertilizers and a copy of this resolution be sent to all 
Michigan Senators and Representatives. 
WHEREAS the purchasing department of the Michigan State Farm 

Bureau and the Michigan Potato Growers’ Exchange have made arrange- 
ments to buy spray materials and fertilizers jointly, we recommend that 
the fruit growers avail themselves of this opportunity to buy such sup- 
plies as they mav need through these Agencies cooperatively. 
BE IT RESOLVED by the Michigan State Horticultural Society in 

convention assembled that in the manufacture of any kind of food pro- 
ducts, the term fruit or any of the varieties of fruit names, shall not 
be used in connection therewith unless such food products are made or 
flavored entirely from fruit and not in any part from synthetic or other 
artificial substances, 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be 

submitted to the Michigan State Farm Bureau and their cooperation 
asked in pushing this proposition to a successful conclusion. 

All resolutions carried with the exception of No. 4. 
“Realizing that any tariff on fertilizer is a tax on agriculture RE 

SOLVED that we earnestly protest against any duty being placed on 
the importation of fertilizers and a copy of this resolution be sent to all 
Michigan Senators and Representatives.” 

Before voting on this resolution, it was thoroughly explained and 
Mr. Dow gave a talk about fostering the New American Industry of 
making fertilizer—potash especially. He made the statement that 
within a few years potash can be made here cheaper than in Germany 
or any other place. After quite a bit of discussion the resolution was 
voted upon and lost. 

It was then proposed that Mr. Smith be given a rising vote of thanks 
for the flowers he has presented on this occasion. Same was done. 

A report of the Horticultural Committee was then called for, which 
was as follows: 
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Meeting called to order by Chairman Buskirk. The committee recom- 
mends that a single list of commercial apples recommended for the 
State of Michigan be made, indicating the sections where the variety is 
recommended. This motion was seconded and carried. After the dis- 
cussion, Marshall moved that the committee recommend the following 
varieties to the Society for commercial planting in Michigan: Wealthy, 
Jonathan, Grimes (double worked), McIntosh, Snow (Farneuse), R. I. 
Greening, Steele’s Red, Duchess for Southern Michigan, Spy for Southern 
and Central Michigan, Wagner for Northern Michigan and Hyslop 
Crab. 

Also recommended that the Elberta be the only peach recommended 
for commercial purposes for Michigan. 

The list of pears recommended to the Society as follows: Bartlett, 
Kieffer, Seckle, Clapp for Southern Michigan, Howell for Southwestern 
Michigan. 

The committee recommends that for efficient management, some sys- 
tem of intercropping be followed in raising a young orchard. 

It was deemed advisable and recommended that the Society favor the 
establishment of a quarantine on the importation of raspberry plants 
into the State. 

It was moved and supported that the Boss pear be included in the 
recommendations. Motion carried, and the recommendations adopted. 
The recommendation of a quarantine to be put on all Raspberry plants 
was then taken up. Professor Halligan explained this recommendation, 
saying that he did not believe there was a healthy raspberry patch in 
the State of Michigan and that diseases were becoming more serious 
every year, and that the quarantine would help to eliminate Blue Stem 
and other diseases. 

This recommendation was adopted. 

GROWING DEWBERRIES. 

MR. WM. DALEY, RIVERSIDE, MICH. 

This particular business is in a very immature state. We have not 
gotten to the bulletin stage yet. There is considerable work being 
started in this line and within a few years we will have a place along 
with the other bulletins on the shelf. The best we can do at the present 
time is to give you what we have. 
We have been getting different results in different ways. As a whole 

the dew berry has given us excellent results. The average yield is 100 
crates per acre. It is the largest of the blackberry family. We obtained 
the best results by putting on a heavy coat of manure and plowing 
before setting the field. The plants are set in rows about seven feet 
apart and the plants are crowded together as close as 20 inches. 

They have to be covered every winter. The row builds up like a 
dike and you have a ridge to contend with. The best results have been 
obtained by the farmer, who removes this cover soil in the spring. 

The black scurf thrives best in an alkaline soil. The farmers that have 
gotten the good results are those whose soil is acid. As yet we don’t 
know just when is the best time to spray, but we are going to find out. 
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The plants are tied up to wires. It requires a post about 4 ft. in 
length. It has to be put only a foot or so in the ground, and a certain 
grade of twine is used. 

Growing dew berries between apple trees is very profitable. We have 
vines that are twenty or more years old that are still doing very well, 
but of course disease troubles increase as they grow older. 

One man has made a very good guess at spraying. He noticed that 
where he sprayed his apples, using Bordeaux and the Bordeaux falling on 
the berries, had given much better results than lime sulphur. His 
yields the past two seasons have produced a larger amount to the acre. 
His fields have been affected with this black scurf, but by applications 
of Bordeaux, he has experienced a control over the scurf. 

Anthracnose has to be contended with. The only solution to that 
is to keep on a coat of Bordeaux at all times. We are going to get out 
a bulletin some day telling how many sprays to make and when to make 
them. 

Mr. Daley then asked if there were any questions anyone would 
like to ask. 

Question: Could the vines be mulched with straw as well as dirt? 
Answer: They could be but it is more expensive. 
Question: Is there any choice of variety? 
Answer: Only one commercial variety, the Lucretia. 
Question: How often do you cultivate? 
Answer: Just about the same as any other crop. 
Question: Where do you get the plants? 
Answer: From almost any nursery. 
Question: How do they propagate the plants? 
Answer: Mostly from tips. They tip themselves if it is wet. They 

will grow in three months from the tips. 

IRRIGATION OF SMALL FRUITS. 

ARTHUR L. WATSON OF GRAND RAPIDS. 

Irrigation in Michigan is just in its infancy. There is a great possi- 
bility in its future. You probably all know that there are several sys- 
tems of irrigation, the ditch system, the overhead system, a system 
where the water is forced through tile. Skinner’s overhead system is 
the most widely used in Michigan. This consists of overhead pipes 
drilled about every three feet and a patent nozzle in each. It seems to 
me that there is a great possibility in irrigation in the orchard. You 
spend money every year for mulching, cultivating and fertilizing and 
then sometimes the weather man does not send you rain until too late. 

In the young orchard I honestly believe the person with irrigation 
can raise an inter crop. You can get enough out of this inter crop to 
more than pay for your irrigation. 

Mr. Watson cited many instances where irrigation had proven very 
valuable. One was as follows: I had one-quarter of an acre put into 
tomatoes, the plants were very poor, scrawny and withering. But I 
had 207 bushels of tomatoes from quarter acre, due to irrigation for I 
could not have even saved the plants otherwise. 

I believe one makes 100 to 300 per cent more on irrigated crops. The 
yines are healthier and the foliage is better, In growing everbearing 
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strawberries you are taking a chance on them without irrigation. Irri- 
gation alone does not do everything—you follow up with cultivation. 
One can raise 100 per cent more berries by removing mulch and culti- 
vating. Also in the orchard you will find that if you keep your orchards 
irrigated—the same moisture the whole season your crop will be larger. 

I would like to see someone try the irrigation out on a bearing orchard 
and give us some information on that, as there is a great possibility in 
that line. 

Question: What does it cost per acre to install this irrigation system? 
Answer: From $250 to $400 per acre? 
Question: What variety of everbearing do you grow? 
Answer: Prolific, mostly. 

DECEMBER 8, 1921. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

CONTROL MEASURES OF THE APPLE LEAF ROLLER, GRAPE 
BERRY MOTH AND OTHER INSECTS. 

PROE. RR. Ho PEEL Moa: 

The season just finished has given us opportunity to test out control 
measures against quite a few capital fruit pests and fortunately progress 
has been made in our knowledge of control in all cases. 

The season is marked by the worst loss from grape pests in the memory 
of the writer and first of all as the author of actual damage stands the 
three banded leaf-hopper, Typhlocyba tricincta. This is a tiny little 
creature of very active habit, which passes the winter under rubbish and 
in the shelter of fence corners, fallen leaves, tall weeds and wherever 
useless material collects and supplies protection from the weather. There 
is no doubt in the mind of the writer that the destruction by fire of such 
harboring places during the late fall will finally prove the most effective 
and perhaps the least expensive means of control for this creature. I 
know that the job looks to be too big for human accomplishment but a 
very great deal can be done when we are driven to it. Of course, it must 
be done by groups of growers. It had best be done by communities, 
each individual doing his bit for the general good. The writer is fortified 
in taking this view by the memory of a similar outbreak in the Minne- 
tonka grape belt of Minnesota and the ultimate success attained as a 
result of his efforts in finally getting surrounding areas cleaned up. 

After the weather begins to moderate and the insects start to stir 
about they feed on almost any green plant but especially love rasp- 
berries, strawberries and similar plants. Toward the latter end of 
May they migrate to the vineyard where they soon mate and commence 
depositing eggs. During June the young, wingless hoppers become 
plentiful and by the middle of July, in a normal season, the eggs will 
have practically all hatched. Just as soon as the eggs have hatched 
and before the nymphs acquire wings the spray must be applied if the 
greatest_efficiency is to be reached. 

During the summer of 1921, samples of grape leaves were sent to the 
writer, daily, by Mr. Eckard, County Agent of Van Buren county, and 
an attempt was made to put on the first spray at the moment it when 
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would do the greatest damage to the hoppers. In 1921 this time occurred 
several weeks earlier than usual, in fact from June 20th on. The spray - 
recommended was Bordeaux mixture and black leaf 40, using the latter 
at the rate of one pint to a hundred gallons of regular standard Bordeaux 
mixture. This seemed, when put on by hand, to dispose of all the 
young hoppers present. In order to be effective the spray must be 
made to hit the under surfaces of the leaves where the hoppers are usu- 
ally at rest and a mere sprinkling done by set nozzles with a rig drawn 
rapidly through the vineyard did not prove very effective. Perhaps no 
other enemies of the grape require such careful and thorough work as the 
leaf hopper. Furthermore, it is desirable to delay this spray until the 
last possible moment before the young hoppers acquire their wings in 
order to allow as many eggs to hatch as possible, since the spray does 
not destroy the eggs, buried as they are, in the tissue of the leaf and pro- 
tected by the fuzzy coating of the under surface. 

As it normally happens that many eggs remain unhatched at the 
time of this spray, it will be necessary to repeat the dose again when these 
eggs have hatched,—and also when the second generation appears later 
in the season, it may be necessary to apply one other spray, although 
thorough work in the control of the first generation is usually sufficient 
for the season. 

In conclusion: let me urge that the first spray applied for the recently 
hatched nymphs be generously spread over the lower surfaces of each 
leaf and that some attempt be made to at least destroy their winter 
quarters after cold weather sets in and during the period when rubbish 
may be burned, even if to successfully burn requires the addition of a small 
amount of oil. 

GRAPE-BERRY MOTH. 

In the same vineyards where the grape leaf-hopper was so very trouble- 
some another pest was making trouble, namely, the grape-berry moth. 
This latter pest has for several years been the subject of increasingly 
insistent complaints and in response to this demand special effort was 
made to determine the most effective method of control, or at least to so 
time the customary sprays as to obtain the highest efficiency. Both of 
these projects were carried on in cooperation with a number of people, 
the growers entering into the demonstration with much interest, a 
number offering their vineyards for experiments and even furnishing 
apparatus and labor to try out the tests contemplated, also Mr. T. A. 
Farrand of the Department of Horticulture, Mr. W. C. Eckhard, County 
Agent of Van Buren county, and Mr. R. M. Hain, Extension Specialist 
of the Department of Entomology, who served as the mouthpiece for 
this department and spent his entire time in the region for several weeks 
giving advice and personally keeping in touch with the growers. 

The grape-berry moth goes through the winter in cocoons enclosed 
in little flaps cut in the leaves. A semi-circular cut is made in the leaf 
and the little flap thus made turned back -on itself, so as to furnish a 
cavity in which the cocoon is spun. The leaves fall to the ground and 
when covered with snow the cocoons are pretty well protected. The 
early destruction of these fallen leaves would, of course, result in lessen- 
ing the number of cocoons and pupae the following spring and undoubt- 
edly the clean culture recommended for the grape leaf hopper if carried 
out would lessen the numbers of grape-berry moth very materially. 
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However, the leaves would have to be collected early in the season 
. since when the leaves dry up, the little flaps fall out and sift down to 

the ground readily when the leaves are stirred. 
In the Spring, just previous to the time of bloom, the moths emerge 

and continue to emerge for about three weeks. The eggs are laid about 
four days after emergence and hatch in from four to six days. The 
larvae feed about twenty-three days, on the average, after which each 
one cuts one of the little flaps just described and spins up therein, in 
order to pupate. 

There is a second brood, the adult moths of which appear about two 
weeks after pupation begins and the process is repeated so that the full 
grown larvae of the second generation just get nicely enclosed in the 
leaf flaps before the leaves fall. Now, the damage is done by the larvae 
which feed on the buds, blossoms and sets during the first generation and 
in the larger grapes during the second generation. The first generation 
binds some of the buds and blossoms together with a web and simply 
devours the little sets in enormous numbers. Since the fruit is so small 
at this time, very many grapes are destroyed outright in order to furnish 
sufficient food for the voracious larvae. The work at this time is not 
so conspicuous as one would expect but the damage is very serious owing 
to the enormous numbers of small fruit utterly destroyed. These larvae 
are dark greenish or purplish or tinged with wine-color. The second 
generation of moths appears after the grape-berries have attained some 
size and the larvae prefer at this time to burrow inside of the grape- 
berries, often tying several of the berries together and, of course, ruin- 
ing the fruit and spoiling the appearance of the cluster. 

Now, success in controlling the grape-berry moth depends more than 
anything else on getting the first spray on just at the proper time. If 
put on too early the rapid growth of the plants spreads the particles of 
poison so that the larvae may entirely miss getting any and escape. If 
put on too late the larvae will be inside of their little webs and many 
will not be touched at all. The exact time to apply the spray would 
naturally be just before the first webs are formed,—the best that we can 
do is to apply the spray immediately after the very first webs appear, 
that is after the first of the fruit buds and blossoms show the tiny webs. 
The growers should be ready for this spray and be prepared to apply it 
instantly on the first appearance of webbing. At this time he should 
use Bordeaux and arsenate of lead, using one and one-half pounds of dry 
powdered arsenate of lead to a barrel of bordeaux, and some growers even 
prefer to mix in a little Paris green in order to make the spray act more 
quickly. The time for spraying usually occurs from three to five days 
after blooming nicely starts, but the true criterion would be, of course, 
when the very first webs appear, or when the webs have begun to form. 

Another spray should be applied when the berries begin to touch in 
the cluster and when they are about the size of buck-shot. The reason 
for selecting this time is in order that the spray may be made to pene- 
trate through the cluster and thus poison the interior of the cluster 
which will be impossible after the berries become closely packed due to 
their increase in size. Put this spray on while you can still get it to 
go in between the berries of each cluster, using the trailer method of 
application because with set nozzles one finds difficulty in hitting the 
clusters when using our system of trimming and pruning. As a final 
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word: it will be worth while to remember that while the first generation 
is usually of fewer numbers than the second, nevertheless the individuals 
that escape the first spray become the parents of the second generation. 

PEAR PSYLLA. 

The work on pear-psylla this year was carried on in cooperation with 
Mr. Dutton of the Department of Horticulture. We were able to make 
use of our insectary to good advantage in this project in the following 
way: During the late winter Mr. Dutton very kindly secured a quan- 
tity of hibernating psyllas in a birds’ nest, taken from a pear orchard 
badly infested. These hibernating forms were brought in while still cold 
and we placed them in a cage in our insectary, together with a number of 
pear twigs. The psyllas promptly came out and in due time deposited 
large numbers of eggs on the twigs, making it possible to carry on tests of 
different spray solutions right in mid-winter. After testing a number of 
substances it was finally decided that lime-sulphur was most effective. 
After this the whole thing hinged on the exact time of application to get 
the optimum results. Mr. Dutton will discuss this matter at length and 
give you the results of field trials over which he exercised supervision. 

THE FRUIT TREE LEAF ROLLER. 

The fruit tree leaf roller has for a number of years been getting worse 
and worse in Michigan and at present it is spreading to new fields. An 
attempt was made this year to find an efficient spray, in hopes of killing 
the creature in the egg stage. An orchard’of Mr. Oscar Braman, near 
Muir, happened to be badly infested and this was selected for the trials. 
A visit to the orchard, early in the season, resulted in bringing in many 
egg masses which were treated as were the eggs of the pear-psylla. Just 
before the time of hatching they were treated with various sprays, mixed 
of various strengths and then watched to determine the best material 
to use. Pratt’s scalecide seemed to give us the best results when used 
strong enough, so this material was decided on for the spray. Mr. 
Braman then sprayed his orchard using one part of scalecide to twelve 
and a half of water, just before the time of hatching of the eggs. The 
spray was applied at the time when the buds burst and with very good 
success, the number of worms being reduced quite markedly over those 
found in previous years. These two instances illustrate the use to 
which an insectary can be put and the advantage obtained in determining 
the best method of procedure long before the regular time of application 
occurs. 

CODDLING MOTH. 

An attempt was made to set a time for the second generation of codling- 
moth as in previous years. Thirteen stations over the State were used 
for making observations and the time computed for all parts of the 
State, where apples are grown. We experienced difficulty in several 
cases because of delay or failure in getting reports from the observers. 
We hope next year to arrange to get these reports by wire in each case 
and on the day on which the insects emerge. Another difficulty was 
caused by people spraying too early, reasoning that it was good to get 
the spray on good and early. Of course, a spray put on early is inade- 
quate to protect the fruit until picking time and as the season was such 
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an exceptional one anyway, and so very early in all ways, an additional 
spray was recommended, through the County Agents, to lessen the 
likelihood of late injury by the worms. In places this was carried out 
successfully and in general the dates set seem to be about right for at 
least most parts of the State. 

APPLE SEED CHALCID. 

The apple seed chalcis passes the winter inside the apple seed either 
on the ground or in the stored apples. Late in May the larvae change to 
pupae, and in June small, wasp-like creatures appear which fly about 
and lay the eggs for the next generation. The eggs are laid in the apple 
when the apple is from one-half to three-fifths of an inch in diameter. 
The female usually drives her ovipositor clear into the seed, making a 
discoloration in the fruit which may disappear as the fruit ripens. The 
blemish appears, in mature fruit, as a black dot, occupying a more or 
less distinct depression and giving the apple a knotty form. From each 
of these punctures a brownish line of hardened tissue extends to the core. 

To control destroy all apples left in the orchard. The adults are 
good fliers. 

TOPIC: CONTROL OF APPLE. CANKERS. 

DR. G. H. COONS, M.A.C. 

The purpose, so far, has been hurriedly to put before you pictures 
illustrating the different types of attack that weather and parasites 
make on apple trees. Bacteria cause fire blight; a fungus causes black- 
rot canker; there is a canker caused by the effects of drying winds on 
frozen trees; also a northern canker of fungus nature that comes on im- 
poverished trees. 

Although since 1915 we have been fighting fire-blight, it is still with us. 
The control measure to use in the winter time is removal of hold-over 
cankers and in the summer time, the removal of blighted twigs. Then, 
as said before, we have this black-rot canker everywhere in every orch- 
ard and it is impossible to do away with it. The cankered limb ekes out 
an existence for about five years before it is girdled completely. The 
last two or three years the limbs are almost worthless because they pro- 
duce fruit of poor quality. To fight this canker, one needs careful work 
in pruning. Sound limbs with smooth bark are the only ones that 
should be left, even though they are smaller than their cankered brothers. 
Better a small clean limb than a large moribund branch. It is remark- 
able how such elimination of unfit limbs will clean up an orchard and 
make black-rot of little importance. To the same extent, it is remarkable 
how neglect will injure an orchard. 

With reference to the northern canker. The only suggestion I can 
make is to heartily commend the program that is being undertaken now, 
under the supervision of Secretary Farrand, namely judicious tree feed- 
ing, giving a close consideration of the principles laid down by Professor 
Kraus. I wish to point out that, given feeding of the trees, the winter 
injury will be reduced. My reasons for this recommendation are that 
I have never seen this particular fungus canker do any damage on a 
tree that was making the proper growth. I have found this almost uni- 
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versal in orchards in certain northern sections of the state and in old as 
well as in young orchards. With little trees trying to fight barren sand 
[ have seen them half ruined by this canker. Canker control, then, sim- 
mers down to (1) the elimination of fire blight both in the canker and 
the twig stage, where one has actively growing trees, (2) the selection 
of sound limbs to produce the scaffold branches of the tree, and (3) the 
judicious feeding of trees. 

IT cannot leave this platform without making a plea for proper care of 
the apple tree. Sometime ago I stood under a tree that produced 65 
bushels of apples. The tree was cankered and limbs had been taken off. 
The owner said that he sprayed it occasionally as it was near the house. 
That story could be repeated with perhaps not so great a yield for every 
old apple orchard in the state. It must be said that principles of prun- 
ing are not followed and as a result orchards are full of woodpecker holes. 
Stubs have been left and have not been covered. It will take about three 
years for the natural processes to cover a pruning wound. In the mean- 
time, it is necessary to take pains to keep rot fungi out and this is best 
done by keeping these holes covered with some good impervious coat. 
For this suppose we consider best a coat of pure white lead. Put this on 
and renew it, so as to keep a protective coat over the wound until natural 
healing can take place. If you do not do this, orchards that have been 
planted by someone in faith, orchards that have been taken care of for 
years, orchards that have fulfilled every promise, are going to be snuffed 
out in a scant forty years and those inspiring old trees that we see here 
and there are not going to be on your place and they are not going to 
be left in the state for us to point to with pride. A good many of these 
orchards you have fallen heir to, someone else is responsible for the 
rotted heart wood and the weak branches. But everyone has an orchard 
of young trees, or will have one coming on, sometime. Let us highly 
resolve to prune this correctly and conserve the heart wood from decay. 
For in so doing we shall add length of life to our orchards. 

Question: Is there any such a disease as “bitter-rot’’? 
Answer: Yes, but it never does the damage with us because of our 

climate. Buitter-rot is common in Virginia and southern apple districts. 
We do have a “‘bitter-pit’’ which is not caused by any attack of organ- 
isms upon the apple. It is probably due to unevenness of water supply 
during the growing season so that certain cells die. About all the fruit 
growers can do is to try to prevent the breakdown which follows uneven 
water supply by rushing the apples into cold storage and to see that in 
the storage, aeration is sufficient. By use of this method it has been 
possible for growers in Australia, where bitter-pit is common, to ship 
their fruit to England, some four-weeks-trip, simply by cold storage. 
In keeping water supply uniform by irrigation the amount of bitter-pit 
was cut down markedly in experiments in western Washington. This 
disease is most serious on Baldwins, but it comes on other apples. 

Question: Would fertilizing help any? 
Answer: Cannot say definitely. If you are to follow the principles 

Prof. Kraus laid down, yes. These suggestions lead to balancing of 
vegetative and reproductive phases of tree growth, unevenness of bear- 
ing, and evenness of fruit distribution. 

Question: Could you cut blight canker out and save the limbs. 
Answer: Yes, a knife or carpenter’s gouge, and this cleaned portion 
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should be treated with a disinfecting solution such as formaldehyde 1-10, 
then when the wound is dry, paint with white lead. 

Question: Do you think orchards in sod would be more likely to 
have it? 

Answer: Yes, because of the drain on the soil moisture by the sod. 
Question: Is it in large apples more? 
Answer: Yes, but I have seen it on small apples also. It is more 

a tree and branch problem than one limited to the size of the fruit. The 
trees with apples poorly spaced suffer most from bitter pit, and in such 
trees the large apples are produced. It is not alone dryness that causes 
it, but unevenness of water supply in that a certain amount of flesh is 
produced more than the water supply provides for. I do not know of a 
year when I have not seen some bitter-pit. 

Question: Isn’t very little experimental work being done along this 
line? 

Answer: Experimental work in this country is being handled by the 
U. S. Départment of Agriculture. Their experiments are carried on in 
the West. A very extensive experimental project was carried on in 
Australia. The generalness of the disease and the lack of specific cause, 
makes control work aside from general recommendations, difficult. 

Question: How about canker on King apple trees? 
_ Answer: King is subject to black-rot and subject to fire-blight. I 

think from the description you have just given your trouble is black-rot. 
If the canker is such that the bark scales off, exposing the wood, it without 
doubt is black-rot and the things you describe are the preliminary signs 
before the limb dies. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT, JANUARY 1, 1921 TO 

DECEMBER 1, 1922. 

otal Recemise see ee coe Pe te ee $2195.16 

Total Disbursements ..... Ree ee eet kee 342.78 

Amount on hand December 1, 1922 1852.38 

Report adopted. 
Meeting adjourned. 
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REPORT OF MID WINTER MEETING 

Michigan Agricultural College, East Lansing, February 1, 2, 3, 1921. 

Meeting was called to order at 9:00 A. M. by the Chairman, Mr. G. 
A. Hawley. 

Chairman: It is rarely that a man who grows up in an Institution of 
this kind becomes its President. I do not need to say a word to you 
in order to introduce the speaker. He is known by people from all parts 
of the State. It gives me much pleasure to introduce to you President 
Kedzie of this College. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME PRES. F. 8S. KEDZIE. 

President Kedzie: Friends you are welcome to this Campus. This is 
the first meeting of the State Horticultural Society here at this College 
and I want to say that it gives us here unusual pleasure. It is something 
that we have looked forward to for a long time, have wished for and 
now it has come. Very few people understand that this Institution was 
the outlook of Associations together as Agricultural and Horticultural 
work. This Institution while it was mentioned in the first Constitution 
and provided for in Michigan’s first Constitution was recommended to 
the Legislature for appropriate action by the Michigan State Horti- 
cultural Society and my earliest recollection of the interest of this Society 
in this College was a Sheep Breeders’ Meeting which was held in the 60’s 
conducted by the Michigan State Horticultural Society on the Campus. 
My earliest recollection of this Association represented here is that of a 
meeting held in a little hall over a Grocery store in the City of Lansing. 
The man who was instrumental in developing that work was a man by 
the name of J. Tompkins and the work which is bearing fruit today in 
this organization was begun by a number of the most energetic, enthus- 
iastic men that Michigan has ever had. Nobody has ever worried 
about the State Horticultural Society becoming ineffective. We welcome 
you here to this room because this building represents many of our 
Agricultural efforts and in this room-a number of very interesting and 
very important meetings have been held, are held from day to day. 
Here is where the Michigan Potato Growers’ Association had, you might 
call a scrap, which was one of the most beneficial meetings that was 
ever held in Michigan. 

So far as Organization is concerned here is where the Milk Producers’ 
Association meets and discusses vital problems. I hope that in the 
meetings which follow this meeting of your organization you will feel that 
at this place, of all places in the State, it is where you should during 
each year hold, at least, one of your meetings. I have not talked this 
over with Professor Halligan or any of the rest of the men who have been 
associated with you so intimately but, I, on behalf of the Institution 
am welcoming you here. I wish to express to you the feelings which I 
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have and always have had that this place, the College, is a particularly 
good place for the State Horticultural Society to meet at least once 
annually. You are most welcomed and you have everything at your 
hands that we can furnish. Thank you. 

(Applause) 
Chairman, (Mr. G. A. Hawley) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

it is certainly pleasant to us to be welcomed to this Institution where so 
much of the Horticultural science has been developed. We should feel 
at home here after this welcome. It always counts. As has been said 
this is the first meeting that this Society has had at this College and it 
has been organized for fifty years. It may seem strange to us that this 
is a fact but Mr. President, I believe that there were attractions in other 
places that were of more importance than if we had met here with you. 
Your work is a scientific work. It has to do with the questions that we 
ask. Our work is in spraying and the use of practical men in the field 
and when all is said and done it is true, that the facts which are developed 
by you are worthless unless they are for the practical use. 

This College has grown in the last thirty years. We hardly recognize 
it as it was at that time. Without casting any reflection on what it has 
been, I presume it would be quite in order if we should say something 
that really reflected on what it was thirty years ago. I want to tell you 
something, my impression possibly, of this school thirty years ago. I 
came from a fruit growers section. We grow some fruit there. We 
hardly expected to find the best practices here. We used to pick our 
fruit on the nice days when we could see its color. We had the up-to-date 
packing method and we supposed we were fairly advanced in the handling 
of fruit. I want to tell you that during my days at this College I never 
knew of them to harvest fruit except apples. The picking baskets were 
the crudest kind built in which the fruit was placed. That is my recol- 
lection. The kind of fruit harvesting that was done at this College at 
that time was not much good. However, that may be, today we know 
that here is where we have come with all of our questions to be solved 
and they are solved and properly discussed. But we must think from 
time to time, and in fact we are forced to consider what importance is 
there to this horticultural Society. It has been inferred plenty of times 
that we were filling no place in particular. If we are not, we are useless 
and the quicker we are scrapped the better. We have no place for 
things that are useless but here is what I conceive the Horticultural 
Society is now. Knowledge is developed in an Institution like this 
but this knowledge must be passed along to the growers, the men in the 
field, the man that is raising the family and establishing the best citizen- 
ship of the State. 

The time was and it still exists in a great degree, when a teacher could 
not approach a practical farmer. He can’t today. If we wish to know 
how to do a certain thing on the farm the first thing we do is to go to 
a successful farmer. We go to a successful fruit grower and learn the 
thumb rules of successful fruit growing. 

Your Horticultural Society meets three times a year which is plenty. 
Every meeting is profitable. You come together three hundred strong. 
You come from every portion of the State. You come here to improve 
yourselves in the methods of raising fruit for the particular reason of 
making money and building homes and doing this job in the best possible 
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manner. What is your further effect on the people of the State? You 
are just afew. You place one good fruit grower in the township in every 
fruit growing township in this State and within ten years nearly every 
man that is raising fruit is copying that fruit grower. The knowledge 
from this College goes to you men who go to meetings of this kind. It 
is carried to all portions of the State, spread out to all, and it is this 
business which is the function of the Horticultural Society. 

I said while we are meeting at this place we should consider our par- 
ticular place in the spreading of Horticultural knowledge and the use of 
the Horticultural Society which depends upon the individual effort 
of each member as he goes home and tends to his own business in a selfish 
manner. There is another thing that sometimes we think of, it is brought 
to our attention at all times and that is, is this Horticultural College 
science as important as in other States. You represent the greatest 
proportion of the fruit growers from all over the State. Our work in 
this society is the highest grade that they can possibly produce us. The 
organizations in the other States seem more effective but if we could 
stand away and look at Michigan’s Horticultural Society we would 
come back home and tell that we had the best Institution in the world. 
They will tell you, you can do better, you should do better than you 
are today. I remember twenty years ago there were eight or ten in the 
meeting. It was a pretty good meeting for those days. You have heard 
and I have heard how fine the old days used to be. I was talking to a 
friend of mine one time and he was saying how much finer the days used 
to be. I asked him, ‘‘What did you get a day when you were working?” 
“We got 40 cents.”” “What did you wear?” ‘High top boots and over- 
alls.”’” “They were the good old days.’’ Why were they the good old 
days? He was young, full of vigor, that was the reason they were the 
good old days. We will not try to compare the things of today with the 
things of those days until we take the same standpoint, when you view 
them. (Applause) 

Chairman: I am pleased to introduce to you Dr. Shaw of the Agri- 
cultural Department. 

Dr. Shaw: The text of the sermon as you might call it was presented 
by the presiding officer when he stated to you that the Horticulturists of 
the State come to this Institution with problems that need solution. 
I would like to talk just a few minutes about the setting so far as the 
investigations of the Agriculturist is concerned to meet the demands 
that are made upon the Institution. The Horticultural interest of the 
State of Michigan is very complex. Indeed, we are sometimes inclined 
to make a classification of the industries of Michigan and divide them in 
five groups. Some of you may have heard this classification before so 
please be patient about it. We have a great manufacturing industry, a 
great mining industry, a great marine industry, a great lumbering in- 
dustry and a great agricultural industry. That makes five. Because 
of the present condition in the State we are justified in dividing the 
Agricultural industry in two Courses, Horticulture and Agriculture. 
That makes six grand divisions. You recall that some of the States with 
which we are sometimes compared do not have all six of these industries 
upon{which their men have to be divided and their energy and thoughts 
andgactivities. Many of them have but two, Agriculture and Horti- 
culture. When the 1910 Federal census was taken the State of Michigan 
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was rated about third in the production of orchard tree fruit and second 
among all states of this country in the production of small fruits. Be- 
cause of our geographical location and environmental conditions we have 
an endless variety of products which may be found in the Horticultural 
classification. You have almost everything in the vegetable line, in 
the small fruit line, in the production of onions, celery, lettuce, pepper- 
mint, contract farm seeds and a great long list which I might enumerate; 
almost everything except citrous fruit and cotton would come within our 
list. You notice in Agriculture we produce the staple crops. We have 
the kind of live stock you usually find in a live stock state. The point 
I want to make is this, so far as scientific research for the purpose of 
given results in the case of the problems of the Agriculturist and Horti- 
culturist in the State of Michigan we have a greater variety of needs 
and demands upon our research workers than is the case in any other 
State in the great continent. It has been a very difficult matter to meet 
all of the problems that have been placed before us. This has been par- 
ticularly true during the last 60 years. During the period of the war 
about 40 young men working in the Agriculture Division and Experi- 
ment Station were engaged in some form of military service. The turn- 
over in the Experiment Station of the United States during the war 
period amounted to 80%. In some cases replacement was made but in 
almost all instances it meant replacement without experience. It meant 
this, it was a very difficult matter to meet all of the questions that were 
brought to us and an impossibility to solve all of these. 

I want to call attention just briefly to some things relating to the 
facilities and policies so far as the Experiment Station is concerned now. 
Please bear in mind first, that in all of this almost endless variety so 
far as production is concerned. We have first, a greater number of de- 
mands than any other Institution in the Country. When I came to this 
Institution on the Agricultural side of the Campus were two depart- 
ments; a Department of Horticulture and a Department of practical 
Agriculture with a Professorship in each case and not a very large group 
of assistants. Since that time the Agricultural Division has been organ- 
ized and developed to a point where we now have 11 Departments: 
the Department of Horticulture, Forestry, Soils, Crop Management, 
Farm Courses, Poultry, Agriculture, Educational Farm Management, 
Animal and Dairy Husbandry. There has been a period of organiza- 
tion so far as the Agricultural Division is concerned throughout the 
past 18 or 20 years. The Organization was practically completed at 
the meeting of the State Board of Agriculture when a Department of 
Farm Management was created and a staff appointed. It has been the 
policy throughout these years to try and build these Departments up 
uniformly and systematically. 

I would like you while here to bear this in mind and look all of these 
Departments over and see whether this Institution has succeeded in 
the Development of these various Departments in a uniform and system- 
atical way in accordance with the demands which they have to meet. 
While you are interested in things pertaining to Horticulture, we wish 
you to see all of the Departments we have in the Agricultural Division. 
We want you to see our horse barns. One of the Western Horsemen 
made a remark here two years ago that we had in our horse barns here 
the best lot of heavy draft horses of any Institution in the United States. 
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We want you to see those during your spare moments. ‘The Editor of 
Hoard’s Dairyman was here at the same time. He went through all of 
the barns including the piggery, sheep barns, beef cattle, dairy cattle and 
horses and upon his return to this Building he made the statement to me 
that the Michigan Agricultural College had the best balanced live stock 
equipment of any Institution in this Country. The thing that we are in 
great need of is more modest publicity so that the people of the State 
may know just what they have in the Institution. Despite the fact that 
the Horticultural Department was one of the first established and 
equipped at this Institution in the maintenance of uniformity in develop- 
ment it is my opinion that so far as teaching and development is con- 
eerned the Horticultural Department of this Institution is in line for 
assistance by way of buildings and facilities for carrying on investiga- 
tional work. We hope the State may be able to furnish in the not far 
distant future funds which will enable this Institution to extend the 
Building equipment and the facilities and the men with which to carry 
on the investigations and solve some of these problems with which we are 
confronted. 

(Applause) 
Chairman: Our next speaker will be Mr. George Comlossy, Super- 

intendent of Perishable Protective Service of the New York Central 
Lines, of Toledo, Ohio. 

Loss and damage to perishable freight in transit may to a large 
extent be overcome by proper preparation of the shipment, proper stow- 
ing of the containers in the car and by the use of good judgment in pre- 
paring the car to withstand weather conditions prevailing in transit. 

It is essential that the shipper have full knowledge of his commodity, 
his containers, the car and protective service necessary to afford the 
shipment safe conduct to destination. 

I will first treat of the preparation of a refrigerator car to withstand 
normal winter weather. An ordinary refrigerator car has three classes 
of natural openings which must be protected by the shipper. 

1. The hatchways or openings thru the roof at each end of the car. 
There are four hatchway openings, the fundamental purpose of which 
is to admit ice to fill bunkers when car is under refrigeration; these open- 
ings are equipped with canvas rimmed, insulated, removable plugs and 
hinged hatch covers. Cars moving into temperatures below freezing 
must have the plugs in place and hatch covers closed. To further assist 

in preventing the entrance of cold air or exit of warm air, I recommend 
that shippers lay two thicknesses of building paper on top of the closed 
plugs,. completely covering hatchway opening, and close hatch cover 
over paper. This will require a total of 24 running feet of building 
paper. 

2. The next important natural openings are the drain pipes, four in 
number, one thru the floor at each corner of the car. The purpose of 
these drain pipes is to carry off melted ice water when car is under re- 
frigeration. Some drain pipes are equipped with a catch basin or bell 
trap at the top of the pipe and others have a drip pan or can over the end 
of the pipe. Where these traps or cans contain water or ice, they are 
effectively closed and will not admit outside air to the car. I recom- 
mend that the shippers see to it that the drain pipes are effectively closed, 
the most effective method of closing same being to wrap the equivalent 
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of two thicknesses of building paper around the end of the drain pipe 
firmly tying paper to the drain pipe. 

3. The third natural openings are the side doors thru which the cars 
are loaded. These doors are usually on hinges and when closed ordi- 
narily effectively shut off transmission of cold and warm air; but most 
cars are constructed with a steel or iron threshold to protect the bottom 
sill of the doorway against the continuous wear given this portion of the 
ear during the process of loading and unloading. Steel and iron are 
conductors of cold and heat. I, therefore, suggest that shippers place 
two thicknesses of heavy building paper across the bottom third of the 
closed doors when loading is completed, carefully sealing the edges with 
lath, allowing them to lap down over the threshold plate. The principal 
idea is to protect the iron threshold or crevice at the bottom of the doors 
against direct contact with the cold or cold winds. This should be 
done to both doors. 

If the three classes of natural openings are protected in this manner, 
it is unnecessary and, therefore, waste of good materials to paper the 
walls of the ice bunkers or bunker bulkheads in the ends of the ear. 

Durable construction of refrigerator cars is essential; large solid wood 
sills form the frame to which the floor sides and the ends of the car are 
fastened. ‘To date no refrigerator car builders have devised a method of 
completely insulating the sills of the car; therefore, the coldest part of the 
car is to be found in the lower corners thereof, at the junction of the side 
walls and the floor. False floors, which elevate the commodity from 
four to six inches above the floor of the car, are being constructed for 
refrigerator cars as rapidly as same are built or pass thru the Shops for 
repair; these false floors, in a measure, overcome freezing of the com- 
modity adjacent to the floor corners but when cars are passing into 
temperatures below 20° above Zero I recommend that shippers unroll 
two thicknesses of building paper the full length of the car and fasten 
the upper edge of the paper upon the side wall of the car a distance equal 
to one-half of the width of the building paper, allowing the lower half of 
the paper to extend out on the floor of the car. This will assist in pro- 
tecting the commodity against the cold corners. 

Added protection can be afforded by covering the balance of the floor 
with one thickness of building paper, overlapping the edges one to two 
inches and tacking a curtain of one width and thickness of building paper 
on the side walls of the car so that the lower edge of same overlaps the 
two thicknesses below it about 6 inches. It is unnecessary to paper the 
side walls of the car higher than three feet from the floor. If you are 
going to place heaters in the ends of the car, or are going to have the car 
placed under heater protection West of Chicago, do not paper up the 
ends or bunker bulkheads of the car. If the temperature outside is below 
40° at time of loading I recommend that shippers place a suitable stove 
in the car and elevate the temperature inside the car to 40° above zero 
during the process of loading. 

Sacked potatoes should be loaded in a definite manner. A satisfactory 
system may be arranged by placing six sacks snugly side by side cross- 
wise of the car, a distance of about one-half the width of a sack away 
from the bunker bulkheads or end of the car; on top of them place six 
more sacks with one end against bunker bulkheads or end of the car; 
then, place three sacks crosswise of car on floor in front of the first six; 
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then, three sacks crosswise of the car in the hollow between the first six 
sacks and the adjacent three; then place six sacks snugly together directly 
in line and above the first six sacks (these will be the distance of one-half 
the width of a sack away from the ends of the car); on top of these place 
six more sacks against the end of the car; then place three sacks crosswise 
of car against the first three sacks which were placed on the floor, and in 
the hollow where these two series of three sacks each meet place three 
more sacks crosswise of the car. From this point forward thru the 
load fill all hollows in like manner until you are within about four feet 
of the doorway. Then, place six sacks crosswise of car against the last 
floor series of three crosswise sacks and build up the face of the load with 
layers of sacks in each tier, six wide with one end tightly against pre- 
ceding sacks which were loaded three wide crosswise of car. This should 
safely bulkhead the load in the ends of the car and set the floor tier sacks 
back from the doorsill at least six inches. 

In severe cold weather to keep the corner sacks away from the cold 
corner of the car in the floor tier, leave out one bag from those loaded in 
series of six and turn one bag end to end of car of the sacks which were 
loaded in series of three. This permits of a space of about six inches be- 
tween the side walls and the sacks on the floor tier. 

If the weather is very cold, additional protection may be gained by 
building racks along the sides of the car, composed of two by fours about 
21% feet long, angling away from the side of the car a distance of one foot 
to one and one-half feet; and against these two by fours nail one by six 
boards, lengthwise of the car; and against these boards load the sacks 
in the manner above prescribed. ‘These side racks will preserve an air 
space between the cold corner of the car and the sacks. 

A stove can be secured in the doorway and arrangements made to 
facilitate exit for chimney and entrance for messenger. The messenger 
must travel with car when stove is burning and must ride in caboose 
when train is moving. 

BUSHEL BASKET. 

The bushel basket is a convenient and economical container but is not a 
safe container for the transportation of fruits and vegetables unless the 
following factors are given detailed consideration: 

1. The baskets must be of strong and durable material, designed and 
constructed properly. Staves of a bushel basket must be at least 20 
in number 2 3-16 inches wide and the thickness of a stave varies with 
the character of the wood, from 1-14 to 1-20 of an inch. Generally 
speaking, baskets should not be used in transportation whose staves are 
less than 1-18 of an inch in thickness and made of hard maple, beach, 
birch and woods of equal strength; though Gum, soft maple, soft elm 
and oak is satisfactory if cut 1-16 inch in thickness. Cottonwood is 
sometimes used but must not be less than 1-14 of an inch in thickness. 
The belly-band or center hoop should encompass the basket at a point 
equidistant from the top and bottom of same. The slope to the side of 
the basket from the top to the bottom should be as near perpendicular as 
possible and still permit of telescoping the empty basket for shipping 
purposes. The round raised cover has proven itself to be most satis- 
factory. Aim to secure baskets with as wide a bottom surface area as 
possible and always of one type of cover, preferably round. If the 
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basket is of good sound materials of proper thickness, well seasoned and 
properly constructed, the centerpost is unnecessary. 

2. They must be stowed in the car in such manner and by the adapta- 
tion of the proper type of load to the varying widths of cars so that there 
is a minimum of slack space into which the baskets may shift or settle. 
It is also essential that the baskets be stowed uniformly thruout the 
load, each basket bearing equal resistance to the normal load thrust 
and sidesway of the car on its springs while moving in transit or being 
switched in the yards. Care should be taken to see to it that no car 
is overloaded. Soft fruits should not be loaded more than three tiers 
high and no commodities requiring refrigeration and ventilation should 
be loaded over four tiers high, unless ice is packed in the baskets with 
the commodity. 

TYPES OF LOADING. 

a. End to End Offset—adapted to cars not wider than eight feet 
three inches, inside measurement. 

b. Five-Five Offset—adapted to cars exceeding Eight feet three 
inches, inside width. 

TERMS USED FOR DESCRIBING VARIOUS METHODS OF LOADING. 
The term ‘Tier’? is used to describe one layer of packages loaded 

parallel to the floor and is one package high. Example “Three tiers 
High.” 

The term “Row” is used to apply to a line of packages parallel with 
the length of a car and one package wide. Example “Five rows Wide.” 

The term “Stack” is used to apply to a pile of packages placed across 
the end of the car parallel with the end and is one package long. Ex- 
ample: ‘22 stacks long.” 

DESCRIPTION OF END TO END OFFSET LOAD. 

Place the first basket snugly in a far corner of the car with the handles 
diagonally to the side of the car. Place the first row of baskets along 
the far side of the car with handle in same relative position. The num- 
ber of baskets along the side of the car varying with the length of the car. 
{f the number of baskets placed singly side by side just equals the distance 
along the side of the car—say, 22 baskets long—you will only place 21 
baskets above these in the next tier, setting or offsetting each basket 
in the upper tiers on two baskets in the lower tiers. Build the first row 
to full height of the load before starting second row. The first tier in the 
second row will total one less basket than the first tier in the first row 
and the baskets in all succeeding rows will be offset or placed so that 
one basket fits in to the triangular space left by the two baskets to which 
it will be adjacent, and each succeeding row must be built to full height 
of load as loading progresses. After completion of the fourth row, finish 
the loading of the last two rows from both ends of the car towards the 
doorway, and if loading has been done properly and with care the baskets 
should come out evenly placed in the doorway. 

Advantages of the End to End offset method :— 
a. It gives an increased number of baskets for the same height of 

load over any method of loading baskets upright and offset. 
b. It gives an evenly distributed load thrust to a maximum number of 

baskets and results in the load arriving at destination with baskets in the 
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doorway in an even and uniform position. The Inspector, or Receiver, 
gains therefrom a good first impression of the carload. 

c. A load of baskets properly stowed by End to End method does 
not require gate bracing in doorway to take up lengthwise slack, thereby 
saving material and labor costs of installation of bracing gate. 

DESCRIPTION OF FIVE FIVE OFFSET METHOD. 

Place the first baskets snugly in one corner of the end of the car with 
the baskets’ handles diagonal to the end of the car. Arrange 5 baskets 
along the ends of the car with handles in the same relative position. 
Start the next tier in this stack from the opposite side of the car, off- 
setting each basket in the upper tiers, placing each basket in the upper 
tiers on the two baskets of the lower tiers so that the weight of each upper 
tier basket is divided evenly between two baskets of the lower tiers. 
Build the first stacks in each end of the car to their full height before 
starting succeeding stacks. Build each succeeding stack by placing 
the end baskets snugly against one side of the car and the next against 
the opposite side. Load from both ends of car toward doorway, stow- 
ing tightly, using special car to push the baskets in the bottom tiers in 
each stack firmly back against the baskets in preceding stack, keeping 
the face of the stack vertical. The complete success of this type of load 
depends upon having all baskets snugly stowed as the loading progresses 
and have just sufficient room left in doorway to evenly and snugly place 
the last basket to be loaded. If there is a slack space of two or more 
inches in the doorway or baskets are unevenly and irregularly placed in 
doorway the contents of these doorway baskets will be damaged, load 
jumbled and give the buyer a bad “‘first impression’? upon opening the 
car for inspection. If the space left in doorway when both ends of car 
have been loaded is slightly insufficient to permit inserting baskets 
with cover up uniformity of placement of baskets may be preserved and 
space properly filled by placing every other stack of baskets adjacent to 
and in. doorway space with cover side down. An added precaution is 
to always tie covers on baskets which are turned with cover side down. 
In the event that a uniformly tight load cannot be secured by this method 
it will be necessary to brace baskets securely in ends of cars by use of 
Gate braces in doorway. 

DESCRIPTION OF GATE BRACING. 

When bracing a load of bushel baskets to take up lengthwise slack 
in the load, only clear, sound well seasoned, strong wood should be used. 
Material requirements for load three tiers high: 

1. Crosspieces—6 pieces 1’’x6’’x Width of car 
2. Uprights—6 pieces 2’’x4’’x4”longer than height of the load. 

2 pieces 2’’x4’’x4"shorter than inside heighth of the 
car 

3. Toenail cleats—6 pieces 44’’x1’’xwidth of car 
4. Crossbraces—12 pieces 2’’x4’’ cut of equal length and this 

length 4’ less than the distance across slack space which is to 
be braced. 
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CONSTRUCTION. 

1. Place one 1x6 crosspiece crosswise of car in front of and against 
each tier of baskets on both sides of space which is to be braced. 

2. Car widths vary from 8 ft. to 8 ft. 6 inches; so when placing the 2x4 
uprights against the face of the load and the 1x6 crosspieces, distribute 
them in a manner which will most evenly divide among them the 
weight or load thrust. For example, in an 8 ft. car the uprights at 
the ends of the gate would be nailed to the crosspieces at least one foot 
from the sides of the car and the 2 center uprights in the bracing gate 
would be 3 ft. from the sides of the car. One of the center uprights must 
be the ceiling upright which when nailed to the crosspiece keeps the 
bracing gate from riding up the face of the load. 

3. Nail to the uprights crosswise of the car, parallel to the lower edge 
of each crosspiece, one 1/’x)4”’ toenail cleat. 

4. Place three 2x4 crossbraces lengthwise of the car between each 
pair of uprights and drive each crossbrace down to its toenail strips 
and toenail the crossbraces to the uprights. Repeat this operation until 
all four sets of crossbraces are in place. 

Dependable bracing can be obtained only by the use of nails having 
trade weight of 10 pennyweight or more. Crossbraces must be toe- 
nailed with not less than three 12 penny nails to each upright at each 
union between upright and crosspiece. 

BARRELS. 

Unless the staves, hoops and plates are of sound clear material, properly 
set up and when filled with head plates thoroughly and properly nailed, 
no system of loading devised will prevent loss in transit due to opening 
of barrel heads. Let us assume that the barrels as they come from the 
cooper are good material, properly set up with a croze not less than 3-16” 
deep. 

Headliners are unnecessary, nor as cheap, in securing the heads as 
nails of sufficient number properly applied. To properly nail a: head 
composed of three plate pieces, drive a 6d nail thru the top hoop and 
shell of the barrel at an angle of 45° into each corner of each plate piece 
so that 1-8’ of the nail shows at the junction of the head and staves. 
For good measure drive one nail or two at the most unsecured point 
or points. Ordinarily a properly nailed head requires between 8 and 
10 nails. 

CROSSWISE OFFSET LOADING SYSTEM FOR STANDARD STAVE BARRELS. 

The principle of this load is to have all barrels end to end crosswise of 
the car, on side, with bulges of the barrels in the upper tiers resting on 
the ends of four barrels in the lower tier. Barrels should never be loaded 
bulge on bulge. A complete diagram with full directions of proper barrel 
loading methods may be obtained upon request from Mr. Comlossy, 
Superintendent, Perishable Protective Service, N.Y.C. Lines, 408 Produce 
Exchange Bldg., Toledo, O. (in fact, any shipper having loading prob- 
lems is invited by Mr. Comlossy to communicate with him). 
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END TO END OFFSET LOADING SYSTEM 

FOR STANDARD CLIMAX BASKETS 

Start loading car by placing two rows of baskets end to end along 

the far side wall, taking up the entire length of car, from bunker to 

bunker. 

Ice Bunker. 
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Start the second tier of baskets between the handles of the first 

tier baskets. 

The only beskets at right angles to the side of the car being those 
marked X in this plan. 

Ice Bunker Jee Bunker. 

Second Tier Plan. 

After carrying the first two rows to the height of the load throughout the entire length of the car, continue 

to load two rows from end to end of the car, until the load approaches the side toward the receiving door. 

Then arrangements must be made to take up any space which will not accommodate a full basket between the 

last row and the side wall of the car. This is usually accomplished by dropping the last single row of baskets 

and criss-crossing or worming a row from both ends of the car to the open doorway, the second tier and each 

succeeding upper tier fitting criss-cross between the handles of the floor tier or the tier immediately beneath it. 

Ninety-eight per cent of the damage to climax baskets in transit is due to shifting of the load sidewise to 

take up side slack. Criss-cross loading of the last row should eliminate this slack and prevent side shifting. 
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Side View. 

New York Central Lines, 

Agricultural Department, 

Perishable Freight Division. 
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PROPER BULKHEADING FOR BULK LOADS OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 

‘ce Bunker 
ce Bunker 

| 
Side View 19 

The New York Central Lines, Agricultural Department, Perishable Protective Service, recommends the 

following construction and materials. 

Place a 4”X4” upright from the floor to the ceiling of the car, against each side wall, just two inches back 

from the door sills, also two 4’x4” uprights parallel between those above mentioned as indicated in floor plan 

by squares marked X. 

Between each set of uprights, securely nailed, three 4”x4” cross braces, one at the bottom of the load, 

one at the top, and one at the center of the load as indicated by numbers 1, 2, and 3 in side view diagram above. 

From clear, sound, fresh 1”x8” planking cut panels 6” longer than one-half the width of the car, lap these 

panels behind the center uprights as shown in floor plan above, note Z. These panels are added as the load 

increases in height, aiming to have the top panel a few inches above top of load 

IMPROVED SYSTEM OF LOADING SACKED VEGETABLES 

yaa, 

Ze. CS NNA 
9 

©)—®) Side View Floor Plan 

Place sacks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 one-half the width of a sack away from the bunker end of the car. Place 

sacks parallel to number 7 indicated in side view, with end of sacks in close contact with bunker end of car 

Tlien place sacks 14, 15, and 16 as shown in floor tier plan. Next load sacks parallel to number 17 in side view 

Then place sacks parallel to number 20 in side view. The balance of the load is earried out as diagramed 

above. In severe cold weather leave out of bottom tier one bag which 1s loaded lengthwise in every row and 

turn end to end one bag which is loaded crosswise. This permits a space of about 6” more between the side 
walls and the sacks on floor tier 

fee Bunker 
fce Bunker- 
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CROSSWISE OFFSET LOADING SYSTEM 

FOR STANDARD STAVE BARRELS 
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Floor Plan. 

1. Start the loading of the car by placing barrels numbered 1, in diagram above, in the far corner tight 

against the side and end of the car 

2. Place the next five barrels in each end of the ear corresponding to numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. “ 

3 Chuck a block of 2x4, one foot long, in front of barrels 4, 5, and 6 to hold them in place while you 

place barrels 7, 8, and 9 on the second tier, forming the first stack from the end of the car in the seeond tier 

4. Place barrel 10, removing the 2x4 block or chuck from in front of barrel 4, and chucking it in front 

of barrel 10 Place barrels 11 and 12, removing the chucks from in front of barrels 5 and 6 and placing them 
in front of 11 and 12 respectively Then lift the second stack of the second tier parallel to barrels 7, 8, and 9. 

5 IMPORTANT—Always remove every chuck from the car, for if chucks are left in the car a slight 

movement of the load will cause the barrels to ride on the chucks, bending or breaking the staves, bruising 

the contents. which results in decay in storage 

New York Central Lines, 

Agricultural Department, 

Perishable Protective Service. 

ce Bunker 

O i Side View 

Shewing position of last chuck End View. 
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THE WESTERN NEW YORK END TO END OFFSET LOADING SYSTEM 
FOR STANDARD BUSHEL BASKETS 
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Floor Tier Plan. . 
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1. Place the basket numbered 1 in the far corner of the car with the basket handles as shown in the small 

diagram. BOE) 

2». Place the first row of baskets along the side of the car, with the handles o¢ the baskets in the same 

relative position. 

“3. Adjust the first row of baskets to obtain the proper offset for the second row (the number of baskets oo 

along the side of the ear varying with the length of the car and the tightness of the loading). 

4. The first row of baskets is built ‘to the full height of the load before starting the second row. 

5. Each succeeding row of baskets is put in place as shown by the arrows in the diagram. 

6. The last two rows of baskets indicated in diagram are started from both ends of the car and should 

come out evenly in the doorway, if the loading has been done properly and with care. 

(Figure Below) SIDE VIEW OF LOAD SHOWING FIRST ROW 

Always build first row full height of load and full length of car before starting the second row. The 

adjustment of the first row to arrange for the offset of the second row requires careful attention, for the ease 

with which the balance of the loading is done depends upon this adjustment. 

New York Central Lines, 

Agricultural Department, 

Perishable Protective Service. 

Load according to direction of arrows. 

fce Bunker fee Bunker 

OO 7 am O-O 
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Chairman: There is a Gentleman that wishes to get the picture of 
the Horticultural Society in front of this building directly after we close 
at noon. Soif you will all please come down together and get this official 
picture. I also wish to say that the Society will meet in the Gymnasium 
tomorrow instead of in this room or in room 109 as stated in the program. 

The next subject will be the Standardization and Transportation by 
Charles J. Brand, former chief of Bureau of Markets. 

Mr. Brand: I want to apologize for writing my paper. But it was 
impossible for me to prepare myself to speak on the subject without hav- 
ing it written out. 

Standardization is an absolutely essential basis of progress. This is 
just as true of industry, education, and every other field of human en- 
deavor as it is of agriculture. In the development of the production 
of any commodity, whether of the soil or of manufacture, if large scale 
output is to be achieved, standards become a necessity. 

In industry, standardization means the reduction in number of pro- 
cesses of manufacture to a few specific kinds, and a reduction in the 
number of products to a few definite types. 

During the first year of our participation in the World War, when 
shipping was so pitifully short due to an insufficient production, sub- 
marine activities and extraordinary demand, one of the men from the 
United States Bureau of Markets was commissioned and sent to France 
to see what could be done to reduce the number of tools that were re- 
quired to be transported and kept account of in connection with the 
Army’s mechanical equipment. He found nearly forty different types 
of hammers in use, wrenches and files galore, and so with other types of 
equipment and supplies with the result that transportation facilities 
were more or less gummed up and stock keeping and other related work 
made to be of wholly unnecessary difficulty. 

Standards are of many kinds, depending upon the subject matter 
involved, but generally those that occur to use are of two great classes, 
at least so far as they relate to product: 

First. Those based upon inherent character whether of quality, con- 
dition or quantity. 

Second. Those adopted by law, custom or convenience for utilitarian 
or other purposes. 

Standardization in its greatest development is of relatively modern 
growth. Every step of progress has been made in the face of opposition. 
The syndicalism that became apparent in England in the cotton industry 
during the period of the Industrial Revolution was nothing more or less 
than opposition to standardization then being effected by the introduc- 
tion of spinning and other machines. Here, as in every other case, the 
fundamental operation of economic law won the fight for standardiza- 
tion. 

An interesting case of opposition to standardization with respect to 
railroads recently came to my attention; known as the Erie Railroad 
war of 1853. During the period prior to the Civil War there was a 
great diversity in the gauge of railroads, and as a consequence, such a 
thing as a through train was almost absolutely unknown. This was 
particularly true as to roads leading to the West. The change of gauge 
at the then small town of Erie, Pa., forced all passengers from New York 
to Cleveland to change at Erie. The result was that Erie did a thriving 
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business with the Travelers who were compelled there to disembark and 
take other trains. In 1853, the New York Line decided to standardize 
its gauge so that uninterrupted passage would be possible. In December 
when the word reached Erie that the railroad had begun at the state 
line to change the gauge, cannons were fired to summon the citizens 
to a public meeting. A mob quickly assembled, tore up the railroad 
track, destroyed a railroad bridge, the disorder reaching to neighboring 
towns. When the work crew changing the gauge reached the outskirts 
of the Borough of Erie, fresh disturbances occurred in the neighboring 
town of Harbor Beach where the track was torn up, the grade partly 
plowed up, and a bridge destroyed. The issue became hotter and hotter 
until litigation on the subject was carried to the United States Courts. 
One bridge was torn up and rebuilt four times. A feud between the 
states of New York and Pennsylvania practically resulted, and cities 
as distant as Buffalo, Cincinnati and Philadelphia held meetings of 
protest. 

Horace Greeley, caught in the uncomfortable situation wrote in his paper, 
the New York Tribune: ‘I was compelled to ride seven miles through 
a cutting storm of wind, snow and sleet. Let Erie have her way and 
all passengers and freight must change cars before her pie shops.”’ 

Finally, the situation in Erie became so acute that the officers of the 
railroad company living there were practically driven out of the borough. 

It was not until 1854, when the deep and troublesome issue of slavery, 
in the form of the Missouri Compromise, swept the national mind, that a 
mutual agreement was reached which enabled the railroad to change its 
gauge and run its through trains without molestation. 

During my researches on standardization, I found many interesting 
facets. One writer called attention to the fact that in 1820 an army 
officer in charge of the United States Arsenal at Harpers Ferry had 
turned out one hundred rifles whose parts were so accurately made that 
every one of them were interchangeable. This was unheard of up to 
that time. Today, when war requires the production of tens of millions 
of rifles, each type with its parts interchangeable, we little realize how 
important the achievement with respect to the one hundred rifles at 
Harpers Ferry in 1820 was. 

It was my privilege, while Chief of the Bureau of Markets, collaborat- 
ing with Colonel Francis M. Caffey, Solicitor of the Department of 
Agriculture, and other assistants, to prepare the Food Control Act so 
efficiently administered by Mr. Hoover, which played such an important 
part in our war-time economy. In the first, second and third drafts 
of that proposed legislation, a section empowering the federal govern- 
ment to establish standards for agricultural and food products was incor- 
porated. Each time misunderstanding and opposition forced the sec- 
tion out of the bill. Finally, the Food Control Act was passed without 
it, but the Food Production Act had not yet passed. Thereupon I suc- 
ceeded in getting the section placed in the Food Production Act, but 
here again, before the bill came to its final passage, the section was lost. 

This has been the history of attempts to introduce standardization 
throughout the world. 
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With respect to marketing, the subject of standardization, at least 
for our purposes this morning, can best be considered under four topics 
as follows: 

1—of production methods 
2—of products 
3—of containers 
4—of trade practices and terms. 

1—OF PRODUCTION METHODS. 

The standardization of Production. Methods is important not only 
to obtain efficiency as to quantity of production, but as to quality and 
uniformity of production. 

To attain standard marketing qualities, the beginning must be made 
on the farm and in the orchard and truck garden. Great progress has 
been made with respect to the adoption of commercial varieties. There 
are hundreds of varieties of peaches and thousands of varieties of apples, 
but in any given section it is safe to sat that not more than a dozen 
are of real commercial importance. During the last fifty years there has 
been a constant reduction and a focusing upon those kinds that com- 
bine, in the highest degree, the good qualities that the consumer desires 
with the characteristics necessary to make possible successful transporta- 
tion to market. 

Production processes must be standardized if a standardized product is 
to be obtained. An interesting step in this direction with respect to onion 
production came to my attention in 1919 when one of the American 
Fruit Growers’ Japanese tenants in the Coachella Valley, below sea level, 
beside the Salton Sea in the torrid Colorado Desert invented a land 
marking device, on the roller principle, whose use makes it easy to have 
every individual onion plant in a field of any size, planted in a two-row 
arrangement with exactly four inches between each onion in the two 
rows. Here begins the most essential form of standardization of perish- 
able products in an attempt at uniformity in size. 

Illustration of progress in a similar direction, but by different means 
with respect to oranges, has been furnished by the work of Mr. A. D. 
Shamel of the U. 8. Bureau of Plant Industry. There are many unpro- 
ductive drones among the trees in many groves due to variability in the 
character and abundance of production of the buds on any individual 
tree. As a result of Mr. Shamel’s work highly productive trees are 
being used by the nurseries as a source of budwood and trees that make 
small yields on account of having a large percentage of unproductive 
branches are having such branches removed with the result that greater 
uniformity and greater yields have been obtained. 

2—OF PRODUCTS. 

The standardization of products for marketing purposes rests four- 
squarely on standardized production, and can never break the limita- 
tions imposed thereby except to a certain extent. 
We are confronted by a great danger in the United States in the stand- 

ardization of products. Standardization is a field within which each 
of the forty-eight states may legislate with propriety with respect to 
intrastate business. The federal government can function with respect 
to interstate business, but thus far has done so only to a limited degree. 
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The result is that we are developing such a wide diversity of state stand- 
ards as to really threaten the efficiency of distribution through the diffi- 
culty which distributors are growingly experiencing in the marketing of 
the farmers’ product. 

For instance, about fourteen states now have apple grading laws 
which differ among themselves. One of the important features of the 
marketing work of the federal government, in whose inauguration it 
was my privilege to participate, was the establishment of the Food 
Products Inspection Service of the Bureau of Markets. The very simple 
law establishing this service authorizes the Department of Agriculture to 
inspect interstate shipments of perishable products at the great central 
markets. How can we expect the inspector performing this service to 
learn and to apply the many standards now in existence which conceiv- 
ably might reach the number of forty-eight for each product grown 
within the United States. 

At the meeting of the American Fruit and Vegetable Shippers’ Asso- 
ciation in Chicago on the nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-first of 
January, as Chairman of the Legislative Committee, I presented a re- 
port which was unanimously adopted calling for the extension of stand- 
ardization and its simplification by the use of one set of Federal Stand- 
ards. There was included in this resolution a request upon Congress 
to authorize inspection at shipping point as well as at market in order 
that the grower and local shipper might have the opportunity of develop- 
ing to a greater extent his f.o.b. shipping point market and at the same 
time lay a firmer basis for satisfactory trading with the distant receiver 
and for the collection of claims from the carrier. 

I have brought with me a set of these resolutions, many of which are 
of interest to yourselves as much as to the American Fruit and Vegetable 
Shippers’ Association. If the matters so touched upon commend them- 
selves to you, as I hope they may, I recommend the passage of suitable 
resolutions and their transmission to the Chairmen of the Committees 
on Agriculture of the Senate and the House, Messrs. Gronna and Haugen, 
the Chairman of the Sub-committee on Agriculture of the Appropria- 
tions Committee of the House of Representatives, Mr. Sydney Ander- 
son, and to your own senators and representatives. 

The State of Michigan, and its potato growers, during the winter of 
1917-18 gave a very apt illustration of the opposition that sometimes 
develops to standardization and grading. For purely advisory and 
voluntary use, the Bureau of Markets issued in 1917 a circular describ- 
ing the suggested United States potato grades. The experts on perish- 
ables of the Food Administration were so impressed with these grades 
that without consultation with us, under the broad authority conferred 
by the Food Control Act, they made their use compulsory. I well re- 
member the day when one or both of the Senators from Michigan and 
practically every member of the House came to the Department to 
protest against the grades to the text “they will ruin us.” In less than 
eighteen months after this experience, when all of the regulations re- 
quiring the use of the grades had been removed, the president of a con- 
cern manufacturing one of the best potato graders told me that his sales 
in Michigan alone exceeded those of the whole United States for a few 
years before. It is an old story of our fears making cowards of us with 
respect to any innovation, no matter who handles it, or how carefully 
it has been considered in advance by practical experts. 
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Standards are essential to the large scale handling of any product. 
Contracts cannot be made sufficiently definite nor can they be enforced 
properly without them. The producer and distributor will not be able 
to describe with sufficient accuracy what he is selling or the purchaser 
and consumer to know certainly the character of what he is buying 
without them. 

Standards must necessarily not be too complex where the grower him- 
self must apply them. On the other hand they must be of sufficient 
accuracy to convey with precision a description of the product. Suc- 
cessful marketing depends upon suitable standards honestly applied 
throughout the course of travel of the product from the producer to the 
consumer. 

Advertising—that great essential to marketing—is efficiently possible 
only where there are large quantities of standard products with respect 
to which the consumer can be educated. The importance of this particu- 
lar point is recognized by all of the great marketing and distributing 
organizations. The best illustration in part is that of the California 
Fruit Growers’ Exchange, which distributes no less than 30,000 carloads 
of citrus fruit per year and has had, in recent years, an advertising ap- 
propriation ranging from about $300,000 to $600,000 per year. Our 
own company, which handled practically 36,000 carloads of all kinds of 
fruits and vegetables during 1920, has begun an advertising program 
that will extend over a period of years, planned with a view to giving 
all producers who employ our marketing services and who conform with 
our growing and packing requirements the benefit of our advertised 
brands. 

For pictorial and advertising effect, we have selected the name ““BLUE 
GOOSE,” with the figure of a goose, to be applied to the higher qualities 
of all of the fruits and vegetables that we handle. This name and sym- 
bol will be popularized as rapidly as possible, and by living up to the 
high standard we have set for quality, we believe that, as has proven 
to be the case with respect to the Skookum apples of the Northwest, 
the Sunkist oranges of California and the Sealdsweet oranges and grape- 
fruit of Florida, that this name, with an advertising campaign behind 
it, will add real value to every producer’s product that is marketed 
under it. 

Standardization of products is an endless subject. On one occasion I 
held twenty-two hearings in a single month in as many different cities in 
the United States on the question of standardization of wheat grades 
alone. What I have said I think will bring home to you the essentiality 
of standards, if the slogan—THE PRODUCER MUST BE INSURED 
THE RIGHT PROPORTION OF THE PRICE THE CONSUMER 
PAYS FOR THE PRODUCT —that has been adopted by my organiza- 
tion is to be fulfilled. 

3—OF CONTAINERS. 

It seems unnecessary to dilate at any great length regarding the im- 
portance of the standardization of containers. 

The illustration I hold in my hand shows, better than anything I can 
say, the paramount necessity for the standardization of containers. At 
the present time there are currently on the market seventy-four different 
sizes of hampers, twenty baskets of the usual bushel shape type repre- 
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senting a bushel and every possible variation of it several times; twenty- 
five different sizes of baskets customarily known on account of their 
shape as the market basket. 

Efficiency in manufacture of containers and in the distribution of 
products and just plain ordinary honesty demand a radical change from 
this situation. The Department of Agriculture has long urged, and 
the Vestal Bill now before Congress provides for a reduction in the num- 
ber of hamper baskets to five or six from seventy-four, in the bushel 
shaped baskets to four from twenty and in market baskets to five from 
twenty-five. 

One of the resolutions to which I have already directed your attention 
covers this matter as well. 

Standardization, particularly when attempted by any one affected 
interest, or by any agency acting upon its own initiative and not in con- 
sultation with an industry, particularly as applies to changes in the 
shape, size or strength of containers, may operate to the great disad- 
vantage of the grower and shipper. There is a present danger of this 
character, which does not affect at this moment the State of Michigan, 
but does affect the whole southeaster territory, in which the American 
Railway Express Company proposes to forbid the use of bushel baskets 
for the shipment of peaches and other products. If this movement should 
extend to the railroad and the Interstate Commerce Commission would 
permit such an order to be put in force, and force every Georgia peach 
grower to ship all of his peaches, and every early apple grower in that 
territory to ship all of his apples in crates, as is now proposed, the price 
of crates would go sky-high and many growers would not be able to 
secure sufficient supply for the movement of the 1921 crop. 

Climax baskets have already been standardized and their number 
reduced from thirteen to three, namely the two, four and twelve quart 
sizes. 

The extent to which the illicit use of undersized berry tills prevailed 
was disclosed by the Bureau of Markets several years ago in the case 
of Denver, where it was found that hundreds of thousands of undersized 
berry boxes were brought in in a single year for use in repacking berries 
and small fruits for retail sale. 

4—OF TRADE PRACTICES AND TERMS. 

All of the different types of standardization thus far mentioned and 
soon to be mentioned, bear a very close relationship; each is essential 
to the other. With respect to trade practices, standardization is greatly 
to be desired by every factor from the producer on. 

When a producer or shipper sells a car f.o.b., it is necessary that both 
parties to the transaction have the same mental concept of what is 
meant if the transaction is to prove satisfactory, and the best practice 
now is to consider the f.o.b. sale to be one in which the commodity 
quoted or sold is to be placed free on board the car or at shipside at 
shipping point in suitable shipping condition and that the buyer assumes 
all risks of damage in transit whether there is a bill of lading to the order 
of the shipper or not. 
Many of you have had personal experiences of a disagreeable and 

trying character with respect to sales which you had supposed were 
made on an f.o.b. basis. Not infrequently, no doubt, it has occurred, 
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as it has to me, that a car supposedly sold, has reached the market 
only to be turned down by the receiver. 

For a number of years I have owned and operated a commercial 
peach and apple orchard of 120 acres in the hills of western’ Maryland. 
Nothing is so disappointing as to sell a car at a satisfactory price, f.o.b., 
roll it to market and then receive a telegram that it has been declined. 
Sometimes the market has weakened and the receiver has hence taken 
advantage perhaps technically or upon substantial ground, to rid himself 
of his bargain. 

A few years ago I sold a car of peaches to Detroit, f.0.b. my station 
and it did not even pay the freight after standing on the track for a num- 
ber of days. I believe I was called upon at the moment to make good 
a deficiency of over ninety dollars on the freight bill. In this case the 
receiver at the market threw the blame back upon the buyer and shipper 
because of shortcomings of the carrier, namely slow movement and failure 
to be iced, and the shipper to whom I sold threw the car back on me. 
It took the car nine days to reach Detroit and over two days to get 
from the outer yards to the unloading tracks in Detroit. Fortunately 
in this case I was able to collect the value of the shipment from the car- 
rier. However, my personal good fortune was no asset to the industry 
as it meant a practically total loss of a car of good fruit to the consumer 
and a heavy bill of expense to the railroad. 

The avoidance of the economic burden that waste, decay, delay, and 
other undesirable factors occasion, totaling many millions of dollars per 
year, is the end toward which every element of the industry should bend 
its energies. 

Sales for shipment at various dates, sales on delivered terms, track 
sales, and other terms must be equally clearly understood as being uni- 
formly applied if the perishable industry is to be put on a firm and satis- 
factory business basis. Unfair methods of competition likewise must 
be avoided. Prompt settlement of growers’ account and the strict 
observance on both sides of all marketing contracts must obtain. 

Wonderful progress in standardization has been made in the Anglo 
Saxon world since the first intimation given in the records of any attempt 
to establish a standard occurred in 1120 when King Henry ordered that 
the ell or ancient yard should be the exact length of his arm. Neverthe- 
less, we are only now on the eve of the greatest application of standard- 
ization to the problems of industrial, commercial, agricultural and educa- 
tional progress. 

TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS IN THE MARKETING AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERISHABLES. 

There has never been a time in the history of the United States since 
the development of carriage by rail reached a point of development on 
a parity with the population and development of the country, when 
transportation problems played so serious and controlling a part in 
perishable production. 

As you all know, the transportation rates that have prevailed since 
September 1, 1920, represent an increase of from 50 to 100 per cent 
over those that prevailed prior to the World War. The situation has 
now: reached the point where many producing sections, particularly 
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those engaged in vegetable production frankly confess through leading 
producers that they do not know whether they have an industry or not. 
By this they mean that they cannot tell whether their industry can 
possibly survive under the present schedule of freight rates. However, 
this matter will be developed in greater detail later. For the present, 
it is sufficient to point out that unless the rates can be reduced in many 
territories, production will be shifted to new regions nearer to the market 
of consumption, insofar as climatic conditions will permit shifting. 

Our interest in transportation is of two chief kinds— 

First—Service 
Second—Rates 

although these two points do not cover the whole thing. 
With respect to service—the question of inadequate supply of re- 

frigerator cars has in the past been the most important factor limiting 
proper distribution. This situation promises to be greatly helped by 
the reconstruction of old cars along the lines of the Standard Refriger- 
ator car devised by the Department of Agriculture and now adopted 
by many of the railroads and by the Master Car Builders Association. 

Of equal importance in kind—though not in degree—is the question of 
heater car service, either in the form of special heater cars for moving 
products to market from the colder sections of the country like Maine, 
New York, Michigan and Minnesota, or combination cars that can be 
used for both refrigerator and heater purposes as may be required. 
The latter is the more practicable and of the greater importance in trans- 
continental shipment across the mountain in winter. 

In the past, there has been a relative deficiency of high grade motive 
power. With the reduction in traffic, and with the coincidental increase 
in motive power, this problem will assume less importance in the future. 

One of the most important points in the matter of Service is that of 
quick schedules. Before the war, as an illustration, cantaloupes from 
Imperial Valley in California were delivered in Chicago on the sixth 
day and in New York on the ninth. Under conditions prevailing more 
recently, eighth and twelfth day deliveries have been more common. 

A similar situation applies in other sections of the country and to 
other products. As recently as December, 1920, we had occasional 
cars of fruit and vegetables that took from twenty to thirty-five days 
to make the trip to market. Needless to say products that have tarried 
that long in transit are frequently wholly unfit for consumption, entailing 
loss to producer, distributor and carrier. 

With the sharp reduction in traffic that has taken place during recent 
months, the question of schedules has already lost importance, the 
carriers having cars and motive power to spare. This situation is doubt- 
less induced by two factors: 

First: the general depression in business which has caused a let-up 
in shipment of commodities of all kinds; 

Second: the reduction in the amount of traffic offered to the carriers, 
due to high rates militating against the movement of commodities, 
like perishables at rates that the commodity cannot bear. 

This is illustrated by our present experience in Pittsburgh. Sweet 
potatoes, now being received from the Eastern Shore of Maryland regu- 
larly come through in three days. Only a few months ago, it took six. 
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Potatoes from Michigan until recently, required from eight to nine days 
to reach the Pittsburgh market; now they are getting through in four 
to five days. 

It is only fair to say that the lack of refrigerator cars in particular 
has not always been an unmitigated evil, as on several occasions, inability 
to secure the full number of cars ordered has resulted in a more even 
distribution to the markets of the country, preventing gluts with attend- 
ant destructive price reactions. The insufficient supply of refrigerators 
in such cases has also, in its natural operations, forced shippers to weed 
out their inferior stuff and ship only the better qualities, which has an 
unquestionably stabilizing effect on the market. 

MISCELLANEOUS INCREASES IN TRANSPORTATION CHARGES. 

Increases in rates do not represent the only problem confronting the 
perishable industry at the present moment. Refrigeration rates have 
been increased in the various territories from 50 to 100 per cent, deten- 
tion charges have been increased and the time limit on detention has 
been shortened. Likewise, proposals are now being considered by the 
carriers, some of which have been submitted to the Interstate Commerce 
Commission by the carriers requesting permission to put them in force 
involving— 

Ist—Assessing rental charges for the use of refrigerator cars in 
addition to present costs. 

2nd—Eliminating storage in transit privileges on box apples. 
3rd—Increasing charges for ice supplied to refrigerator cars in all 

territories. 
4th—KEstablishing charges for heating service through Southwestern 

gateway where no heater service is required in order to equalize 
the heater car charges in other territories where heater service 
is necessary. 

5th—Increasing demurrage charges very greatly in all territories. 
6th—Increasing heater charges particularly from Maine whose 

large potato crop must perforce move largely in heated cars 
of which there is a very insufficient supply. 

These and numerous other proposals that are pending are of the 
greatest interest and importance to you and your industry. 

Our organization in common with many others is doing everything 
within its power to secure fair treatment for perishable products, not 
only in its own interest but in the interest of the producer and consumer. 
During the calendar year of 1920, we handled nearly 36,000 carloads of 
fruit and vegetables. The freight bills paid by us in our own behalf 
and in behalf of our customers undoubtedly totalled nearly ten millions 
of dollars. In the presence of the existing declining market, these 
freight charges frequently represent for this brief though necessary 
service, an amount greater than the total the producer receives for 
planting, cultivating, producing, harvesting and shipping his crop, 
requiring hard work, through a period of many months. 

In what I have said and in what I am about to say, I do not wish to be 
misunderstood as unsympathetic or unappreciative of the problem that 
has faced the carriers with respect to their necessity for increasing their 
income so that it would be possible to pay a reasonable return upon the 
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value of their investment and to pay a fair rate of wages to their em- 
ployees. 

Our organization has always favored fairly compensatory rates and 
has stressed the desirability of good service rather than rates so low 
as to make a high quality of service impossible. 

Nevertheless, the problem is one worthy of fearless analysis and frank 
discussion. 

If the new rates stifle more traffic than the increase produces in the 
way of revenue, a disservice may have been done not only to the carrier 
but to the general public, and to the producer who has spent months, or 
in the case of orchards, even years in building up his tonnage producing 
powers. 

COMPARISON OF PRE-WAR, WARTIME, AND POST-WAR FREIGHT CHARGES. 

To give you a clearer idea of the heavy burden imposed upon perish- 
ables by present rates, I am inserting at this point in my paper, a table 
showing the rates for the three situations that have prevailed in recent 
years. 

RATES in cents per 100 
Lbs. unless otherwise spe- 

cified 

FROM TO i J 
COMMODITY | san 25/18 | to Aug.25/20| 9/26/20 

1918 1919 1920 

Cadillac, Mich....| New York, N. Y...| Apples sSrol Ae 66 
Chicago, Ill....... .20/5} 25/5 36 

Washington...... New York........ 2 100 125 166/5 
@hicago? 2. a-'.4 100 125 166/5 

Lockport, N. Y...| New York........ Hy 19/5 24/5 34/5 
CMCASOs 6 3 fico 21/5 27 38 

California........| New York........ Cantaloupes 125 156/5 |  208/5 
Whicago. 8/52. ak: | 100 125 166/5 

Colorado......... New York........ ” 82/5 | 1083/5 | 138 
Chicago. : 3. 2c | 2 46 57/5 77/5 

PPUFONG 5555 3 vin. bee New) York<2%-14-.-- 2 125 156/5 208/5 
Chicago... oe 227 = - 100 125 166/5 

Cadillac, Mich....| New York........ Potatoes 37/5 47 66 
Chicago» .2.-41 7x. 20/5 25/5 36 

Minnesota.......| New York......., ie 39 49 66 
Chicago.....220'. 08 19/5 27 46 

Maine 325382 5.434 New York...) +5 yf 35 44 62/5 
Chieago... . 2 253.5% _ | 50 64 89/5 

California........ New York........ | Celery | 125 156/5 | 208/5 
Chissen i782 2te 100 125 166/5 
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RATES in ce nts per 100 
Lbs. unless otherwise spe- 

cified 

FROM TO COMMODITY Jen esis aren ai 8/26/20 

1918 1919 1920 

Orlando, Fla...... ING wa OLlks aha | Celery 39 49 65/5 
@hiGaoowen mace ee: 31/5 40 53/5 

iNew Works... New Y OUks fc nto 23/5 29/5 40/5 
CIMCRP OM eee. | 52/5 66 92/5 

Cadillac, Mich....| New York........ | 44/5 | 55/5 77/5 
(@hicaco ens week | 28/5 | 36 51 

CWaliformia........ ING WHVOLlc aetna | Oranges 115 144 192 
MOINICAP OM varie esr. akc 115 144 192 

Orlando, Fla...... NeW) OPK...) 662 5 61 76/5 102 
per box 

Chicacoen jase en 68 85 113/5 
per box 

Wiehi¢an =. .... 2: New York.:....... | Onions 37/5 47 - 66 
C@hicacow savas see 20/5 25/5 36 

SROXaASH see oe OH NGW: MORK 6... 5- 98/5 124 165/5 
Chicagoist. 8. Ws. | 65 81/5 110 

APPLE RATES FROM MICHIGAN. 

I want to direct your attention first to a few rates on Michigan im- 
portant perishable products. In the case of apples, for instance, from 
Cadillac to New York; prior to June 1918 the rate was 37.5c per hundred 
From July 1918 to August 1920, it was 47c per hundred. Since the 
going into effect of the last increase in rates, about the first of Septem- 
ber, 1920, it is 66c per hundred; an increase of nearly 30c per hundred, 
or about 90%. The Chicago rate from Cadillac on apples used to be 
20.5¢ per hundred; during the war it was raised to 25.5; after the war it 
was raised to 36c per hundred. 

POTATO RATES FROM MICHIGAN. 

Identically the same schedule of rates applies to potatoes as applies 
to apples, in spite of the fact that apples are generally of very much more 
value. This suggests too, the important thought that low grade apples, 
wasty, decayed and relatively less valuable, cost just as much to move 
by freight as fancys and extra fancys. It is a serious question whether 
low grade perishables can be moved, in spite of their great utility in 
many situations, under the existing high freight rates. 

CELERY RATES FROM MICHIGAN, 

As is well known, Michigan produces some of the finest celery that 
is grown in the United States. It is widely distributed and highly 
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prized in many markets. Before the war, the rate to New York per 
hundred pounds was 45.5c; to Chicago 28.5c. During the war, the rate 
was raised to 55.5¢ to New York, and 36c to Chicago. Last Autumn, 
the rate to New York was raised to 77.5c, and to Chicago 51.5c. 

Michigan is by no means. the greatest sufferer. The real sufferers 
are Washington and California, and to only a slightly less extent, Florida. 
It used to cost $1.25 per hundred to ship cantaloupes from California 
to New York. It now costs $2.085 per hundred. The freight on oranges 
formerly from California to New York was $1.15; now it is $1.92. The 
celery rate from California has been increased in exactly the same propor- 
tion as the cantaloupe rate. It is no uncommon experience to pay 
from $500 to $800 freight on a single car of oranges, cantaloupes or 
grapes from California. 

The case of the California lemon grower is almost pathetic. There 
is a plentiful supply of cargo space on practically all ocean carriers. 
Ocean rates have been reduced since the war to an extraordinary extent. 
Inland rates, in the meantime, have increased very greatly. The Sicilian 
lemon grower and shipper can place his product practically throughout 
the eastern United States, shipped all the way from Italy, at a less 
freight cost than our own California shipper must bear. My own organ- 
ization is a large grower of lemons in the hillside section around Corona, 
California. We have had the experience during the past Autumn of 
paying $1.66 per box freight on fruit that sold in the New York market 
as low as $1.25 per box. 

The result on shipments was readily apparent when the new rate 
went into effect. From a movement of about 35 cars per week, it 
dropped to 6 or 8. The increase in lemon rates has been about 75c¢ 
per hundred pounds. The result is to choke off distribution. To come 
out whole on his picking, packing and loading labor, his paper, nails, 
wraps and other packing house supplies, and on his freight, the grower 
would have to receive at least $2.75 per box, and in many cases as much 
as $3.00, without considering any possibility of a credit upon his growing 
costs. It costs even the relatively efficient grower around $3.00 per 
box to grow his lemons and place them on board car, ready for ship- 
ment. 

The effect of this situation upon the railroads, I believe, has not yet 
been sensed by them. Gradually growers will be forced out of business 
and the increased rate instead of being a revenue producer will be a 
revenue reducer. I believe that the Union Pacific in Idaho has already 
found this to be the case with alfalfa hay. No alfalfa was moved, and 
the railroad, in order to induce a movement, cut the rate in half with 
just the result you would expect, namely, the stimulation of immediate 
shipments. The railroads may readily find that this excessive increase 
in rates, so far as perishables are concerned, may kill the “‘goose that 
laid the golden egg.” 

The situation in the apple sections of the Northwest is similar and no 
less serious. The rate from all shipping points in the State of Washington 
to New York and Chicago is identical. Before the war, it was $1.00 
per hundred, then it was raised to $1.25 per hundred, and how it stands 
at $1.665 per hundred. In spite of the best efforts of the most up-to-date 
producers of apples in the world, the Lord will make little apples, and 
not all apples will be fancy and extra fancy. C Grade apples will be 
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produced in spite of every precaution. It is a serious question whether 
the two latter qualities can possibly be marketed under the existing 
freight rate, in spite of its thoroughly useful character. The result is 
to keep many a consumer from having any apples at all. This particu- 
lar situation is aggravated by the fact that the State of Washington does 
not at the present time enjoy the benefits of a lower bulk rate; in other 
words no rate at all on bulk apples shipped in ears is applic: able at this 
time. Hence, they are not only forced to pay high freight rates on’ the 
lower grade stuff, but they must be packed in expensive boxes, costing 
during the last three years, from 25 to 35e¢ per bushel box. 

I do not wish to draw the picture too discouragingly, but perishable 
industries representing in the Pacific Coast and Northwestern States an 
investment of easily a billion dollars, have their future fate tied up in 
the present freight rate. Congress and many good friends of the Farm- 
ing Industry forced the resuscitation of the War Finance Corporation 
in the expectation that it would be a help to our growers. There is a 
bare possibility that it may be; on the other hand, what is needed is not 
steps that will hold prices up to the consumer, but action which will 
put goods within the consumer’s reach so that he can consume more freely, 
thus encouraging production and furnishing tonnage to the carriers. 
Little good can come from uneconomic palliatives for our potato situa- 
tion, when Danish and Scotch potatoes can cross the ocean at a less cost 
than our inland freight from points upstate in New York to New York 
City, or from Maine to Boston, New York and other logical outlets for 
Maine potatoes. The rate on potatoes from Maine, by the way, to 
New York, has been raised from 35e to 6214c. Needless to say, we in 
common with every live organization that has ideals for the future pro- 
gress of the perishable industry in the United States, are doing all we can 
to bring about an amelioration of existing conditions. We are interested, 
not only because of the great quantities of the commodities we handle 
on a merchandising basis and the very much greater quantities that we 
handle for growers accounts on consignment, but we are gravely inter- 
ested as producers, owning, leasing and operating at least 16,000 acres 
of orchards, groves and gardens. We know the growers’ problems and 
when we work for him, we are at the same time working for ourselves. 

At the present time, our producing properties are scattered from Penn- 
sylvania to Washington, and from California to Florida. We try to be 
a real factor in the life of every community where we own properties. 
We realize that we lose a certain amount of efficiency that exists when 
the individual owner of an orchard operates his own place. However, 
we selected our Managers from the class of Agricultural College gradu- 
ates and practical fruit growers who have their heart and soul in their 
work, and in the communities where they live, and who, while not owners 
of the individual properties they supervise, are nevertheless stockholders 
in the corporation, so that their interest in efficiency is very greatly 
stimulated. There are other gains to large scale operation in the way 
of purchasing barrels, boxes, baskets, fertilizer and farm equipment and 
supplies of every kind at wholesale price. I have visited every property 
in the United States that we own except one, and I have accurate reports 
on that one, and I am able to say that every one of them is a greater 
asset to the community because of higher productive condition than it 
had when we purchased it. Many of our properties were purchased at 
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relatively low prices because of run-down condition. They have been 
rehabilitated, and are producing more and better fruit than they ever 
have in the past. 

After several fat years in the fruit industry, we have now come to a 
time when decline in prices, high costs and other factors are going to 
eliminate the unfit. The successful orchardist, vegetable grower or 
shipper, is the one who weathers the misfortunes of lean years and con- 
verts them into opportunities for success. My many years of public 
service, naturally and inevitably color my view of the duty an organiza- 
tion like ours owes to the industry. In this our whole staff of Executive 
Officers are in agreement with me. We are looking not only to the suc- 
cess of our individual organization, but we wish to help to make the 
perishable industr yasaw hole, one of the stable businesses of the country. 
*“To convert it,’ as our President, Mr. Crutchfield, often says, ‘from a 
risky business into a business of risks’? by wide-spread operation and 
thoroughgoing organization, securing modest average returns over a 
period of years, rather than have a feast one year and a famine the next. 

WEDNESDAY MORNING. 

The meeting was called to order at 9:00 A. M. by the Chairman, 
Mr. G. A. Hawley. 

Chairman: Now is the time for any questions that you want to bring 
up. 

Question: Do red raspberries need tipping like the black ones? 
Mr. Farrand: I have never tipped a red raspberry. I understand 

you need not for they don’t throw out laterals like the black ones. 
Question: Is nitrate of soda worth as much as a fertilizer as sulphate 

of ammonia at the same price per ton? 
Mr. Farrand: Sulphate of Ammonia has about 25% more nitrogen 

than nitrate of soda, and should be worth that much more in proportion. 
Member: When you can buy it at the same price I wondered why 

the difference? 
Mr. Farrand: It is news to me if you can buy it at the same price. 

By all means buy the Sulphate of Ammonia as it carries 25% more 
nitrogen than the nitrate of soda if it can be bought at the same price. 

Member: I have a question written out on that very thing. Can’t 
something be done by the Farm Bureau to get a reduced price for the 
farmers and fruit growers on Sulphate of Ammonia? Instead of paying 
$100 per ton why not get it for half as much as that. Sulphate of Am- 
monia is a by-product of coal burned in the factory near the mouth of the 
coal mine. ; 

Question: Is it a by-product of coke? 
Member: That is a question that I cannot answer. That is a ques- 

tion for the State Farm Bureau to work out. Whether it will be the 
policy of our National Farm Bureau to go into the Manufacturing of 
coke and in that way get the supplies of Sulphate of Ammonia I don’t 
know. Maybe you could answer something about it. 

Member: The only thing that I know of what we could do today for 
this Association is to pass a resolution for the Farm Bureau to take hold 
of it. It don’t seem right for us to pay $100 per ton for that by-product. 
If it is in order I move that a resolution be made to that effect. 
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Chairman: We will refer that to the Resolutions Committee. I will 
appoint that Committee as soon as we get through here. 

Question: I understand that the farmers can get it from the Farm 
Bureau at $81 per ton. 

Mr. Farrand: The last I heard was $87 from the State Farm Bureau. 
If it is $81 that has dropped down very much. 

Chairman: Any other questions? 
Question: What are the principal causes and preventions for pear 

blight? 
Mr. Marshall: Pear blight is caused by bacteria which may be carried 

from one tree to another in the spring, usually about the time the trees 
are in bloom. At such time there may be cankers on the blighted trees 
and usually a sort of a sap exudes from these cankers. This sap is 
sweet and bees like it and they will carry this to the blossoms when the 
trees are in bloom which results in blossom, spur and possibly twig pear 
blight. If the conditions are favorable it may grow or spread back into 
the branches. 

Concerning the control of pear blight, we can’t say any more now 
than probably 25 years ago. Cut out the blighted twigs below the 
brown bark and burn them. In some sections, practically in the North- 
west, they have pear blight cutting campaigns. They go through an 
orchard and cut out all the blight to be found. That is the way they 
keep it under control. I do not think pear blight is very serious in this 
section of the country. I have seen pear blight bad enough to make 
an orchard appear almost brown in the spring and summer. That cuts 
down your crop for that year. It would be impractical, and the cost 
would be too much to attempt to cut out all of this blight. Many times 
these same orchards will not show any blight at all the following year. 

Question: How do we get the blight when it is found in the body of 
the trees? 

Mr. Marshall: I should have said that these bacteria may enter the 
trees through any wound or break in the bark. 

Mr. Crane: We are somewhat of the opinion that ants carry pear 
blight during the summer season. They are very active on trees and 
we wonder if tangle foot would have any effect of keeping them off of 
the trees. I have raised pears for 30 to 40 years now and have special- 
ized in pears considerably. When I was active enough, I did all of 
my Own pruning, when I looked over my own pear trees. I did not 
allow the Farm Bureau to do that or any man for I thought I was a 
little keener of observation than they were. So always in the month of 
March I went over my pear trees and I got so that I could discover the 
limb that was going to have blight the next summer from the discoloring. 
You ean always tell a healthy tree by its color. I used to as a rule cut 
out every limb that had a discolored appearance. I marked that tree 
and found that it developed the blight the next year. My son has been 
going through the pear orchard this winter and cutting out every limb 
that showed signs of blight. There seems to be no cure only to get 
ahead of it. If it starts in a limb you have to cut it away below to get 
ahead of it. If it gets in the body we cannot control it. We can keep 
it down in this locality as well as anywhere in the United States by ob- 
servation and great care of our pear trees. I was wondering if the tangle- 
foot would have any effect of keeping the ants off of the trees. In the 
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summer flies and bees will carry the bacteria to tender spots in the trees 
that we do not know about. We ought to find out some preventives for 
pear blight for it is very serious in some localities. 

Question: I would like to ask if cultivation and pruning have anything 
to do with the spreading of blight. 

Member. Yes, I believe that heavy cultivation and heavy pruning 
would put the trees in a condition that would produce blight. It makes 
a weak, tender growth and under that condition the tree is more sus- 
ceptible to blight. 

Question: While we are on this subject of pears I would like to know 
if we could control pear psylla? 

Mr. Crane: I want to give you the latest I have on that pear psylla. 
Of course, they tell us to fight the flies, I have the book from Ontario, 
Canada, where they carried out an experiment that looks very good to 
me. Iam going to try it anyway. They had a bad time of it in 1917. 
Their trees were just covered with it which was a great injury to their 
crop. Their Department took hold of it and carried experiments of 
something to go by the next summer and so they went into the green- 
house. They put some trees into the greenhouse and started the flies 
to working on them and they simply covered the trees with eggs. They 
sprayed the eggs when they had been laid four days. It takes them a 
period of from four to ten days to lay their eggs. During those four to 
ten days they made up different formulae of spray. They used | to 7 
lime sulphur, 33 test and their count on eggs was every egg killed that 
the spray came in contact with that had been laid for from four to ten 
days and in the formula of one to nine and one to ten they would not 
average over 75% killed. They further tried an experiment of one to ten 
with addition of starch. They used two pounds of starch to 40 gallons of 
one to ten of the lime sulphur. This seemed to kill them 100%. There 
are always a few eggs that are laid after that period of ten days and so 
they followed this up in the blooming period. They used their poisons in 
the rest of the work and they caught the eggs in that stage. They 
carried this on in two large orchards the next summer with perfect suc- 
cess and the check rows in those orchards were just covered with psylla. 
This sure looked good to me. Spray just before the cluster bud begins 
to open up. A tree sprayed with a strong solution at that time will also 
kill any scale that is present. 

Chairman: We will have another opportunity for more questions at 
the end of this session. I think we had better take up the next topic. 
We will have time before dinner to continue this question. As it is very 
important we will suggest to the Horticultural Department that they 
do a good line of work on pear Psylla. Is Mr. Low in the room? As he 
is not we will pass over this topic and take up the ‘‘Practical Experiences 
with Commercial Fertilizers.’ This is divided into four parts and the 
first is by Mr. Anderson on ‘‘Peaches.’’ Mr. Anderson is not in the 
room so Mr. Buskirk who has the section on ‘‘Grapes’” will speak on 
that at the present time. 

Mr. Buskirk: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: You will 
pardon me if I speak on notes on this subject. There are two or three 
reasons for that. One of these I feel about this subject as a boy in an 
orchard who got caught stealing apples. The owner met him at the gate 
and asked him what he had to say. He answered, ‘TI haven’t anything 
to say.” 
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Until the last three years the grape farmer has been sailing close. 
He did not have much money to put into commercial fertilizers unless he 
got money enough from outside sources and then he did not place it in the 
grape business for it was not a paying proposition. With what experi- 
ments I have carried on it takes two years to get results from commercial 
fertilizers on grapes. A man who gambles very much or sails uncharted 
seas sails pretty close to the shore so if anything occurs he could get out 
all right. There has been other reasons for that. Our labor conditions, 
our young men who were on the farms a few years ago have left us in the 
lurch. The farmer is looking for quick returns and you cannot get 
them in the grape proposition. With our fertilizers, nitrate of soda, 
which has been used quite a little we could see results the first year; the 
other fertilizers we could not. I think the fertilizer which has been used 
the most is bone meal. We have had very good results from bone meal. 
We throw broadcast two to five hundred pounds of bone meal to the acre 
and put it by handfulls around the vines. I have used bone meal and 
wood ashes mixed half and half. A number of years ago I used ferti- 
lizer on the light places and they began to bear two years before the 
vineyards where I did not use any fertilizer. In places I used bone meal 
alone and ashes alone. I think the bone meal was the one that had the 
best results. We have been shipping in a lot of stable manure but it was 
very deficient in potash. We have got to use potash somewhere and 
lime. We are using more lime than we did. I can’t say that I received 
any results from lime but I could raise a cover crop. It takes quite a 
while for our fertilizers to act on grapes. Even our stable fertilizer we 
use takes two years to get good results. We used the stable fertilizer 
on 16 acres two years ago and we had a moderate crop the first year in 
grapes but we got results in foliage. The next year the crop on that 
16 acres doubled the last year’s crop but it took two years to get the 
results. I am inelined to believe that we have got to build our grape 
vine the year before we build our crop. The one that uses commerciat 
fertilizers this year will not get results the same year. Our County 
Agent has been carrying on experiments with lime rock and Acid phos- 
phate. Up to that we haven’t anything definite to back on. Mr. 
Larkins is using nitrogen. Claims he gets results. They are coming 
back to the Phosphate. It was used two years ago in a vineyard I was 
watching. We did not get any results from that the first year and a 
freeze came and our grapes fell to the ground. The second year was 
better but we lost them on account of the frost. I know of a vineyard 
that was started three years ago of two acres. The first year they only 
received 500 pounds of grapes off of it. This has been carried on for 
four years and they got six tons off of the same vineyard coming up every 
year by the use of bone meal. 

Question: They did not use any cover crops? 
Mr. Buskirk: No cover crops were used. But they had a nice weed 

cover crop that you do not get when you do not use bone meal. 
We could have been called a miner or a slave for we mined our soils 

and drove the whole family to work to make things come out right at the 
end of the season. We hardly dared keep books. Three years ago a 
little Farmer’s Club appointed a man to keep books on the grape busi- 
ness. When the end of the year was up we called for the report. He 
said, “I have not much of a report and if I had kept them six months 
longer I would have went bankrupt.”’ 
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I used last year a commercial fertilizer which I purchased from the 
Farm Bureau. It was half bone meal and half acid phosphate. I liked 
that very much as the acid phosphate mixed with the bone meal stayed 
through for two or three years. I have had better results in getting a 
cover crop since I have been using the acid phosphate. We are going to 
try this coming year with nitrate of soda and potash but we have not any 
definite results that I have been able to find anywhere. We are going 
to grow our nitrogen. 

Question: What do you grow for nitrogen in grapes? 
Mr. Buskirk: I personally would try the sweet clover. I think the 

sweet clover is going to be a winter plant. Some use rye and vetch and 
vetch has been used for the last seven or eight years as a high producing 
plant. Rye and vetch in a large vineyard gets the start of me. You can 
use a farm plow. I dislike a disc. 

Question: How deep do they plow the vineyard? 
Mr. Buskirk: About two inches. Just enough to turn the ground 

over. We have got to have something for a cover crop that we can get 
on and plow late in the season. I have serious doubt if there is any ferti- 
lizer that would pay you the money that bone meal or acid phosphate do. 

Question: Don’t you have to keep the commercial fertilizers up? 
Mr. Buskirk: You can use cover crops if your land is in the right con- 

dition. You have got to continue using something. We have mined 
these grape soils for 30 years and we have got to put something back for 
30 years. 

Chairman: We will reserve our questions until we get through with 
the topics along the line of fertilizers. 
We will now hear from Mr. Hamilton on Fertilizers pertaining to 

“Apples.” 
* Mr. Hamilton: Mr. Chairman; members of the Michigan State 
Horticultural Society and friends: 

A number of years ago I heard a lecture on the use of commercial 
fertilizer delivered before this society in Grand Rapids. It seemed to me 
to be very clearly demonstrated by the gentleman handling the sub- 
ject, that in Pennsylvania in a series of years, acid phosphate in connec- 
tion with nitrate of soda, added much to the growth of the apple trees 
and the quantity of fruit produced. 

The next spring after this meeting I bought two sacks of acid phos- 
phate, with the intention of using it In conjunction with nitrate of soda, 
as an experiment. I found after getting the acid phosphate that I could 
not obtain nitrate of soda, so decided to use the phosphate alone. About 
blossoming time I told one of the men to weigh out five pounds of acid 
phosphate into a pail, counting the number of handfuls it took to make 
five pounds, and apply an equal amount to all of the trees in one row of 
apples in the old orchard, distributing it evenly over the ground as far 
out as the branches of the trees extended. I was busy at the time and 
in about half an hour or less the man returned reporting that the ferti- 
lizer had gone a little over two rows. Naturally I was provoked because 
in scattering the acid phosphate he had gone over double the number of 
a I had intended, and put it on about half as thick as I had instructed 
im. 
I explained to him this was an experiment in which I was deeply 

interested, and I was very much disappointed because he had put it on 
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only half as thick as it should be, but I said, “Jack, now you have a 
pretty good idea how much 2% pounds are, go down to the young orch- 
ard, take one row and be careful and put on the same amount per tree 
as you have been sowing under the old ones. In a short time the man 
was back well satisfied this time he had done his work in the proper 
manner. I asked him how far this second sack had gone and he replied 
about half way through one row. I was thoroughly vexed, because 
without counting the trees I realized too late that he had put on this 
acid phosphate much heavier than I had planned. 

The young sod mulch orchard where he had distributed this ferti- 
lizer was on an average of possibly ten years of age, and this particular 
row where the acid phosphate had been scattered extended about 14 mile 
covering various types of soil, mostly sandy loam and rather light, but cross- 
ing some heavy soil, and passing through rather a low spot which had 
more or less of the wash soil from adjacent higher ground. It developed 
that the man had put around these little trees twice as much per tree 
as he had put on the 40 year old trees, or something like five pounds. 
However the work had been done and there was nothing to do but watch 
results. During the summer I could not see that the application had 
benefited the old trees in any way. The small amount of two and a half- 
pounds over a 40 ft. circle did not even affect the grass. 

In the young orchard in a few days the grass began to turn a darker 
green, weeds of all kinds began to outstrip their neighbors in growth, 
the foliage on the trees began to grow with added vigor, the terminal 
shoots of the trees pushed forward much faster, fruit buds seemed to 
form in greater numbers and all summer you could tell this particular 
row of trees by its dense black foliage as far as you could see the orchard, 
all because of the mistake Jack made in applying somewhere near the 
proper amount of acid phosphate. The fruit which hung on these 
fertilized trees during the first summer was larger. In fact after we 
were through packing Transparent I found a very large specimen which 
had been missed in the picking. I took it to the manager of our fruit 
exchange and asked him what kind of an apple it was and he confessed 
that he could not name the variety. The apple was as large as a good 
sized Pound Sweet and looked much like it. 

The texture of the fruit on the treated trees the first year was not quite 
as good, nor did the fruit have as fine a finish as on other rows, there being 
an indication that possibly a slight excess of acid phosphate had been 
used, as there was just a little tendency for some of the apples to be 
coarse, some were affected with Baldwin spot, and even a few had water 
core. But these little deficiencies were more than over balanced by the 
added size of the fruit. 

The type of soil covered in both old and young orchards as mentioned 
would be termed as a whole rather sandy, but the experiments covered 
some pretty heavy soil, and the benefits resulting during this season 
seemed to show very strikingly all summer in the young orchard, as 
much on the low ground and on the clay as on the sand. 

The next spring the trees which had received an application of acid 
phosphate the previous season blossomed much fuller, and had I spent 
a few hundred dollars for acid phosphate in the spring of 1918 and received 
the same results on all my orcharding I believe I would have been better 
off to the extent of a few thousand dollars in the fall of 1919. I would 
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say that the Yellow Transparents which had been treated had nearly 
doubled the quantity of apples, Wealthy contained more, it increased the 
yield of the Grimes a vast amount. Steel Reds just coming into bearing 
had from a few apples to a bushel per tree, and I do not believe on the 
other ten or fifteen rows of apples in the sod there were more than a dozen 
Steel Reds all told. 

Going back to the early spring of 1919 on account of the splendid 
results I had obtained in my little experiment the previous year I decided 
to use more acid phosphate, and applied in the neighborhoood of eight 
tons to my bearing orchards, trying to apply as nearly as possible from 
eight to ten pounds per tree on the old trees and about four pounds per 
tree on the younger ones. In 1919 I was able to get some sulphate of 
ammonia in addition to the acid phosphate. I applied this to one row 
across the young orchard putting on about 21% or 3 pounds per tree, and 
it is worthy of special mention that a part of this particular row where 
the sulphate of ammonia was applied, crossed a part of the orchard 
which was under cultivation. And what was the result with all this 
expense and work? I could see no beneficial results whatever on tree 
growth, or foliage all summer where I had applied acid phosphate alone 
on the sod portion of the orchard. What was the trouble when I had 
derived such striking benefits the previous year? Was it the season? 
Possibly in part, but I am inclined to the opinion that I did such a thor- 
ough job of spraying during the early summer in my frantic endeavor 
to eliminate scab that I burned off much of the foliage with the mixture 
used. It is interesting to note that on the sod, where the sulphate of 
ammonia had been applied in addition to the phosphate, in spite of the 
burning tendencies of the spray mixture used the foliage remained fine 
and thrifty all summer, as did the whole block under cultivation, which 
understand had a good application of acid phosphate with but the one 
row receiving in addition the ammonia. These trees under cultivation 
received thorough culture—a cover crop of vetch and rye having been 
turned down when the rye was about two feet high. Where I had used 
the ammonium sulphate on the sod the foliage remained as good as the 
trees under cultivation or nearly so. This particular part of the row 
in the sod which had received sulphate of ammonia in addition to the 
acid phosphate, produced an abundance of fruit buds, and held the 
foliage until late fall. There was no apparent benefit resulting in the 
part of the row in the cultivated portion where the sulphate of ammonia 
had been used over the balance of the orchard under cultivation. This 
would prove to my mind so far as my soil is concerned sulphate of am- 
monia, or nitrate of soda would not be a paying proposition if acid phos- 
phate was used in conjunction with vetch and rye or some good nitro- 
genous cover crop and cultivation methods employed. 

Last spring I bought a duster, and while I am still a little skeptical 
about its controlling scab and worms as well as the liquid spray, I cer- 
tainly did not burn off my foliage, and it was a great contrast to the 
foliage seen by many members of this society the year previously. I 
am still of the opinion that part of the good foliage however may have 
been due to the acid phosphate applied in 1919 but I used considerable 
nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia this past summer. The nitrate 
of soda was put on rather late, a little after blossoming as I remember. 
The foliage I believe was benefited and I am confident I will get good 
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returns on the money expended in added fruit next fall where it was 
applied. The sulphate of ammonia came too late to do much good and 
was distributed about the middle of June. While it had some effect 
upon the foliage I question whether it has added materially to the fruit 
buds, but as my foliage as a whole was good last summer, if I am not 
mistaken the trees have plenty of fruit buds for a crop of apples next 
fall, the fertilized portion showing up somewhat better than the unferti- 
lized. But what effect did I have relatively speaking where I had used 
Sulphate of ammonia on the orchard the previous year in my apple crop 
last fall? On the cultivated area where I had used nitrogen on the one 
row in addition to acid phosphate I could see no marked advantage over 
the balance of the trees under cultivation, the apples were no larger, 
the trees no fuller, and the trees had no perceptible added growth over 
the others. 

Where ammonia had been applied to the trees on the same row in the 
sod it had increased the yield double over others in the sod I would think, 
and had added materially to the growth of the trees, and was money well 
spent. Some are under the impression that acid phosphate will add color 
to apples. On my soil it does the opposite as I believe will be found true 
with anything which adds vigor, growth and foliage to the trees. Too 
much either acid phosphate or nitrogen will make “apples more inclined 
to coarseness, Baldwin spot, water core and a deadening of color. It is 
my opinion the proper amount can only be told by experimenting, with 
the various types of soil and conditions of culture. If apple trees are 
not vigorous and the soil is badly worn out no doubt acid phosphate 
and chemical nitrogen will prove their worth on the average Michigan 
soils, under either sod mulch or cultivation. With cultivation good soil 
and plenty of humus and nitrogen in the soil, my experience would lead 
me to believe that acid phosphate alone would be the thing to add, as I 
think it has been found that most of our soils lack phosphorus, but under 
such conditions I would be a little cautious in using much commercial 
nitrogen. With acid phosphate and a good cover crop of vetch and rye 
and cultivation I have found my orchard carrying as heavy loads ‘of 
apples as I would want during the last two years with prospects of a 
bumper crop again next year and no helpful signs showing where com- 
mercial nitrogen was used in addition to the phosphate. But on sod my 
observation would indicate that a liberal use of nitrogen in some form 
and acid phosphate would improve the general health of the tree, and 
add much to the crops as certainly my experience in using acid phosphate 
alone on my sodded orchard in 1918 and the subsequent crop harvested 
the next year proves without doubt it was beneficial to a high degree and 
my experiment in 1919 and the subsequent crop in 1920 indicates the 
value of commercial nitrogen in apple raising on my type of soil. 
My advice to apple growers who have not already used commercial 

fertilizers is to at least try them out in an experimental way, especially 
sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of soda and acid phosphate. You may 
be astonished at the results. 

Chairman: Mr. Flory of South Haven will now take up the subject 
on Small Fruits. 

Mr. Flory:. Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: My experience 
with commercial fertilizers is simply a personal matter with me and 
used mainly with gooseberries and currants covering a period of ten 
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years with what I could find available on the farm. Wood ashes, barn- 
yard scrappings mixed with acid phosphate applied among the bushes 
and cultivated. I used this for a few years until the Pulverized Sheep 
Manure came on the market. That appeared to me to be about the 
thing. I mixed this pulverized sheep manure and acid phosphate pound 
for pound, scattered it under the bushes four handfuls to the bush and 
cultivated that in. That method was followed for several years alternat- 
ing every three years by barnyard manure. I used this method up to 
last year when not being able to get this pulverized sheep manure I 
purchased the sulfate of Ammonia. I thought if it would be good for 
other fruit it also would grow berries. I therefore purchased that as 
I said before and plotted one patch of a thousand bushes in six different 
plots and using the following mixtures on the plots. 

Plot No. 1. I used a mixture of two pounds of sulfate ammonia, three 
of acid phosphate and three pounds of sheep manure which I had left 
from previous vears. 

Plot No. 2. Two pounds of sulfate, two of acid and two of bone meal. 
Plot No. 3. I used pound for pound. 
Plot No. 4. I used only sulfate of Ammonia. 
Plot No. 5. J used sulfate and acid phosphate. 
Plot No. 6. I used two pounds of sulfate of ammonia, three of phos- 

phate and two of bone meal. 
My prospects were very promising but a late frost coming along and 

getting my Downing Gooseberries left me a very light crop in the, 
Downing. The Houghton being more hardy gave me a very good result 
the best I have had in the growing of berries. Another patch which I 
had used about the same methods except the Ammonia which I could 
not procure but the results were very different, practically 40% less 
than on the first patch, therefore I attribute that to the sulfate. 

The currants were treated practically along the same lines. They had 
one application to my knowledge in the last ten years and that was fol- 
lowed with nitrates in the way of hen manure scattered around the bushes 
as I got them along. I got very good results. I expect to follow the 
application of hen manure with the acid phosphate this next season. 
I think the combination will be very good. I think the berries were 
very good in quality and quantity. With the cap fruit I have had no 
experience whatever in the Commercial fertilizer proposition. I think 
this is all I have to say. 

(Applause) 
Chairman: I wish to announce the Resolution Committee, Mr. T. B. 

Woodman, Robert Anderson and Geo. Friday. 
The following resolutions were adopted: 
1. Your Committee realizing that the Horticultural Building, Labora- 

tories equipment and cold storage, are inadequate to give efficient service 
for Experiment Station work to meet the needs of the increasing fruit 
interests, urges the officials to take such action as will meet the demands 
along these lines. 

2. We wish to especially express our appreciation for the courtesy 
and hospitality extended to our Society at its first meeting to be help 
at the Michigan Agricultural College with especial mention of the Buffet 
luncheon served by the Horticultural Club students and recommend that 
consideration be given to hold other meetings at M. A. C. 
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3. We congratulate the Horticultural students on the splendid show 
on Exhibition at the Armory. 

4. We also wish to express our appreciation to Mr. Chas. J. Brand, 
Manager of the American Fruit Products Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mr. 
George L. Comlossy, Superintendent of the Perishable Products Serv- 
ice, N. Y. Central Lines, for their splendid addresses to our growers. 
Also, to our own local fruit growers, retiring Secretary Mr. George M. 
Low, Robert Anderson, Carl Buskirk, W. L. Hamilton, H. E. Flory, E. FE. 
Slater and J. A. Barron who took part on the program. 

Chairman: We will now hear from Mr. Robert Anderson as to his 
experiences with Commercial Fertilizers pertaining to ‘‘Peaches.”’ 

Members of the Horticultural Society: While there are lots of things 
which might be mentioned in regard to use of Commercial Fertilizers 
I shall try to describe a few in hopes that more may be brought out in 
later discussions. 

It seems useless to mention why we should use commercial fertilizers 
as we all know that with increased cost and scarcity of manure some way 
must be solved for fertilizing our trees if they are to produce big crops 
of fruit for in the majority of cases in the use of manure the rest of farm 
suffers or rather it is a case of robbing Peter to pay Paul. 

As a peach is a heavy feeder of nitrogen it usually responds to the use 
of some nitrogenous fertilizer, in increased vigorous growth, richer foliage 
and better setting of fruits which is of more benefit in years of light 
crops. 
We aim to supply from two to three pounds per tree of either nitrate of 

Soda or Sulfate of Ammonia on trees over five years old and from one- 
half to one and one-half pounds on trees under that age. There does 
not seem to be any difference in results from either of the above forms 
of nitrogen although it is claimed the sulfate does not prefer an acid soil. 
Perhaps the continued use of sulfate may require an application of lime 
to correct acidity produced. 

One of the main important things as regards to the use of nitrates is to 
be sure they are applied early in the season as soon as the leaf buds open 
or show green. I have never seen as good results when the materials are 
applied later in the season because it is early in the season before the 
bacteria in the soil become active that you want the nitrogen applied 
to give the trees a good start. 

The use of acid phosphate does not seem to give such quick or direct 
results as the use of nitrate but indirect results through better and in- 
creased growth of cover crops and more annual crops of fruit. We are 
using from 300 to 400 pounds of acid phosphate per acre spread broad- 
cast through the rows. Results from the use of potash are not very 
definite as it was practically impossible to purchase it during the war 
and the price was also prohibitive. 

It seems there has been lots of mention made in regard to use of potash 
for fruit trees as to the coloring of fruit. I have sometimes wondered 
if there was not some delusion for the reason that in comparing results 
of plots fertilized with nitrogen’ against those fertilized with potash. 
The trees fertilized with nitrogen are usually later in maturing while those 
fertilized with potash are more mature thereby having more color. I 
have seen no direct benefits from the use of lime on an orchard except 
indirectly through the cover crop. With the increased use of nitrates 
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I am favoring the use of rye more as a cover crop because it makes a 
large growth early thereby enabling you to plow your orchards early 
before the moisture is all gone. 
We got just as good results from sulfate as we did from nitrate. Our 

results from the use of potash are very indefinite as practically for the 
last three or four years it went out of sight and was impossible to get. 
There seemes to be less mentioned in regard to the use of potash. When 
you fertilize with nitrates they have the effect of producing heavy foliage. 
I am more and more coming to use rye with a heavier dose of nitrates 
in spring on some of the humus cover crops. That grows very early 
so you can plow it under early. As to the over-dose of nitrates, I have 
not yet had any bad results of the over-dose of nitrates and I am going 
to keep on as long as I see good results. 

Chairman: If there are any questions along this line of Fertiliza- 
tion this is the time for them. We can take a few minutes. There is 
a Gentleman right here to answer your questions if you have any. 

Mr. Taft: I want to emphasize the application of these chemicals. 
The growth of a tree is made early in the season and if you delay the 
application of nitrate and phosphate until later you will fail to get the 
effect on the growth of the trees. I would advise applying at least 
three weeks before the trees blossom and you will then get more moisture 
to make more effect on their growth. 

I might say a word regarding some experiments we have been putting 
on the last year on cherry, plum and apple trees. That on the younger 
trees that have been in cultivation in cover crops and very good class 
of soil we fail to see any effect in the growth. The cover crops have been 
improved by the use of chemicals and indirectly you have got to get 
the results from that. The same is true in the sod land. In the sod 
lands you have to use some mulch or manure around the roots of the 
roots of the trees with either nitrate or sulfate, half pound to 5 pounds 
and upward to larger bearing trees and with practically the same amount 
of the acid phosphate. We also used with these potash but as yet failed 
to get any results. 

Chairman: Any further questions along this line, if not we will take 
up the next topic ‘Suggestions for Experimental Work in Horticulture” 
by Mr. Low. 

Mr. Low: Mr. President, Members of the State Horticultural Society 
I certainly feel unqualified to make any suggestions along this line for 
two reasons: the first place, I am not a practical fruit grower because 
I disposed of my two farms the latter part of December and the only 
reason that I did not refuse my good friend Mr. Farrand to do anything 
along this line is because he never refuses. For that reason I did not 
refuse. I feel unqualified to make very many suggestions along this 
particular line. 

One thing I notice around Farmers’ Institutions and our meetings 
where we have any College men particularly, and I do not refer to any 
person in particular, they used to refer to this up here as the College. 
“We do this up at the College.” I like to think of this place as our 
Experiment Station. I have a son at home who may attend college. 
I like to think the College is for him, the Experiment Station is for my- 
self and the rest of us who are thrashing our our every day problems. 
That is just merely a suggestion. 
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There is a lot of work carried on here. They carried on experiments 
on all kinds of soils and the different fertilizers but they don’t seem to go 
just far enough. We want to remember this is a commercial production 
with us. We figure on it in the end. I would like to see some dusting 
experiments carried out and see if we can’t carry the experiment with 
half of the dust. 

We hear from down in the dewberry region that they would like the 
dewberry crossed up with their hardier varieties. They would like to 
get out of the trouble of burying their dewberries every fall, although 
this may be a blessing in disguise. 

The raspberry growers would like a type of clover that will stand the 
winter because they are in need of a cover crop that will give a lot of 
tonnage for the humous needs and will not root very deep. 

One other thing that would be very important in this Institution is 
a eold storage. It seems to me that it is high time this Horticultural 
Society gets behind this Horticultural Department and finds some means 
to have a cold storage. I understand that the experiments of the game 
are not being carried on simply for the lack of place to keep the Horti- 
cultural facilities of this State. Everything is a little bit of a cold stor- 
age. I believe I have a cellar at home that will keep apples as well as 
that. How are we going to do these things in a kind of a place like that. 
There is plenty of work that could be done along the line of annual prun- 
ing and bud formation in getting some of our semi-annual bearers to be 
annual bearers, Baldwins for instance. There is plenty of work to do 
along the Entomology line. We must not confuse this with the Experi- 
ment Station. We must have better equipment and means to really 
demonstrate what has already been proven to give good results. I 
think Mr. Farrand just wanted me to start this ball a rolling. I would 
like to have what some of the rest of you have to say along this line. 

(Applause) 
Mr. Rogers: There is a Gentleman in this room that has had con- 

siderable experience in dusting and if it would be in order I would like 
to have him give some remarks on it. I refer to Mr. Cheney who has 
done a lot in the dusting of apples and other fruit. 

Chairman: Mr. Cheney we would like to know something about 
dusting. 

Mr. Cheney: My experience in dusting has passed over a period of 
five years. I have used no liquid at all. I think there are possibilities 
in dusting especially for the man that has a lot of hills to climb. 

Question: Did you get good results this last year? 
Mr. Cheney: No, I did not. I used three dusts this year on part of 

the trees and two on the others but I have kept fruit clean with seven 
dust applications but with two or three applications you can’t do it. 
As far as the cost is concerned I think the cost is greater than with the 
liquid. That is my experience. There are other things to consider in 
the dusting proposition. If you have a rough farm and can’t get over 
the hills in time with the liquid, the dust will prove of greater value and 
you can put it on at the time you want it, where you could not do it 
with the liquid. In the last two years I have made a pretty good show- 
ing on this plat. If there are any more questions that I can answer 
I will be glad to do it. 

Chairman: On this particular subject ‘‘Suggestions for Practical 
Experiment” from the fruit growers themselves. We have these fellows 
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at the College and they want us to tell them what problems trouble us. 
If we do at any time they take it into consideration. 

Question: How much of the dust troubles you? 
Chairman: We are going to get away from that dust. I want to 

keep to this subject. I will say right here, along that subject that I 
would like this College to take up very seriously this dusting proposition 
before they tell anybody what to do. I tell you I’won’t tell them any- 
thing to do right now. 

Mr. Halligan: We have been working since 1916 on the dusting 
proposition and we have probably carried on dusting experiments on a 
more extensive scale than any time in the past. For three years we have 
carried on dusting tests here in the southwestern part of the State and in 
the Grand Traverse section. We expect to continue the work in those 
sections the coming year. As far as apples are concerned we have been 
very successful concerning the scab. As far as cherries are concerned 
we have been what a commercial grower would call successful with fungus 
on the cherries but our experiments show that it has not controlled the 
fungus as well as the liquid. On the dusting proposition with the apples 
while they have been very successful we are not confident at the present 
time with our present program when it comes a wet season. For that 
reason we have not recommended it and do not intend to recommend at 
the present time the use of the dust as a substitute for the spray. We 
will give you our results and will recommend it to growers who cannot cover 
their trees with the spray at the proper time. Now in other States of 
the Country they have not been as successful as we have been by the 
use of the dust in controlling apple scab or pear scab and some other 
diseases. Whether that is due to the fact that they are not efficient, do 
not apply it at the right time, or because their climatic conditions are 
different we are not able to tell. This dusting is a new proposition and 
two seasons are not enough. We will simply give you the results of our 
experiments as quick as they are available so you can apply them to your 
condition as nearly as you can. I would say if a grower can get on a 
liquid spray, put on the liquid spray because it is cheaper. We are 
hoping that the dusting proposition will develop and that we will get 
dust possibly finer and get better machinery so that in the near future 
our dust will be just as efficient as our liquid spray. We don’t expect it to 
be better than the spray. Better only if the man can do a more efficient 
job in dusting than in spraying. At the present time the one advantage 
is that you are able to get it on at the critical time. 

Member. I want to give my support to what Mr. Low has said in 
regard to a spirit of cooperation between the practical fruit grower and 
the Experiment Station at the College. Now think of the College in 
two ways. We send our Children there to get a College education, 
think of the Experimental Station as taking up these problems of growers. 
It is the practical fruit grower that has the problems. It is the fellow 
that is out in the orchard that gets these problems. We need some sort 
of a Committee that can be appointed by this Association of practical 
producers that can work in cooperation with Experiment Station and 
keep a closer spirit of cooperation and keep this idea before both the 
growers in the way of results and before the Experiment Station in the 
way these things ought to be worked out. If it is in order I would like 
to make this motion, that the Society appoint a Committee of fruit 
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growers to work in cooperation with the Experiment Station as these 
problems come up in a revised or right way and other capacities that we 
‘an work it. 
Mr. Halligan: I support the motion. 
Chairman: How many do we want? 
Member: About five is the general number. 
Member: It seems to me if a thing of that kind is to be earried on 

it has got to be over a field broad enough to get practical results. You 
would have to have a man from each locality in order that you get some 
definite knowledge as to our experimental work in connection with the 
College. 

Mr. Farrand: We don’t want too large a Committee. The larger 
your Committee the less you get anywhere. You want a grower to 
represent each kind of fruit, one to represent the grape growers, one 
to represent the apple growers, etc. That is the kind of a Committee 
we want. We hope out of this to have cold storage that will amount 
to something. We are just starting in fruit growing here and all of these 
different problems are coming up. If we need equipment at our Experi- 
ment Station the fruit growers should get back of the movement and 
go to our Legislature and get money to supply those needs. ‘The first 
thing that we need is a new building. The Horticultural Building is a 
relic of the past. It is a disgrace to the State and the fruit growers are 
to blame. You get what you want and they can go on and do effective 
work with the equipment. We must have men that will get back of 
this movement and push. That is the kind of a Committee that we 
want. 

Chairman: Any more questions? ' 
Mr. Miller: I notice that the remark has been made to work down 

the Lake shore. Bear in mind Oakland County too. A year ago we 
planted a thousand young trees in Oakland county and I believe one 
of our problems in the future is going to be storage problems and I would 
like to see our Experiment Station do some work on that. 

Chairman: Probably the best thing will be to leave this in the hands 
of the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee will appoint 
a Committee of 5 to act with the Horticultural Department of this 
Experiment Station in regard to experiments that must be carried on. 

All in favor of this signify by saying ‘‘Aye.’”’? Carried. Mr. Secre- 
tary The Executive Board will meet at this time tomorrow and will 
appoint that committee. 

Member: I know there is quite an interest in cold storage proposition 
investigation work that might be carried on by the Experiment Station. 
I think we ought to have some sort of an idea as to what a thing of this 
sort would cost. In 1911 or 12 we built in a small cold storage equip- 
ment at the Oregon Agricultural College which cost about $3,500. To 
earry on the work that we should carry on there and to meet the cold 
storage problems that would eventually confront the growers we should 
have probably not less than 8 or 10 storage rooms. That would take 
care of some fruit that we would use for the College work and about 
75% of the space could be turned over for Experimental Station Work. 

It would not be wise to construct a separate cold storage building, 
to be used solely for such a purpose. <A cold storage equipment could 
be better and more economically installed as a part of a large building 
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containing all the laboratories needed in the several phases of Horti- 
cultural investigation. 

Chairman: We want a great big Horticultural Laboratory. We are 
all in favor of that. We will take the appropriation down to the Legis- 
lature that we want and if we put it down as low as we can get it we 
may stand a chance of getting the appropriation. 

Question: Did the fellows here at the College ever try using just a 
little ime sulphur with the peach spray? 

Chairman: I have never used any poison in the peach spray yet. 
Question: Do you have any trouble with peaches rotting. 
Mr. Dutton. We never got any results on peaches about Grand 

Rapids. We did until the brown rot came and we got no results from - 
our Experimental work. We got results on other things but peaches 
did not pay. 

Mr. Farrand: Can you tell them about the brown rot in other States? 
Prof Halligan: In Georgia they have had good results in controlling 

the brown rot. The use of lime sulphur, eight pounds of lime, eight 
pounds of sulphur to 50 gallons of water. 

Question: How do you account for their peaches all rotting this year? 
I see by the reports in Georgia that the peach growers are very much 
exercised over the results of this year. I thought you might have some 
definite information as to what they did. They have proved this, that 
the boiled lime and sulphur was a success but there has been a great deal 
of dusting on these orchard in Georgia. I wonder if it would not have 
been better if they had left off the boiled lime and sulphur and used just 
the dust. 

Prof. Halligan: They are not doing anything. 
Mr. Crane: They harvest their crop of peaches in Georgia in the rain 

and they hardly ever deliver .a car load of peaches in good order. They 
rot down with the brown rot. Whether we got the germs of brown rot 
by using cars that they used by not fumigating those cars or it may have 
come from some other source. We did not have the brown rot in our 
orchards as we have it now unless it was in the North. I would like to 
get some definite information to just what they have gone through 
that has brought such results as this year. 

Prof. Halligan: They don’t have the brown rot year after year. 
They will spray for a year or two and give it up. As far as your propo- 
sition is concerned your peaches might be covered with brown rot when 
they left the farm but they have not developed it. If you go into rail- 
road yards you will find lots of carloads of peaches and fruit that have 
diseases of this sort in transit. A car of peaches can stand around for a 
week and not develop brown rot. You must have brown rot in your 
orchard. 
Now the men of the Exchanges seem to have trouble once in a while. 

As Mr. Kelder is not here, Mr. Barron of Fennville will take up this 
subject. 

Mr. Barron: Mr. President, we are supposed to have a discussion of 
Exchange problems in relation to production. I believe by the program 
Mr. Kelder should have talked first. Mr. Kelder stayed at home. He 
showed good judgment. 

To start off with I would like to get this into a form of discussion. I 
want to know how many market through fruit Exchanges? We have got 
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probably 40. Now, how many through the Federal Fruit Exchange? 
A few here. Now, then I believe they are all honest. Most farmers 
are honest and I want to be absolutely honest. How many of our Fenn- 
ville growers who are present were satisfied with their sales this year? 
Get your hands up if there were any. 

Member: We had to be satisfied. We were in it and could not get 
out. 

Question: I noticed that your Fennville people say you were satisfied. 
Why were you satisfied? Did you not get all that the market demanded, 
all that it would stand? If you did you ought to be satisfied. 

Mr. Barron: Maybe I should not have said it in that way. I can’t 
understand what I am to talk about. We have some problems in rela- 
tion to production. I don’t know what he had in mind, the proposition 
of each Exchange man starting out in the spring and advising fruit grow- 
ers when to spray, how to spray and when to cultivate, etc. on down 
through or whether he had in mind some other problems. Exchange 
men can be of some help to growers occasionally when they get on to 
something that is all right that we can pass out to them. Other times 
we get on to something that is all wrong. To illustrate last season we 
had a little trouble in getting lime for peach spray. I had an idea they 
would ship better spraying with the mixture of glue and sulphur. It 
looked all right and we could buy it. I sent out a circular letter and 
got some formulae. It worked fine up to the point where they put 
poison in it and did not put any lime in it. One of my growers came 
to me and said that I had ruined his peach orchard and I had. We,know 
that something is needed along that line. We believe we can make quite 
an improvement. ‘The freight charges are high and packages are higher 
and they are going to stay higher than they were two years ago. The 
money that fruit growers make is going to be made in the better grades. 
It costs as much to deliver a poor grade as a good one. If we can get 
on something that will raise our grading ten per cent it will pay well. 
We have discussed this at different times and we came to the conclusion 
that we could hire a field man to do this and could go out and advise the 
growers. We put that proposition up to them and I believe that three 
out of four of our growers voted ‘“‘No.’’ It seems like it was going to 
be up to them to look around and hire a man to sell the low grades at 
no one price. Now Iam going to call on some of the Exchange members 
that are from Fennville and ask them. I would like to ask Mr. Hamilton 
if he knows of any way that the Manager could help him in raising 
crops? 

Mr. Hamilton: I don’t know. Probably he could if he was wide- 
awake and was very interested in it and knew various new things that 
come up and better qualified than the fruit growers in the Exchange, he 
probably could. 

Mr. Barron: If he were better qualified but can he be? He has got 
other problems to think about. I think the Manager has plenty of 
problems in the Exchange to handle. It is doubtful if he would be of 
much benefit in the raising of fruit. I think it is the business of the 
farmer to look after the raising of the crop although the manager may 
help at it sometimes. I think if the office is well equipped so that you 
can get out circulars that we can be of some service to the growers. 
We will be careful in the future in advising a man to use glue and there 
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may be some other new things that will come up and some of them will 
be all right. I think where we fell down we put in arsenate of lead 
when we ought to put in some lime. 

Member: Mr. Taft has a formula of using glue for brown rot. It will 
prove out one of the most excellent formulae for brown rot. I think 
we ought to carry it out. If I put in arsenate of lead I will put in lime. 
Maybe we could hear from Mr. Taft. 

Mr. Taft: As for its noted importance glue has been used for years in 
New York and I have been successful in controlling brown rot. The 
quantity used was very small that it could not do any harm. We did 
not use arsenate of lead. Sulphur wet thoroughly with a solution of 
glue then diluted so that we got about four pounds of sulphur to 50 
gallons of water. The material was used for experiments on brown rot. 
Substitute for it is boiled lime sulphur. That, of course, is more effective 
but it is dificult to prepare without danger of burning. Regarding the 
boiled sulphur, I was in Chicago a month ago where they had men from 
all over the country. We discussed the result of lime sulphur and they 
all agreed we had good success when you had a low temperature and 
very much moisture especially if you had open heads to allow the air 
to pass through and dry out the trees but they all agreed that in wet 
seasons that you could not control the brown rot. 

Question: I would like to ask how much glue they used? 
Mr. Taft: The formula I gave was to dissolve one ounce of glue in 

a gallon of water and mix in with that four pounds of sulphur until you 
have a thick paste and then at that add 50 gallons of water. 

Mr. Barron: I have taken up 20 minutes now and as I do not know 
anything about the glue business I will give the rest of the time to Mr. 
Slater from Millburg. Thank you. 

(Applause) 
Mr. Slater: When I received the notice from Mr. Farrand stating 

that my name was on the program I told my wife that I would be like 
the darky who was passing the cemetery one night very late and a moon- 
light night. He was looking back over his shoulders all of the time. He 
noticed a ghost walking along side of him. Mr. Darky didn’t stop to 
ask any questions, he simply started to run as fast as he could. Finally 
he dropped down on a log to recover and pretty quick the ghost caught 
up with him, set down side of him and said, ‘‘Rastus you surely can run.” 
Rastus, ““And just as soon as I can get my breath I am going to run 
some more.” I may start to run before I get through. 

(Laughter) 
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: I have been asked by your 

Secretary, Mr. Farrand, to discuss the topic of Exchange Managers 
Problems and their relation to Fruit Production, and when I state that 
the past season was my first experience as an Exchange Manager you 
will agree with me that it is rather difficult question to talk upon, es- 
pecially so as we have with us today men who have long been very suc- 
cessful as managers and are therefore more able to talk on this question 
than Iam. The past season was the worst in the history of Michigan 
in a great many ways in so far as the farmer was concerned and all of 
our Associ ations worked more than to capacity during the entire season. 
Our greatest problem was the more than poor transportation facilities 
which we were compelled to put up with, during not only part, but the 
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entire season, it being a case of fight for every car that was set in at our 
siding. At the start of the season I was inclined to blame the most of 
our trouble in not being able to obtain refrigerator cars to the fact of our 
Association not being on a main line, but according to all reports we 
fared better than quite a number of Associations who are on a main line, 
therefore the only conclusion to draw is the inefficiency of the railroads. 
The question of obtaining cars to ship our fruit in is one of our main 
questions and there should be some way of compelling the Railroads to 
furnish cars when needed. Last spring we had promise after promise 
that there would be plenty of cars and no one need worry about same 
and while we all realized the fact that in many cases our crops were from 
two to six times what we anticipated same would be, the fact remains 
that the Railroads did not make any effort to relieve the situation to 
any extent, consequently a great many of our farmers lost hundreds of 
dollars and to say the least this is a blow to any man who has worked 
hard to raise a crop and then finds he is unable to get it to market. Some 
of you people here today may feel that this meeting is not the proper 
place to bring up this question but allow me to say that this same question 
affects your Society and College here as well as every farmer present 
a great deal more than you may think. No matter what you or I think 
the fact remains that if the farmer is unable to get his crops to market 
especially at a time when his crops are large and he has a chance to make 
a little money as he did have last season he will soon become discouraged 
and wish to quit the farm and when the farmer-feels this way, how will 
the farmers’ sons feel? The farmers have been the goats in past years 
and today is the only man in the world who has nothing whatever to say 
regarding price he shall receive for what he has to sell. Therefore, I 
say it is about time the farmer had his say. Few people outside of the 
actual farmer realizes the fact that the farmer of today must not only 
work but must study as well if he hopes to become successful. Our 
Colleges and Societies are doing wonderful work and without them we 
would not get very far with our farming today. This fact is being realized 
more and more each year and I venture to say that today you will find 
very few farmers but what wish to send their boys to College if able to 
do so. As an Exchange Manager I am often asked many questions per- 
taining to the treatment of the soil as well as the crops and as I lack the 
knowledge of you old farmers I simply turn to one of your College circu- 
lars and if unable to find an article covering the question | simply write 
to College and the desired information is promptly furnished free of 
charge. I fully believe that through the efforts of our Colleges, Asso- 
cilations, Farm Bureaus, etc., that the day is coming when the farmer 
will not be compelled to set back and always let the other fellow dictate 
prices and make all the profit as he always has done in the past. But in 
order to accomplish this we must stick together and stick to the finish. 
We handled an enormous crop of fruit the past season and had it not 
been for our Associations I fully believe that we would not have received 
one-half what we did receive for same. This may sound like a very 
broad assertion, to any one who is not a member of an Association but 
just stop for a moment and figure what it would have meant the past 
season had all our fruit been dumped on our nearby markets. As it was, 
they were simply flooded all during the season and the Boat lines were 
unable to handle the small part they did handle without a shortage or a 
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loss account of delay on a great many of our shipments so it is an easy 
matter to see what the result would have been had they been compelled 
to handle all instead of only a part of our crops. You are all well ac- 
quainted with the facts concerning the package question the past season 
and know what a big steal it was. Therefore, we do not feel it is neces- 
sary to go into any details regarding them except to say that I believe 
the time is coming when the farmers will own their own package factor- 
ies and by so doing cut out considerable expense. In closing I simply 
wish to read you figures showing amount of fruit handled the past season 
by our Association at Millburg. 

Having lived in a large city for 27 years I have been on both sides of 
the fence and know that the great majority of people living in large towns 
and cities are under the impression that the farmer is the man who has 
always made the money but we, who are or have been farmers know that 
the other fellow is the one who has made the easy money while the farmer 
has done all the work and run all the risk. The farmer does not want any- 
thing but what is fair as well as a voice in naming the price he shall 
receive for his crops. 

Chairman: Any questions? 
Our Summer Meeting will be held in Oceana and Mason Counties. 

Those are the best counties in the State and it will make everyone want 
to attend. Everyone is invited to attend. The people up in that 
country I am sure will give you a very warm welcome. 

Mr. Farrand. Before we close I want to say that I believe there is 
a great room for membership in this State Horticultural Society. If I 
am going to be Secretary we are going to have more members than in the 
past two years, because you can’t keep up these programs and go on 
with this work without their support and the fees are not large. If 
the Society is worth anything it is worth keeping up. 

Chairman. If there aren’t any more remarks we will adjourn and 
hope to see you all at the Summer Meeting. 

Meeting adjourned. 

FINIS 
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND M. A. C. ADOPT NEW POLICY. 

A new policy originated at the mid-winter meetings of the Michigan 
Horticultural Society when the Society asked its president to name a com- 
mittee representing the several fruit interests of the State to meet with 
the experimental workers of the Department of Horticulture of M. A. C. 
for the purpose of bring about a closer relationship and understanding 
between the fruit growers and their problems on the one hand and the 
Department of Horticulture and its work on the other. The appoint- 
ment of this committee was the direct result of a discussion of “‘Sugges- 
tions for Experimental Work in Horticulture from the Viewpoint of the 
Practical Fruit Grower’ at the mid-winter meetings of the Michigan 
Horticultural Society held at M. A. C. during Farmers Week. 

Kach member of the committee has been selected as specifically rep- 
resenting some one or two of the fruit interests of the State and because 
of his special knowledge and practical experience in producing such 
fruit crops. Furthermore, most members of the committee are extensive 
growers of practically all kinds of tree and small fruits. The personnel 
of the committee is as follows. 

G. A. Hawley, Hart, President, ex-officio 
C. E. Buskirk, Paw Paw, Chairman Grapes 
Geo. Friday, Coloma Small fruits 
Robt. Anderson, Covert Peaches and plums 
H. Blakeslee, Crane, Fennville Apples and pears 
Harry Rackham, Northville Apples 
A. J. Rogers, Beulah Cherries 

The meeting of this committee which was the first of the kind ever 
held in the State, was called by Professor C. P. Halligan, Head of the 
Department of Horticulture, February 23rd and 24th at Grand Rapids 
for the purpose of going over lines of experimental work suggested and 
outlined by the Experiment Station workers; to receive criticisms and 
suggestions from the committee regarding the work countemplated and 
to receive suggestions as to new projects that should be started. 

Plans for grape experiments were presented which are designed to 
determine the effects of different fertilizers upon the growth, maturity 
and yield of vines. The experiment is planned to take care of any soil 
variations that may be encountered. At the suggestion of the com- 
mittee, it was decided that tests be made to determine the maximum 
amounts of nitrogen that could be safely and economically applied to 
vines. 

Outlines for grape pruning experiments planned to determine the 
number of buds that may best be left on vines of low, medium and high 
vigor, and to determine which buds, with respect to location, are the 
most productive and satisfactory buds to leave, were presented. 

It was pointed out that co-operative experiments with grapes had been 
unsatisfactory in New York and that the grape growers should make 
some arrangements whereby the Experiment Station could have the full 
charge of one or more vineyards in the grape sections for a term of years. 

The committee requested the Department to plan fertilization tests 
with small fruits, such as red and black raspberries, with and without 
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irrigation, along the same general lines as those outlined for grapes, to 
be done in Berrien and Van Buren counties. 

The committee approved of the Department’s plans for further com- 
parative testing of dusting and spraying on all kinds of fruits and pota- 
toes; the development of. contact dusts and cheaper and more efficient 
dust mixtures; the development of copper dusts for grapes, cherries and 
potatoes; the development of satisfactory spreaders for insecticides and 
fungicides, and experiments for the control of pear psylla. pear and 
apple scab, peach leaf curl, brown rot, grape leaf hopper and grape 
berry moth. 

The committee visited the Graham Experimental Farm near Grand 
Rapids where the following experiments are being carried on. 
A test to determine the comparative effects of grass sod mulch, alfalfa 

sod mulch, and clean cultivation with cover crop upon yield and growth 
of Duchess apple trees and their relative needs of nitrogenous fertilizers. 

An experiment to determine the relative effects of such cover crops 
as rye, millet, vetch, oats, and clover, upon growth and yield of apple 
trees and to find out which cover crop returns the greatest amount of 
humus to the soil. 

An experiment with a young orchard to determine the comparative 
values, costs and effects of growing apple orchards with such treatments 
as alfalfa sod mulch, with and without applications of nitrogen; alfalfa 
sod with a straw mulch substituted for the hay mulch; and a clover sod 
with straw substituted for the hay mulch to be compared with a plot in 
cultivation and cover-crops. 

An experiment to determine the time at which nitrogen should be 
applied to peach orchards and to note the results associated with appli- 
cations made at different times. 
A comparative test of sod mulch supplemented with fertilizers and 

cultivation with cover cropping for sour and sweet cherry orchards. 
A pruning experiment, involving six standard varieties, to determine 

whether young apple trees should receive no pruning, light pruning or 
severe pruning during the first eight to twelve years of the orchard’s 
life and to determine if non-pruned trees should be more heavily ferti- 
lized than pruned trees. 

Because of the disagreement among apple growers as to the amount 
of pruning young trees should receive, an experiment similar to the 
above was planned, at the request of the committee, in an orchard of 
five-year-old Jonathans near Grand Rapids. 

Plans for an experiment to determine to what extent biennially bearing 
varieties of apples can be made to bear in off years or annually through 
pruning, heavy fertilization or a combination of both were discussed and 
perfected. 

Tentative plans of the department for apple pollination work to 
determine the degree to which Northern Spy, Duchess and Hyslop Crab 
are self-sterile and if so what varieties should be interplanted with them, 
were endorsed by the committee. 

Outlines of plum pollination experiments to determine whether varie- 
ties of the several groups of plums would serve as efficient pollenizers for 
othe groups were presented and additional crosses suggested by the 
committee. The need for cherry and pear pollination tests was empha- 
sized and plans made whereby practical tests will be made by several 
growers. 
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The committee requested the department to experiment with a Duch- 
ess orchard in Berrien County, in which individual tree performance 
records have been kept for six years, to determine if the low yielding 
trees could be made to produce crops equal to those of the high pro- 
ducing trees. 

That the committee will be a valuable asset to the department and 
the fruit interests of the State and will function for good, was clearly 
demonstrated at its first meeting. Nearly every experimental project 
presented was thoroughly discussed and seldom did they escape without 
undergoing some form of alteration or addition that would better fit 
them to meet the more pressing problems of the fruit growers. 

The committee, in many cases, took upon itself the task of finding 
or providing orchards and fruit plantations in which the several experi- 
ments might be conducted. Because of the limited funds at the dis- 
posal of the department for conducting investigations, the committee 
volunteered to make arrangements with fruit exchanges and growers 
to furnish some of the fertilizer. 

Every effort was made by the committee to thoroughly familiarize 
itself with the conditions under which the department is working. It 
was astonished to learn of the limited facilities at the disposal of the 
department and deplored the fact that more funds were not available 
to carry out investigations in the industry which brings more money 
into Michigan than any other agricultural pursuit. 

Plans were discussed for bettering facilities for investigational work 
in Horticulture and the committee instructed its members to acquaint 
the fruit growers of the State of the facts and to urge the growers to 
get behind a movement to secure a suitable Horticultur: il building and 
equipment. A sub-committee on publicity was appointed whose duty 
it will be to acquaint the fruit growers of the state with the activities of 
the committee, the lines of investigation which are under way and the 
progress being made along the several lines. In other words, the Horti- 
cultural Society, through this committee will convey the results of investi- 
gations of the department to the fruit growers. 

That the Horticultural Society took a big step in bringing about a 
closer relationship and understanding between the Society, the fruit 
interests of the State and their experimental workers, through the ap- 
pointment of this committee, is to state the facts mildly. 

The third annual mid-summer automobile tour of the Michigan State 
Horticultural Society through Oceana and Mason counties, August 
2, 3 and 4, was attended by a jolly but business-like crowd of more than 
300 fruit growers representing 21 Michigan counties and three states. 
The tour was educational from the time it formed at the Graham Horti- 
cultural Experiment Station west of Grand Rapids Tuesday noon until 
it ended on the shore of Lake Michigan about five miles south of Lud- 
ington early Thursday afternoon. 

Fully 200 interested fruit growers gathered at the 100-acre Horti- 
cultural Experiment Farm, half of which was recently given to M. A. C. 
by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham, during the forenoon and were con- 
ducted through the young orchards where the new ly inaugurated cultural, 
fertilization and pruning experiments with all kinds of tree fruits were 
explained by Professors Halligan and Marshall. The visitors expressed 
approval of the experimental projects and voiced a desire to visit the 
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Station two or three years later to see the results for themselves. Mr. 
H. D. Hootman, superintendent of the station, was praised for the 
Sth manner in which the orchards and grounds had been super- 
vised. 

After enjoying a cafeteria lunch, provided by the State Horticultural 
Society, the fruit growers drove to Treasurer Munson’s famous Vine- 
croft Fruit Farm where they inspected some 35 acres of vineyards, some 
of them past 30 years old, and plantings of other tree and small fruits. 

Some 25 automobiles, every one loaded to capacity, made the 80-mile 
drive from Mr. Munson’s to Shelby, arriving there just as the sun was 
dropping behind the Western Oceana orchards. The hotels were crowded 
to capacity but the people of Shelby showed their generous hospitality 
by taking the visitors into their homes. 

Early Wednesday morning fully 80 automobiles parked on the streets 
adjacent to the Oceana Canning Company’s plant while the visitors 
inspected the plant from cellar to garret and upon leaving were presented 
with cans of beans and peaches and cigars. Because the number of 
fruit growers and automobiles greatly exceeded expectations, thus 
lengthening the time required for parking and getting the caravan 
under way, it was necessary to pass up several interesting orchards. 

The first orchard visited Wednesday was that of Thomas Smith, near 
the Lake Shore. Under most conditions, results from fertilizers on 
intensively cultivated orchards are not contrasting, but not so in Mr. 
Smith’s orchard for several carloads of hog manure had produced won- 
derful results in tree vigor and size and set of fruit of the several varie- 
ties. Mr. Smith prefers Bordeaux to lime-sulphur as a summer spray 
because he thinks it results in less burning and cleaner fruit. He had 
sprayed six times, using the old spray rods rather than guns, and the 
job was so thoroughly done that the visitors could find only two or three 
fruits showing scab in a 40-acre block of old trees. 

The Session’s orchard, recently purchased by Thos. Smith, presented 
an object lesson in pruning peach trees. Mr. Sessions explained his 
method of training and pruning, and showed orchards 14, 25 and 32 
years of age from which all fruit is picked from the ground and four-foot 
stepladders. He emphasized the advisability of lowering or renewing 
the tops of peach trees about once in three or four years. ‘The Sessions 
trees are open centered ones with three to five main framework branches 
and, after pruning the tops of the trees, are practically straight across 
or form a plane. Mr. Sessions has been a noted peach grower for many 
years and the inspection of his orchards was indeed educational. 

Brief stops were made at Mr. Averill and Dr. Munger orchards where 
cultivation and fertilization were of chief interest. Unfortunately check 
plots were not left for comparison. At Juniper Beach a cafeteria lunch- 
eon was served after several parties had taken advantage of the excel- 
lent bathing. 

The fruit growers drove through several well laden orchards west of 
Hart during the early portion of the afternoon where they studied the 
orchard practices followed. In President George Hawley’s orchards 
results of fertilizer tests on peaches in cultivation were noted, following 
which Prof. Dutton explained a spraying vs. dusting experiment with 
Monarch plums. Little fungus had developed but the foliage of the 
untreated trees was sparse and yellowish, contrasted to the large amount 
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of dark green foliage on both the dusted and sprayed blocks, demon- 
strating that both dusting and spraying were apparently equally valu- 
able in maintaining the general health and vigor of the trees and that 
either paid in spite of little fungus development. 

Benton Gebhart’s orchard offered an excellent opportunity to study 
varieties and the effects of top-working varieties on others. Mr. Geb- 
hart has won many prizes at fruit exhibitions and a visit to his orchard 
of numerous varieties grown under the best of care told the story. Mr. 
Gebhart, who is one of the oldest members of the horticultural society, 
and President Geo. Hawley joined in serving every guest peach sundaes 
on the lawn of the former. 

The autos then moved about eight or nine miles east of Hart to Thos. 
Smith’s Walkerville orchard. In spite of the long, dusty trip every man 
and several women followed the congenial and enthusiastic owner through 
his 52-acre orchard of thirty-year-old Spy, Baldwin, Wealthy, McIntosh, 
Wagener, and Jonathan varieties. The visitors were amazed at the 
enormous crop of absolutely perfect fruit of the several varieties. Some 
trees had as many as 25 pole props under them. ‘The ground under the 
Wealthy trees was covered by a layer of withered thinnings. A net 
return of $25,000 to $30,000 would be a conservative estimate for this 
year. 

Most interest centered about the renewal work in this orchard. Six 
years ago Mr. Smith noticed that many of his trees has been partially 
girdled, probably through freezing injury. The bark had died three- 
fourths the way around some trees and over a distance of as much as 
four feet along the trunks. Mr. Smith is not the type of man that gives 
in under adverse conditions, so he began bridging over these seemingly 
hopeless injuries on 24-year-old trees, with the result that these trees 
are today in a wonderful state of vigor and are producing crops of ten 
to fifteen barrels and more per tree. Of course these trees have been 
“fed.”” Manure has been used when available and at other times high- 
grade commercial fertilizers have been liberally used. The cultural 
system consists of good cultivation every other year with clover sown 
in late summer to remain as a sod for the following year. It should be 
added that Mr. Smith is a Chicago commission merchant and must 
rely to a great extent upon hired help. He provides them with the 
best of living conditions and consequently gets very good men and he 
is generous in giving them credit for the conditions in the orchards. A 
load of watermelons served by Mr. Smith was a fitting climax to the full 
day of orchard inspection. 

The tired and hungry tourists were abundantly served to a tastefully 
prepared banquet by the ladies of the Congregational Church for the 
Greater Hart Association Wednesday night, after which Prosecuting 
Attorney Pugsley welcomed the visitors to the ‘‘Hart’”? of Michigan. 
Among others to talk were George Hawley of Hart, president of the 
Society; T. A. Farrand of Eaton Rapids, secretary; James Nicol of South 
Haven, president of the Michigan State Farm Bureau. Mr. Nicol 
emphasized the need of better standardization and distribution; pointed 
to the achievements of the traffic department in steadying the strawberry 
market by proper diversion of cars; and stressed the need for precooling 
plants along the lake shore before another small-fruit crop is ready for 
movement. 
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Early Thursday morning the long line of cars were moving northward 
from Hart into Mason county. In Michael Fitch’s Montmorency cherry 
orchard the visitors noted that nitrate of soda applied in May (which 
was thought to be too late to produce results this season) had forced a 
much better growth and decidedly more and darker foliage than check 
plots, and the acid phosphate had produced a slightly better condition 
then the checks. 

At Mr. C. D. Kistler’s old apple orchard in heavy sod similar ferti- 
lizers were applied at the same time, the nitrated trees showing some 
effect but no noticeable improvement for phosphates. Had the applica- 
tion been made earlier the results certainly would have been more con- 
trasting. The Butler and Hitchcock orchards both very efficiently 
managed by women weye next rigidly inspected and several men were 
heard to remark that they would be glad to let these women manage 
their orchards. The latter orchard had a block of heavily loaded Bart- 
lett pears that were worth travelling miles to see. 

The last orchard visited was that of Mr. Smith Hawley, veteran fruit 
grower and one of the oldest and most ardent workers of the Society. 
Intense cultivation and thorough spraying had produced a wonderful 
crop of apples, peaches and pears in spite of the dry season. 

Luncheon was served picnic fashion on a high, wooded bluff overlooking 
Lake Michigan. A short program followed the luncheon at which 
President Hawley, Smith Hawley, I. T. Pickford, County Agent of 
Oceana, Kris Bemis, County Agent of Mason, and D. L. Runnels of the 
Grand Rapids Press made short talks. The County Agents of Oceana 
and Mason counties were highly complimented for the manner in which 
they had worked out the details of the trips and handled the large crowds 
in their respective counties. Mr. Runnells, upon learning that a short- 
age of funds in the society’s coffers would probably make it impossible 
for it to hold its annual meeting in Grand Rapids in December, had 
arranged with the Grand Rapids Press by telephone for the meeting 
to be Sheld in the auditorium of the Press Building without charge and 
made such announcement before adjournment. The invitation was 
accepted by the executive committee. 

The value of such a tour cannot be estimated. The fact that the 
attendance of busy fruit growers is growing each year is sufficient proof. 
Fruit growers have the opportunity to see and judge for themselves and 
they find a lesson in every orchard visited. The very informal pienic 

luncheon served on each of the three d: ays and the tramps through the 
orchards offer an opportunity for growers from distant parts of the state 
to rub shoulder to shoulder and learn to know fellow fruit growers and 
their problems. A statement by one of the executive committee, ‘“Mak- 
ing this trip each year is all that keeps me from getting into a rut,” 
shows in one sense the value of such tours. 

The society was indeed fortunate in selecting Oceana and Mason 
counties for the tour this year because it so happe ns that this is the 

only section of the state that has a normal crop of tree fruits. In facet 
most of the apple and pear orchards inspected were carrying full crops 
of surprisingly clean fruits. 

T. A. Farrand, secretary of the Society and Extension Specialist at 
M. A. C. made the general arrangements and was in charge of the tour, 
and the tourists are appreciative of his efforts and consequent success. 
The next annual tour will be through Van Buren and Allegan counties. 

Roy E. Marshall, 
Assoc. Prof. of Horticulture. 
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lalenenKorgel INVoWwhie) Gis oun gone oeuu saan eae 
Menboritsceees atric Sie Se aeters voc fyonanar ate eae 

ColomaylVouveranen tae cee ee 
Benton Harbor: Route 4s... 4-46. 4.050 
Sodus 
Benton: Harbor, Route4. .a...-..2--.. 
Paw Paw, County Agr’l. Agent........ 
Battle Creek, Sanitarium Store......... 
a! ee) ete} eialletofteley wl ieljelialie se! vileliwliceltel/e belie te \0 a) «| lol's) <! eh a) ve 

Gia) lesa texe! eine: (ef ioe) aiaie' erie (ei «feel :alvel%e, (0) fe./e ua! lane! co 

lalehentoral, IRVOWNK Snags asaaueeonooaadce 
Pontise too0PAubunneAtve. sen...) 2 sce 
Benton Harbor, Route 1 
Berrien springs seer tas eee 
iBentonpelarborsese mere ona eee 
arming toneesser fancier etias 6. 
INGE CRG AM ere gen eae Oe Pee ee ne 

IDEM Hobo IRN ONGKa oust Sete sb oer Olea amr ora 6 
Souths Chicacow sees ane es ce eee 

2) Jee} e) (o.e, .e; whale) je! le) .e| (eye! (; (e: (wife. 0) «)(0\ 1a) (6) 8 feuie Kee) {e),vi,e Je)1e40 16 

Ann Arbor, 419 N. State St............ 
Stee CSOD beets creraiorscmtuae uae icra ee 
@olomaerene es, Satoh a sida eo ene 
Colom aegis ivctens wd Dd eee 
South Haven, Route 6........... eis 
bear 433 Lake Drive........ : 

State. 

| Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
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Name. Town and Street No. 

Wosdieks Royal ......-- 5. IROntiac: sMOMuer OMe ss es: eee eee eee 
Bields He George: ==... 6+. Binminohame se. otc loric cs -se see eee 
Mim nN SAMOS 2 s-yao0 ve ee Detroit, 1220 Penobscot Bldg.......... 
Rarrand sWivb yes eee ee Eaton Rapids A PEO ois Cee Cee 
rue. brnest .)2 27 4 os asin IL OD EIS eisces sere ere re ioe ante eee 
Hred }Hunkitec ia. ss catia se BANGOR ern a ore ek Giles, = Sete 
Bitch GRE: ~. or sneer ce Prdine ton JROULC Src= hele ae eae rae bate 
Blears Ets ers <3) osc le)e eee outhy Payer oye) Socks Spe a eas cnc eB 
Garfield! Chas W ......-.- Grand Rapids, 200 Burton St. N. E 
Gathman= Wins CAtOUSt deme |b vcnsid- cheats eueccisteacis eed teeter) nese = ae ee 
Gebhardt, Benton......... aire Pee ico es eno seis, teh one 
G@oisler; Wimts. och. .2 Sts Joseph, ROUth Ase ent ce eee 
Geddes WSNISs vac. 082s. a: eh Neale: UR eae Wits bn eako-c.- cure bes a chee Meanie ne 
Goetza GoowWree aoe on ae Holland) ete eee oe ee ee 
Gebhardt, N. W..........- baits ete cca Pen ee rn cage eerie Lae 
irand Traverse Fruit Co.. . Detroit; 1008 Hord Bldg. 2: - 2. 2552258 
Gramtesohmeb enc. 5 <. os os Chicago, 2710 Indiana Ave............ 
Cora eM E Mn eleva a; = shag ait raversel Citivas rit. savas Che Ce 
Green gowns tee - ee ee EUS dallomyr rr teres e i othe che chee eee 
Greening, Charles......... WMEONTOS tice see Oe een ee Mee 
Graley, Joseph:....:.....- POntiaG ear 1k. ee a ee oles eee 
GeistersJacob..... 22... a5: Watenviich  prRoutoismer e..eeaniec unre 
Gibson, John I............| Battle Creek, Ass’n of Commerce....... 
Greoneismiboere ss 6 ce Weailed Lake; Route 22.0.2. 5. 52220508 
Grices, Perry Ci... ect. Romeo, Route2teer eee aoe. 2 teens 
Gilmore, Miles J.......... OldeMussionerie wwe Pe oe oe eee 
GowdyMbeaWieler sae os WmiOn Riek Ge Matec rae etae cocoate 
Grimmer, Edward. . Harmine tone ioube qs ete eee 
Graig toon Wiens eee ac oe Harmingotns Routes av... 05 ..cne es - 
Grandi plaveue eee oe eae ne HarmMine tons MOUpewls.. 0s soe, on eee 
Green, Arthur, Ree. ses aca! WoalledMiake:sRonute2. 25... 42- ee 
Cowes Ghanes ih sas ae HarminotonswwOubelWly e's... 28 oe ee 
Graley.bewisi.,.-.......-.- ROnbIAGH cee kee ee ohn eee eee 
Green BHGE foc.s 25 bo daoe SOUtHUELSVeNAe 2 sit ee: eee py ee 
GIST COMMON Let eke oD OGUS He certian ticecanco meee een eee 
GibsonseRobtadi 2.05.66 Northville wRoutet2e ee ee eee 
George, Edwin aan Ste Fe ae Pontiae, Route ae) 4. fae here! eae 
Green, Howard, ....| Walled Lake, Route, 2. oe Pome ee 
Greening N eee Cee IVionr Oe: 2s. 52st ea te enh oe = eee 
Galbreth, A. A. a SAN OOTP cs, a. SOW cern canoe ee tan 
Graves, Henry.. Metin os: Detroit, 2134 Dime Bank Bldg......... 
General Chemical Co...... New York City, 25 Broad Street....... 
Hise: (Chasssh\: eit eceee @oopersvallom sys pees oe eee 
Pail hOumiswAL eee ole t cole Orleans, ‘Romtendl sates = so. 2 eee 
Vall SAlErGds EGS f:.15 e825 ae Buchanany Rowterew-...2.02..00e5eee 
Hall dMarther: Wie... <n - OTe, c4 eS RE CL ase. Saree cs a ee 
Halsteadsde Beas. ssc. se: [HarMin eboney eeaie ce Oe ee 
Halbregger, Louis......... Wiood burners i. coating oo) hot oat eee 
Hamiltom,) Prank: @yc.. .2 xa) sNortbville. sheen ciate. ban eet ona aan 
laipneallnapls lea soe oc levenyey IRON 6 ESS ahan neo oNee eon: 
FANG ROO. osx en wie awe oe S010 |e ea 7 a a i eR RR sy 
Pawleys GAOOree: tin: . = 5 ABU pate pata.neee mre tale See 2 eee 
Elay ene Ne Ei. ots dace b sis ooo INI ace a oisints: de bine aens Sane cus RAO Cae 
Era ydeus irs. docks. 2. 2st WACKADIy fativaw actus ies td eee, aoe 
Heinze, Edward, F........ Sigwoseph, WOUbeIe sree so ee oe 
Hemstreet, Fo H........:. IB GUAInNO RAE as cs sk BAe Be a Wee 
Heuser, J. H. ....| Chieago, 2162 Monadnock Bldg. . 
Hills, R. Carroll . 
Hinebaugh, Wm. H. ee 
Eofimani WM, 326 ence os 2 a 

Ann Arbor, Route 9 
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Name. 

Houge, H. H 
Holloway, Geo. F......... 
Hoopes, Abner 
loping Are lites a 
Hosner, O. G 
Howard, J. H 
Howe, J. C 
Hubbard, Geo. M. 
Huey, blarodsH: ..5.7..... 
Er ehstioneg) pA 4.4. a ee 
lalniains UE CO) RSS ay wen ae 
Hutchins, Edward......... 
Jalibaltonnss Wawona naan oe oe 
ODI GEOR 26 sce eh tee 
Hardies vite Co... 05.0. 
Hayes Pump & Planter Co. 
Flantmam. IV oe. casa oe 
Fel sel Mlowdl osc. sc ace 2 
Henion & Hubbell......... 
Hulst, Mrs. Henry 

Howard, N. E 
lelnayieres JU, leh a ei eee ie 
EfamiliiioneawWeeliee 52... . 
Hall Brinton ih. - so... 
lplenaoby,, (OIMYS) Fe Biidion ou eu 
Hooper, Roy H 
Hartman Vins: 9. Bo...) - 
al naamee ID ee we. 
Halstead (has: El. 2... 2: 
Haigh. @larence.. sc)... 4. 
EleusersMinssidic lls. 2.5. - 
leicrmanbhnl, (Gal ly ognoee goes 
Eiamsonm©has.. 5502... .. 
Hemingway, Harl......... 
Ebimislem@eie «5.2. es 
Hobbs) HredvAvs = =: .....2. 
Heliker, Charles, W 
Hunt, J. Ceeil 
noe yenGs, Weer sos ce 
Humphreys Ji Hs. 2... 4.4 
Ente Viermoneso..5..)...5. 
alli canes Pere 

JG ae SG Eas ag SUN ae 

WaLkWichyeelewd linia aerate aie 
Jessup h Maude, Mies... ]. 
Jonge, JaIve ee sea, asoan 
Wager, Honryj=..)2 500... oe 
Kaless Drysohns D2.) 4. 

Keith, Bert, Ww 
Kellogg, Herbert.......... 

Town and Street No. | 

SEIS) een ey cE ev age Pk rg Mert a he ga 

Beam Wakes. petites as er ee 
(Obatartols 1gYoyiiG) LS pee an ese ee Oo eb ace ool 
PAT CA CIS a eLetter teeter G kis cs ses eanvauiyt ancke 
Brighton Sta,, Clover Sti. ............-| 
Findsonwillew ewe herr et ee: no Gaerne 
Slieliny, IROWLS 2) simone Lo, eiees ae 
Harbor prin pss ee ees 
DEON, INIHOKEE aA o4.0% nok henooaceusatas 
Henmivilley ©. Ar Neri e ae heee e 
Benton Harbor, Route 4 

Galveston ty eRe ere es cote 
Lansing, State Dept. of Agr’! 
Grand Rapids; Route... ............ 
Chicago, 219 N. Jefferson St........... 
Grand Rapids, 100 Fountain St. E...... 
Almont, Route 2 
Farmington, Route 1 
Haring tonshvouibekorin a1. eee 
Soups ayOn ee eend eee ses rte coer ad 

Farmington, Route | 
Birmingham, Route 2.. PGK 
Chicago, 1262 Monadnock Bldg. See 
Colors Fae ey ie ons = ee cee 

SOGNMS ts rth Ont eae She ee a) 
SieUOSe Olona eRe tee ets Oe 
Bentongilarborus sede ee ee | 
Wralleddbake Route 22a5...--.5.... 028 
South Haven, Route 1 
Kalbbrem houtegiee aren pee pe ne oe 

Grand Rapids, Route 4............... | 
East Lansing, Horticultural Dept.:..... 
INTOnR OB | Seiko ese. eee Ape as sence 
Shelloiyfise cris. cise wok os ba ede | 

ViSISSare PES Ree Weak Ea ek Go vi tee on pe 

KabbressRouitee2 ace mt ees os ee eee 
Birmingham 
lexeranivovar JBI OVONey cao Gedo oho oo pb eo leu he 
Grand Rapids, 440 Thomas St 
FaRtrOnded..ct: acc eae ae ee oS | 
WD OUGIAS EAS Si. ga Nnetore ie caeokee cutter Oe | 
Chicago, Savings Bank Bldg........... 
SOUGHT avienspeakss Memeeds ooo ee ae en oe ees | 

State. 

Mich. 
Mich. 
Tenn. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 

| Mich. 
Mich. 

Mich. 
fl. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Ul. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 

| Mich. 
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Name Town. and Street No. State 

Kenipi iGo. die<. scree es ‘POGUMEOIS. setts oh ko Ce en cee wreak Mich 
Keonried yeni NOS pres: cise 2-40 2 Hesperissshouterser, ses. ee eee oe Mich 
WiGHHOG ww IO «(oes so ke oe ELOSperia sROUteiS Hemi e cere miccic ercer ian Mich 
IGUPOLME DOSY 5.555 «2s en kays DCCIRHEUNA: ork oilers Sor est we cea colarn ore Mich 
Kettlesss0rt- 2. cece ee Goopersvillan ee PA ae ois its oe tastes cite Mich 
Kanpale gti. Jicts.. as b-side Washington, 1342 Parkwood Place..... Da 

Pay LS nS gee ae ria - Marmrneton, | EOwte ss a 2.2)..o Sea nis ole Mich 
Kimiebes ne Gie his 0:2 wisi ayers WWisstervilote nfm ait, ctv eee Mich 
Knight, David & Son...... RIV OL. feet ates eee ra aioe Mich 
Krebs, Geo. J.. St MINOLERPOLts Book ok oe tees, pei ne ins hee Mich 
Kelley, Bros. Nurseries. ...| Dansville.............0-0-0 sce esses N. 
Keeler (Bi6Acs eek ine ee Lenawee Jet Mich 
WerakOs RGse Gk eee nic ness Oolomia hy: 4.80 ty: CR Se eee Mich 
Kleine, John........ Birmingham, Route 2 Mich 
Krause, J. B Coloma Eye ee sea Mich 
Kontera sore bane oles Hennville: Routers eee 4 ee | VCh 
Kelley, Joseph A.......... SouthvHavenshouteisne.- ee see ee Mich 
Kirby, Clarence, J.........| Monroe, 914 E. Front St.............. Mich 
Kelder; Oftors........ ><: South Haven, 751 Wilson St........... Mich 
Go io lad Dy," Uae ee ee ee ae OIGEMISSION Tse ete. tee ee Mich 
| BETO) s/s 8 SULLONSED ayAwMOlLle anit eee eee Mich 
ass’ beter ship eek ne. ae (Bearelislconts ce einen ke 8 oes Aare eee Mich 
Lawreneo; i. HW... se Cressey Mich 
Lawrence, L. L..........- WWeCHGUR 036 ae ae eaters Mich 
heerett: Bie Bisa. s snob he Hen TVS ty cli 3 eee Sc Rene eee kere Mich 
Lingsley, Geo. W . Harbor Pores is GRRE CPN ody oR Kegon ae Mich 
Lineoln, L. C.. _......-| Greenville. Mich 
ILGOnRIS, bat aes 2 as, ye oe Jackson . Mich 
Lord, RGA eat Areadia, 56 Rural. iia bee oe ee Mich 
MLO Wa heOs ics hewn Bie the arn e Bangor. . ; Mich 
ha Dakeri eB. 5) ees. se Taw PONCOME Reso Les Sia LM Mich 
bawrencesvAcwbease ee. 5. Deltoneeyes sane ase oo ae knee ae Mich 
Lymburner, EAU a ee SHOP Me IROL B34 do OG cee dened sh oeube Mich 
Loeveridge, F & Son... ... RennvallesvRouteplee. an. emerson eek Mich 
Marka pele) sc cts <.....27. .| Benton Harbor ite fine... sate ee se .. s | een 
EOOMDIS A Bantes bes Peo sic or. d,c ins 1 GE:H 0 Y= b oY aie aera: At 3 51 ten Pal tie Pa | Mich 
Macauley vl. Bie... oo. Mortreals 5. cee as 2 aoe ete we Canada 
7 Ge Cal RE Sey en ee Chicago, 158 LaSalle St............... Tl. 
Maguire, H. W. 1s). Ale! Cackson, 11 Doysi Sth. a2. 5.5. Se eh« 2] eb 
Mann, Clyde Allison... ... Chicago, Rand-MeNally Bldg..........} Ill. 
Mann, PSOE oie Ree eR dots be orc Ske ee eats OS Ee aU 
WiarshallewWei@e nee eee eo Chicago, 112 W. Adams St............ Ill. 
Matheson, Frank......... Hl bertayOutenls eens ene Mich 
Mad WAS We Stix sk oce eee Battle Creek, Route 11............... Mich 
Mierrittete ly oc... 2 62 South Haven. Route 2=..2............ Mich 
Merritt ae Ei... ce. eae Chicago, 123 W. Madison St........... Ill. 
IMGssor AG AW iid coke oe. ees| MALIMOMI GI wo ic ci Bisic einer eopaeciest. «soe Mich 
Methven, C.S Voll andes 4: oss Aaa ete een ee Mich 
Miller, Chas. H GlenvArhorey i em tee tis one eee Mich 
Miller, Frank............+ INonthyillets epee) oe eee, Mich 
Miller, John T.... Boirrninigtisna ai sac tirnn ice ae ia. 40s, core eve ame Mich 
Mitchell yJas): 232.2529... 0. AlMOnG POC TT Be Mtoe icky euitom brome Mich 
Monroe, Mrs. Clara O..... SouthyHaventeeds ieee es. 2 onsree oe Mich 
Moor. Mita Samuel... «..0| Eapid Citivas o casics feos «tek ees Mee Mich 
Morgan, Samuel M.......| Chicago, 1301 Ashland Bldg........... Til. 
Morrow slve Hive. <7 ee Central Makewcena: os 2otk os baw ew oe Mich 
Morse, Miss Anna... 2...) OldsMissionmene..c. 2. ee ees ee Mich 
Ms GH VU AMON 5. Fcc 20225 MISEOO aes vee ge ole oe ae ee Mich 
Murry, James P.......... AI DION 5 hee ene nee eae eee Mich 
Munson, J. Pomeroy...... Grand Rapids, Knapp Street N. E..... Mich 
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Partridge, Newton A...... 
Pease, F. D 
Pennell, Ray L 
Perry, Geo. L 
Prema DaKeolo, 1slfg5 55 aoe oe 
iPewensomn, db Miss oecurouce 
Pierce, Geo. W... 
Peterson, Oscar H 
Port, Geo. 
Pratt, W. M 

Name. Town and Street No. 

IMIsgek ila (Ciao lelivnon un ogede | South Haven..... 
Miormish Class ernie ce Ypsilanti, 106 N. Summit....... 
Minors years ates cutee HINO Ar. cc croteetelar oes ais oles 
IMMehaatsrsnyes Wp eleian aoe be we ATIMNWATOOL etki + evar k ce teieia sh 
Maloney Bros. & Wells Co.| Dansville..................... 
VL ON ats Merten Beco sackets oe New Britain, 61 Grove Hill...... 
Morehouse, Je Wicca Fenton. . RA te eae 
VIC CES MAHER cones hc tocioenees Alamo, RoteMel usenet 
Munro, OO ea INO ere ah: Sc Seaaickoleeate ohtae Susts tes 
Wiancviren@SUHY 2 isis 2 nea Elolipomerns tc) ee cn nero ene baal 
MitrdocleiCseAv. 22.0). ae Walled Dake, Route:2..:..%..... 
Mathews) Dan............ Walled Lake, Route 2........... 
Min wmmovan@entl: t,o ie ae te AER Le an, s aloe MA Adee sro 
NIOSer Wie Bie cee bee BerriencConters so. seis ee 
Miollons twits: ore oo een Harbor, Route 4........ 
Maller dohnel .. 4... s2- 6: Colomape. aoa: Ste aa sie 
Michigan Farmer......... Detroit, 432 Lafayette Blvd..... 
Monroe, George...........| South EURO elect seuathe see a 
iViarshallintehie 0.8 oe a Kast Lansing, Horticultural Dept 
Murphy, DennisE........ Sis sosephs HouteiZee srs: 
Nic@alltim Nelle ae sey eLOSperlar.s <aac escort ie ee et 
MeClatehie, G. C......... (UdINetOnA sated ee 
McCutcheon, R. F........ Biguna plas see wakes wie he ne ee 
McGuire, J. Fred'......... Chicago, 101 Wadlitigton Stree 
Mor ard yA Me oo os nee PAUIMON Gta gets cle ars ae eae ssccc ce, Sake ee 
INMICMermidssh= Hes. oa... Battle Creek, Route 1.......... 
Nickinneyn Weds. sexe cc IBirminehampereee eee en 
IMIGIEE EKG 1D), Reins a ee BAe Benton Harbor, Route 4........ 
INicO@racken, E,W... 05...) Harmington.. 05. ca ces bye ness 
McKinney. 'S. H.c2. 6) ssa Birmingham. sabre eee Ses: 
Wci<enna He St soya.) 6. Chicago, 819 Rendoiok Wee 
eno mI SHAY tyes fea. Saal ei core age 5 adie se SOR Mid Sees ec peel 
Iii DE Nia eee IRAVENT aerate nee chats eee ee 
Nielson, Henry L......... Tin eae rece eee cane elec aah 
iINelsons GAG) asi. cel eee INOrGH DOLLS Sens ee Sa sae oe Ses 
Newhall; Benj. ........... Chicago, 840 Otis Bldg.......... 
Newhall Johns. .5) 0.52042 TRhomipsonvall eae wees es sae 
INIGHOIS: Wei Wii... ce oe Ann Arbor, Geddes Ave......... 
INicholdamess.......5..- Southeblaventse seem a ee 
Nitt, NEWCO... ke ae IRehiGiat, IRON bind An Shee wae 
Newberg, Fred. Grand Rapids, Route 2 
Nafziger, Herbe se ee Benton Harbor, Route 5 
PS Wt OTN ME Sir oo ec ens EL OUR ries, ips eed eas wee 
Newman, W. A. Beene Sots ea eet ECGS AIAN has cictono-ctinjc) Serg-c wel aegis 
Northern Fire Apparatus Co.| Minneapolis................... 
OxzDonal Rees fo eee HiGwards @itya aces 4 veces nee 
Olnowab wt: oh eee dB Yeveirabelialys ee Bm kak CRE ERATE ea een 
Overton el. des.o. sn eee BS SNOT Aeterna, chee tices aria 
Overton, Miller........... Ban SOM etic cron eanaetcn shoe 

=. Beailitaveres WIS Moma heh ee aoc Keallilcais leases firee Shugo vaecfsieree oc cares 
Chicago, 1601-69 W. Washington...... 
Sparta 
Traverse City, Box C 
Mt. Pleasant 
Goodison 
Manistee 

Northport 

a) 6), elle) Kel,e) fe! ce) 0. 0 ue! b,.0, (e.Lu de) iwi .e jai, eke, (sire is: 

Benton Harbor, Route 1.............. 
Watervliet 

State. 

be 
Conn. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 

Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Ill. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Tl. 

Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Ill. 
Mich. 
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Name. Town and Street No. State 

Prentiss, Judge Wm....... | ESO; 3), A een Rae Rie Cac yg) ae Mich 
Preston, Wm. F. | HYOMIOML cere eel. ee ke ok oe oe ee _ Mich 
Prettyman, O. Coe tae | Scottvillo. v5 veer eee ses oo he ok nee Mich 
| hegsl Fey eh! lie] S beers ean ee | IBarwPawce secre eerie Maree ais nee se os cere | Mich 
Piektord, flak... ..62.-. 4) dart. CountyeAonbeAcent-...- e-em vlien 
POtGrst AAG) S: = care cee slice |~Omahsv4822 Cass Sti. . oos.0ss5 6 a2 = Neb 
Port bOltliees lk ois ec 8 Coloniarghoutersnos tee cee ee el ee Mich 
Peters: Hable Se tk ce ee Benton Harbor; Route 3........5...-. Mich 
Partridge, Newton L...... East Lansing, Horticultural Dept...... Mich 
RortersRranlssti ht 72 oo acclll Gk CRE Et te eb oe bob petere oes 
Peabody, Stanley......... Binminoheniegeecr han eels oe ict eee Mich 
Pickett, Jesse W........ Al <Salidonitas ee peer hee oe we aes Ren Mich 
Rorsinog Vibert Se. oe HPA REOLU. stern nceeesden, wee here ee ee | Mich 
Pratits bat Gen © Oe. oo sceets New York City, 50 Church St.......... INE OY 
Power, a Ae ca.) - 2 | arminetonssrvoube ih as 5 .5.: cece Mich 
Jedani biojss (ol shiegeans Gaeteoncrey | Dey viatsls (sls on nes Ree pee ieey MRIS E ieeen s aeoe Mich 
Purdeos Willis: = ose... elOntiacuouterGn soe. >. cs... ee Mich 
Patehs Wernoncs. 7.00 0 oe | Pontiac, 254 Orchard St..............| Mich 
Rickard eWir tas eee | MD OStOM Db Oke ee Oe ake ae ys neem oe Mass 
Rethibone s@hasredie) ...,..c])abarminotonee. = eect ntin sp. oer ates Mich 
Rammeve (DEO) e: ats eh ne HaAstpuansin one. pase eee ee Mich 
Rasmussen, R. J.......... Nianlottwis ox ll Omnerientl cies eee ene Mich 
Jasaveie Mak G24 2" 8 oe ee eee | New York City, 119) Duane...........- ING DY! 
Reed, | BM sh ee RESO eee eT OMT Cer ee ee tee Mich 
Reynolday beni... 6.05 2} aw. Pasadena, 257 California St............ Cal. 
Richmonds BH. D242. 25: - oni wabenser. setae oo ut certo cee Mieh 
Riker, Dradohn-.......5-- - WEPOnGIaCs = oat eet Loe eieiceoae mle eee Mich 
Rob bins Wiebe sens a |panror somite Ay 6 Sal ease eee Mich 
Robotham; Jay... .2.....: Beulsthee eco see te ee ee ee eee Mich 
Rockey, Clyde W......... li iy LOSOPEY§...-- heide here AER hema od Mich 
Heogers,, Ac wdkit sd. 5005 ss iSO Un tac a8 ae ent een orion abe tae. Mich 
hovers <Bros, 25.05 ..2)f ss 2. PONG: ns ee eC ee cers ee eon ae Mich 
RvOWwe. GeOwbn ss. sces 520 os Grand Rapids, E. Fountain............ Mich 
ERG erry cried lier oy ee arm (eet RGR Ae a Paleo seve comers become cn Reamer ie na eee, Mae eee ae 
ReUSSell @MING fas.) e ae 3 Mianistec: ras ees eran eee ere Mich 
RiUWissell Breas sacs ae WilGatons pee Sees, Seren crs wat acheter pee Til. 
eilly.: Want: wurseries...| Dansvalle.; 12. Wate ae ay oe eee INS Me 
ved gO PA Oe ote nrc os Howell? ce tc eas oer el tee Oe Mich. 
RUaWSOMsa Wiss oe eosee cae. budineton= Rouben see. se crete Mich 
ROSS (ARMs oes oo... ou emo Rochester:2i%. at Asa ea ein See oe Mich 
Reed & Cheney........... nG@randRiapidstmemer tke oie ees oe ar Mich 
Rack, Samuel H.....:.... | Grand: Rapids; City Jbibrary....2....--% Mieh 
Reynolds, Miss Ellen... ... | Kalamazoo, 713 W. Vine St............ Mich 
Roekwell, Judge Kk. ! PIBPONAC ae eee te eee ee Pee Mich 
Rood, Paul d= 0.5. ce ws ws ssh; - GiOSORL. Seater a ek ais lat = ee Ce, Mich 
RUSSOl Nit Hie iene aio oe Banc ones deck ee ke ee ee eigetiies SiGe Mich 
Remon: \Witdii «53-35 noe oe Benton Harbor, Route 2..............} Mieh 
|B-rer=T0 BS ol) SS, ee ee eat BentonElarbor, Rowton .=.4.05. 0. see Mich 
ROO: OB Ce Nee ey toe. ee el COVORU Ree teres ee eee fe eee a Mieh 
Riss broVeee cas oe ee South) Bend, Routes. .i5....:...2.2. 4) Jnde 
Reachkaamenblen Gye. 4.0 eee Northville, ROW De G2. | ee Mieh 
Root, Hugene... 20.53.82 NOVI Re eee ic ee APe Set he Se Pee Mich 
Richards, Charles......... Benton Harbor; Route I. ......2...5. Mieh 
Richard (evar. 2 2.5 J. ee LOE A CL ETON yh) oe a A sae ed a Mich 
Riker: Dahues oA. 4.c< 2.0. 2 ec ChelseaweOuberon ett eie tot de tse Mieh 
Samuelson, Norman....... Chicago, 4404 Wilson Ave............. Il. 
Satterlee, James. _.| Lansing, 913 We Ottawa:St............ Mich 
Se 2ales, J. C. .| Chieago, South Water St.............. Til. 
‘chenebeck, Edwin. BP PT) Sci a oe PA te rae Se Ni Spee ky - 
Schreiber, Thos........... Hoenn valleeeet ve eos ONT ae noe ee Mich 
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Name Town and Street No. 

pemera2 seb Ne at =. 

SCOUG, Wor eeATIShIN ss Grabs eo INOWEMBIIN S WACK a ot chess + ne 
Scotts Virsa. seh el GMANGP Ea OIdS | cries he. se 
Siero ri BELG. desi'n copie een oe Akal oekidhil/s\te) Yo) 2a peneianie Ae hi ae eo 
SCUCC OME Cre bye ec neae ATP UIST ata). A cuetoralcsekeahe) Ose pe o-n, 
Sessions, Chas. A.........| Hollywood, 1455 Brunson Ave. 
Sessions, Horace.......... Selva rey ce eee dO GP a clraycl a 5 13 
Sheimeldenvwane vA. secu aeaees : BentOmeEvarWOnten. ceva shat so 
Shepard, We0Wse.. 6... «+ Marin valle veers vq hens Warmest. tage oct or 
Sheridan, John. NTA SOTVLLObs excen ere aed ee tetas) eas eo 
pol ixevl tes, ol ee io) MPS ese Grand Rapids, 151 Clinton St.......... 
STEW TOOEUM Lal! ic Shs nh SVWObOINVIT OBE! iy AR ARs dls unes sels a avs 
Stimmlloyig Wo Uae AS eee a ool) Zoulleyer has Into te etemmieio ota 6 climate edicts 
SVirvatramoymley, INS VE 35 5 44 one INiomUlenvalbke; laos 656 6 onn oneal a eee 
Sisters of St. Joseph....... Heal amazOOme nels soda si ok eee ae 
Shinmerw reais Pe. .s oe ee Chicago, Chicago, Save Bank Bldg... . 
Sly, Miss Addie........... Binmine ham eee im eerie ee 
Smeltzer, OSCW Mies es Ao ous Hillberntalies eis sce Be ce oe eee 
\Sirmatrtirl ni CGN) tee ae INTER OME REVOULLOS lester seem an che curires oo 
Smith, Henry . Grand Rapids, Monroe & Division... 
Smith, Howard B Reps thers WA ON ayer eae ees oral eee Ler: 
SMVGNO VOW te Asan ss es Benton Harbor, houte4..)......2.520- 
SVCLODS Wal. ye ic. ee wee I ATa Geet. cee ey cece cos loge ees ake BE ae 
Southbeck, Fred H........ Hammond, 217 Indiana Ave .......... 
Stinlolhtat, 188 dice Sekt asre.8 6 oicin| buted MolsTey 0) dls pete ees contols ninig cee ier ae gee Fu 
HOA S wee plese sin. Ves Gidaers eesce te Ia aM AZ OO tie ees eos cl ee 
Qyiaelky AUNTS nae ie ot a ection OES] State yok oi Otc stun ea aen Nora mene carne? Grenade? 
S LEGETR SLB NY ots See eee Garthar cere yer nl one cr ey oie 
Siigernworm, 1B, Ike ee ene sence Gal esbunova seu eo cee nds Ok ce Seen 
SuOVens Ment. 22.4.5... IEGROMOM tae ee ewe abe Shot ars a! 
Siltel eh aul Co C Ae eee Hesperia: touteroeetya tier os... ohs 6 Laas 
Sago, IOCVS Bones oacos SCHEMHCLOR A ae aa coins a 
vo. Ese, DSEEVaty 118) ORS aera Rr ae Rinming hams sae wee sen © We nate ala es 
Swhme Wawan. Ros... ke Milwaukee, 772 Kinnickinnie Ave...... 
Sanitary Germ Tube & 

ITVS a el ee eee ee eee ROCK ES tenis. serie rk alts hc tees» Rate 
Schupert, Harry L........ VaNlh OSLO Ve ewe es cls iy arch ate eeatann ieee RRS chcra ie oe 
RMBEIICOT OA IGE Sos. cme ahveces, the EGO oes ROWS) Uso oes ah Ao deb dean nee 
Satterlee, Mrs. Jas........ ansin one Seer ee oman eae Bye: 
SDICKOEMAidltsor @ Aacc oa Birmingham, Route 2..-2...5..-..- 
SUAS VAIN MI certs cies © oy Neosho..... fh Ae eee 
Shackelton, Geo.......°.. Grand Rapids, Route 12. 
Sedgwick, J. W. ¢ SNR Cee. ch eee SRG One Eg 
Seclaval (eae. Site ass | Farmington, Route3............. 
Schneider, August......... Benton Harbor, Route |... .... 
Spielman, August......... Acris ine ECOUtO IAS oiter fe OR baci ce eee, 
emaounlay lal, labo, ja. aed e Southwell avers gia ited ae eas abe one 
Sprague, Charles........:.. Sout hyovonee acc) ae Sena ac cee 
Lesslie Scott & Sons... .. a Banp or, VOUbOl si viene Oe ae eed te 
Stone, A. G... Noles SOOhMiainmS Ii as oe ere eran 
Matlanit. Oy Wie. assess a Sinelbwateerckt sets eaten eas man ewe tee 
Thayer, Mrs. Ceclia....... Benitonwelarborernce eee en eee 
ithaver; Mirss Dora: s..... . NNO OSC Tei tae a kia oate we co eeiee eae 
“iMinonmbise Jats (Grane one dese Ahr eStO aks: ee 5c skate ees eae: 
(Mavorenosoyn, he (Crs Geo eee Benibonmilar Ore ae nite Are eee 
RiompsODs WD) - 22 eee ACKSOMM, we evar ty cysts cai cba oe sce 
Milliveohns Stisces sce ee a. eVWialbervil otieveyw ras c,hen asters aint epee ee 
Tea aa I Re a Walinaidintertamcey iwc Ben Bint! od Syren 
Tracey. WRAY icsiars a eete 8 Wiaslnitretiontes ne Mee 08 s.c01y c leer ye 
Myler, Comfort A. ........ @Woldiwaternt iss ers chs oul se ee 
Tobacco By-Products & 

Chemical'Co. 3... 6.05.0: AUOUIS Wallets ss cto cds So esx oe 

State. 

Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Calif. 

-| Mich. 
Mich. 
Mieh. 
Mich. 
Mie h. 

Ontario 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Ind. 
Mich. 
Mich. 

Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Wis. 

INS SY 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mieh. 
Mo. 
Mieh. 
Mich. 
Mieh. 
Mieh. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Mich. 
Ohio 
Mich. 
Mich. 

165 
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Name. Town and Street No. 

Mhatcherebs Eles..... 7. Pontiae;, 1SSaAwWer Pike Stheeon-) .- eee 
The Modoe Co.......... Philadelphia, 1040 Drexel Bldg......... 
Mnieker@are. : ince: a2): ReaD DIG Gon ane cake oe oe een ore 
Mromas Gwe 6h ose tee Shelby, sOUbOnoc sen eke es ee ee 
The New Way Motor Coz.) lansing: <6 78 week tc N ai ve meas oe 
Mibities plcamles ays, eee Harmineton, HOWte lacs s. es eee eee 
Taft, Prof. Li R.......,..|' laansme. State Dept. April. :.. 95... . 
Tibbits, Artimus......... Harmine tons: OUtCM tsi)... ae ae ee 
Tucker, Amos.......... Kibbie . 
‘(RhorntonssWe EL... a. oe F armington, OIG De chhL on ae 
Nennant wale... 25 secs East Lansing, Markets ity Tne ae 
Teichman., W. W.. Sodus..... 
Upham, Mrs. Mary C.....| Old Mission, Route lirenek elceek ataeee 
UWlbreicht-ahs Hiw..2 se =| Bentongearponsee eee eee een a eee 
Wrion Alfred hi... ssn SOUtHSELAV.eNT-e Loe ee eee cre oe 
Man» Noreqdallenncde ee. -.a|) onreonLVers.-sckrerchemte ieee aeiere ree ae 
Vaughan, Leonard H..... Chicago, SLOW. Evanidolplie sense 
Wirral aie bn (Oe oe 355 aoe Jacksonwillozeseees eee ee eee oe ae 
VonHerft, Baron......... | Chicago, 4945 Sheridan Road.......... 
VerDuyn, eee Mths sce jae ail PIN WA ae sols aay uct estore ote oer Ane era reas 
WAC lreed Die (OA & A nea eo | New: Work City. Thersume 42-2052] .38 
Vander Heyden, Fred..... ROTA a0. cchce, ceoeknat mena Rere septs 26 ci ken 
VanZee, Cornelius. . Pe ealamazoG. sober Ose meee nee 
Wan. Biverg ey 1ebor's 2 =. 4b ramikin. 2 2 526 2 /aale th alate heats © sae 
Wagner. C. M.H & Sons... ISIMCAAO a. Maree PA ew fe oo ek 
VV Wes Gee eel | ySiiliyea Gig eeise a5 oo ie ano ee ese oo 
Walton sibs. sce. PORUTAGAL 0.5 netted ie ae a its arose | 
Warren, W. H. & Son. EW Ravenna)... skied Mee Lee bieine ame ee cane 
Walton, T. B. ....-| Chieago, 1426 Republic Bldg....-....... 
Watkins, fs: Whitney . SE ae WalVianGhester seh cen kis tr eeu ee coe ee 
Webber. .wiss Prancis;-..2.<| paginaw bast... 0.2 oes. Sea bea 2 
Welch, iithas. ... 2. WhMonnyille cts -ra ee eee ae 
Wills Hranks De 2 ss. c WMEVOMCOsROULG here es ciaae e Seen ae 
Western, John........... North Chicago Ay a eiex ae eeu 
\iWlaveysiere, 2D es Sogo oe POmMiae sre eg. ee Ae eee ater 
Whites OMRee A. ia. a. 6. i bansinie Meek Caen nae ce 
Whitney, Granger........ Walliamisbure- Sul. 4. ee eee os he 
Wihittine Goal ses. ae Bmdoman. seen eae eee ee 
Whitworth, J. Arthur......| Grand Rapids, Mich. Desk Co......... 
Weir, Antonie....... Meo tI ONTOOLGn. eee Ee ee 
Waldehase. 4.2090. 0: +] Gtand. Rapids; Routeiaes.oc ek. 4 
Waldert te... 2a..2+..| Grand ‘Rapids; oute 2. 4.2026 ..- 6-4 
WilkenssihieAs oo. eae Midland, Dow Chemieal Co.......... 
Wallobee wACaview ee ll uOldmViisstonid. cls deel ein. ere 
Wilson, Archie. ... HOPG (eC les « eee ee ete ee 
DUB et tae ty tle. alum beyte pes oo cs ee eee gars Pere 
Walson? Wines... oe oe as ce Bema dc «oa ey wu bina k tee 
WAiIier Gas scfm che ha ee: Fa |p ERD OV TI OUT Set Od Sci uladetl iy: 9 wi aA ie pees 
Whitmer, John:......... WnESrOwe@ltin sh eka slog cians c Mraiyere,« ane ee 
Wooding, Chas. F........ Bowellisaes,cakecek eee cane Bae eee 
Woodman. ..........- Pawreaws Ollerton ei. 50425. seamen 
Woodritt,7A.ON. 2 on. ee: Wiatervliot +23 sis seeis ee ano kee ee 
WIG WATOE PO aVAGis 2.5 since hjh MCMUEUOM so Syed iG) ere Lo ie wo teed ae ohn 
WG, Met recites cee kale | Atlanta, 803 Peach Tree St............ 
WiaiyeiG6oMP a. oc 2 aioe esau Pontiac MROUtOlo Min cele nee ene ae 
Wentworth, N.A........ | Bostons60 du@iatSt: .... ile rsce- cnet ok 
Waleox. WeiO™ o50.0 260.5. | Benton Harbor, Route 1. .....-. 2... 
Woodman) Jason: 0)... «| POWe baw secdeatt ch Ses. oa dane whe 
WED, WAMOE ii ick bei | Ravenna, Rote so ei c nck ees oe ie 
IWWisuImOCK: ER). i.2 soos es = car | Independences..% 34...) « Som qesen aes ee 
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WiarnortHeibiecarta eens: South Haven, Route 5.............-.- Mich. 
Wihittens Vins C.ahineev ebridoman Route Ls ............ sos. a. Mich. 
Walton, Percy, 3s... )c.ncm Pontiac, 659 W. Huron St.......... ..| Mich. 
Welch, E. A.. ....| Walled Lake, Route 1......... a alevitcl: 
Wenzel, Reinholt . PAA. GLOGS e rere | alot cles cesses e 6 ..| Mich. 
Wing, Fr (od We DR A es ale nov Glee ek coe SPR ORAL REC LD | eran ee Mich. 
Wilkinson ohne 0 leblarhhord=) sse.6e.. esa... Ss ce bite) oe 
Wallobee He -Giw..... 47. Old Mission, Route 1....... Se orate’ Mich. 
Viris PES che 8 er Wisin ihr 3 lcletslos bis ble 3 PO Ot ere |, WVEIC LS 
Wilder, Ernest, C......... Grandukapids, Route 12. ............2 Mich. 
Walsh: sibeetSh.... 5... doe Walled eects Routenleeen ....m. tees Mich. 
Warner, Fred M.......... Farmington. . SRE IS OF ox ek Bh ley a aes EIDE 
Webber HB. cis... ovals PP ee ae 2 an Mich. 
Nvebber W.C. 0. ce. IBiymiout hy InOUtG: Dele res i. 5, a clas eae ce Mich. 
Wiollosns@ Sibi ec. eff Coloma. hone LAA AA A aR Mich. 
Wedow, Albert... 2.2... 02. Farmington. . PO ein: hr 85 6 LIC 
Woodly, eke. 2, Benton Harbor. 4. 6iiae oes eos oe Mich. 
Wendsel, Richard......... WOO ay ry Oa ie Pare Ag Mich. 
Pmeudwarde-Branic i... 0%.) Clintons «eee. Me Seek lace cass om Mich. 
Woodbury, C.D... ... 00... I DESTaVSS U0 eee Ais Rt Rae eee eek Oe ae ea eon Mich. 
iWoderwbeon, Ji... .6.. ac. FAeTOnIbias tec ee cs Sos ita ee Mich. 
Mapeleliuthers B..6 5 ei) Chillicothe... 7... se. 5....5. 052...) Ohio 
Werkes, Osmond. .......... INronthivallese ee = ee 8 ae ee ee | eiVirchs 
Ziegler, J. C.. DA ie ero ta ee Ce eR At Se a a ieee 
Winder, Dr. C. J.. Rane a conekvaprdsaeie a see | is eee MTC he 
Roper ohm M5. ..5..-. IFOMLONt EV OUUC Zi staat ee ae rn ese Mich. 
Wilcox, Re eh ee ee. \"GrandeRiapidssRoute vi ........04-... Mich. 
ockinsske Ds... ......s--) Grand Rapids, "Route 4... 0 )........4% Mich. 
Rlemine"Geo...-........- | Shelby ie es ot elle bIChe 
mobinette, HoJ...... 00... Grad Rapids, F WROUtOre ole dons Mich. 
Overton, Allen B....).....| Bangor. J. 3.0 . eT nee eee (eS COL 
Gooding, Thomas......... Henmivdlleseenete eae aecie ewe ee ec: Mich. 
Hawley, E. Monroe....... Hart.. ee IN ee in ing Bee tes WET: 
Graham. By. kc. oes Grand Rapids SAN cae ae eed Det cert a Mich. 
Spencers da Aso... SOuthMblavoneys a iG ss Cahoon ee Mich. 
Mewes Wim... ..:...... Stout n IBle Me eiibe Sedo, Bhubia ts skola ace ecco e Mich. 
Leland, George........... Reni ville enters kt anh, cb. 2 Men: 
Crozed Stave Corp........ Grandehapids eee et ne see een: Mich. 
Leelg; & Son, J.G........| Coloma. i eee ltr 0s 5 Ste: PeNiene 
Stevenson, H: W.......... Paw Paw, Route Aen oe... _:.| Mich. 
WuAlo Aol Fi Ae ee Kalamazoo, County Agr’l. Agent....... Mich. 
Dukesherer, J. W......... Benton Harbor, Route. 0). 46... ..|) Mick: 
Wraaess (Ose Eto. se ee. Wiatenvilot.sROULCrom ies aos -. 0c. se) Mich. 
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ANNUAL MEMBERSHIPS 

MICHIGAN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Name. Town and Street No. State. 

Burnham, Geo. ly. a4... ee Traverse City, Route 1... ..:.2. 2.2. +.4] Migh 
Barron, J. A.. Hormville:. = 84). 2 seat eRe: okt ee ee Mich 
Beaton, Albert............ Bentonvearhborhnoutew. 2... en ee Mich 
Blemhuber, Robt . WPViargulebiee...4-cisae ee ic feck ey ee Mich 
iBroe. easels bee ot 2 ert SBTA VO. sk ee eee eee Mich 
Evarts, Russell........... Owosso.622 Pine Stee. se ee eee Mich 
Grondy Gnas ois 6. ca ts GHORS 268 SAS Ge es ods Seer | Mich 
Granger, F. L............| Benton Harbor, State Bank Bldg....... Mich 
Galo AGitter sn bok = Shelby. Rotter Qin: bere ecuete a. ono ee Mich 
Geisler, Stanley........... Hartiord:. ceet a meee eer na ee We Mich 
jaleibleyeye. 1h; ELGG) oe og eee ae Detroit, 3063 Seyburn Ave.............| Mich 
HuntenmDee ste oe os, J... 2) Chattanoorars.c ware a hire ee es hee Tenn 
EVoritnyem rp serinc 1 se osc <6 Shelby Rowe «a0 a4e8t- oot ae Mich 
RittasemGybe 65.2. oes oss4< artiond] csc. em eaten ee oe eee Mich 
Mahi mElOmarGdie 2 oa... 21> ol ADOUSHEla Ven. eeettins tran deren talon tele eee Mich 
VonCleve, Wallace........ Mhonapsonivallep ye aie oe ae eee Mich 
FROP ORS | Wok Bien es ose ens amc MB carn salke: pers | ee See ernie 2 ee Mich 
Linderman, Roy. .....:..- | Grand Rapids, Route 4............... Mich 
IB OSs Witte eine seo a ae Byrony Genet. war ae ee ser ikc a) ee Mich 
PVICkoy eel ces coe ss se | Benton Harbor, Route 4.............. Mich 
Keilllort@ eG) alee. oxo Beare liailco nek. Ge eee GAA eee ee ae 2 Mich 
Mawhbyrniie Gis. bec heie ns Grand Rapids, Route 4. . Mich 
ATOSVikemlarses 45. as. Grand Rapids, 1813 Jefferson Ave...... Mich 
Wolcotinbe: 202s 5: ee Milbertaebilberts: tems esse ee oe eee Mich 
Hield Ey MWiee ne oe oe he) Oy: 3 ee CI ERR) ORR Baca) ms ON eere eo > Mich 
Bratteseviterer. ee cee Hate@laires Outs one on Tee eee oe Mich 
GamblewJetbie sere ve secs ELS 3 eee eeu Sea SIS ee eee eee Mich 
GalltspyysbnOrt.. 2.03 ee oc Decatur, (ROULG AL 4 7k icc eh es or te Mich 
Coons? (AGME Se Ae ke oe GO Wells 6 wits e| Sea a een eee Mich 
Gallop, E. R. ihansines (BOs Aes oe eee eee | Mich 
Wood NEIRiet Sac cens we): Covertvcs )..ceieunice Coe ee eats | Mich 
Eoopmanwehie One ene: Grand Rapids, Graham Exp. Station... .| Mich 
O¢Brion sie: es. SCOUGSIES 5 Ter ee iene Saran | Mich 
WAsninnohin, Ie Io. J oe ee eee CeNOid bina N  e Ak po han 54 ee eg bance | Mich 
Emit (@ nee. a eee sc oe Baton wRanidsiis).5 aa. kee. se oh, 
Dodze toy O. 22.2. Soke Byron: Conter ss sess ae eas 2 El 
Davis, Eugene............ Grand Rapids, 525 Glenwood...... Mich 
Brake Dads Liens oes eromonte tOUtem! cee here. is eee Mich 
Schaffer, Henry........... SPA Lore wines sie Rae ie eee _ Mich 
[Deayeg 5c el Odd ORE ee ane i gees OUINTC Yee at is Fo Pe Oe ne ae ee Mich 
Wisttd solaris yarn Clee ee Byron Conters ; 2aowaet als 36 dee alien Mich 
Stratton, Willard 1 EGY 31 oi bea re RE ee eR Mich 
incolnsisaWor ae lk Groeonvillone eee... ac aehs ee ee Mich 
Briekam COAL. a5 ek: ihe RUC aera Pe a ak eg ee ee See Mich 
Sherman) Aw Hi. 225 o.2 oh ELOMGE NS Ace eee ho =o we Cie coe Mich 
Spitler, Ci. Folk, tae ail) (EL er eo heey Sty 7, eas ana ene eee Mich 
Munger, Dr. Eee ee eve Earth Orta os ae ea oy cas ee eee Mich 
EMiompSON Wight. 2" 2.5.0: o| (OUDLONS sa yr. waite «ty he Dam vetoes ols Mich 
‘Thome, bert) Mie... oes AIDE O ens oem © a kv, eine RT ce ee Mich 
EA gg 9 Rees ee SHEL yee cd ects DN BE cota ge ote Bn eae ae Mich 
alow Oleh aes cute aeader te SSI GEAR os ick 2d ones Salata noniel eee Mich 
Krorrshred iy. Aneta Shrellbyrerte eae ois Si ee cere ee Mich 
Siti re bs site? Seo Ane. Hillsdale. Ge oe i BOR Aece ste Mich 
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Name. 

Stoddard) Waseees. «cee. 
ANGLEWS UbweyLiade wn foe eee. 
BettestiGe bet. cs) setuades 
Dutton, W. C 
Roverts; MOK. oi. s0. a | 
Loeffler, C. W 
Brown, M. W 
LetrOnaulged oy Hee Le eine Ae 
Monnantekoy Ein s.a0.. 2. | 
MOMS OMB). aca co eawlen. 
TGs SURG a8 oe eee ne oe 
PAGO DS tebe tert ees a sas 
Spangenberg, J. 
SUT Iiz ea Weed: oS od tos wae 
einsenae Misc s . 5 oe oe 
Ragas PAN ek ee ins See ll 
MiimmeaweuWe die. ...0.-a+- 
Simantomers Ws..cc.5 050+. 
RileyOwWweni., aes se 2: ae he 
SWATH ZT hs. soe sac 2s em 
Kingsburg, Mrs. Luch 
SEROMA eA se... 2 oceans yaa: 
(GHNCERE A/G 0S eee, es 
Bennett, EK. E 

OUISMG COOGEE Ess ft os cs ds 
2] 2 eee eee 

Holy, J. B 
Sercomb, Mrs. Jessie...... 
Tec Rt: See oe 
Riwinowiiramice. 6)... 
WiallersiGeon o5+s 54.45... 
Lincoln Fruit Growers’ 

ASSOCIAtION............. 
IBOUCHOr Say.) 5. = = ss was 
Brennam, F 
Gulson=ellise Jinss 050.022 - 
Wradsworthe Hi: Wo.: 7... .: 

Wordier aie. 654 ea: 
Lilly, Op VEN | fee eee eet eee 

Package Sales Corp........ 
Wortman, W.S 
NMioomesten © dit. ssh vee. 
Smith, W.S 
NWielseheiGeol.s osc. bo 

Matthews, Pringle........ 
Spencer, Bruce............ 
Wehner, J.. 
IGrohiss Goon a. c8 i cece « 
Weonardee@ ah eo a. note 

BION Pe fay fol “ele fa, Telfel's\ 1a = is, fe 

Wie ol 

Town and Street No. State 

Kalamazoo, Route 12........ Mich 
Coonersvalle: sere iscsi a oo Mich 
SS DSUSUSRM I <2 Pebeaes reietets 5, o> susie s Mich 
Kast Lansing, Horticultural Dept.. Mich 
Grand Rapids, Route 5........ Mich 
(OF s SRS Se OL i ae ee ee Mich 
FRGOG NO itive reer vlan syed sco. Mich 
Grand Rapids, Route 7............... Mich 
VITO ORE Ce cemepaciantreacts Mieh 
IN Ga Se ore NPE e ol atic tte hora als Mich 
enter ee ein cP ene ie AOA AR a Als Mich 
SDSS UAE fess oct SM coe, autho once ete Mich 
NS OCEH ELIS) oes cy sesh RA. ERS cohen ERNE Deron AISI | Mich 

RELA ee eee Wr ay. ue ir a as Set eke od | Mich 
ETOCS Olen Ce tape ee ee ae eG oats ier Mieh 
Honmiville sek Oulbew ll searsene bane erie ane Mich 
IBerricns Springs a eee ss ees Mich 
St. Joseph, County Agent..........::. Mich 
IHIFeGS Olas Sie tie sete hte cds Sel a nS ae Mich 
ansines State Dept: Aer’. ..-.5.....- | Mich 
BraviownoOube mre ek oie sae cae Gee | Mich 
NeniTivallle meeps he ee tients eh aiaicich or eae Mich 

Grandekapids Apert re ao ee 1 ae Mich 
Shelly e eres eee eed cache cee chews ake Mich 
Oli Ea ea ee Ga eee ee eee Mich 
[a WIOTEC OR ih ARLE ol noes Slajsimner eet Mich 
LB IEW SUWOisG bearer atts Rone hake Bata eee a eae | Mich 
Kalb iGhis Sek speaeree A ee ace ete | Mich 
Henmivillopasas een onto te cecus eee | Mich 
Southwelavens: +e: eee eee Ee EE oe: | Mich 
Southw@blavens a: Sree imen hack choke ote oes oie Mich 
Southeblav.cntee eae wae ae elle ee ees Mich 
Choperswillope es was Fae seek dal cies eee e Mich 
ROSSER Sahat ee eaten scared Soke emeteee Mich 
Pa Walea Wine yt ae othe see es Mich 

Stevensyilloneeeee enn ao ele Viet 
Scottwilletia-tca ue, Seer ar i scloae nae | Mich. 
Remrmvyalle cn ice ese ass ane ot ol eel 
SHOE tAME:  Rencs tees e wee ene rc ete oc xis, tanta _ Mich 
Montivallopess see eee ee os ens See | Mich 
Grand Rapids, 836 Prince............. | Mich 
GlintOng eens eee eee oe Mich 
Milam Coloma tans sree agetoks Gil av sects oe ae Mich 
Grand Rapids, 220 Ashton............| Mich 
South} Berndt emi ee ae ies oe eee oe | Ind. 
OTC OTe reigs ens oe meat oe nec es ue Mich 
Rocktorder OULelati sein cool eta ane Mich 
Bane@ori ue saikice oat a ote elk Mich 
Grand Rapids, 242 Delaware .......... Mich 
Chessman arene ee ey aes er aca Pe ae ke Mich 
Grand Rapids, County Agent.......... Mich 
By RO ra ONLOM nyscssn. cee ty coke hates bac Mich 
SANS OL era ie oc ict IRE ere Mich 
Chicago, Sherwin-Williams Co......... Til. 
Grand Rapids, N. W. Fulton St........ Mich 
EEC SOMey Sete oS oe PA Re erent: Mich 
Chicago. 936.W. 76OthiSt.. oo... .5.2-- Til. 
SDalta rien ete ree aon ena acererie | Mich 
Wouisvall ever vader eh ee ete hee Ky. 
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Hitehcock,Wirs: Alice: . - -.\| daudimetoneere..-,.<-fs-laue ot ee ee 
Grossman (GC: My. .22 3 POtOSKOYi/ ces cp oS ee ho tre ed 
Howe; Joseph..ou2- 2.25.06 SOUTHSELAVEN.: ues. ut ce ere ee oe 
Chaddock, Perry.......... SOUtM IV OMts © ok: Heyes aesteneh ote ein 
Rouse, Hanks. 2.0... osc: DHE Divot kin ok CAS RTa Seka ree 
Randalle Marie 25a <s5 5 oP RERVOISOCIUV... 5.2, spunea cost bitte ops 
NeGlary, Ort. 24g ane DITO oe < ec cdf ee eae tected oa ee he 
Montgomery, Chas........ Konti Citys iis sae acter preetaciee or 
BUSHY WE as cc teeta Kent City. «2. sos ois eee as 
Watson, Arthur.........:. Grand Rapids, Route 8................ 
Anderson, Mels........... Aont Citys str senna oe aie ae a ane 
Hawkinson Bros.......... Rent City 01a et ee a ane hn 
payder, A MGilbs ec Greenville. sisg4 ae sane s 3, te hee 
HANG ye Whe tn lor, ee bia AIDION Cee Stee oie eter eee eee oe 
tS is I es. ao Li Gin CtONE Sec ee ee eee ee coe 
Hiteht Mager eee. 2 Luding tonieieeer sere ee eee 
Shakespeare, A.J......... Kalamazoo; Owe aeees sos. ce eae 
Deleuw, Mathew.......... Kalamazoo; shoute On. 2. a7 ee ee 
Johnston, Wm. F......... Cadillae, County Agent.. Oar 
Johnston, Stanley......... South Haven, Experiment Station...... 
Schullerwree seer se INIewilira Scheie ys cee eee en eee 
Millorsipermard :...<...%.. Bt Roya i: 841 (: ee NDR EATS Al SEU ene 
HNP Orsoneweles Gea)... ee Columbus, 264 Brighton Road......... 
Misa: MC eA rie one cic wh. «cule yO Vi diel oC: 4°0-) «ie ee | ats a, ey 
Vary, ae ie 3 Re ee TER te Coverti tyne ako ee ore ee 
| ato) ce) PI, el (a a een Mraverse: City, Goute, 24. s....-.< ee. % 
Hebard, 1 es ee ee areue Rapids, Route 7.. eagh Atos ae 
Pratt, Vaughan 2, eee See Han taner.d cine ae eee Renee 
Tilhitson; Walter-.-....... Cena Rapids; Route Os y oat. ee 
Hasty, Beldame... 2.6.5... 4 ET ONG ec Se cuactouern we rh pee cae 
Baflers@ecie wee > 5. ean OOr tts at 4.3 Ae ees. oe 
Ouse shisha eee Ha waueatucls «eis coe. bee 
Green, Ernest, E.......... Walled Dake. act. a ere Ne ee oe 
Armour Fert. Works...... Chicago, 209 W. Jackson Blvd......... 
Wpright Cah... sacl Rottorsvallevet.< Stsscec skh oes etki. cise 
aharstons Weel. 22502... Grand Rapids; Route 8.........>5....0: 
utenimaoneAVIOe ou... a) Bonnyville: cic 20h tees ate nea Oe cu ae ae 
Phillip, William...........| Grand Rapids, Route 4.. oe 
MGV ors vein Grete oe St. Joseph, 1418 Lakeview Ave. . ee 
Matthews, V.H..........| FAV 5% sic, 5 = eee ee ee tects bi ea ee 
WejekKlie ean: tee so.) 24] SLOG INngton. os. 2335. 4tc le ace ee 
Noon, M. L. & Son........ JACKSON ROMlGIO 4 eer ae cee ee ee 
[etary Soleus Wn chien eae | arora conn | SoM ct hs wee 
Fuller, Merrill S.........: Tg WON GOs 2 ee ote tenon en 
Wnderdowa ewe bir cero PATINA T DOr ee) eee ee oe ae 
ICKHOTOs NW hoe OY oro DGOSEOR << ctos na daunders une ee eee = ee 
(Allyn; s Gi MGs tc cs Coen. AUD ING Re PHL ity von eo Re ee yo eee 
WanAken eats ot. ok. TUSCAN ORF yah ees Sie oe ee eee 
Hamltons Ove a. cnc 2. Coloma HOO Sse) a ee Oe 
iB Tos 0) 1S GO 2 De Wanton of Wicd vor, etki inten team 
Coffaa, John R........... Alpines sROUbO Ml anc fa ee see 
Skivers Cow! ornate ot Detroit, 625 Book Bldg ne. Oe gee Mee ve 
MeKenzie, E. P........... Marcellus Fmt cact ot Die els Be iy oa ee, 
KptlernCs Den. 2. ae Ludington |. ay, $01.46 Ar atone tee on 
Owen sides. s...... 20. wae Onelkamamion 50-8 haps ee sk 
MoeMillens Victor: 8+... | IMendonres, anc nea sea dite d coven salen 
Leland, M.N............. APG erg ae! ot ee ee el ee ere 
Brooks, Walter........... DOWAGIAG Fins. 2 hor ele ce beet os | 
Skinner cdi... 2. oe eee Hartigrd ae o.2e%, oe egelns cee nel ae fd 
The Trescott Co.,......... HW BIE PORE Ac... tke ae a eek oe ee 
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Gundy Chaseaecs acta PAIUINOMIS eeepc c tu eveie a otene idee wh cates s Sases 
SOWOIS AG EG cares iets ee Kalamazoo. 
Wellman, H...... Nottawa. 4 eee 
Slenker, Frank. . ace Stevensville, Madteilc hee Sa). cco 
Weltmann, Henry .. eee Ntywosepn, Route: I-)...............- 
Brody Clank 5.0 00s ss 4.10.;0)) leansinoy 22. IN. Cedar St.00 505.5 6... 
hbase Hee fee wie sce wee iMlantfords Route zens se. se-e ese eee - 
PaO y. PME Els 5) essed wee ASN EVE ratte cake, « artmynie dic «Ab ieiaged anata 'a. 4 
Walsoni@arlH:.....0..-.. Ba Wabawiae nt serene tr ene eee 
Hatchinson, M.C......... Honrivlos estes oicic eee  tae 
Beaton, Albert..........-.| Benton Harbor; Route 5.............. 
Richards, To ie es een al elaine a9), oe, ne cen au 
Remon) WdiO.......2.2. Benton’ Harbor, Route z).+-...-.. 45-5. 
LOU SOMELOSsan spas oe ete al We a Wie EeOUbC ON 5, cn. some where cere - 
Brennen, John. Bos 3 te Fs Pe al a) See id See ee RR TEM Ee EPR eee 
ilarnthmam. ©. As? ...... une COLOMA tee ee ne ee 
WWiGii Gl Orn @ Wee ee Ae tees Columbus, Franklin ee Bs SL a 
Loe, W. R Rr eee Coloma, Route 1.. : Per tee pen 
Stoddard. Hal. 5......... ECA ON AZ OO Ma eee eit eal oes 
Nooddaraeti-.s) 2. .. ALAIN AZOO cate pe ake et ee 
Smitha Oscar. +. se ei) Waterville. Routel.-....0..-2..5-.-5- 
iector, Glenm. 25.2. 775... Sodus, Route 1.. Leto), VPs el ca do 
Ketcham. Pauls). .s40s. South Haven, Route hi ae 
Continental Machinery Co.| Chicago, 111 W. WEORTOO...5 ic soon iend ee 
TANISSOV Ae Orne earn stic Coloma. MPP rgh nn AM 
amiltonssDeNi =. 2e ee Benton Harbor, Route 5 ane CN ee 
Ashman. Hired: I... sac Benton Harbor, Routel.............. 
Koob, Bomisah he Colomasshoutepcnee aos ee 
Chi. & South Haven S.S. : 

(O10) aes AO Ee ae SOUthPraVeni sea oa 4 ae ee 
Goisleri@ ih at. .s ees ss Colomayyeine cero oh ae ee ae 
Reynolds; Chas: S.........| Benton Harbor, Route 5....2........:. 
Kroitner) Chas.s2 4.4 4... Coloma, Route 2. Fe hy a eae 
Chabot: ASH... se4e 85." Riverside. . Bete fist anaes 
OldSeG Co. 2 dct oe Se oe Benton Harbor.. eye ere eee ae 
Hocker Johns. 4.45 yee Benton Harbor, Route 2 Ot ee met ae 
Simpson... .:......-.| Hartford, Route DOR ye eh oe ee ee 
Weifenbach, N............ Beulah. . : Ree es ee 
Kntebess bed: ..25.... 5.75 Wiatorrlict kat ppm Cae) a 
anchor bins. 22 58 one Coloma, Route 2. Nee A ne 
Silom 1U Coys) Beas eens sy Benton Harbor, Rotors ee kc iu 
(Chai. Dig ee Coloma, Route 2. ee 
eer erga se VE Secs: -) ese clays Coloma, Route 1... Ree an ae 
Scarlett, JA wes. ek ees DD OURIAS Eyes 5 csttins seth: Fale cee Sens 
ilendersons @has../....2-. Rawibaw EOUuteh4ws. 60.5 se soos 
Krieger, Jesse L...........] Benton Harbor, Route 3 re are ee 
vend all eAcw in 45a ae IBentonwrlarborse aoe a ee ee 
Garlands "WW. ccs... ce SOMPIGNS SPEINGS . S.5, 8.6) cca Sigs die oe we Oe 
Pramanlpon, © Jie) oc. ee Coloma; (ROUTES... oc os. Sotoa es ite 
IU Sy gS el GAR 8 A de Re FELON GROTO eee fe - gis a ee ae 
Shaaritelage Wee. cl eave enue oat Bee IF ATULONGIy ct iid ec ed Oe etch a eee 
Shamuirlei abe (Op eaters flee ore WolOMal ee ee a we eee 
HiansonteHia Geen, wae rsheG@roclas 25 205 at, Soe es eee eee 
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